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UNITY 2017
Editorial: Unions Unite for Unity | BY BONNIE DWYER

Special Issue: The Adventist Unity Conference

W
hen Adventist leaders from ten union
conferences in four world divisions called
a meeting to discuss unity, they did so in
the spirit of the Sabbath Conferences of

the 1840s. Enthused by God’s spirit, they suggested coming
together to explore the important subjects of church struc-
ture and authority, unity, and liberty of conscience. They
chose the United Kingdom as a central meeting place, and
set the event for 15–17 June, at the Crowne Plaza,
Heathrow, London. 

As news about the conference spread, there were schol-
ars who enthusiastically volunteered to speak at the meet-
ing only to change their mind after phone calls from
General Conference leaders questioned the legitimacy of
the event, given that it had not gone through normal chan-
nels of approval for the worldwide church calendar. With-
out that approval, official church media also shied away. 

At Spectrum, we saw the outline of the program and re-
alized that the papers to be presented would be of inter-
est to our readers, so we volunteered to publish the
material from the conference in written form.  The con-
ference organizers considered our proposal and accepted
it. Thus, this double issue of Spectrum contains all the pa-
pers that were presented in London, plus a bonus peer-
reviewed historical article about church attitudes toward
women’s ordination in the 1930’s, when church leaders
decided they wanted to be the most “fundamental of the
fundamentalists.”

As the event in London unfolded, it was intriguing to
me that, despite the political situation which prompted
the gathering, church politics were not the focus of the
conversation. While the speakers did not shy away
from the current situation, they addressed the biblical
and historical assignments that they had been given.
Round-table conversations after each of the presenta-
tions stayed on those topics, too.

It was time for such discussions that motivated the ini-
tial calling for the conference. Brad Kemp, the president

On Friday afternoon, Barry Oliver chaired a discussion 
session on Unity in the Church that touched on several 
aspects of recent church discussions about unity. Seated
left to right: Roy Adams, Olive Hemmings, John Brunt,
Reinder Bruinsma, Barry Oliver, Geroge Knight, Wendy
Jackson, Lowell Cooper, and Ray Roennfeldt.
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of the New Zealand Union Conference and chair of the
London organizing committee, noted at the opening 
of the session the limited time for discussion of agenda
items at the Annual Council meeting of the General
Conference Executive Committee. While all the union
conference presidents are members of that committee, it
is the division officers and General Conference personnel
who extensively review and prepare the Annual Council
items. By the time the union conference personnel arrive,
the expectation is often for them to just quickly ratify
what the divisions recommend. When a few hours are set
aside for a controversial issue, individuals are limited to
comments of two minutes, and then a vote is taken.
Union and conference level personnel often leave the
meetings feeling that their viewpoints have not been ade-
quately heard or considered. 

You could feel the hunger for conversation in the
room in London. You could hear it in the animated pre-
sentations that made even church policy dynamic and
interesting. At the round tables there was great interest
in views from other parts of the world. The significance
of the London Unity Conference thus grew out of the
original presentations and conversations.

One attendee commented to me that it was important

to note what the meeting was not, because that is what
he found himself telling friends. It was not a political 
discussion. It was not a review of the General Conference
Secretariat document “A Study of Church Governance
and Unity” that set in motion the unusual events of 
Annual Council 2016. It was not a new set of papers on
Women’s Ordination. 

It was a biblical, historical examination of church author-
ity, structure, unity, and liberty of conscience. A master
class on those topics, really. An unforgettable experience.
An important meeting in the history of Adventism, much
like the 1919 Bible Conference. A privilege to attend.

Talking with Olive Hemmings after her masterful
presentation on liberty and justice, I expressed my appre-
ciation for her work. “You are welcome,” she said, “It was
a labor of love.”

That love permeated the meeting. It made us all feel, as
Roy Adams suggested, that as a church we are really not as
separated on issues as it might seem. There is love for one
another, love that is the beginning of unity. n

Bonnie Dwyer is editor of Spectrum magazine.
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morning 

I
t would seem to be an obvious answer. If we are asked
how the Ten Commandments begin we quote the first
line as “Thou shalt have no other gods before me.”1 And
having done so, and thought so for many years, we fail 

to realize that this answer starts us down the wrong road. That
is not how the Ten begin. 

But before we get into that, let’s look at a little background.
The children of Israel are at the foot of Mt Sinai, having just
left Egypt, after having lived there for over 200 years under its
polytheistic influence. True, they were the chosen people, the
family of promise to Abraham and the descendants of Jacob

whose name was changed to Israel. But after more than two
centuries and multiple generations separating them from the
patriarchs, and removal from the promised land, there was lit-
tle memory of those days and promises.

Complicating the matter even further, they had become
slaves of the Egyptians, forced to hard labor and under an
edict that all newborn male children were to be drowned in
the Nile River. Now Moses, who had been adopted into the
Royal Family of Egypt, had fled for his life under threat and
had been gone for forty years, living in Midian, serving as a
shepherd of the flocks of his father-in-law.

Deliverance | BY GARY PATTERSON
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Devotions
It is in this setting that God called to him from a

brightly glowing bush in the desert, introducing himself
with the words, “I am the God of your father, the God of
Abraham, the God of Isaac and the God of Jacob.”2 Think-
ing as we do in retrospect, it is hard to comprehend that
Moses—the author credited with writing the first five books
of the Bible—knew so little about the God of the Patriarchs.
So this is where deliverance begins as God says,

I have indeed seen the misery of my people in Egypt. I have heard
them crying out because of their slave drivers, and I am concerned
about their suffering. So I have come down to rescue them from the
hand of the Egyptians and to bring them up out of that land into a
good and spacious land, a land flowing with milk and honey….
And now the cry of the Israelites has reached me, and I have seen the
way the Egyptians are oppressing them. So now, go. I am sending
you to Pharaoh to bring my people the Israelites out of Egypt.3

After a bit of protest, Moses asks a question that seems
strange to us. “Suppose I go to the Israelites and say to
them, ‘The God of your fathers has sent me to you,’ and
they ask me ‘What is his name?’ Then what shall I tell
them?”4 To us who live in a monotheistic—or even atheistic
society—that seems to be an odd question. After all, his
name is God isn’t it? Well, no. God is a title, not a name.
And in the religion of Egypt, under which influence they
had been living for generations, there were hundreds of
gods with different names and often different interests
which were in conflict with one another.

It is the nature of polytheistic religion that attempting to
appease them all is a constant and impossible task. It is with
this in mind that Moses asks the odd question, “What is your
name?” And God replied, “I am who I am. This is what you
are to say to the Israelites: ‘I AM has sent me to you.’”5 The
one and only. The existent one. The eternal. He has come
to deliver Israel from their captors in Egypt. And indeed,

slavery was one of the big issues being addressed. But even
more important than this was deliverance from the host of
oppressive and crazy gods of the Egyptians.

The setting is that Israel is now free in the wilderness of
Sinai. But they have no functional government. They have
no crops. They have no income. They have no structure to
their society. And they have no concept of a God who loves
and cares for them. It is in this setting that we are now ready
to ask the question, “How do the Ten Commandments
begin?” And the answer is found in Exodus 20, verse 2, not
in verse 3 which we usually think of as the start:

I am the Lord your God, who brought you out of Egypt, out of the
land of slavery. You shall have no other gods before me.6

OK. So what difference does that start make? Actually, all
the difference in where we go from here. If we begin with
just the words, “You shall have no other gods before me,” we
make him out to be the biggest demanding ego in the uni-
verse who you had better obey—or else. But if we begin with
“I am the Lord your God, who brought you out of Egypt” you
have an entirely different view based on deliverance: deliv-
erance not just from slavery, but from all those crazy and op-
pressive gods they had learned to fear in Egypt.

Granted, we live in an entirely different setting today,
and the Ten Commandments frequently come in for a bum
rap. In our secular society, at best, some view them as 
archaic, irrelevant, out of date, and an attempt to stand in
the way of our good times and fun. And those who still
hold them in respect have often contributed to the poor
reputation of the Ten by portraying them as a measuring
stick, or threat, or as a means of salvation. But God did not
give us the Ten to save us from hell fire. He gave us Jesus
for that. Rather, he gave us the Ten to keep us from living
in our own man-made hell while destroying ourselves and
one another in this earthly life.
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While it is the grace of Christ that saves us for eternity, it
is the Ten that serves as a second grace—a deliverance from
our bent to self-destruction. For a band of escaped slaves,
the Ten provided protection they had not known in the so-
ciety where they had lived. Likewise, for us, the Ten saves us
from corruption in society today.

It helps me to comprehend all this when I see the command-
ments as a package, bound together as a unit both from within
and without. This “Ten Package” begins, not with the first com-
mandment, but rather with the fifth—the bridge connection be-
tween the two sections of the Ten, or the foundation upon
which the package is based. It is the family bond that holds it
all together, even to the point that the length of life and
homeland security are affected by it. It is the basis of society,
the seat of learning, the center of worship.

Once having established this base, we see four ascending
levels of rights that the Ten provide. The first is the right 
to existence reflected in the first and sixth commandments.
Deliverance from killing as proscribed in the sixth clearly
establishes the right to human existence. But like it, the first
commandment has double impact. Not only does it establish the
right of God as the one and only; at the same time, it delivers
the people from the untenable existence of dealing with multiple
gods who need to be appeased. Both the existence of God and
of mankind are assured by this level of the Ten Package.

The second and seventh commandments address the right
of purity in relationships. The term adultery comes into play
in both, but it is actually a word derived from chemistry. It is
defined as “corrupting, debasing, or making impure a sub-
stance by the addition of foreign or inferior material.” And in
both our relationship with God and our relationship in mar-
riage, the right to purity is established, and we are delivered
from corrupt influences. When Israel wanders and strays
from pure worship, God calls them an adulterous nation, em-
ploying the very language of the seventh commandment.

The third and eighth commandments deal with the right to
possessions. “You shall not steal” is rather straight forward and
easily understandable. Don’t take that which is not rightfully
yours. But what can you take from God? There it is: “You shall
not take the name of God in vain.” The reputation of God is
tied to those who claim to be his people. Our frequent inter-
pretation of this commandment is in the context of foul lan-
guage. And even though this is clearly included, there is so
much more. Stealing God’s good name by our crude, disre-
spectable, and wicked behavior is unacceptable. Even in our
religious practice—or perhaps particularly in this way—when

we misrepresent him, we are guilty of destroying his good
name and turning others from him.

While the first three levels of the Ten reflect relationships
with rather tangible things such as existence, purity, and pos-
sessions, the fourth level deals with symbolic relationships—
the Sabbath and truthfulness. How so, you might ask? Look 
at the similarity of these two observations, the first from the
prophet Ezekiel and the second from the Gospel of John:

I gave them my statutes, and shewed them my judgments, which if a
man do, he shall even live in them. Moreover also I gave them my sab-
baths, to be a sign between me and them, that they might know that I
am the Lord that sanctify them.7

I have given them thy word; and the world hath hated them, because
they are not of the world, even as I am not of the world. I pray 
not that thou should est take them out of the world, but that thou
shouldest keep them from the evil. They are not of the world, even as 
I am not of the world. Sanctify them through thy truth: thy word 
is truth. As thou hast sent me into the world, even so have I also sent
them into the world. And for their sakes I sanctify myself, that 
they also might be sanctified through the truth.8

It is in commitment to truth and to rest in God’s grace—
think Sabbath—that we are sanctified. While the first three
levels of the Ten address more physical objects and behaviors,
the fourth level provides our right to purity on the inside
through sanctification, not of ourselves, but as a gift of grace.

So there you have it. The Ten package bound together
through the family unit as its base and connection to the four
levels of deliverance. I guess that about wraps it up. No! you
say. There is one more? Oh yes, the tenth commandment. But
it is kind of a throwaway commandment anyway, isn’t it? “You
shall not covet,” and then a rather lengthy list of the things
you are not to covet. But after all, who is going to know if you
violate this one. It all takes place in your own head.

Yet that is just the point. This is the commandment that
actually does wrap it all up. It is the shield which surrounds
the other nine. Before we would violate any of the others,
we first covet that which is not rightfully ours. Putting it in
contemporary language, perhaps we could translate it as the
phrase “Don’t even think about it.” And that is a good no-
tion. Otherwise, even if we did not actually violate one of
the other nine, living in a constant state of longing for that
which is not ours not only wears us down inside, but it also
diminishes the value of what we rightfully possess so that we
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t is unfortunate that we have largely lost the original
meaning of the word Sabbath. While it is true that we
understand it actually means rest, yet both in ancient 
Israel and for us as well, it becomes the name of a day,

rather than a description of one’s behavior. Perhaps if we
translated the fourth commandment to read, “Remember the
rest day and set it apart from the other six days in which you
do your usual things,” we would break free from all the excess
baggage we carry with the word Sabbath.

It is in recent years that I have heard the simple greeting
“Happy Sabbath” being used in our churches. It is difficult to
put an exact time frame on it, but I believe I heard it first 
as “Feliz Sabado” in Hispanic congregations around the early
1990s. And then it seemed to spread rapidly into North

American English-speaking churches as well as “Happy Sab-
bath.” But maybe it goes way beyond that, even to Hebrew
heritage in the phrase “Sabbat Shalom.” Regardless of its 
origin, it is a concept which stands in contrast to much of
the way we have thought about and related to the Sabbath—
think rest day—in the past.

Due in part to a change in our understanding of the word
“pleasure” since the days of the translation of the KJV, which
states “not doing your own pleasure,” we have come up with
the idea that if anything is fun, it is forbidden on the Sabbath.
What we fail to understand is that the Old English usage of
the word was “choice,” not “enjoyment” or “fun.” The NIV
helps us a bit in its presentation of the Sabbath promise given
in Isaiah 58:13–14:

Happy Sabbath | BY GARY PATTERSON

fail to enjoy our blessings.
Ellen White makes an insightful observation about the

Ten in these words:

The ten commandments, Thou shalt, and thou shalt not, are ten prom-
ises, assured to us if we render obedience to the law governing the uni-
verse. “if you love me, keep my commandments.” Here is the sum and
substance of the law of God. The ten holy precepts spoken by Christ
upon Sinai's mount were the revelation of the character of God, and
made known to the world the fact that He had jurisdiction over the
whole human heritage. That law of ten precepts of the greatest love that
can be presented to man is the voice of God from heaven speaking to the
soul in promise. "This do, and you will not come under the dominion
and control of Satan." There is not a negative in that law, although it
may appear thus. It is DO, and Live. The Lord has given His holy
commandments to be a wall of protection around His created beings.9

Properly understanding the Ten requires that we start down
the correct path at the outset. Like on any journey, if we
choose the wrong path, we will get to the wrong destination.
Deliverance is the road to be chosen. And the destination is
the Kingdom of God. After all, it was Jesus who prayed, “Your
kingdom come, your will be done on earth as it is in heaven.”

Responsive Reading
LEADER:
Lead me Lord to know your law, not as a code of

boasted worth;

CONGREGATION:
But as a shield of righteousness, a gift of God in my new birth.
LEADER:
Lead me Lord, lead me Lord, lead me by Your law.

CONGREGATION:
Lead me by Your gentle hand, close to You to draw.
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If you keep your feet from breaking the Sabbath and from doing as
you please on my holy day, if you call the Sabbath a delight and
the Lord's holy day honorable, and if you honor it by not going
your own way and not doing as you please or speaking idle words,
then you will find your joy in the Lord, and I will cause you to
ride on the heights of the land and to feast on the inheritance of
your father Jacob.

Here it is. The rest day is to be not only a change from the
humdrum routine of the work-a-day world, it is to be what is
called a “delight.” In it we are to find “joy” in serving and re-
membering the Lord. And while it is easy for us to deride and
sneer at much of the baggage the Jews in Jesus’ day had at-
tached to it—making it an unbearable burden—if we are hon-
est, in many ways we have done the same thing.

In my early days, it was forbidden to ride a bicycle on Sab-
bath—too much fun. And although it was considered to be
proper, and even wholesome, to go on a hike in the moun-
tains, it was not OK to go swimming in one of the beautiful
lakes you might come across. Who was it that decided these
things, and on what basis? In my days of attending Auburn
Adventist Academy in the mid-1950s, the hour bell rang
across campus sixty minutes before sundown. You had better
have taken your shower before that time, because shortly
thereafter the shower doors were closed and locked to pre-
vent any miscreant from violating the Sabbath by taking a
shower—a concept that seems beyond strange in today’s
world where a daily shower is often considered a regular part
of morning hygiene in preparation for the day ahead.

Several years ago, I was invited to speak at the 100th an-
niversary celebration of a church established near Battle
Creek, Michigan in the late 1800s. Those were the “good old
days” we were celebrating, and as we searched the church
records of those early believers, we found an interesting dis-
cussion regarding proper Sabbath keeping. The issue centered
on whether it was a violation of the Sabbath to let the horses
run while pulling the carriages on the way to church. Now
Michigan has some very cold days in winter, and a running
horse was known to be warmer than one merely walking. So,
it was agreed that it would not be a violation to allow horses
to run on very cold winter days. But on other warmer days it
was not proper.

While this might well be a valid discussion in the context
of animal kindness, to make it a Sabbath-keeping matter
seems to stretch credulity. Yet this example of our bent to es-
tablish rigid behavioral rules for Sabbath observance seems to

reflect the same misguided attempts employed by the San-
hedrin in biblical times.

As much as I favor the idea of church community and cor-
porate worship, it is significant to note that nothing in the
fourth commandment refers to going to church on the Sab-
bath. Rather it is about a change of pace and activities in
which we are regularly engaged during the week, thus giving
us time for family and community to celebrate the creativity
and salvation afforded us by a loving and delivering God.
Such activity should lead to what Isaiah says about calling the
Sabbath a delight.

How does that play out? Actually, quite differently in vari-
ous locations, cultures, families, and ages. In a work environ-
ment calling for hard physical labor, lower impact activity
may serve well as the “rest” called for on Sabbath. But for one
whose work is desk oriented or mentally demanding, the Sab-
bath “rest” may call for outdoor activity that restores the body
both physically and mentally.

During the summer of 1968, I was leading a group of
thirty-seven young people from the northwestern United
States on a three-week tour of Europe in connection with the
World Youth Congress in Zurich. Our first Sabbath on tour
took us to Denmark where we worshiped with the church 
on the campus of Skodsborg Hospital and school. It was a 
delightful experience and we were treated royally. But in the
announcements at the end of the church service, the Principal
of the school shocked all of our group as he invited us to a
croquet tournament on the front lawn after lunch.

Coming as we did from an area where such game type ac-
tivities were forbidden as Sabbath behavior, we were aston-
ished. Who it is that decides these differing standards, I do
not know. But it was a good lesson in avoiding a judgmental
attitude as we observed a different culture and location behav-
ing in a manner strange to us.

In the context of calling the Sabbath—read “rest day”—a
delight, we need to take a serious look at how we are doing
this, particularly with our children and young people. In an
era when we frequently decry the loss of a new generation,
rather than looking for what is wrong with them, perhaps we
need to look at what we are doing or not doing that causes
them to lose interest in the church and Sabbath. It is time to
be done with the notion that if it is fun, it is forbidden. It is
time for open discussion and exploration as to how we can
follow the biblical instruction to call the rest day a delight and
a joy. And then we need to set about diligently to make it
happen in our homes and in our churches.
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On a beautiful early spring day in 1980, I was serving as
pastor of the Walla Walla University Church. We were en-
gaged in a series of sermons based on the Seven Last Words
of Christ on the cross. I had invited a guest speaker for the
Sabbath of March 22, Dr. John Killinger, widely known au-
thor of many books on preaching and worship, who also had
served as my major professor in the doctoral study program at
Vanderbilt University. His topic was “The Voice of Human
Need—I Thirst.” Well known in Protestant circles, his ap-
pointment with us attracted many pastors and members of
other churches in the area and, following the worship service,
the church hosted a dinner for Dr. Killinger and our many
guests, allowing time for them to engage in personal dialog
with him and with one another.

Later that afternoon, my wife and I took him on a tour of
the Walla Walla Valley countryside. Productive semi-arid cli-
mate that it is, the fields were lush green in spring with miles
upon miles of winter wheat fields. The orchards were in full
bloom. The vineyards were showing the first sprouts with
promise of sweet grapes. The famous Walla Walla Sweet sum-
mer onions were standing stately in their perfect rows. The as-
paragus was thrusting its boney fingers out of the ground, and
the fresh, cool, dry air of spring blew through the open win-
dows of the car as we drove along the country roads.

And as we did so, we passed by many students and mem-
bers of the church out for a walk, or a bike ride. Some were
pushing strollers with the children on board. Others were
slow cruising even as we were doing. Recognizing who it was,
they would wave and stop to talk, greeting one another with
love and friendship and calling out “Hello Pastor. Thank you
for the wonderful worship service today.” Given that this was
not an unusual occurrence on a Sabbath afternoon, I did not
think too much about it until the following day.

During his visit to the Valley, Dr. Killinger had also been
invited to speak at the leading Protestant church in the city.
The pastor had invited him, prior to the service, to address
the governing board of the church, following which he en-
tered into dialog with them regarding their interests and con-
cerns. One of the members addressed the matter of how
fellowship in the church could be enhanced, particularly in
the context of attracting young people.

I was unprepared for what happened next. Dr. Killinger of-
fered some suggestions as to how a church needs to move with
the times and address the interests and concerns of its youth.
But what he then said astonished me. He told of the beauty of
our drive through the countryside the day before, and then

said, “Maybe you should ask Dr. Patterson about his Sabbath
tradition. That seems to be the secret of reaching the commu-
nity.” While I was pleased with this recognition of what the
Sabbath can mean for us, I only wished that it were as true as he
thought it was. “Happy Sabbath”? Would to God that we could
make every Sabbath that kind of an appealing “Rest Day.” 

In 2005, it was my privilege to serve as Interim Senior Pas-
tor of the Southern Adventist University Church in Ten-
nessee during their search for a new Senior Pastor. Lodging
arrangements were made for us in University condo housing
up on a hill just a block or two from the church. It was my
custom to walk down to the church in the early morning prior
to the first service at 8:30. It was on one of these fresh fall
mornings that as I walked, the words of a new Sabbath hymn
flooded my mind, reflecting the beauty of this rest day:

Sabbath Morning
May be sung to “Oasis” #460 in the SDA Hymnal

When dawns the glorious morning of Sabbath reverie,
The hand of the Creator reveals His love to me.

The sunshine, and showers, refreshing earth and sea,
Display in power, this Holy hour, creation’s memory.

Created in God’s image, His children long to be
Restored again to goodness, to life and liberty.

Through gracious forgiveness, He recreates in me,
New life within, to save from sin, redemption full and free.

Restore these holy hours the joy of Sabbath rest;
A refuge in the journey of life where sin has stressed.

A type of eternal rest from sin and woe.
With thankfulness, Your name we bless this boundless 
grace to know.

Responsive Reading
LEADER:
Lead me Lord to know your love, not selfishly in 

hoarding greed.

CONGREGATION:
Show me someone I can cheer, not just in word but generous deed.
LEADER:
Lead me Lord, lead me Lord, lead me in Your love.

CONGREGATION:
Lead me by Your gentle hand, to Your throne above.
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I
t seems clear at the outset that the Gospel of John sets
about to establish a theme of Light vs. Darkness as he in-
troduces the reader to his best friend—who just happens
to be the God of the universe. Yes, yes, I know. We all

are trained to say that Jesus is our best friend. This idea is cele-
brated even in our songs, such as the line in the old hymn, “He
will hear you when you call, he will help you when you fall. O
the best friend to have is Jesus.”

And lovely as that sentiment may be to us, this is not
what we are talking about in the Gospel of John. He means
“friend” in a very literal and personal way. His best friend
was the real person he walked and talked with in a radical,
physical presence, in real time and actual locations. But the
zinger in it all was that this real, physical, on location, in
real-time person, also just happened to be the God of the
Universe. Wrap your mind around that one.

We are well acquainted with John’s prologue to the gospel:

In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the
Word was God. He was with God in the beginning. Through him all
things were made; without him nothing was made that has been made.1

Unfortunately, we tend at this point to cut away from the
flow John is establishing and skip to verse 14, which talks about
the Word being made flesh—which is fine if we are exploring
the eternality of the Creator—but such a skip interrupts a
theme that is being established which is crucial to what follows
in the Gospel: an emphasis on light and darkness.

In him was life, and that life was the light of men. The light shines
in the darkness, but the darkness has not understood it. There came
a man who was sent from God; his name was John. He came as a
witness to testify concerning that light, so that through him all men
might believe. He himself was not the light; he came only as a wit-
ness to the light. The true light that gives light to every man was
coming into the world. He was in the world, and though the world
was made through him, the world did not recognize him. He came to
that which was his own, but his own did not receive him. Yet to all
who received him, to those who believed in his name, he gave the
right to become children of God.2

So significant is this light and darkness theme, that the gospel
refers to it twenty-four times, and it sets up a contrast that helps us
understand what comes next—in the proper light—so to speak.

Clearly the Gospel of John sets about to introduce the
reader to Jesus and declare him to be the Messiah. But as I
looked at this proclamation in the first few chapters—delivered
by various individuals and events—I began to wonder, when
does Jesus first announce and claim that title himself? So, I set
about reading the record of those early days of his ministry,
searching for that first clear declaration from his own lips, stat-
ing that he actually was the Messiah.

The first event of this introduction in the Gospel, is Jesus’
encounter with John the Baptist:

John testifies concerning him. He cries out, saying, “This was he of
whom I said, ‘He who comes after me has surpassed me because he was
before me.’ I am the voice of one calling in the desert, ‘Make straight
the way for the Lord.’ I baptize with water, but among you stands
one you do not know. He is the one who comes after me, the thongs of
whose sandals I am not worthy to untie.”3

     The next day John saw Jesus coming toward him and said, “Look,
the Lamb of God, who takes away the sin of the world! This is the 
one I meant when I said, ‘a man who comes after me has surpassed me
because he was before me.’ I myself did not know him, but the reason 
I came baptizing with water was that he might be revealed to Israel.”4

     Then John gave this testimony: “I saw the Spirit come down from
heaven as a dove and remain on him. I would not have known him, except
that the one who sent me to baptize with water told me, ‘The man on whom
you see the Spirit come down and remain is he who will baptize with the
Holy Spirit.’ I have seen and I testify that this is the Son of God.”5

     The next day John was there again with two of his disciples.
When he saw Jesus passing by, he said, “Look, the Lamb of God!”6

Now that is clear enough I would think. Yet in all this, Jesus
does not make the claim of Messiahship. These two former
disciples of John—now disciples of Jesus—accepted him as
their new leader on the word of John the Baptist.

Andrew, Simon Peter’s brother, was one of the two who heard what John
had said and who had followed Jesus. The first thing Andrew did was to
find his brother Simon and tell him, “We have found the Messiah.”7

Light in the Darkness | BY GARY PATTERSON
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Now we have three followers who are joined the next day
by Philip and Nathaniel who declares, “Rabbi, you are the Son
of God; you are the King of Israel.”8 That is all rather clear
and potent stuff. But we still do not have the direct claim to
Messiahship by Jesus that we are looking for.

It would seem that the next event, in the mind of a good
publicist, would be the ideal time for such an announcement—
at least Mary, his mother seemed to think so. It is the report of
the first recorded miracle of Jesus, turning water into wine.
And lest you think this was just a bottle or two, do the calcu-
lations. It was 150 gallons or about one half-ton of wine. But
still no announcement.

With the Passover nearing, Jesus went to Jerusalem and
found a corrupt market extravaganza raging on in the name
of religion and worship. 

In the temple courts he found men selling cattle, sheep and doves,
and others sitting at tables exchanging money. So he made a whip
out of cords, and drove all from the temple area, both sheep and cat-
tle; he scattered the coins of the money changers and overturned
their tables. To those who sold doves he said, “Get these out of here!
How dare you turn my Father’s house into a market!”9

Again, in the mind of a hired publicist, this would certainly
seem to be a moment of broad recognition, but still no an-
nouncement.

While he was in Jerusalem at the Passover Feast, many people saw the
miraculous signs he was doing and believed in his name. But Jesus
would not entrust himself to them, for he knew all men. He did not need
man's testimony about man, for he knew what was in a man.10

Next, in chapter 3, comes the story of Nicodemus, which
we are inclined to read in an indulgent light, given that in the
end he does come to anoint the dead body of Jesus. But if we
read the story accurately, it is not complimentary. And rather
than start with chapter 3 as we usually do, we need to go back
to the real introduction of the story. It reads thus:

Jesus would not entrust himself to them, for he knew all men. He did
not need man's testimony about man, for he knew what was in a
man. Now there was a man of the Pharisees named Nicodemus, a
member of the Jewish ruling council.11

What is the implication here? What is it that Jesus knows
about this man? And one other question—why did this man

come at night? Is this story falling into the “light/darkness”
theme set up in the introduction?

But wait. There is more. In the following chapter, there is a
woman who meets Jesus at Jacob’s well near Sychar at noon,
in full sunlight. A man and a woman. Darkness and light. You
might say these stories are as different as night and day. But
let’s pursue these differences a little further. Nicodemus was
famous as a member of the Jewish ruling council, a noted reli-
gious leader. The woman—whose name we do not know—was
famous too, or maybe we should say infamous, living with a
man who was not her husband and having had five husbands
before. How is that for contrast.

Nicodemus speaks first with a compliment in that con-
versation, but at the well, Jesus opens the conversation
with a request for a drink, to which the woman replies with
a rather rude observation about a Jewish man speaking to a
woman he does not know, who also happens to be a
Samaritan. It is interesting to note how quickly both con-
versations shift—the first from positive to negative and the
second from negative to positive.

Jesus tells Nicodemus that things must change saying, “Un-
less a man is born again, he cannot see the kingdom of God.”12

We generally interpret this new-birth experience in the con-
text of our own personal salvation and eternal life. But I think
something else is going on here. Perhaps Jesus is telling this re-
ligious leader that without a new birth, without a new way of
understanding the kingdom of God, he cannot see it when it is
right in front of him. And despite containing one of the most
famous texts in Scripture—John 3:16—the story ends poorly.

Nicodemus, rather than face the obvious meaning of Jesus’
words, quibbles with a foolish response. “How can a man be
born when he is old? Surely he cannot enter a second time
into his mother’s womb and be born!”13 Obviously, Nicode-
mus did not believe that, nor did he assume that Jesus be-
lieved it either. Rather, he sought to avoid facing the changes
required for entering the kingdom of God that were being
brought in by Jesus. The summary of this conversation brings
us back to the light and darkness theme again. Imagine sneak-
ing across town in the dark and then hearing these words:

This is the verdict: Light has come into the world, but men loved
darkness instead of light because their deeds were evil. Everyone who
does evil hates the light, and will not come into the light for fear that
his deeds will be exposed. But whoever lives by the truth comes into
the light, so that it may be seen plainly that what he has done has
been done through God.14
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Meanwhile, back at the well, things are going in the oppo-
site direction. Perceiving Jesus to be a prophet, the woman
says, “I know that Messiah is coming. When he comes, he will
explain everything to us.”15 And finally we find what we have
been looking for, the declaration from Jesus’ own lips, “I who
speak to you am he.”16

The woman leaves the water pot at the well and returns
to the town she left only minutes earlier as the reputed sin-
ner of Sychar. But in that amount of time, she has been
changed into the ranking evangelist. 

Many of the Samaritans from that town believed in him because of
the woman’s testimony, “He told me everything I ever did.” So when
the Samaritans came to him, they urged him to stay with them, and
he stayed two days. And because of his words many more became
believers. They said to the woman, “We no longer believe just be-
cause of what you said; now we have heard for ourselves, and we
know that this man really is the Savior of the world.”17

So there you have it. Following the conversation with
Nicodemus—nothing. Following the conversation at the
well, the first congregation forms in Sychar as Jesus de-
clares his Messiahship. Perhaps this—and one other decla-
ration, the announcement of the resurrection, which we
will come to in a minute—are the most important and dra-
matic announcements that Jesus makes in his entire min-
istry. And it is to a woman of the despised Samaritans that
he entrusts the preaching of this great news.

Yet back in Jerusalem, the Jewish ruling council contin-
ues in their bent to establish and enforce the rules of reli-
gion. That is what authoritarian religious institutions are
prone to do. Perhaps it is over the rules for Sabbath obser-
vance that they are shown to be at their most foolish ex-
tremes. It was at the pool of Bethesda where Jesus saw the
tragic sight of human misery.

Here a great number of disabled people used to lie—the blind, the lame,
the paralyzed. One who was there had been an invalid for thirty-eight
years. When Jesus saw him lying there and learned that he had been in
this condition for a long time, he asked him, “Do you want to get well?”
The invalid replied, “I have no one to help me into the pool when the
water is stirred. While I am trying to get in, someone else goes down
ahead of me.” Then Jesus said to him, “Get up! Pick up your mat and
walk.” At once the man was cured; he picked up his mat and walked.
     The day on which this took place was a Sabbath, and so the
Jews said to the man who had been healed, “It is the Sabbath; the law

forbids you to carry your mat.” But he replied, “The man who made
me well said to me, ‘Pick up your mat and walk‘.” So they asked him,
“Who is this fellow who told you to pick it up and walk?” The man
who was healed had no idea who it was, for Jesus had slipped away
into the crowd that was there.
     Later Jesus found him at the temple and said to him, “See, you are
well again. Stop sinning or something worse may happen to you.”
The man went away and told the Jews that it was Jesus who had
made him well. So, because Jesus was doing these things on the Sab-
bath, the Jews persecuted him.18

It is institutional religious authoritarianism run amuck.
Where did they come up with a rule that says it is unlawful
to heal on the Sabbath? They couldn’t do it, and neither
could anyone else. But that was their rule, and they were
determined to enforce it, no matter how foolish it was.
And again, with the man born blind, we find the same
bizarre accusation.

The day on which Jesus had made the mud and opened the man’s
eyes was a Sabbath. Therefore, the Pharisees also asked him how he
had received his sight. “He put mud on my eyes, and I washed, and
now I see.” Some of the Pharisees said, “This man is not from God,
for he does not keep the Sabbath.”19

Seeing Jesus as a threat to their cozy little control club,
they set about to destroy him. And it was on the prepara-
tion day for a high Passover Sabbath that the deed was ac-
complished. About three hours before the sun would go
down, Jesus said, “It is finished.”20 With that, he bowed his
head and died. So one problem for the Pharisees was
solved in time for proper Sabbath observance. But there re-
mained two others—the thieves were still alive.

And now comes the most bizarre requirement for keep-
ing the Sabbath I can imagine. “Because the Jews did not
want the bodies left on the crosses during the Sabbath,
they asked Pilate to have the legs broken and the bodies
taken down.”21 Somehow it had been determined by the
authoritarian religious elite that it was not lawful to heal on
the Sabbath. But it was mandatory to break people’s legs in
order to keep it properly. Surely this is the consummate ex-
ample of religious authority run amuck.

But the story does not end there. It is in darkness again,
early on Sunday morning that Mary of Magdala went to the
tomb. Upon finding it empty, she ran to tell Simon and John
that the stone had been removed and Jesus was no longer
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there. Running back to the tomb as light is dawn-
ing, they find that it is true, he is not there. But:

They still did not understand that Jesus had risen from
the dead. Then the disciples went back to their homes, but
Mary stood outside the tomb crying. As she wept, she
bent over to look into the tomb and saw two angels in
white, seated where Jesus’ body had been, one at the head
and the other at the foot. They asked her, “Woman, why
are you crying?” “They have taken my Lord away,” she
said, “and I don’t know where they have put him.” At
this, she turned around and saw Jesus standing there, but
she did not realize that it was Jesus. “Woman,” he said,
“why are you crying? Who is it you are looking for?”
     Thinking he was the gardener, she said, “Sir, if you
have carried him away, tell me where you have put him,
and I will get him.” Jesus said to her, “Mary.” She
turned toward him and cried out in Aramaic, “Rab-
boni!” (which means Teacher).
     Jesus said, “Do not hold on to me, for I have not yet
returned to the Father. Go instead to my brothers and tell
them, I am returning to my Father and your Father, to
my God and your God.” Mary Magdalene went to the
disciples with the news: “I have seen the Lord!”22

So there it is again. Not only is the announce-
ment of Messiahship given to a woman who be-
comes the ranking evangelist. But the announce-
ment of the resurrection is given to a woman who
is sent as the first apostle to proclaim the good
news of salvation.

Thus it is also with us. We are all united in the
service of the Master. “There is neither Jew nor
Greek, slave nor free, male nor female, for you are
all one in Christ Jesus. If you belong to Christ, then
you are Abraham's seed, and heirs according to the
promise.”23

Responsive Reading
LEADER:
Lead me Lord to know Your grace, not just 

received but spread abroad.

CONGREGATION:
Teach me that forgiveness shared, reflects from me the love
of God.
LEADER:
Lead me Lord, lead me Lord, lead me

through Your grace.

CONGREGATION:
Lead me by Your gentle hand, soon to see 
Your face.
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Introduction 
It is the purpose of this paper to:

1. Briefly describe aspects of the denominational context
and the organizational design of the Seventh-day Ad-
ventist Church in 1863;

2. List and briefly discuss a number of factors which led to
the reorganization of the Church in 1901–1903;

3. List the changes that reorganization brought to the or-
ganizational structures of the Church;

4. Locate mission as the primary impetus for reorganiza-
tion;

5. Discuss the principles which, in 1901, undergirded the
introduction of the union as an added layer of organiza-
tional structure; and

6. Distil from the historical data learnings which may be
instructional for the contemporary Seventh-day Adven-
tist Church.

Perspective of the Paper
With respect to perspective, this paper should be read
keeping in in mind that:

1. The paper reflects an abiding sense of loyalty to and
love for the Seventh-day Adventist Church. The au-
thor, now retired, has served as an ordained pastor,
evangelist, associate professor, administrator, and fi-
nally as president of the South Pacific Division and
vice-president of the General Conference of Seventh-
day Adventists;

2. Care has been taken to ensure that all quotations reflect
the context from which they are taken. Thorough refer-
encing gives the reader opportunity to investigate the
extended context;

3. The paper is written in a spirit of open enquiry and dis-
cussion; and

4. It is acknowledged that history is always contextual, as
is the application of principle and practice in diverse
contemporary contexts.

Limitations
The paper assumes a working knowledge of Seventh-day
Adventist organizational structure. There is no attempt to
describe contemporary structure. There is limited discussion
of the theological interplay between Alonzo T. Jones and
those aligned with him in 1901, and Arthur G. Daniells and
those aligned with him. The polemic between these two
groups strongly influenced the outcome of the restructuring
process.2 Further, in this paper there is only passing refer-
ence to the impact of the Kellogg debacle on the individuals
and decisions of the early twentieth century. 

Aspects of the Denominational Context 
and the Organizational Design of the Seventh-day 
Adventist Church in 1863

T
he Seventh-day Adventist Church was for-
mally organized at a meeting of believers at
Battle Creek, Michigan in 1863. At that time,
the membership was approximately 3,500. It

was decided that there would be three administrative lev-
els of Church structure: the local church, the conference,
and the General Conference with headquarters in Battle
Creek. The officers of the General Conference were a
president, secretary, and treasurer. Three persons were
appointed as the members of a General Conference exec-
utive committee and General Conference sessions were
to be held annually.3

There were those who had argued that by being or-
ganized the Church would become Babylon, but those
who saw the necessity for an efficient system of organiza-
tion prevailed. Indeed, it was James White who, through-
out the controversies surrounding the proposed
organization in the late 1850s and early 1860s, was the
most vocal proponent of the need for organization.4

White, as editor of the Advent Review and Sabbath Herald
and the unofficial leader of the Sabbatarian Adventists,
was continually writing and speaking in support of organ-
ization. His wife also supported the need for sound or-

Reorganization of Church Structure, 1901–03: 
Some Observations1 | BY BARRY OLIVER
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ganization. It appears, however, that when it came to de-
nominational structures, the Church understood her role
to be more exhortatory and advisory than definitive.

For example, in August 1861, Ellen White had re-
proved those who did not have the courage of their con-
victions:

The agitation on the subject of organization has revealed a great
lack of moral courage on the part of ministers proclaiming present
truth. Some who were convinced that organization was right failed
to stand up boldly and advocate it. . .. They feared blame and oppo-
sition. They watched the brethren generally to see how their pulse
beat before standing manfully for what they believed to be right. . ..
They were afraid of losing their influence. . .. Those who shun re-
sponsibility will meet with loss in the end. The time for ministers to
stand together is when the battle goes hard.5

The arguments which were used to persuade the be-
lievers to organize themselves into a denomination were
not based strongly on biblical or theological reasoning.6

Rather, pragmatism won the day. In 1907, A. G. Daniells,
reflecting on the events of the 1860s, listed some of the
problems of disorganization, implying that organization
solved these and other issues facing the Church. His list
included failure to keep proper church membership
records; paucity of church officers; inability to determine
the accredited representatives of the people; no regular
support for the ministry; and no legal provision for hold-
ing property.7

Even a list of reasons which Ellen White compiled in
1892 was largely pragmatic, although she did leave room
for more latitude. Her reasons for organizing the church in
1863 were (1) to provide for the support of the ministry,
(2) for carrying the work in new fields, (3) for protecting
both the churches and the ministry from unworthy mem-
bers, (4) for the holding of church property, (5) for the
publication of truth through the press, and (6) for many
other objectives.8

Factors Which Led to the Reorganization of the 
Church in 1901–1903
Despite the simplicity and uniqueness of the structures
set up in 1863, the need for major modification of those
structures became evident as the Church expanded dur-
ing the last quarter of the nineteenth century. A number
of contextual factors led to the need for change.

1. Numerical Growth and the Beginnings of Diversity
Although Seventh-day Adventists still understood them-
selves to be simply “a body of believers associating to-
gether, taking the name of Seventh-day Adventists, and
attaching their names to a covenant simply to keep the
commandments of God and the faith of Jesus,” with the
Bible as “their only creed and discipline,” by 1888 there
were already thirty organized conferences containing 889
organized churches. There were 227 ordained and 182 
licensed ministers. The constituency was supporting six
publishing houses, three senior educational institutions,
and two medical establishments. By the turn of the century,
the church had 75,000 members spread not only across
the United States, but also in Europe, Australia, and New
Zealand, and increasingly in the “mission fields.”9

As the church continued to grow and diversify, it was
evident that the meager organization that was set in place
in 1863 could not cope with this numerical and geographi-
cal growth.

2. Institutional Growth
Further, the organizational structures of 1863 did not an-
ticipate the increase of organizations to care for the pub-
lishing, educational, health, and missionary interests of the
Church. These entities were not a part of the conference
administrative structure of the Church, but stood as inde-
pendent units apart from it. Although they had a separate
infrastructure, most shared personnel with the administra-
tive structure of the denomination; most were located in
Battle Creek.

The major auxiliary organizations that were in existence
at the beginning of 1888 were the General Tract and Mis-
sionary Society, established in 1874; the General Sabbath
School Association, established in 1878; the Health and
Temperance Association, established in 1879; and the
General Conference Association, established in 1887. The
National Religious Liberty Association was established in
1889, an autonomous Foreign Mission Board in the same
year, and the Seventh-day Adventist Medical Missionary
and Benevolent Association in 1893.10

3. Loss of Coordination and Integration
These organizations were legally incorporated as independ-
ent bodies that had their own officers and executive boards
or committees. Although they were all part of the Seventh-
day Adventist Church—officers being appointed by and re-
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porting to the General Conference session—they
were not administered directly by the General
Conference. Because of their independent status,
coordination and integration were perennial
problems during the 1890s. Not until the 1901
General Conference session and its reorganiza-
tion of the administrative structures of the
church were the auxiliary organizations incorpo-
rated into the conference structure as depart-
ments of the General Conference.

4. Administrative Centralization
The growing global missionary consciousness of
the church during the 1870s and 1880s was ac-
companied by increased centralization of admin-
istrative control. In 1885, George Butler,
president of the General Conference from
1871–1874 and again from 1880–1888, spoke of
the principles upon which the organization of
the church was established. He declared,

Supervision embraces all its [the General Conference]
interests in every part of the world. There is not an insti-
tution among us, not a periodical issued, not a Confer-
ence or society, not a mission field connected with our
work, that it has not a right to advise and counsel and
investigate. It is the highest authority of an earthly
character among Seventh-day Adventists.11

Butler’s concept of administration grew out of
his concept of leadership. After the General
Conference of 1888, Ellen White wrote of Butler:

A sick man’s mind has had a controlling power over the
General Conference committee and the ministers have been
the shadow and echo of Elder Butler about as long as it
is healthy and for the good of the cause. Envy, evil sur-
misings, jealousies have been working like leaven until the
whole lump seemed to be leavened. . .. He thinks his posi-
tion gives him such power that his voice is infallible.12

In response to some tensions that existed be-
tween James White and other church leaders,
Butler had written an essay in 1873 in which he
encapsulated his attitude toward leadership. His
position was clear from the opening sentence:

“There never was any great movement in this
world without a leader; and in the nature of
things it is impossible that there should be.”13

Butler described a leader as a benevolent
monarch. He supported his assertion by refer-
ences to numerous biblical examples of authori-
tarian leaders. While he was willing to concede
that Christ was indeed head of the church, he
insisted that some men were “placed higher in
authority in the church than others.”14

Subsequently, the 1875 General Conference
session passed a resolution that called for a re-
vision of Butler’s essay.15 The 1877 session re-
scinded all parts of the essay that referred to
the leadership of the church as residing in one
man. This was supported by a resolution which
stated that,

The highest authority under God among Seventh-day
Adventists is found in the will of the body of that people,
as expressed in the decisions of the General Conference
when acting within its proper jurisdiction; and that
such decisions should be submitted to by all without ex-
ception, unless they can be shown to conflict with the
word of God and the rights of individual conscience.16

Although James White made it clear that he
did not agree with Butler’s position, and despite
Ellen White’s continuous appeals, Butler did not
modify his leadership style very much until well
after he was voted out of the presidency at the
1888 General Conference session.17

In the early 1880s, Ellen White began to re-
buke General Conference administrators for tak-
ing too much of the responsibility for decision
making on themselves and failing to give others
opportunity to have input. In a letter to W. C.
and Mary White in 1883, Ellen White pointed
out that “every one of our leading men” consid-
ered that “he was the very one who must bear all
the responsibilities” and “failed to educate others
to think” and “to act.” In fact, she charged, the
leading men gave the others “no chance.”18

Implicit in her condemnation of those who
followed that practice was reproof for those who
permitted them to do it without seeking to cor-
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rect the situation. Conference leaders, for in-
stance, were told that they were to make their
own decisions. The president of the General
Conference could not possibly “understand the
situation as well as you who are on the ground.”19

As a corrective for centralization of control,
Ellen White advocated proper use of the com-
mittee system that had been established when
the General Conference had been organized in
1863. She made it clear that even in the opera-
tion of institutions one man’s mind was not to
control the decision-making process. She em-
phasized that “God would not have many minds
the shadow of one man’s mind,” but that “in a
multitude of counselors there is safety.”20

5. Financial Crisis
Another precipitating factor which led to re-
structuring was the state of the finances of the
church. When G. A. Irwin assumed the presi-
dency of the General Conference in 1897, he
had to face a woeful financial predicament.
Within a few weeks of his appointment, the situ-
ation was so desperate that he wrote to N. W.
Allee that the General Conference was “living
from hand to mouth, so to speak.” He told Allee
that “some days we get in two or three hundred
dollars, and other days we have nothing.” 
On the particular day that he was writing, he
lamented that the treasury was “practically
empty,” even though there were at that time “a
number of calls for means.”21

Despite concerted effort by General Confer-
ence leaders, the situation did not improve substan-
tially. While there were some periods when the
predicament was not as desperate as it was at other
times, at all times the situation was out of control.
The financial statement for 1899 showed that at
the beginning of that year the General Conference
had only $55.33 cash on hand. The same report
showed that by October 1 of the same year, there
was an operating deficit of $9,529.74.22 At the be-
ginning of 1901, the deficit was $41,589.11. In Au-
gust, the deficit was still $39,600.23

Because of the chronic shortage of operating
capital, nothing was being done to repay debts

that had been incurred in order to establish
various institutions. Percy Magan, who realized
that part of the problem lay in the ease with
which institutions borrowed money and the
ease with which church members lent it to
them, charged that “all our institutions” had
been in “the borrowing business.” He advo-
cated that it was time for them “to quit” bor-
rowing. But not only were institutions to cease
borrowing; church members were to cease dab-
bling in “the lending business.” Had the mem-
bers not been “in the lending business,” then it
was certain that the institutions “would never
have been in the borrowing business.”24

Desperate times called for desperate measures.

6. Decreasing Ability to Support Missionary Expansion
The inability of the denomination to finan-
cially support its growth was having an effect
on its missionary expansion. In the last five
years of the nineteenth century there was a
slackening of missionary activity by the de-
nomination. At the 1899 General Conference
session, Allen Moon, president of the Foreign
Mission Board, reported that

     During the last two years we have opened up no new
work in any part of the world. It has been an impossi-
bility. There have been demands for opening the work in
China. That work ought to have been opened a year
ago, yet we have been utterly unable to do anything to-
ward opening it.25

The failure to commence any new work be-
tween 1897 and 1899, and the decrease in the
number of missionaries being sent abroad be-
tween 1895 and 1900, does not appear to have
been the result of any marked decrease in the
church’s eschatological or missiological vision. 
A more likely explanation for the problems is
that the centralized organization as it existed
was just not able to cope financially and admin-
istratively with its missionary enterprise.26

Arthur Daniells realized that such a situation
confronted the church as he visited Africa and
Europe on his way from Australia to the 1901
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General Conference session. In August 1900,
while in Europe, he wrote to W. C. White that

My heart is filled with interest that I cannot express in be-
half of these foreign fields, and I sincerely hope that the
next session of the General Conference will rise to the high
and important position it should take in behalf of these
countries. . .. I see much to encourage us, and some things
that need careful management in the way of reorganiza-
tion. . .. In all these places I have secured all the details I
can regarding the work, the same as I did in Africa, and
shall arrange these data for future use if needed.27

Change was needed not only to accommodate
the growth of the past but also to facilitate
growth in the future.

Changes that Reorganization Brought to 
Organizational Structures
For all of these and perhaps other reasons in
addition, the 1901 General Conference session
saw a major reorganization of the administra-
tive structures of the Church. The impetus for
change continued at the 1903 General Confer-
ence session. The changes that were made at
those sessions were based on the principles of
organization that were established at the de-
nomination’s founding in 1861–1863. By 1901,
it was recognized that those principles needed
to be updated and applied in the contempo-
rary context. Ellen White was particularly
pointed in her endorsement of change. On the
day before the official opening of the 1901
General Conference session she declared,
“God wants a change . . . right here . . . right
now.”28 The following day when reiterating
the concerns which she had communicated on
the previous day, she added, “according to the
light that has been given me—and just how it is to
be accomplished I cannot say—greater strength
must be brought into the managing force of
the Conference.”29 She called for change and
flexibility. She left it to the assembled dele-
gates to determine just how that change would
be accomplished and what organizational
structures would be put in place.

The principal changes that were made in
1901–1903 were:

1. The formation of union conferences as the
constituent bodies of the General Conference;

2. The decentralization of much decision mak-
ing from the General Conference administra-
tion to union conference executive
committees;

3. The consolidation of departments of the
General Conference and the dissolution of
independent incorporated entities that had
been operating departments and some insti-
tutions; and

4. The title of the chief officer of the General
Conference was to be “Chairman of the
Board” rather than “President.” At the 1903
General Conference session the title “Presi-
dent” was reinstated.

The Development of Mission as the Major Im-
petus for Reorganization
At the time of organization in 1863, mission was a
relatively insignificant reason among many given
for forming an organized church. But by the time
of reorganization in 1901, mission was the preemi-
nent reason for organization. It is abundantly clear
that when it came to the need for organization, A.
G. Daniells and his associates began with the cer-
tainty and imminence of the return of Jesus Christ.
The imminence of the second coming of Christ
determined the urgency of the mission. 

For those allied with Daniells, ecclesiology
was more a function of their eschatological and
missiological perceptions. The church existed
because it had been commissioned to perform a
specific task. That task was missionary in nature.
The missionary nature of the church was the the-
ological perspective that informed the need for
and shape of the structures of the church. Writ-
ing to W. C. White in 1903, Daniells stated that
“the vital object for which Seventh-day Adven-
tists have been raised up is to prepare the world
for the Coming Christ; the chief means for doing
this work is the preaching of the present truth, or
the third angel’s message of Rev. 14:6–12.”30
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Because the need for organization arose from a per-
ception of eschatological and missiological necessity,
there was no doubt among those who held this view that
the structure which they erected was biblically based.
They understood that the New Testament affirmed that
Christ was returning and that the transmission of the
gospel to the world was the primary precondition for his
return. With a consciousness of divine providence, they
understood that Seventh-day Adventists had been specif-
ically chosen within a precise time reference in order to
herald the “everlasting gospel” to all the world. It was a
conviction born of commitment to the necessity of a bib-
lical foundation for their faith and practice, including
their organizational practice. Daniells reflected the con-
viction of the denomination when, in 1906, he confi-
dently declared that

The doctrines we hold not only created our denomination, but our
denominational aim, purpose, or policy, as well. This denomina-
tional purpose or policy is formed by our view of what the
Bible teaches. It is peculiar to our denomination. It differs from
the policies of other denominations and organizations as widely as
our doctrinal views differ from theirs.31

Some years later, W. A. Spicer was even more emphatic
than Daniells. Challenging the church to take up the
“world-wide proclamation of the everlasting gospel and
the finishing of the work,” he contended that “every prin-
ciple in the organization of our work . . . is found in the
Word of God.” Clarence Crisler, who was the private sec-
retary of Ellen White from 1901 until 1915, began the
foreword to a pamphlet that he wrote the year before her
death by categorically stating that “the underlying princi-
ples of the organization of the Seventh-day Adventist de-
nomination . . . may be traced in the records of the New
Testament.” Both Spicer and Crisler were careful to say
that it was “principles” and not forms that were to be found
in the New Testament.32

Reorganization was undertaken in the first place not
because the end was coming, but because there was a
“work” to do before the end could come. Reorganization,
or for that matter organization, could not be substanti-
ated on the basis of the return of Christ alone. Those
who insisted that organizational form be determined only
by the imminence of the return of Christ had, in the his-
tory of Adventism, often denied the necessity of any

form of organization at all. It was the mission policy of
the church that in 1905 was described as “the most im-
portant feature of our denominational policy,” and it was
the urgency associated with that mission that was more
the precipitating factor in reorganization than the immi-
nence of the Christ’s return.33

The Principles Undergirding the Formation of 
Union Conferences
At the 1901 General Conference session there were two
opposing viewpoints with respect to the reasons for and
the shape of reorganization. Alonzo T. Jones and his as-
sociates derived their principles of organization more
from their individualistic understanding of soteriology
and their ecclesiological emphasis. Arthur G. Daniells
and his associates derived their principles of organization
more from their evaluation of the pragmatic situation of
the church with respect to the fulfilment of its missionary
task. Having just returned from extended periods of for-
eign missionary service, Daniells, W. A. Spicer, Ellen G.
White, and William. C. White were keenly aware of the
inadequacy of the existing administrative structure to
cope with the needs of the Church’s global missionary
enterprise. Their focus was on the reorganization of the
administrative structures of the church so that they could
be an instrument rather than an inhibitor of mission.

The development of the missionary focus of the
church in the years since 1863 certainly did not diminish
the need for structures. Daniells contended that the prin-
ciples which governed the choice of organizational struc-
tures should be those which supported the maintenance
of the structures, not those which tended to destroy
them. In retrospect, he pointed out that the principles
which guided the church in its reorganization could not
be permitted to lead the church towards disorganization
or the abandonment of those “general principles” which,
in the 1860s, had transformed a scattered group of “be-
lievers” into a viable denomination.34

Daniells would later list the advantages of reorganiza-
tion and attempts would be made to systematize the the-
ological rationale for reorganization.35 However, despite
repeated reference to “principles,” again, no systematic
treatment that could be used as a basis for decision mak-
ing was forthcoming. Without a systematic ecclesiology,
there was really no substantial basis upon which the
church could build its principles of organization. 
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Those principles which can be derived from
extant records and which appear to have most
strongly influenced reorganization and the for-
mation of unions were as follows:

1. Decentralization
For Daniells and his associates, decentralization
as a principle of reorganization was paramount.
In 1902, reflecting with the General Conference
committee on what had been accomplished in
1901, Daniells affirmed that “the guiding princi-
ple [of reorganization] had been the decentral-
ization of authority by the distribution of
responsibility.” He added that the application of
that principle had led “to the organization of
union conferences,” and representation “on all
operating committees” of the “four features of
our work—the evangelical, medical, educational,
and publishing interests.”36

At the 1903 General Conference session,
when he was explaining his understanding of
the sentence from Ellen White’s 1896 letter
that had been used by Jones, Waggoner, and
Prescott in an attempt to do away with the
presidency of the General Conference,
Daniells stated that according to his under-
standing, Ellen White was saying that the
leaders of the church needed to “decentralize
responsibilities and details and place them in
the hands of a larger number of men.”37 In this
sentence he was using the term “decentralize”
in the sense of the verb “to delegate.” He un-
derstood Ellen White to be discussing the
need for responsibility to be delegated to sev-
eral persons rather than being concentrated in
just one person—the president of the General
Conference. 

One of Daniells’ favorite expressions (one
that he had taken from Ellen White), was that
those “on the ground” should bear the burden of
administration and have the prerogative of deci-
sion making.38 He saw the implementation of
the union structure as the manner in which ad-
ministrative responsibility was being delegated
to those “on the ground.” The union administra-
tors were, for Daniells, those “on the ground.”39

Under Daniells’ leadership the commitment
to the principle of decentralization was never
revoked. Decentralization continued to be con-
sidered as a vital principle which governed the
reorganization of the church. However, the
confrontation and polemics over organizational
issues that began in mid-1902 and continued
for the next seven years (until Jones was re-
moved from church membership in 1909),
caused a renewal of emphasis on the need for
unity in the church. That desire for unity on
the part of the administration of the church
meant that the structures of the church became
more an instrument of the centralization of au-
thority than they did an instrument of delega-
tion and decentralization of authority. Jones
claimed that just such a tendency was built into
the very structures themselves. Such was not
necessarily the case, but circumstances and the
disposition of the leaders themselves did in-
deed influence just what emphasis was evident
in practice.

2. Unity and Diversity
When Daniells discussed the principles which
were to govern the reorganization of the
church at the 1901 General Conference ses-
sion, and described the benefits which would
accrue from the implementation of the union
conference plan, he did not particularly men-
tion unity. Certainly Ellen White had done so
in the College Library Address, and certainly
the principle of unity had always been a top
priority for Seventh-day Adventists and would
continue to be so, but for both Ellen White and
A. G. Daniells the immediate priorities were
elsewhere. In his single, most significant expla-
nation of the operation of the Australasian
Union Conference and its application to the
world church, Daniells discussed the simplifica-
tion of machinery for transacting business, the
need to place laborers [administrators] in the
field in personal contact with the people, the
advantage of having general boards in the field,
the necessity of having a general organization
which did not concern itself primarily with af-
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fairs in the United States, the General Conference as a
“world’s General Conference,” and the necessity for the
boards of institutions and the committees of union con-
ferences to be composed of persons familiar with their
geographical areas of administration.40 But he did not
even mention the need for unity.

At the second meeting of the General Conference ses-
sion in 1903, however, Daniells did include unity among
the list of advantages and benefits that were realized by
reorganization. Having pointed out that reorganization
had resulted in a distribution of responsibility and that
“work in all parts of the world” was to be dealt with by
those who were “on the ground,” and that the “details”
were to be “worked out” by them; he summarized, “in
short, the plan recognizes one message, one body of peo-

ple, and one general organization.”41

By 1903, even though decentralization was still vital, it
was now a form of a decentralization which was carried
out only along “prescribed lines.” In some respects, par-
ticularly in the organization of departments of the Gen-
eral Conference, there was more centralization than
decentralization. Apparently, some were concerned that
things were going back to what had occurred during the
years leading up to reorganization.42

Ellen White sensed the danger of slipping backwards
and placing inordinate stress on the oneness of the or-
ganization. Her concern was that such a position would
result in the need to centralize authority, resulting in or-
ganizational uniformity. Specifically, with reference to
the publishing concerns of the church, she said,
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No man’s intelligence is to become such a controlling
power that one man will have kingly authority in Battle
Creek or in any other place. In no line of work is any
one man to have power to turn the wheel. God forbids.43

She was particularly outspoken regarding fail-
ure to implement principles that had been intro-
duced in 1901. Writing to Judge Arthur in
January 1903, she maintained that as the dele-
gates who had been in attendance at the session
returned to their homes, they carried with them
into “their work the wrong principles that had
been prevailing in the work at Battle Creek.”44

The context does not indicate exactly what
“principles” were being discussed. Although
structural changes which she approved of had
been made in 1901, apparently the new struc-
tures could be abused with the same result as the
former structures. Thus, Ellen White once again
found it necessary to reprove the leaders of the
church and its departments because of the ten-
dency to gather power about themselves.
Whenever the need to promote unity was priori-
tized to the extent that it disrupted the mainte-
nance of equilibrium between the principles of
unity and diversity, and diversity was not taken
into consideration as it should have been, cen-
tralization was the result.

During the 1890s, both unity and diversity had
negative and positive aspects as far as the mission
of the church was concerned. Diversity was posi-
tive when it enhanced the potential of the church
to reach diverse “nations, tongues, and peoples,”
and led to decentralization of decision making. It
was negative when it caused chaos and confusion,
such as was the case with the multiplication of aux-
iliary organizations. Unity was positive when it
bound the church into oneness in Christ. It was
negative when it was interpreted to require unifor-
mity and unnecessary centralization of authority.

Unity was necessary in order to encompass
the dimensions of the mission of the church.
There was no way for the Seventh-day Adven-
tist Church with its emphasis on worldwide
evangelization, to succeed in that task unless
there was unity of purpose, belief, and action.

Unity of action required administrative coordi-
nation that could best facilitate strategic initia-
tives on a global scale. Further, the functional
ecclesiological self-image that was characteristic
of the church permitted a centralized adminis-
tration that could coordinate and facilitate the
mission of the church. It cannot be denied that,
given the church’s theological and pragmatic
priorities, some centralization was necessary
and legitimate. But in 1901, the principle of di-
versity was more determinative than the princi-
ple of unity in the establishment of an
additional level of administration, and by dele-
gating some functions which had previously
been performed by the General Conference to
union conferences. The emphasis was on the
need to recognize diversity by decentralization.
Past growth had made the recognition of diver-
sity necessary, but projected future growth
made provision for diversity imperative.

3. Participation/Representation
Local Conference Participation  

Daniells made a concerted effort to carry his em-
phasis on diversity and decentralization not only
into union conferences but also into the local
conference setting. Soon after the 1901 General
Conference session, he began to promote broad-
based participation in the decision-making
process by encouraging the state conferences to
permit all state church members to participate at
their respective state sessions as delegates.
Daniells’ innovation in this respect was a depar-
ture from the system of permitting only duly ap-
pointed delegates to vote at the session.

Daniells’ idea of representation was that any
and every person who was in attendance at a
local conference session and a member in that
conference should be a delegate to the session.
He strongly advocated a participatory election
process for local conferences at most of the local
conference sessions that he attended in 1901, at
the Lake Union Conference session (of which
he was president), and at the European Union
Conference in 1902. In Europe, he stated his
concept as a principle. He said,
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As to representation, nobody can represent anybody except
himself. All should be the Lord’s representatives; but no-
body can represent some other person, or a church. A
church is “fully represented” in a Conference when all its
members are present; but nobody can delegate his mind or
his conscience to another. If a person is present at any
meeting, he does not want somebody else to speak for him.45

It was further reported that while he did not
presume “to dictate to any how they should do,
he gave it as his conviction that just as in any
church meeting all the members present are enti-
tled to speak, so in any Conference all the mem-
bers present are properly delegates.” He added
that his plan had “been adopted in quite a num-
ber of Conferences in America.”46

Daniells was questioned at length concern-
ing his proposal. Apparently quite a few of the
delegates had read Loughborough’s article, or
were familiar with the early history of the de-
velopment of the organizational structure of
the church and saw pragmatic difficulties with
the plan. They were concerned that such a plan
could give one district an undue proportional
influence and control. Daniells rebuffed such a
suggestion on the basis that all were Christians;
the implication being that no one member or
group of members would exercise arbitrary or
political power over others. Daniells countered
even further. Given his commitment to mis-
sion, he assured the delegates that the principle
of numerical representation could not be a sat-
isfactory principle because if it were strictly fol-
lowed from the local conferences right through
to the General Conference, it “would leave the
heathen lands wholly unprovided for, and was
thus opposed to missionary effort.” Each mem-
ber was to “consider himself as representative
of the world, and not merely of his particular
locality.”47 He was somewhat inconsistent in
his reasoning, however. He was not promoting
participatory representation as a principle to be
adopted at all levels of church administration.
He was only concerned for its adaptation to
local conference governance, and, to some ex-
tent, to union conferences. At General Confer-

ence level, Daniells’ ideas of representation, es-
pecially with reference to overseas fields, were
not at all participatory, nor were they even par-
ticularly representative.

Union Conference Representation

At the union level of administration, the con-
cept of representation changed from broad-
based participation by the people to unilateral
representation of the departments and the in-
stitutions in the union. The same situation ap-
plied at the General Conference. In 1901,
Daniells allowed the proposal that the execu-
tive committee elect its own chairman because
he, along with W. C. White, considered the
committee to be a “thoroughly representative
one.”  But the committee selected in 1901
comprised representatives of departments and
institutions, with only the union presidents as
representatives of “the people” who were sup-
posed to be the authority base in the church.
The union presidents were outnumbered sev-
enteen to eight and could very easily be out-
voted. Further, as chairmen or executive board
members of the institutions within their own
unions, union presidents were more often fo-
cused on institutional concerns than on the
concerns of the local churches and the church
members. They were, therefore, more likely to
be sympathetic to institutional problems and
needs than to the needs and concerns of the
church at large. The composition of the com-
mittee inevitably led to a focus on institutional
concerns. In this respect, Seventh-day Adven-
tist mission methodology was in accord with
that of most mission agencies which depended
to a large degree on the establishment of insti-
tutions.

International Representation

The situation with regard to representation of
the worldwide constituency of the church was
even more troublesome. As the composition of
the General Conference executive committee
was being discussed in 1901, G. G. Rupert asked
if there was any provision for the “different na-
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tionalities among us” being represented on the
committee. Prescott answered him by quoting
Gal 3:28 and assuring the delegates that such
was not necessary because “ye are all one in
Christ Jesus.” The outcome was that the safest
course was chosen—only North Americans were
elected to the executive committee. But that is
not to say that there was no commitment to the
principle of representation. Representation was
understood as being compatible with the higher
principle of decentralization. The church and its
members were very much in the mind of
Daniells both at the General Conference session
in 1901 and in the year that followed. Though
he was conscious “more and more” of the “influ-
ence and power” that the General Conference
had, he was anxious to use that power “rightly”
and get into “sympathetic touch” with the “rank
and file” of the church constituency. He cen-
sured conference officers for failing to consult
their constituencies when decisions of impor-
tance were to be made. In 1901, he had wanted
administration and government in the Seventh-
day Adventist Church to be “of the people, by
the people, and for the people.”49

4. Decision by Consensus
Along with his regard for the prerogatives of
the members of the church and his desire to
implement a participatory decision-making
process at local conference level, Daniells ad-
vocated decision making by consensus in 1901
and 1902, rather than by majority vote. In con-
trast to his concept of participation which was
promoted only on the state conference level,
he advocated consensus decision making at
every level of administration. Daniells told E.
R. Palmer, his associate and confidante in Aus-
tralia, that at the 1901 General Conference ses-
sion no measure “received unkind treatment.”
Some of the proposals advanced were
“amended” and a few “dropped out,” but it had
all been done by “common consent,” not by
“majority vote.” Daniells declared that he had
never seen “anything like it.”50

One may wonder just what Daniells had in

mind when he advocated the concept of consen-
sus decision making.51 Whatever was the case,
his attitude changed rapidly, again as a conse-
quence of the confrontation with Kellogg, so
that, by the General Conference Session of
1903, vital decisions were being made on the
strength of majority vote.52

The church had some adjustments to make in
the years immediately after 1901. Some of the
plans that were made and the methods that were
followed were not wise. Daniells himself admit-
ted that. However, the shift from emphasis on
participatory representation and consensus deci-
sion making to emphasis on more structured
representation and majority-vote decision mak-
ing after the clash with Kellogg, and the ex-
tended polemics with those opposed to the
church structure, was indicative of a shift from
emphasis on the need for diversity (or decentral-
ization) to emphasis on preservation of unity.

5. Constituent Authority
In 1901, Daniells intended that the General Con-
ference executive committee should be advisory,
not executive. Referring to the plan of organizing
unions, he hoped that the General Conference
and the Mission Board (which had been integrated
into the General Conference executive commit-
tee), would be “ultimately . . . quite free from per-
plexing details.” He was convinced that the new
plan of organization would enable the committees
“to take the position of general advisory boards.”53

Two weeks later he wrote to the members of the
General Conference Committee:

We are glad that the details in the various Union Con-
ferences are being so fully taken over by those who are on
the ground. . . . Our hope is that we shall be left almost
entirely free to study the large questions of policy affect-
ing the entire field, and to devote our energies to fostering
the work in the weak parts of the field, and also the great
mission fields in the regions beyond. Thus the general
machinery is being reduced to a few simple parts.54

Some were concerned, even so, that too much
power was being centralized in the hands of one
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board. They may have been beginning to question the wis-
dom of forming departments in the General Conference to
replace the auxiliary organizations. Apparently in response,
Daniells wrote to Edith Graham, the treasurer of the Aus-
tralasian Union, that the General Conference executive com-
mittee could not possibly be guilty of centralizing because
the facts of the matter were that the authority to act was
being placed in the hands of “those on the ground.” Daniells
continued:

The General Conference Committee does not propose to deal directly
with the affairs in any Union Conference. We propose to interest our-
selves in the welfare of every Union Conference, in every line of work.
. .. So instead of centralizing our work, we have been distributing it.55

Daniells’ answer to the centralization of power in the
General Conference committee was that the committee
was not going to make executive decisions. It was going
to be a fostering, advisory board whose interest was coor-
dination, not supervision. With Ellen White’s advice in
mind, no doubt, Daniells was concerned that the General
Conference committee should not exercise executive
control, but that it should do everything in its power to
coordinate the administrative functions of the church so
as to respect that authority resident in the church mem-
bership. With the reforms that were suggested and im-
plemented and with the movement away from
centralization of authority, Daniells hailed the events of
1901 as the “beginning of a new era,” the beginning of
“our last grand march.”56

By 1903, Daniells was speaking as though he still held
the “advisory” concept of the role of the General Confer-
ence executive committee. But he was not speaking with
the same certainty. At the General Conference session he
stated, “As the work is now shaping, the province of the
General Conference Committee is of an advisory charac-
ter to a large extent—not altogether, by any means—and
it is of a missionary character or phase.”57 No longer was
the role of the General Conference executive committee
merely advisory. A change of attitude had taken place.
Notice, however, that no change had taken place with
regard to the priority of mission. Any changes in the role
of the General Conference executive committee with re-
spect to coordination as set over against control were
being made with reference to the missionary focus of the
committee and the church.58

6. Simplicity
In view of the complication and confusion that had charac-
terized denominational administration in the 1890s, reorgan-
ization was perceived as a simplification of the organizational
system. In the 1890s, Ellen White had advocated simplicity
in organization and insisted that the machinery was not to be
“a galling yoke.”  Therefore, when reorganization was being
considered in 1901, simplicity was understood to be an es-
sential principle. The principles of representation and distri-
bution of authority were related to the principle of
decentralization. So also was the principle of simplicity.60

Daniells expressed himself most succinctly on the need
for simplicity at the European Union Conference session
in 1902. He said, “Organization should be as simple as
possible. The nearer we get to the end, the simpler will be
the organization. I have no idea that we have got to the
limit of simplicity.”61

In 1903, simplicity was still described as a desirable
principle of reorganization. In his “Chairman’s Address”
Daniells used the integration of the auxiliary organiza-
tions into General Conference departments as an exam-
ple of the application of the principle of simplification.62

However, it was admitted that, in some regards, the ma-
chinery was still too complicated. Simplicity was proving
to be an elusive quality in organization and it was to re-
main so. Especially was that to continue to be the case in
those parts of the world where the administrative ma-
chinery that may have been necessary in North America
or Europe was just “too complicated.”63

7. Adaptability
The principle of adaptability was, in 1901, almost too obvi-
ous to need extended treatment. The very fact that the
church was willing to enter into a process of radical reorgan-
ization is sufficient to indicate that priority was given to
adaptability in organizational structures. Further adaptations
in 1903 indicate that the commitment to adaptability re-
mained. In 1902, in addition to his remarks at the European
Union conference regarding simplicity, Daniells insisted,

We see many things differently from what we did ten years ago, and
I expect that we shall see still more. As new light comes, we ought to
advance with it, and not hold rigidly to old forms and old methods.
Because a thing is done a certain way in one place is not reason
why it should be done in the same way in another place, or even in
the same place at the same time.64
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Further attention could be given to Ellen
White’s attitude to adaptability and the possi-
bility of subsequent structural change.65 Apart
from Ellen White, W. A. Spicer was probably
the most vocal advocate of the importance of
allowing adaptability in the form that organiza-
tion took in the Seventh-day Adventist
Church. It was Spicer, an experienced mission-
ary, who was responsible as much as anyone for
the success of the missionary enterprise of the
church in the early years of the twentieth cen-
tury. With his wide exposure to different cul-
tures and situations, he repeatedly said,

The details of organization may vary accord-
ing to conditions and work, but ever as God has
called his church together there has appeared in it the
spiritual gift of order and government, the spirit that
rules in heaven.66

Learnings Which May Be Instructional 
for the Church
By way of conclusion, the major learnings de-
rived from this paper which may be instructional
for the contemporary Seventh-day Adventist
Church are:

1. When a major discussion is needed and a de-
cision is to be made, it is necessary for people
of influence to speak up and participate in
the discussion rather than keeping silent. 

2. It is possible for leaders to take too much re-
sponsibility for decision making on their own
shoulders and not listen to others or give
them opportunity to participate in the
process.

3. The committee system when utilized prop-
erly can be a corrective for centralization.
Ellen White declared that “God would not
have many minds the shadow of one man’s
mind,” but that “in a multitude of counselors
there is safety.”67 Group-think is not to be in
evidence in the decisions of the Church. 

4. The holding of position of responsibility by
any individual, does not in itself guarantee
the best opinions or the best decisions by

that individual. 
5. Position does not grant irrevocable power.
6. Financial crisis can be a powerful catalyst for

change.
7. A commitment to a global mission which

arises from belief in the imminence of
Christ’s return is the major catalyst for effi-
cient and effective organization. Organiza-
tion must serve mission, not vice versa.

8. The determining principles of organization
are derived more from an evaluation of the
pragmatic situation of the church with re-
spect to the fulfilment of its missionary task
than from systematic theological considera-
tions. A pragmatism which takes into ac-
count biblical teaching and contextual
imperative has been the modus operandi of the
Church. 

9. Decentralization was the most pervasive prin-
ciple of reorganization. As a corrective to
centralization, as much as possible and prac-
tical, decisions are to be made by those “on
the ground.”

10.Confrontation and polemics in the Church
result in emphasis by leaders on the need for
unity. In this context, the structures of the
church become more an instrument of the
centralization of authority than an instru-
ment of delegation and decentralization of
authority. Circumstances and the disposition
of the leaders themselves have considerable
bearing on which is evident in practice. 

11.No one person is to become such a control-
ling power that he/she has too much influ-
ence on the direction that the Church takes
on any issue. 

12.Both unity and diversity can have negative
and positive impacts on the mission of the
Church. Diversity is positive when its ac-
ceptance enhances the potential of the
church to reach diverse “nations, tongues,
and peoples,” and decentralized decision
making is practiced. It is negative when it is
taken too far, appropriate organizational
boundaries are not respected, and it results in
syncretism. Unity is positive when it binds
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the Church into oneness in Christ. It is nega-
tive when it is interpreted to require unifor-
mity and unnecessary centralization of
authority. 

13.Given the church’s theological and prag-
matic priorities, some centralization is nec-
essary and legitimate. But in 1901, the
principle of diversity was more determina-
tive than the principle of unity in the es-
tablishment of unions, and by delegating
some functions which had previously been
performed by the General Conference to
union conferences. The emphasis was on
the need to recognize diversity by decen-
tralization. 

14.In the reforms of 1901, Daniells affirmed
that it was not the intention of the General
Conference committee to deal directly with
the affairs of any union conference. Daniells’
answer to the centralization of power in the
General Conference committee was that the
committee was not going to make executive
decisions. It was going to be a fostering, ad-
visory, board whose interest was coordina-
tion, not supervision. By 1903, Daniells was
speaking as though he still held the “advi-
sory” concept of the role of the General
Conference executive committee. But in
practice, no longer was its role merely advi-
sory. A change of attitude had taken place. 

Adaptability and flexibility are vital for the
fulfilment of the mission of the Seventh-day
Adventist Church. Not everything is to be
done the same way everywhere. When there is
no direct “Thus saith the Lord,” the Church
must be flexible if it is to be true to is reason
for existence.  n
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of administrative prerogative. See Ellen G. White to A. G.

Daniells, Letter 65, June 30, 1901, Ellen G. White Estate Of-

fice. The very same day, Ellen White wrote to her son Edson,

who was working in the southern part of the United States.

Edson was inclined to be too adventurous in his innovations.

Whereas Daniells, the administrator, had to be counseled to

allow change and innovation in a different socio-cultural mi-

lieu, Edson had to be cautioned not to be too hasty. Ellen

White wrote: “You need now to be able to think and judge

with clear discrimination. Great care must be exercised in mak-

ing changes which differ from the old-established routine.

Changes are to be made, but they are not to be made in such

an abrupt manner that you will not carry the people with you.

You who are working in the South must labor as if in a foreign

country. You must work as pioneers, seeking to save expense

in every way possible. And above all, you must study to show

yourselves approved unto God.” Ellen G. White to J. Edson

White, Letter 62 June 30, 1901, Ellen G. White Estate Office.

66. W. A. Spicer, “The Divine Principle of Organization,”

Advent Review and Sabbath Herald (March 25, 1909): 5, (em-

phasis supplied.)

67. Ellen G. White to John Harvey Kellogg, Letter 7, April

26, 1886, Ellen G. White Estate Office.
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O
n October 31, 1517, Martin Luther nailed his
95 Theses to the door of the Castle Church
in Wittenberg, Germany. This year, the
Protestant world is celebrating the five-hun-

dredth anniversary of that event. On May 8, General Con-
ference President Ted Wilson, addressing the faculty of
Middle East University, cited Ellen White, who predicted
that Seventh-day Adventists would carry that Reformation
on until the end of time. Beyond that, he quoted 1 Timo-
thy 1:7: “For God has not given us a spirit of fear, but of
power and of love and of a sound mind.”1 With that good
advice in mind, we will begin our study of the history of
authority in Adventism with Luther and his struggle with
the Roman Church.

Given my topic, many people would expect me to deal
with the theme of the development of ecclesiastical au-
thority in Adventism. But the authority of the church in
the denomination is contexted within Adventism’s under-
standing of the authority of the Bible and that of Ellen
White. As a result, I have divided my presentation into
three parts: Adventism’s approach to biblical authority,
Ellen White’s thoughts on authority, and the develop-
ment of authoritative structures in the Seventh-day 
Adventist Church. 

Adventism’s Historical Approach to Biblical Authority
Adventism has historically viewed itself as a child of the
Protestant Reformation. As a result, it is crucial that we
recognize that the Reformation was not primarily about in-
dulgences or even justification by faith. At its heart, the
Reformation was about the issue of authority.

“What is new in Luther,” Heiko Oberman writes, “is the
notion of absolute obedience to the Scriptures against any
authorities; be they popes or councils.”2 That thought is
evident in his testimony before the Diet of Worms:

Unless I am convinced by the testimony of the Holy Scriptures or
by evident reason—for I can believe neither pope nor councils alone.
. . . I consider myself convicted by the testimony of Holy Scripture,

which is my basis; my conscience is captive to the Word of God.
Thus I cannot and will not recant, because acting against one’s con-
science is neither safe nor sound. God help me. Amen.3

Ellen White’s comments on Luther in The Great Contro-
versy are helpful. Luther “firmly declared that Christians
should receive no other doctrines than those which rest on
the authority of the Sacred Scriptures. These words struck
at the very foundation of papal supremacy. They con-
tained the vital principle of the Reformation.”4 Again, she
penned, the Romanists “sought to maintain their power,
not by appealing to the Scriptures, but by a resort to
threats.”5 Finally, we read that “in our time there is a wide
departure from their [the Scriptures’] doctrines and pre-
cepts, and there is need of a return to the great Protestant
principle—the Bible, and the Bible only, as the rule of faith
and duty. . . . The same unswerving adherence to the word
of God manifested at that crisis of the Reformation is the
only hope of reform today.”6

At this point, it is important to realize that Adven-
tism’s primary Reformation heritage is not Lutheranism
or Calvinism but Anabaptism, or the Radical Reforma-
tion, which in essence held that the magisterial reform-
ers had not been consistent in their Bible-only approach.
For the Anabaptists, it was wrong to stop where Luther,
Calvin, or Zwingli did theologically. As a result, they
moved beyond such teachings as infant baptism and
state support of the church and toward the ideals of the
New Testament church.

Perhaps the best representative religious body in the
spirit of Anabaptism in nineteenth-century America was
the Restorationist movement, for which there was no
creed but the Bible itself. Their drive to get back to the
Bible set the stage for Adventism. Both Joseph Bates and
James White came to Adventism from the Christian Con-
nexion, a branch of Restorationism. For White, “every
Christian is . . . in duty bound to take the Bible as a perfect
rule of faith and duty.”7

In summary, Adventism at its best in 2017 stands on a
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firm platform of the Bible-only as the rule of
faith and practice. One of the unfortunate fea-
tures of Roman Catholicism, and many other
Christian movements in history, is that when
they could not establish their claims from the
Bible they were tempted to use threats and
force, backed up by ecclesiastical authority.

At this point in our discussion of biblical au-
thority we need to briefly examine two passages:
the Jerusalem Council of Acts 15, and the bind-
ing and loosening function of the church in
Matthew 18:18. Those passages have become
important due to their use in recent documents
produced by the General Conference. In those
documents, a favorite passage is Acts 15. A Sep-
tember 2016 document notes that “what is often
called the ‘Jerusalem Council’ is significant al-
most as much for its process as for the theologi-
cal decision that resulted.” The decision of the
Council “was regarded as binding on churches
everywhere.” And, we read, “in sum, the lesson
of the Jerusalem Council is that, in the Church,
diversity of practice can be allowed, but only after a rep-
resentative body has agreed to allow some variation.”8

That is an astounding conclusion, since the lesson
from the Jerusalem Council is exactly the opposite. In
Acts 15 the diversity had already been taking
place. The Council met and validated that exist-
ing diversity, which previously had been blessed
by the Holy Spirit.

But, as we will see, that reversal of fact is only
one problematic aspect of the September 2016
document’s use of Acts 15, when viewed from
the perspective of what has actually taken place
in recent Adventist history. But before treating
that history, it will be helpful to examine Ellen
White’s remarks on the Council. In Acts of the
Apostles she notes that “it was the voice of the
highest authority upon the earth,” a descriptor
she would later apply to General Conference
sessions. Those words are also found in The Story
of Redemption, where the section on the Council
has the editorial title of “The First General Con-
ference.” The section notes that the Council was
called because the Jews did not believe that God
would authorize a change from traditional prac-

tices. But, she concludes that “God Himself had
decided this question by favoring the Gentiles
with the Holy Ghost” to demonstrate the need
for change. In short, God had given the Spirit to
the Gentiles in the same manner that he had to
the Jews.9 Thus unity in diversity was approved.

The point about the Spirit settling the matter
is an interesting one since at the 2015 General
Conference session there was no testimony from
female pastors regarding how the Holy Spirit
had blessed their ministries in the same way as
that of males: the very type of testimony that
had led to breaking the deadlock over accepting
Gentiles in Acts 15 (see vv. 8, 9), and had rein-
forced many members of the General Confer-
ence-appointed Theology of Ordination Study
Committee to approve, by a strong majority, the
concept of allowing those divisions that desired
to ordain females to move forward. In that sense,
the decision-making process of Acts 15 was not
followed.

A further point to note is that in Acts 15 all of
the decisions had a clear biblical base. The same
cannot be said of the 2015 General Conference
session vote, as we will see in our treatment of
Adventism’s ecclesiological authority.

Several other points should be made in rela-
tion to Acts 15. First, Paul later opted not to fol-
low the Council’s decision of Acts 15:20, 29 in
regard to abstaining from food sacrificed to idols.
That is evident from 1 Corinthians 10:23–30,10

where in verses 25 and 27 he claims that it is per-
missible to eat meat offered to idols if it does not
offend anyone, a ruling that goes directly against
Acts 15 with its categorical prohibition. So we
find Paul adding conditions and making excep-
tions based on cultural context. What Paul could
have done was to announce that the first General
Conference in session had passed a universal rule
and that he had a copy of the letter to prove it.
That would have solved the problem and saved
Paul a lot of ink and explanation. In actuality, we
do not find Paul in any of his letters referring to
the Acts 15 Council, even though it could have
been helpful to him.

A second point that should be noted is that the
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Seventh-day Adventist Church does not follow
the “universal” rulings of Acts 15:29, 20 in that it
does not prohibit the eating of blood by requiring
flesh eaters in its midst to eat only kosher meat
that has been killed in the proper way, so that the
blood is drained completely from it. So, we find
the Adventists being similar to Paul in interpret-
ing and discarding aspects of the ruling largely
based on cultural considerations.

With those facts in mind, it can be argued
that the real lesson to be gained from Acts 15 is
one of unity in diversity, with Jewish and Gen-
tile Christians having freedom to follow differ-
ing paths because the Holy Spirit fell in the
same way on both groups.

Regarding Matthew 18, the September 2016
documents produced by the General Confer-
ence Secretariat claim that “Seventh-day Adven-
tists believe the authority granted to the Church
by Jesus enables Church leaders to make deci-
sions that bind all members.” Such leadership
decisions, the documents note, are made “at GC
Sessions and Annual Councils.”11

That is an interesting perspective, especially in
the light of the Roman Catholic Church usage of
that passage, and its parallel in Matthew 16, to
teach that whatever the church votes on earth is
ratified in heaven. But the Greek in the verse ac-
tually says that “whatever you bind on the earth
will have been bound in heaven.” (cf. NASB). The
Seventh-day Adventist Bible Commentary has it correct
when it notes that “even here Heaven’s ratifica-
tion of the decision on earth will take place only
if the decision is made in harmony with the prin-
ciples of Heaven.” 

The Commentary’s remark on the parallel pas-
sage in Matthew 16:19 is even clearer. Namely,
the binding and loosening function of the
church is “to require or to prohibit whatever In-
spiration clearly reveals. But to go beyond this is
to substitute human authority for the authority
of Christ . . .  a tendency that Heaven will not
tolerate in those who have been appointed to
the oversight of the citizens of the kingdom of
heaven on earth.”13 Ellen White makes the same
point when she notes that “whatever the church

does that is in accordance with the directions
given in God’s word will be ratified in heaven.”14

What is most interesting in the General Con-
ference’s repeated use of the binding and loosen-
ing verses is that it consistently uses Matthew
18:18 and neglects Matthew 16:19. That is un-
derstandable since Matthew 16:18, 19 not only
sets forth the binding function of the church but
also contains Christ’s remark about Peter and the
rock upon which Christ will build His church
and the keys of the kingdom, making it the
foundation of Roman Catholic ecclesiology.
With that in mind, it is easier to see why the
General Conference documents emphasize
Matthew 18:18 but avoid the parallel passage.
There is not much to be gained in using
Catholicism’s favorite passage even if it makes
the same essential point. But a fascinating aspect
of the use of those verses is that both the Ad-
ventists in their recent documents and the
Roman Catholics have misread the text in the
same manner for similar ends.

One interesting point related to the General
Conference’s use of Matthew 18 is that it is not
the church that calls pastors but, according to
Ephesians 4:11, God. All the earthly church can
do is bind or ratify God’s decision through com-
missioning or ordaining. That is biblical, as is
the laying on of hands in recognition of God’s
call. What is not biblical is ordination as we
know it. In fact, our English word “ordination”
does not derive from “any Greek word used in
the New Testament, but from the Latin ordi-
naire.”15 As a result, modern translations tend to
use such words as “appoint” or “consecrate”
where the KJV uses “ordain.”16 The word “ordina-
tion” as Adventists use it is not a biblical teaching but one
that finds its roots in the early and early-medieval
church.17 From that perspective, the distinction between
ordaining and commissioning is a word game of no bibli-
cal substance.

Ellen White’s Historical Approach to Authority
At the very heart of Ellen White’s understanding
of religious authority was the place of the Bible.
“The Bible,” she wrote, “must be our standard for
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every doctrine and practice. . . . We are to receive no one’s
opinion without comparing it with the Scriptures. Here is
divine authority which is supreme in matters of faith. It is
the word of the living God that is to decide all controver-
sies.”18 That thought undergirded Ellen White’s theology
throughout her long ministry.

In regard to her own authority, she (as did the other
founders of Adventism) regarded it as derived from the au-
thority of Scripture and subservient to it. She pictured her
relation to the Bible as “a lesser light to lead men and
women to the greater light.”19

In many ways, the most enlightening episode regarding
Ellen White’s position on authority took place in relation
to the 1888 General Conference session.20 At that event
she had to confront those pushing traditional Adventist
perspectives at several levels of human authority. One ap-
proach was General Conference President G. I. Butler’s
self-perception of having “the highest position that our
people could impose” and his claim of special rights and
responsibilities in settling theological issues in the church.
Ellen White made short shrift of that approach. Soon after
the 1888 meetings, she wrote that Butler “thinks his posi-
tion gives him such power that his voice is infallible.” “No
man is to be authority for us,” she penned.21

A second approach she had to deal with was the at-
tempt to use Adventist tradition to solve the biblical issues.
She responded to that tactic by writing that “as a people
we are certainly in great danger, if we are not constantly
guarded, of considering our ideas, because long cherished,
to be Bible doctrine and in every point infallible, and
measuring everyone by the rule of our interpretation of
Bible truth. This is our danger, and this would be the
greatest evil that could ever come to us as a people.”22

A third category of human authority she had to face in
the 1888 era was the drive at the Minneapolis session to
solve the theological and biblical issues by establishing the
denomination’s official position through a formal vote of
the General Conference in session. As usual, Ellen White
had words for the denomination on that topic. “The church,”
she penned, “may pass resolution upon resolution to put down all
disagreement of opinions, but we cannot force the mind and will, and
thus root out disagreement. These resolutions may conceal the discord,
but they cannot quench it and establish perfect agreement. Nothing
can perfect unity in the church but the spirit of Christlike forbear-
ance.” W. C. White expressed his view regarding an official
vote to settle the disputed issues by declaring to the Min-

neapolis delegates that he would feel compelled “to preach
what he believed, whatever way the conference decided
the question” at hand.23

Unrelated to the 1888 event, but intimately connected
to the problem of churchly authority, is Ellen White’s
statement in The Great Controversy that “the very beginning of
the great apostasy was in seeking to supplement the authority of God
by that of the church.”24

A second major topic related to Ellen White’s historic
view on authority has to do with the General Conference
as God’s highest authority on earth. That topic will be
treated in the next major section of this paper, which deals
with ecclesiastical authority in Adventism.

But before moving to that topic we need to examine
briefly Ellen White’s perspective on ordination. We noted
earlier that ordination as practiced by the church is not a
biblical issue. But according to Ellen White, it did become
an important issue in the history of the early church. In
treating the laying of hands on Paul and Barnabas in Acts
13:3, she writes that God

instructed the church . . . to set them apart publicly to the work of
the ministry. Their ordination was a public recognition of
their divine appointment. . .. [They] had already received
their commission from God Himself, and the ceremony
of the laying on of hands added no new grace or virtual
qualification. . . . By it the seal of the church was set upon the
work of God. . . . At a later date the rite of ordination by
the laying on of hands was greatly abused; unwar-
rantable importance was attached to the act, as if a power
came at once upon those who received such ordination.25

In speaking of the same event in another place she says
much the same thing, but adds that their ordination by the
laying on of hands “was merely setting the seal of the
church upon the work of God—an acknowledged form of
designation to an appointed office.”26

By speaking of abuse of the term “ordination” in the
church, Ellen White is undoubtedly referring in part to the
sacerdotal approach to the authority of the priesthood
conferred by ordination that gave them such power as to
transform the bread and wine into the actual body and
blood of Christ. But more to the point is the hierarchical
power of the higher clergy, in which excessive authority
has traditionally been granted to bishops with special
headship function as fathers of the church. Such power is
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conferred through the “sacrament of holy orders
or ordination.”27

Given the amount of heat generated in some
Adventist circles on the topic of ordination, one
might surmise that somehow power and author-
ity is being transferred to the ordinand. While
that might do for Roman Catholic theology, it
does not hold up in either the Bible or Ellen
White. To the contrary, just as baptism does not
erase original sin but is rather an outward sym-
bol of a changed heart, and just as the bread and
the wine are not magically transformed into the
actual body and blood of Christ in the sacrifice
of the Mass but are rather symbols of what
Christ accomplished on the cross, so it is that
the laying on of hands in what has come to be
called ordination does not confer power but is
symbolic in recognition of the power already
conferred by God in the calling and empower-
ment of a pastor. What counts is not the act of ordi-
nation but the calling of God. And the Seventh-day
Adventist Church has for many years recog-
nized that God calls both men and women to
pastoral ministry. The only difference is that the
church has opted to call one ordination and the
other commissioning. Such non-biblical verbal
gymnastics must lead the angels to scratch their
heads in bewilderment. However, it all seems to
be clear in Adventist policy.

But at least Ellen White is forthright on the
topic. No power or authority is transferred in or-
dination. That is a product of the history of the
church. And, in the words of the Revelator,
much of the Christian world seems to be follow-
ing after the beast (Rev. 13:3, NKJV) on the un-
derstanding and importance of ordination.

Historical Issues in Adventism’s Approach 
to Ecclesiology
So far, this paper has examined Adventism’s ap-
proach to biblical authority and Ellen White’s
historical approach to authority. Thus, the
stage has been set for an examination of the de-
nomination’s struggle to find and be faithful to
a balanced and biblical view of ecclesiastical
authority.

The Earliest Adventists and Ecclesiastical Authority:
1843–1863
Looking back at early Adventism, no one
could have predicted that, by the mid-twen-
tieth century, Seventh-day Adventism would
be the most highly structured denomination
in the history of Christianity, with four levels
of authority above the local congregation.28

The plain fact is that the earliest Adventists
feared structured churches. And with good
reason. That fear is nicely expressed in the
October 1861 meeting that saw the estab-
lishment of the first local conference. Part of
the discussion at that historic meeting had to
do with developing a formal statement of be-
lief. John Loughborough took the lead in the
discussion and laid out five progressive
points that nicely express the attitude of
most of his audience.

• “The first step of apostasy,” he noted, “is to
get up a creed, telling us what we shall be-
lieve.

• The second is, to make that creed a test of
fellowship.

• The third is to try members by that creed.
• The fourth to denounce as heretics those who

do not believe that creed.
• And, fifth, to commence persecution against

such.”29

James White also expressed his fears. “Making
a creed,” he wrote, “is setting the stakes, and bar-
ring up the way to all future advancement.”
Those churches that had set up creeds, 

have marked out a course for the Almighty. They say
virtually that the Lord must not do anything further
than what has been marked out in the creed. . . . The
Bible is our creed. We reject everything in the form of a
human creed. We take the Bible and the gifts of the
Spirit; embracing the faith that thus the Lord will teach
us from time to time. And in this we take a position
against the formation of a creed. We are not taking one
step, in what we are doing, toward becoming Babylon
[as oppression].30
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Those points are informative to those of us
who live 150 years later. While White feared a
backward-looking rigidity that would inhibit
the progressive dynamic in what the early Ad-
ventist’s thought of as an ongoing present
truth, Loughborough expressed fear of perse-
cution for those who did not line up with offi-
cial positions.

And the participants in that 1861 meeting
had good reasons to fear organized religious
bodies. Fresh in their memories was the perse-
cution of Millerites in 1843 and 1844 as pas-
tors lost their pulpits and followers their
memberships because of their belief in the
Bible’s teaching on Second Advent. They had
come to see organized religion in terms of the
persecuting Babylon of the books of Daniel
and Revelation. It was no accident that Mil-
lerite George Storrs wrote in early 1844 that
“no church can be organized by man’s inven-
tion but what it becomes Babylon the moment it
is organized.” In the same article Storrs asserted
that Babylon “is the old mother and all her chil-
dren [the Protestant denominations]; who are
known by the family likeness, a domineering,
lordly spirit; a spirit to suppress a free search
after truth, and a free expression of our convic-
tion of what is truth.”31 Charles Fitch had been
of the same opinion in his famous sermon call-
ing Millerites to come out of Babylon, the
fallen denominations.32

It was the fear of Babylon as persecuting
churches that kept any of the six major groups
that came out of the Millerite movement from
organizing before the 1850s and 1860s. And
none but the Sabbatarian Adventists would ever
organize above the congregational level.33

The fear of organized denominations as per-
secuting Babylon stands at the foundation of
early Adventist attitudes in regard to organizing
as a church. But, in the 1850s, James White
began to emphasize an alternate biblical mean-
ing of Babylon. In July 1859, he let it be known
in the most descriptive language that he was sick
and tired of the cry of Babylon every time that
anyone mentioned organization. 

Bro. Confusion, makes a most egregious blunder in calling
system, which is in harmony with the Bible and good
sense, Babylon. As Babylon signifies confusion, our
erring brother has the very word stamped upon his own
forehead. And we venture to say that there is not another
people under heaven more worthy of the brand of Baby-
lon than those professing the Advent faith who reject Bible
order. Is it not high time that we as a people heartily em-
brace everything that is good and right in the churches?33

It is impossible to overestimate the force of
White’s redirection of the emphasis from Baby-
lon being primarily seen as persecution to that
of confusion. That new emphasis went far to-
ward paving the way for the Sabbatarians to or-
ganize as a religious body, legally own property,
pay pastors on a regular basis, assign pastors to
locations where they were needed, and develop
a system for transferring membership. In the
end, developing church organization had one
major end. Namely, to expedite the mission of
the denomination.

But the redefinition of Babylon was only one
of the transformations that allowed the Sab-
batarian Adventists to organize. A second essen-
tial transformation had to do with moving
beyond the biblical literalism of White’s earlier
days, when he believed that the Bible must ex-
plicitly spell out each aspect of church organiza-
tion. In 1859, he argued that “we should not be
afraid of that system which is not opposed by
the Bible, and is approved by sound sense.”35

Thus he had come to a new hermeneutic. White had
moved from a principle of Bible interpretation that held
that the only things Scripture allowed were those things it
explicitly approved to a hermeneutic that allowed for de-
velopments that did not contradict the Bible and were in
harmony with common sense. That shift was absolutely
essential to moving forward in the creative steps in church
organization that he would advocate in the 1860s.

That revised hermeneutic, however, put
White in opposition to those who maintained a
literalistic approach to the Bible that demanded
that it explicitly spell something out before the
church could accept it. To answer that mental-
ity, White noted that nowhere in the Bible did it
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say that Christians should have a weekly paper,
a steam printing press, build places of worship,
or publish books. He went on to argue that the
“living church of God” needed to move forward
with prayer and common sense.36

Without the radical shift in hermeneutical
principles there would have been no organiza-
tion among the Sabbatarians above the local
congregation. But the new hermeneutic allowed
them not only to organize but to create a struc-
ture that made it possible to take their unique
message to the ends of the earth. Mission, we
must note again, was always behind the Adven-
tist mentality as it sought to dynamically move
forward on the basis of a hermeneutic that al-
lowed those things that did not contradict the
Bible and were in harmony with common sense.

With the new hermeneutic and the new defi-
nition of Babylon in place, the Sabbatarians
were in position to develop the non-biblical
concept of local conferences in 1861 and the
equally non-biblical concept of a General Con-
ference in 1863. That last move was “for the pur-
pose of securing unity and efficiency in labor,
and promoting the general interests of the cause
of present truth, and of perfecting the organiza-
tion of the Seventh-day Adventists.”37

Ecclesiastical Tensions and the Creation of Unions:
1863–1903
As might be expected, tensions eventually devel-
oped between the authority of the local confer-
ences and that of the General Conference. In
August 1873, for example, in the context of a
lack of respect for General Conference officers,
James White noted that “our General Confer-
ence is the highest earthly authority with our
people, and is designed to take charge of the en-
tire work in this and all other countries.”38

Then, in 1877, the General Conference in
session voted that “the highest authority under
God among Seventh-day Adventists is found in
the will of the body of that people, as expressed
in the decisions of the General Conference when
acting within its proper jurisdiction; and that such de-
cisions should be submitted to by all without ex-

ception, unless they can be shown to conflict with the
word of God and the rights of individual conscience.”39

That vote seems clear enough and both of the
Whites accepted it. Please note, however, that it
did highlight limitations related to the “proper
jurisdiction” of the General Conference and “the
rights of individual conscience.” 

Interestingly, Ellen White on several occa-
sions questioned whether the rulings of the
General Conference were always the voice of
God. In 1891, for example, she wrote that “I was
obliged to take the position that there was not
the voice of God in the General Conference
management and decisions. . . . Many of the po-
sitions taken, going forth as the voice of the
General Conference, have been the voice of
one, two, or three men who were misleading the
Conference.”40 Again, in 1896, she noted that
the General Conference “is no longer the voice
of God.”41 And, in 1901, she wrote that “the
people have lost confidence in those who have
management of the work. Yet we hear that the
voice of the [General Conference] is the voice
of God. Every time I have heard this, I have
thought that it was almost blasphemy. The voice
of the conference ought to be the voice of God,
but it is not.”42

An analysis of those negative statements indi-
cates that they refer to occasions when the Gen-
eral Conference did not act as a representative
body, when its decision-making authority was
centralized in a person or a few people, or when
the General Conference had not been following
sound principles.43

That conclusion lines up with Ellen White’s
statements across time. In fact, she specifically
spoke to the point in a manuscript read before
the delegates of the 1909 General Conference
session in which she responded to the schis-
matic activities of A. T. Jones and others. 

At times, [she told the delegates], when a small group of
men entrusted with the general management of the work
have, in the name of the General Conference, sought to
carry out unwise plans and to restrict God’s work, I
have said that I could no longer regard the voice of the
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General Conference, represented by these few men, as the voice of
God. But this is not saying that the decisions of a General Confer-
ence composed of an assembly of duly appointed, representative men
from all parts of the field should not be respected. God has ordained
that the representatives of His church from all parts of the earth,
when assembled in a General Conference, shall have authority.44

The second round of organizational refinement took
place between 1901 and 1903,45 when several major
changes were made. The two most important were the re-
placement of the autonomous auxiliary organizations (such
as those that controlled education, publishing, medical,
Sabbath school, and so on) with the departmental system,
and the development of union conferences to stand as in-
termediary administrative units between the General Con-
ference and the local conferences. Both of those
innovations had been experimented with in South Africa
and Australia before the 1901 session. Both of them had
been developed in response to regional mission needs, and
both were developed in opposition to General Conference
pronouncements and procedures.

General Conference President O. A. Olsen thought he
saw “elements of danger” in the departmental systems and
told A. T. Robinson in South Africa not to develop de-
partments.46 But it was too late. Because of the large
amount of time it took to communicate from North
America, Robinson had instituted the program and found
out that it worked.

It is of interest that the General Conference leadership
also opposed the creation of union conferences.47 But W.
C. White and A. G. Daniells, president and secretary of
the Australian field, moved forward in spite of counsel
from headquarters. Years later Daniells reported that not
everyone was happy with the union conference idea.
“Some of our brethren thought then that the work was
going to be wrecked, that we were going to tear the or-
ganization all to pieces, and get up secession out there in
the South Sea islands.” But in actuality, he observed, the
result was quite the opposite. The new organizational ap-
proach greatly facilitated the mission of the church in the
South Pacific, while the new Australasian Union Confer-
ence remained a loyal and integral part of the General
Conference system.48

Here we need to remember an important lesson in the history of Ad-
ventist organization. Namely, that both of the major innovations
adopted by the 1901 General Conference session were in response to

regional mission and both were developed in opposition to General
Conference counsel. But they worked. The major lesson is that
without the freedom to experiment, Adventism would not
have its present system of organization.

Ellen White was overjoyed with the development of
union conferences. In calling for reform on the first day of
the 1901 session she noted to the delegates that “God has
not put any kingly power in our ranks to control this or
that branch of the work. The work has been greatly re-
stricted by the efforts to control it in every line. . . . If the
work had not been so restricted by an impediment here,
and an impediment there, and on the other side an impedi-
ment, it would have gone forward in its majesty.”9 At the
1903 session she declared that “it has been a necessity to organ-
ize union conferences, that the General Conference shall not exercise
dictation over all the separate conferences.”50

On the basis of those and other comments, the late
Gerry Chudleigh has argued that the unions “were created
to act as firewalls between the GC and the conferences,
making ‘dictation’ impossible.” He buttressed his firewall
image with two major points. First, “each union had its
own constitution and bylaws and was to be governed by
its own constituency.” And, second, “the officers of each
union were to be elected by their own union constituency,
and, therefore, could not be controlled, replaced or disci-
plined by the GC.”51

“To put it as bluntly as possible,” Chudleigh wrote, 

after 1901, the General Conference could vote whatever it wanted
unions and conferences to do, or not do, but the unions and confer-
ences were autonomous and could do what they believed would best
advance the work of God in their fields. The GC executive commit-
tee, or the General Conference in business session, could vote to fire
a union president or conference president, or vote to merge a union
or conference with another one, but their vote would change noth-
ing: the union or conference would still exist and the member dele-
gates could elect whoever they wanted as president.52

A case in point in contemporary Adventism is the
Southeastern California Conference, which has an or-
dained female president, in spite of the wishes of the Gen-
eral Conference.

The situation looked good in 1901 with the union con-
ferences in place. But the push for both unity and unifor-
mity by the General Conference over time would erode
the accomplishments of 1901. The most significant move
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along that line, as we will see, took place at the
1995 General Conference session.

The erosion of the ideal of unity in diversity
had, unfortunately, already begun soon after the
1901 session. The following two years would
witness a major struggle for the control of Ad-
ventism between General Conference President
A. G. Daniells and J. H. Kellogg, the powerful
leader of the denomination’s medical work.

Ellen White, back in 1894, had set forth
“unity in diversity” as “God’s plan,” with unity
being achieved by each aspect of the work being
connected to Christ the vine.53 In 1901 and
1902, Daniells had championed that ideal, not-
ing in 1902 to the European Union Conference
that just “because a thing is done a certain way
in one place is not reason why it should be done
in the same way in another place, or even in the
same place at the same time.”54

But that ideal began to give way by late 1902,
as the Kellogg forces sought to unseat Daniells
and replace him with A. T. Jones, who was by
that time in the doctor’s camp. In that struggle,
the Kellogg/Jones forces pushed for diversity.
That dynamic impelled Daniells to emphasize
unity as he moved toward a more authoritative
stance. Thus the delicate balance between unity
in diversity lost out soon after the 1901 session.
And, as Barry Oliver points out, unity at the ex-
pense of diversity has been the focus of the
General Conference leadership ever since the
1902 crisis.55

The only significant development in Adven-
tist church structure since 1901/1903 took place
in 1918 with the creation of world divisions of
the General Conference. But it should be noted
that the divisions are not conferences with their
own constituencies but parts of the General
Conference administration that represent the
central body in various parts of the world.56

An ongoing temptation of the General Con-
ference throughout its history has been to over-
step the bounds of its authority. General
Conference President George I. Butler generated
one of the boldest moves in that direction in
1873. “Never,” he penned on the first page of his

little book titled Leadership, was there a “great
movement in this world without a leader. . . . As
nature bestows upon men a variety of gifts, it
follows that some have clearer views than others
of what best advances the interests of any cause.
And the best good of all interested in any given
object will be attained by intelligently following
the counsels of those best qualified to guide.”
Butler had no doubt that James White had
played a role akin to that of Moses, and that in
all matters of expediency in the Adventist cause
it was right “to give his [White’s] judgment the
preference.”57 The 1873 General Conference
session officially adopted Butler’s ideas. But both
of the Whites eventually felt uncomfortable
with the document and wrote against many of
its principles.58 As a result, the 1875 and 1877
sessions rescinded the endorsement, especially
those sections dealing with leadership being
“confined to any one man.”59

Kevin Burton, in his recent MA thesis on But-
ler’s Leadership, did an excellent job of demon-
strating that Butler wrote with James White as
the leader he had in mind. But the self-imposed
scope of Burton’s research did not allow for the
demonstration that Butler’s style and claims in
the 1873 document mirror his own style and
claims in the 1888 conflict.60 On October 1,
1888, Butler wrote a long letter to Ellen White
repeatedly emphasizing that he had “the highest
position” in the denomination and should have
the rights that go with that position. She replied
to him on October 14 that he did “not under-
stand [his] true position,” that he had “false ideas
of what belonged to [his] position,” that he had
turned his “mind into wrong channels,” that he
had “not kept pace with the opening providence
of God,” and that he had mingled his “natural
traits of character” with his work. Most serious of
all the charges was that he was seeking to manipulate the
information that would come before the 1888 General
Conference session. Speaking to the General Con-
ference president and Uriah Smith (the secre-
tary), she wrote that “you must not think that
the Lord has placed you in the position that you
now occupy as the only men who are to decide
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as to whether any more light and truth shall
come to God’s people.” She noted in this letter
and others that Butler’s influence had led other
session delegates to also “disregard light.”61

A broad study of the 1888 crisis indicates that
the most serious problem troubling the Min-
neapolis meeting was the high-handed asser-
tions of position and manipulation of data by
the president and his colleagues.62 It should be
noted in passing that the theme of Butler’s 1873
Leadership was “union” and “order.”63 Unity was
the goal in that document and the same preser-
vation of unity would be Butler’s goal in the ma-
nipulation of data in the 1888 period.

Butler, as we know, lost the 1888 struggle. He
had sought to impose not only unity but theo-
logical uniformity on the denomination. But
Ellen White pushed against him with the alter-
nate ideal of unity in diversity. She was, the
General Conference’s newly elected secretary
reported in 1890, not so much interested in the-
ological unity as she was in the unity of having a
Christlike spirit built on brotherly love.64

The major lesson to flow out of the 1888 cri-
sis is unity in diversity. That same principle
would undergird the reform of church structures
in 1901. As we saw earlier, the unity in diversity
ideal had begun to run into major difficulties in
1902 when Daniells began to assert his authority
as General Conference president in his struggle
with Kellogg. At that point, diversity began to
take a back seat to unity and Ellen White, in
1903, had to warn the reforming General Con-
ference president that he could not “exercise a
kingly power over [his] brethren.”63

Removal of the Union Conference Firewall: 1980–2016
In spite of Daniells’ temptation to wrongly use
the power of his office, the balance between
unity and diversity institutionalized by the cre-
ation of union conferences fared tolerably well
for most of the twentieth century. In his sum-
mary of that period, Gerry Chudleigh notes that
the constitutions and bylaws created and voted
at the 1901 session for the first unions “con-
tained no requirement that the unions adopt or

follow GC policies, procedures, programs, ini-
tiatives, etc.”66

But that would begin to change in the legal
documents of the denomination in the 1980s
and come to a climax in the 1990s and the first
two decades of the twenty-first century. The
1980s witnessed the development by the Gen-
eral Conference of a “Model Union Conference
Constitution and Bylaws.” In 1985, the Working
Policy stated that the model should be “followed
as closely as possible.” But by 1995, the same
section would note that the model “shall be fol-
lowed by all union conferences. . . . Those sec-
tions of the model bylaws that appear in bold
print are essential to the unity of the Church
worldwide, and shall be included in the bylaws
as adopted by each union conference. Other
sections of the model may be modified.” In 1985
the model stipulated that all “purposes and pro-

cedures” of the unions would be in harmony
with the “working policies and procedures” of
the General Conference. By 1995 General Con-
ference “programs and initiatives” had been
added. And in 2000 all “policies” was included.
All of those additions were in bold print.67 Thus,
between 1985 and 2000, the Working Policy not
only erased the 1901 model of unity in diversity
set forth for unions in the Ellen White-led drive
for decentralization, but had become progres-
sively more engineered toward centralization of
authority in a drive for unity with less and less
diversity.

The challenge for the General Conference in
the mid-eighties was to get existing union con-
ferences to adopt the new model. In that, they
succeeded in some unions and failed in others.

The case of the North Pacific Union opens
a window into the dynamics. In September
1986, it rejected the model. But perhaps the
most significant event connected to that rejec-
tion was the reading of General Conference
president Neal Wilson’s letter to the delegates.
Wilson made it clear that the General Confer-
ence was the “highest authority in the church”
and that it had the authority to create subordi-
nate organizations. He then chastised the
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North Pacific Union for having two years be-
fore created its own constitution that was not
in harmony with the model. He also threat-
ened the noncompliant union, claiming that he
saw “the only other option” to be an investiga-
tion “to determine whether [the] union . . . is
operating within the spirit and guidelines es-
tablished for union conferences, with the un-
derstanding that appropriate action will be
taken in the case of organizations that do not
measure up to the standard.”68

That unvarnished threat indicates that the
type of actions threatened by the General Con-
ference in 2016 have a history. And that his-
tory is solidly rooted in the tightening up of
the relationship between union conferences
and the General Conference in the modified
Working Policy. 

The 1990s would witness the move by the
General Conference leadership to centralize its
authority move into high gear. Robert Folken-
berg, the new General Conference president,
faced with the important but daunting task of
maintaining order in a massive world church, es-
tablished in 1991 the Commission on World
Church Organization, which met several times
until its work was completed in 1994. The suc-
cessful aspects of the Commission’s work went
to the 1995 General Conference session. Others
fell by the wayside. All of them were aimed at
the centralization of authority.

Among those that fell by the wayside was an
attempt to take away the exclusive right of local
congregations to disfellowship members. The
stimulus for the move was the fact that Des Ford
of Glacier View fame and John Osborne of
Prophecy Countdown still held church member-
ship in sympathetic congregations that would
not disfellowship them. Osborne’s case is inter-
esting since, although he lived in Florida, his
membership, being threatened there, had been
rescued by the Troy, Montana, church where he
had never lived. At that point, those in the Gen-
eral Conference who wanted action threatened
to disband the church. I still remember getting a
late-evening phone call from one of the congre-

gation’s leaders telling me that they had an ulti-
matum: either disfellowship Osborne or face dis-
solution as an Adventist church. The
congregation was disbanded, but Osborne’s
membership had been rescued by the Village
Church in Angwin, California. Interestingly
enough, it was the Pacific Union College
Church in the same city that held Ford’s mem-
bership. Neither congregation responded to the
call to disfellowship the men. But the solution
seemed obvious—give higher levels of the
church structure the prerogative of disfellow-
shipping local church members.69 Ideally, the
idea ran, the same sort of logic could be used to
remove ministerial credentials and disband con-
gregations. Thus the “higher” levels would have
more control over situations that they believed
the lower levels were not handling correctly.

Bert Haloviak, General Conference archivist
at the time, notes that he, Paul Gordon of the
White Estate, and a member of the Biblical Re-
search Institute were summoned to Folkenberg’s
office and each asked to write a paper with the
“hidden agenda” of supporting some of the Gen-
eral Conference’s initiatives. The Institute’s
paper was written by Raoul Dederen of Andrews
University. All three papers, although written
independently and from different perspectives,
concluded that the General Conference did not
have grounding to do such things as disfellow-
shipping members. I recall Dederen, a colleague
of mine at the time with specialties in ecclesiol-
ogy and Roman Catholic theology, having re-
marked at the Cohutta Springs meeting of
March 1993 that some of the proposed initia-
tives were in essence the revival of medieval
Catholicism.70

The most successful aspects of the Commis-
sion’s recommendations saw passage at the
1995 General Conference session. That session
not only witnessed a further tightening of the
control measures embedded in the model con-
stitutions, but also passed legislation that al-
lowed for noncompliant unions, conferences,
and missions to be disbanded if they did not
come into line with General Conference poli-
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cies and initiatives. Since 1995, the General
Conference Working Policy has contained a
new section titled “Discontinuation of Confer-
ences, Missions, Unions, and Unions of
Churches by Dissolution and/or Expulsion.”71

Utilizing the ever more centralizing require-
ments of the model constitution, the new sec-
tion (B 95) proclaims the power to disband any
union, conference, or mission that is out of har-
mony with General Conference policy. With
what has become policy B 95 in place, the
General Conference had arrived at the point
where it could threaten the existence of two
North American Division unions in September
and October 2016. 

Meanwhile, the measures attempted in the
early nineties had met a fair amount of resistance
both in committees and at Annual Council
meetings. Susan Sickler, a member of the Gover-
nance Commission, saw it as a “huge power
grab,” while Herman Bauman, Arizona Confer-
ence president, said that the essence of the com-
mission report could be spelled “with the letters
C-O-N-T-R-O-L.” One General Conference
staffer quipped in a private conversation that
“What the Catholic Church took 300 years to
achieve, we are doing in 150.”72

Folkenberg, on the other hand, “kept saying
this was in no way a centralization of power.”
In response, one NAD union president noted
to the Commission that “if it walks like a duck
and it quacks like a duck, it probably is a duck.”
Neal Wilson, who had his own issues with his
successor, aggressively supported those who
saw the issue as centralization.73

Ted Wilson, then president of the division
encompassing Russia, was reported to have said
at a commission meeting that he would have dif-
ficulty getting some of the recommendations ac-
cepted in a country that had just exited
communism.74 That, needless to say, was a perti-
nent insight that might have meaning in 2017
for those who understand the significance of the
Protestant Reformation.

One final point needs to be made in regard to
the Governance Commission. Namely, that

some person or persons “high up” in the General
Conference apparently manipulated the data so
that the final form of the commission report did
not line up with what was voted. Folkenberg did
not indicate “how and why it came into final
form without discussion and a vote from the
commission.”75 The manipulation of data would
reappear in 2015.

We now move to the 2015 General Confer-
ence session as a final building block that led up
to the noncompliance threat issued at the 2016
Annual Council. The major event of the 2015
session, of course, was the vote to not allow di-
visions the option of ordaining female pastors.
That action is clear enough. But the way it took
place leaves open the question of whether the
action represents a “voice of God” vote enacted
by the General Conference in session.

To grasp the significance of that issue we
need to go to the early presidency of Ted Wil-
son, when he established the Theology of Ordi-
nation Study Committee (TOSC). This
worldwide panel of over 100 scholars and non-
scholars, who had a burden on the topic met in
2013 and 2014 with the aim of informing the
church on ordination issues at a scholarly level
so that an informed vote could take place in
2015.76 The study cost the denomination hun-
dreds of thousands of dollars. As the General
Conference Secretariat noted, “voices from
around the world from all sides were heard; the
arguments and supporting documents of all per-
spectives were made freely available online. . . .
The process was unmatched in both breadth and
depth.”77 All those points are true and were in-
cluded in a document that suggested penalties
for those unions that had not come into line
with the 2015 vote. All of this is forcefully out-
lined in a document entitled “A Study of Church
Governance and Unity” developed by the Gen-
eral Conference Secretariat in September 2016. 

But, unfortunately, the “Study” in actuality set
the stage for disunity in that it inflated the docu-
ment’s value for its own purposes but did not re-
port the findings of TOSC. That maneuver is
merely the tip of a nasty iceberg.
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As impossible as it seems after having spent
so much money and time on the project, the re-
sults of TOSC were never clearly presented to
the General Conference session at the time of
the vote. And for good reason. Apparently,
TOSC’s consensus did not support the desired
conclusions of certain individuals at the top of
the denominational power structure.78 Thus the
2015 delegates were not informed that a super-
majority of two-thirds (62 for and 32 opposed)
of the members of TOSC was in favor of allow-
ing divisions to make the choice on whether to
ordain female pastors.79 In addition, the dele-
gates were not informed that at least nine80 of
the thirteen divisions of the church in their
TOSC reports were favorable toward letting
each division make its own decision on female
ordination. Nor did the final TOSC report pres-
ent that data. It did, however, present the posi-
tions of three distinct groupings of delegates
that developed during TOSC’s two-year jour-
ney. But the delegates at the 2015 session were
not explicitly informed that two of those orien-
tations were in favor of each division making its
own choice.81

Had the actual findings of TOSC been re-
ported, the vote, in all probability, would have
been different. After all, a 10 percent shift in
the vote would have changed the outcome.
The final tally at the General Conference ses-
sion in San Antonio was 977 (42%) in favor of
flexibility in ordination to 1,381 against, a re-
markably close vote considering how the
process was handled.

Not the least of the problems associated with
the vote was the non-neutrality of the General
Conference president, who reminded the session
delegates on voting day that they knew his posi-
tion on the topic (which was clearly understood
to be against the ordination of women). That
non-neutrality was bad enough, but it was stated
with the full knowledge that a significant major-
ity of TOSC, a committee that he had author-
ized to solve the problem, had concluded to
recommend that divisions should have the right
to ordain females if they chose to do so.82 And

in a world church in which the vast majority of
the delegates come from tribal and Roman
Catholic cultures, a word from the denomina-
tion’s top administrator has significance. The
Norwegian Union Conference made an impor-
tant point when it suggested that if unity was
high on the agenda of the General Conference
president, he could have clearly reported the
findings of TOSC and called for a solution in
line with its results.83

At this point the widespread “disgust” ex-
pressed by a significant number of the TOSC
membership at the reversal of the General Con-
ference president should be noted for the
record. At the beginning of the meetings, when
it apparently looked like the carefully selected
participants would come up with the “correct”
conclusion, he spoke to the committee on the
importance of their work, that it was not merely
another investigation into a much-studied topic
but that their findings would make a difference.
But when the majority recommendation went
the other way, he intimated at the final meeting
that it was largely a North American committee
and that if it had been a world committee the
decision would have been different. He was re-
minded publicly that although many of the
members were working in North America, they
were in fact from around the world. But to no
avail. The findings of the committee seem at
that point to have become not so important and
were marginalized at the 2015 session.84

There were also serious irregularities in the
2015 voting, but this is not the place to discuss
them.85 On the other hand, it should be pointed
out that no matter how the vote turned out or
how it could have turned out, the procedure it-
self suffered from the suppression and manipula-
tion of data. This is a serious charge to make,
but there is no alternative in the face of the han-
dling of the TOSC findings and the ongoing
misuse of them in General Conference docu-
ments, which trumpet the importance of the
study without reporting its results.86

William Johnsson, retired editor of the Adven-
tist Review, has pointed out that 2015 will go
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down in history as the most divisive General
Conference session since 1888.87 And he is cor-
rect. What is interesting is that in both sessions,
top people in the General Conference manipu-
lated data. In the 1888 era it was President G. I.
Butler, who Ellen White faulted for his desire to
decide what information came to the dele-
gates.88 One can only guess who decided to sup-
press and manipulate the reporting of the
findings of TOSC in 2015, but the only possi-
bility is a few people near the top of the General
Conference structure.

The significance of the manipulation and
suppression of crucial data that had been pro-
duced at immense expense for the purpose of
informing the church has vast implications,
especially since Ellen White, as we saw earlier,
repeatedly claimed in the 1890s that she no
longer held that the General Conference was
the voice of God because its decisions were
really the decisions of a few men. That is ex-
actly what we find in the events leading up to
the vote in San Antonio. A few people de-
cided what information went to the delegates.
Even the General Conference’s “Study of
Church Governance and Unity” document
pointed out that Ellen White was upset when
“‘two or three men’” tried to control the
church’s mission or when “‘merely a half a
dozen’ at the world headquarters” sought “‘to
be a ruling and controlling power.’” The
“Study” document was correct in its use of that
inspired material. But it was dead wrong when
it claimed that what happened in the late
1800s “is a world away from the situation
today.”89 It was actually the same situation and
dynamic, with a few people in their decision-
making capacity controlling information and
events. As a result, from the perspective of
Ellen White’s writings, we do not have a voice
of God vote from the world church in 2015.
Instead, we have the same old manipulation
and kingly power approaches that she de-
tested in 1888 and the 1890s.

And the manipulation was not merely of
data, but also of process. Here one example

must suffice. The General Conference docu-
ments uplift the Acts 15 conference “almost as
much for its process as for the theological deci-
sion that resulted,” but that appreciation was
not evident in San Antonio. For one thing, the
General Conference documents do not de-
scribe the Acts 15 process. Rather, they infer
that the process was voting to be followed by
mandatory obedience.90 But Acts 15 outlines
not only the actual process but also the essen-
tial tipping point in that process. The break-
through in Acts 15 truly was based on process
and came when Peter was able to demonstrate
that the Holy Spirit made no distinction be-
tween Jews and Gentiles but came in the same
way to both groups (Acts 15:8, 9). Without
that evidence there would have been nothing
but ongoing divisiveness. With it there was
healing and unity. What would have happened
in San Antonio if the process utilized in Acts
15 had been used on the day of the vote?
There would have been testimonies from peo-
ple put on the program that demonstrated that
the Holy Spirit fell upon the pastoral/evange-
listic ministries of women in the same way as
for men. Such testimonies were important in
the final TOSC meeting and helped lead to a
significant majority of the participants, despite
their personal position on women’s ordination,
to approve flexibility in the practice of ordain-
ing women.91 But the few people who set up
the procedure in San Antonio chose not to fol-
low the Acts 15 model, even though the
“Study of Church Governance” documents cite
that passage to bolster the General Confer-
ence’s authoritative position.

Much more could be said about the manipu-
lation of data and process in the events related
to the 2015 vote. But the illustrations are many
and my time is short. The final conclusion is
that the vote settled nothing. But it did divide
the denomination in ways that are tragic. Here
some wisdom from James and Ellen White
would have helped. James had written in 1874
that “creed power has been called to the rescue
[of church unity] in vain. It has been truly said
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that ‘The American people are a nation of
lords.’ In a land of boasted freedom of thought
and of conscience, like ours, church force cannot
produce unity; but has caused divisions, and has
given rise to religious sects and parties almost
innumerable.”92

His wife was of the same opinion. “The
church may pass resolution upon resolution to
put down all disagreement of opinions,” she
penned in 1892, “but we cannot force the mind
and will, and thus root out disagreement. These
resolutions may conceal the discord, but they
cannot quench it and establish perfect agree-
ment.”93 From her perspective, only the clear
word of Scripture could bring true unity. 

Christ made a pertinent point when He pro-
claimed that he who has ears needs to “hear
what the Spirit says to the churches” (Rev. 3:22,
RSV). I once heard a very wise man say that
those who like to quote Ellen White should lis-
ten to all she has to say and not just use her to
get across their own goals. Here are two selec-
tions that have been relevant throughout Ad-
ventism’s ongoing struggle over authority. In
1895, she penned that the high-handed power that
has been developed, as though position has made men
gods, makes me afraid, and ought to cause fear. It is
a curse wherever and by whomsoever it is exer-
cised. This lording it over God’s heritage will create
such a disgust of man’s jurisdiction that a state of insub-
ordination will result.” She went on to recommend
that the “only safe course is to remove” such
leaders since “all ye are brethren,” lest “great
harm be done.94

Another fascinating insight comes from the
Testimonies.

One man’s mind and judgment are not to be considered
capable of controlling and molding a conference. . . .
The president of a conference must not consider that his
individual judgment is to control the judgment of all. . . . 

Many, very many matters have been taken
up and carried by vote, that have involved far
more than was anticipated and far more than
those who voted would have been willing to

assent to had they taken the time to consider
the question from all sides.95  

In that quotation we find some excellent ad-
vice for Adventist decision makers as they ap-
proach the 2017 Annual Council.

So Where Are We in 2017?
Since the problem that has developed in the
past few years is over women’s ordination, I
should briefly comment on the topic.

• It is not prohibited in the Bible.
• It is not prohibited in Ellen White’s writings.
• The General Conference Working Policy does

not stipulate a gender requirement.96

• It is not a settled issue because of the suppres-
sion of information and the manipulation of
the process in 2015.

• Its practice will not stop, because there is no
biblical evidence for doing so.

• Its prohibition cannot be settled by a vote
alone. Adventist leaders need to refrain from
seeking to use policy as if it were Catholi-
cism’s Canon Law. We need to remember
that Adventism is post-Reformation.

It is true that in 1990 the denomination offi-
cially voted not to ordain women to the gospel
ministry because of “the possible risk of disunity,
dissension, and diversion from the mission of the
church.”97 That vote, we should note, did not
claim that the practice was wrong. It was not a
theological vote, but one based on the practical
grounds that it might cause disunity. That was
twenty-seven years ago and the denomination
has discovered that unity can be fractured in
more than one direction. The plain fact, in
2017, is that the church is seriously divided on
women’s ordination. But it probably would not
be if the conclusions generated by the TOSC
committee had not been suppressed at San An-
tonio, if the process in Acts 15 had been utilized
at the session, and if the General Conference
leadership would have used the findings of
TOSC as a tool to bring unity and healing to
the church.
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But that healing approach did not take place. As a re-
sult, a small group at denominational headquarters de-
cided to exert what it believed to be its authority in
September and October 2016, months that witnessed
the apex of the evolution of Adventist ecclesiological
authority and the continuation of the problematic re-
sults that both James and Ellen White had predicted
from the use of such authority. The initial September
recommendation, formulated in the presidential offices,
utilized the Working Policy rulings developed in the
1980s and 1990s to centralize authority. Especially im-
portant was B 95, voted into policy at the 1995 session,
which authorized the “dissolution” of noncompliant
union conferences that were not in harmony with Gen-
eral Conference policy. That initial document, whose
basic content was leaked to Spectrum, urged the disband-
ing of the offending unions and reconstituting them as
missions attached to the General Conference. That way
the union leaders could be removed and replaced and
constituency meetings could be called to reverse the or-
dination votes.98 My sources, many of whom requested
confidentiality in the present intimidating and threaten-
ing denominational climate,99 tell me that the initial
proposal, which did not have widespread input, was
withdrawn and all copies were collected by the General
Conference president. 

What eventually came out of a complex process was
the document generated by the Secretariat titled “A
Study of Church Governance and Unity.” This is not
the place to critique that document,100 but its existence
points to an interesting paradox. Namely, that the
move by General Conference headquarters in Silver
Spring to correct the noncompliant unions is out of
harmony with the General Conference’s own policy.
Mitchell Tyner, retired Associate General Counsel to
the General Conference, brought that issue to my at-
tention. He points out that the denomination’s top ad-
ministrators in September and October 2016 set about
to approve a policy for dealing with noncompliant
union conferences, in spite of the fact that such a pol-
icy already existed. According to B 95 15, all such
moves in regard to noncompliant unions are to be initi-
ated by the division. And if the division executive com-
mittee determines that a union conference/union of
churches with conference status is in apostasy or rebel-
lion and should be expelled from the world sisterhood

of unions, the division shall refer the matter to the
General Conference Executive Committee.101

With a clear procedure already in the Working Policy,
Tyner, with his legal training, wondered out loud why
anybody would want to create a new policy. The most
likely answer, he points out, “would seem to be that B 95
wasn’t exactly what the initiator(s) of this episode
wanted to do.”102

To put it bluntly, the General Conference presidential offices had
to step outside of policy to make its case for punishing those it deemed
to be outside of policy. After all, the Working Policy spells out
in unmistakable language that dissolution of unions must
begin at the division level. But if the division is not likely
to come up with the “proper” answer, alternatives must be
used. The selected alternative, in this case, was for presi-
dential to step outside of policy to accomplish the task. So
we have a case of blatant noncompliance with the Working Policy to
punish noncompliance.

Obviously, what is needed is a new policy that allows
the General Conference president to initiate actions
against anybody deemed deserving of such attention. Such
a policy, of course, would be a major step toward papalism
and unrestricted kingly power. 

Tyner points out that General Conference officers
“more than once have chosen to ignore policy if it seems
the best thing to do, as though policy is optional, not
mandatory. This is a bit like Richard Nixon’s position that if the
president does it, it isn’t illegal.”103

That rather pregnant thought brings us to 2017, during
which the Annual Council is to act on the fate of those
lower rungs in the organization who are to be dealt with
for their own noncompliance on women’s ordination. To
put it mildly, the leadership of the General Conference has
backed itself into an extraordinary situation in the evolu-
tion (or revolution) in Adventist authority.

Perhaps at this point in our story we might benefit from
a word from the originator of Adventist church structure,
who claimed in 1874 that “organization was designed to
secure unity of action, and as a protection from imposture.
It was never intended as a scourge to compel obedience,
but, rather, for the protection of the people of God.” Inter-
estingly, James White published that exact statement at
least twice, but with different comments each time. In
1874, he added that “church force cannot press the church
into one body. This has been tried, and has proved a fail-
ure.”104 And, in 1880, he added that
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those who drew the plan of our church, Conferences,
and General Conference organizations, labored to
guard the precious flock of God against the influence 
of those who might, in a greater or less degree, assume
the leadership. They were not ignorant of the evils and
abuses which had existed in many of the churches of
the past, where men had assumed the position which 
belongs to Jesus Christ, or had accepted it at the hands 
of their short-sighted brethren.105

And if we need a bit more from his wife, we
should recall her statement that the church
should think through all the possible conse-
quences of any voted action before legislation is
enacted.106

With those thoughts in mind we need to re-
member that the medieval Catholic Church never
viewed itself as persecuting anybody. It was just
making sure that people were in line with Canon
Law, its version of the Working Policy.

It has been a long journey, but this paper
must be brought to a conclusion. A little bit of
history demonstrates that Adventism’s ideas on
church authority have come a long way in 150
years. James Standish, formerly of the Religious
Liberty department of the General Conference,
has written that “as a movement, we are drifting
very dangerously into the hierarchicalism, for-
malism and dogmatism that our pioneers ex-
plicitly rejected.”107

Along that line, we need to remember that
part of James White’s strategy in getting Adven-
tists to organize in the first place was to help
them see that the biblical use of the word “Baby-
lon” not only signified persecution, but also con-
fusion. White sold them on the second meaning.
But it appears that the denomination is now in-
tent on resurrecting the first. Of course, given
the noncompliance of the General Conference
with its own policy, perhaps both meanings are
in evidence in 2017.

In the spirit of Luther Year and the General
Conference president’s call to be faithful to the
principles of the Reformation, I am offering my
own 9.5 Theses (I do not have time for 95). But
first I want to point out that there are times for soft

words. But there comes a time, as Martin Luther
discovered, for firm ones. Like Luther, I love my
church and hope for its reformation. I believe that
Luther wrote his propositions with love in his
heart. And I can assure you that I do the same. I re-
ally desire to see healing. Here are my 9.5.

9.5 Theses108

1. The only basis for Christian unity is Scrip-
ture, trust, and the love of God.

2. The Church Manual makes it clear that the
General Conference is the “highest author-
ity” for the world church, “under God.”109

3. It is God who calls pastors. All the church
can do is to recognize God’s call by the lay-
ing on of hands.

4. Ordination is not a biblical topic. (The pas-
sages using the word in the KJV generally
mean to appoint or consecrate.) From the
position of the Bible there is absolutely no
difference between ordaining and commis-
sioning.

5. For Adventists the Bible is the only source for
doctrine and practice. An appeal to policy is
not an appeal to the Bible. A vote by a Gen-
eral Conference session is not equivalent to
Bible evidence.

6. On issues not definitively settled in the Bible,
James White utilized the only possible way
forward in unity of mission when he moved
from a hermeneutic that stipulated that prac-
tices must be expressly spelled out in the
Bible to a hermeneutic that held that prac-
tices were permissible if they did not contra-
dict Scripture and were in harmony with
common sense. (The new hermeneutic made
it possible for the Sabbatarian Adventists to
organize as a denomination.)110

7. The so-called noncompliant unions are not
out of harmony with the Bible.

8. Adventism has moved at times from being a
church based on Scripture to one based on
tradition and ecclesiastical pronouncements. 

9. The General Conference leadership in 2017
is coming dangerously close to replicating
the medieval church in its call for the serious
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discipline of large sectors of the church on
the basis of a non-biblical issue. 

9.1. The recent General Conference docu-
ments and procedures do not reflect faith-
fulness to the Bible’s teachings in Acts 15 or
Matthew 18.

9.2. Due to the suppression of data and the ma-
nipulation of the events surrounding the vot-
ing process, I do not believe that the 2015
vote on women’s ordination indicated the
voice of God.

9.3. One of the important functions of the an-
cient Hebrew prophets was to confront
priests and kings over their abuse of author-
ity. One of the functions of Ellen White was
to confront conference presidents for similar
reasons. And, if there were a prophet in
modern Adventism, that prophet would find
plenty to do.

9.4. The current atmosphere of confrontation in
Adventism has not been brought about by
the unions, but by the General Conference
leadership and it’s non-biblical and manipu-
lative tactics.

9.45. The October 2017 meetings may help the
worldwide Adventist Church decide whether
it wants to move more toward an Adventist
Ecclesiology or toward a more Roman
Catholic variety.

9.5. The so-called nonconforming unions must
stand together, come into line with General
Conference demands, or go down one by one.
Martin Niemöller, a leading German Protes-
tant pastor during World War II, has written a
thoughtful piece: “First they came for the So-
cialists, and I did not speak out—because I was
not a Socialist. Then they came for the Trade
Unionists, and I didn’t speak out—because I
was not a Trade Unionist. Then they came for
the Jews, and I didn’t speak out—because I was
not a Jew. Then they came for me—and there
was no one left to speak out.”
         
In closing, two historical recollections are im-

portant. First, Peter’s words in Acts 5:39: “We
must obey God rather than men” (RSV). Sec-

ond, Luther’s words at the Diet of Worms: “I
cannot submit my faith either to the pope or to
the councils, because it is clear as the day that
they have frequently erred and contradicted
each other. Unless therefore I am convinced by
the testimony of Scripture . . . I cannot and I will
not retract, for it is unsafe for a Christian to speak
against his conscience. Here I stand, I can do no
other; may God help me. Amen.”111 n
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Introduction

H
ow would the pioneers of Seventh-day Ad-
ventism deal with the present crisis hurting
the church? How would they handle the 
disagreement between General Conference

leadership and a number of union conferences on such
wide-ranging issues as church structure and authority,
unity and diversity, ethics and policy, justice and equality,
conscience and coercion? The plain answer is: no one can
know for sure. Changing times and circumstances call for,
and bring forth, different responses and do not allow us
to predict with certainty what the former leaders of the
church would do if they were facing our challenges
today. Still, we can learn a lot from the past by looking at
the principles, values, and convictions that guided the pi-
oneers and by drawing lessons for our time from their ac-
complishments and failures.

What would Jesus do? In the 1990s, this question be-
came a popular motto of young Christians who regarded
Jesus as the definitive role model for everyday life. But it
is easier to wear a bracelet or wristband with the en-
graved acronym “WWJD” than to know what Jesus would
actually do if He was living among us as a human being.
Didn’t He often enough surprise, and even shock, His
disciples by His words and deeds? What makes us sure
that we wouldn’t also be stunned or disappointed by Him
today? Again, the spiritual and ethical principles He
taught and lived transcended His times and culture and
serve as guide posts for all later generations.

This applies equally to Ellen White, whose propheti-
cally inspired guidance helped steer the Adventist move-
ment through rough waters for seven decades. What
would Ellen White say and do if she was alive today?
How would she position herself with regard to the cur-
rent stalemate? Whoever tries to answer this question
should be aware that by doing so he may reveal more
about his own view than about the prophet’s position.
Often enough, our surmising about the past is more like a
look in the mirror than an accurate lesson about history.
The attempt to settle controversial issues by pointing to

the prophet entails the risk of cementing one’s own preju-
dice rather than accurately speaking in her name. Still,
the attempt may, and should, be made to gain insights
from her life and teaching for overcoming the current im-
passe between the various duly elected and responsible
entities in the Adventist church. By studying Ellen
White’s life and legacy, we need to recognize that her
views are not all timeless truths, that her actions are not
all prescriptive, and that quotations from her writings are
not all directly applicable today. She was, after all, just as
much a child of her time as were prophets and apostles in
biblical times. While the literary bequest of other Adven-
tist pioneers quite obviously reflects their limited contem-
porary understanding, it is tempting to use Ellen White’s
legacy as if it was unaffected by its historical and cultural
context. However, before we may use her writings and
example as authoritative in a one-to-one manner, we must
make sure that the specific situations and concerns of the
past are truly comparable to those of today. In drawing
lessons from history, it is therefore mandatory to take
into consideration the actual context that prompted a
particular response. As the prophet once said, “Circum-
stances alter conditions. Circumstances change the rela-
tions of things.”1

In this paper, we will take a close look at Ellen White’s
attitude toward theological and doctrinal continuity and
change and its impact on her view on church authority,
policy, and structure. By implication, this may also con-
tribute to a better understanding of the options for deal-
ing with the current challenges and tensions in the
Adventist church.

Part 1 – Ellen White on Theological Continuity 
and Change2

Ellen White held a surprisingly dynamic view on “present
truth.” “In every age there is a new development of truth, a
message of God to the people of that generation.”3 In the
context of the Minneapolis conference of 1888 she wrote,
“What would not have been truth twenty years ago, may
well be present truth now.”4 Thus, she could declare that the
message of justification by faith as presented by E. J. Wag-

“Circumstances Change the Relations of Things” | BY ROLF J. PÖHLER
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goner and A. T. Jones was “the third angel’s message in ver-
ity.”5 Prior to that, “present truth” had been regarded essen-
tially as prophetically announced truth, found in the
apocalyptic books and passages of the Bible and presently
being fulfilled.

In the 1880s and beyond, Ellen White was repeatedly
called upon to resolve doctrinal controversies, which
tended to divide the church on specific theological is-
sues. Those holding traditional views—apparently sanc-
tioned by the prophet herself—pleaded with her to
confirm the historic faith of the church and to reject the
new views that seemed to threaten the doctrinal land-
marks of Adventism. Ellen White, however, consistently
refused to do so, calling upon the church to seriously
restudy the controverted points and to remain open to
new interpretations of Bible texts, additional doctrinal in-
sights, and possible revisions of erroneous views.6

In order to prevent these new views from being taught
at Battle Creek College—where A. T. Jones was slated to
teach in 1889—a resolution was proposed which recom-
mended “that persons holding views different from those
commonly taught by us as a denomination” should first
present them to various committees for approval.7 Ellen
White, however, strongly opposed such a restrictive de-
cree because, in her judgment, it would only serve to hin-
der the progress and advance of truth.8

White’s role in the development of Adventist theol-
ogy may be described as “formative, not normative.”9

While she contributed significantly to the develop-
ment, acceptance, preservation, and revision of doc-
trines, she was not regarded or used by the
church—though, sometimes, by some of her ardent fol-
lowers—as the final criterion and arbiter of truth. Nei-
ther did she ever want to be regarded as such. Support
for this comes from an analysis of her personal involve-
ment in doctrinal development

As Alden Thompson has suggested in 1981, Ellen
White experienced “significant changes” during her life-
time in her “theological development” by which “her the-
ological understanding grew” with regard to several basic
Christian teachings. The general direction of this process
seems to have led her from a rather discouraging, law-
centered position (“Sinai”) to a more encouraging, love-
centered attitude (“Golgotha”). In Thompson’s view, “the
transition from fear to love in her experience resulted in a
remarkable shift of emphasis.”10 The reactions to these ar-

ticles indicated that the church did not readily accept the
idea that Ellen White’s theological understanding
evolved significantly over the years. Still, the underlying
assumption that Ellen White’s perception of truth devel-
oped in time seemed to accord well with her own view.
“For sixty years I have been in communication with heav-
enly messengers, and I have been constantly learning in
reference to divine things.”11

George R. Knight has noted “three distinct types” of
change in Ellen White’s writings related to matters of
doctrine and lifestyle. The first involved the “clarifica-
tion” of vaguely or, perhaps, implicitly held views; in
other words, “a change from ambiguity to clarity.” The
second type refers to the “progressive development” of
new positions or changing emphases on doctrinal and
other questions. Such change was progressive, not con-
tradictory, in nature and happened “against the back-
ground of the ongoing development of present truth.”
Some changes even came by “contradiction, or reversal,
of her earlier position.” This happened, for example, with
“Ellen White’s changing belief in the shut door” which
also involved certain “contradictory aspects,” for “her
later understanding contradicted that of her earliest years
in the post-1844 period.” In other words, “Ellen White
was capable of both believing error and growing in her
understanding” of truth.12

More than any other of the Adventist pioneers, Ellen
White directly addressed the issue of doctrinal continuity
and change. Her remarks were scattered through the
years but partly collected in the books compiled from her
writings.13 The following brief overview should be under-
girded by a detailed historical analysis that interprets the
different, and partly conflicting, statements in their re-
spective historical and literary setting in order to deter-
mine their proper meaning and point of reference. Such a
study cannot be presented here. Still, the following sum-
marizes what appears to be White’s basic approach to the
issue of doctrinal development.

1. The Twofold Nature of Truth
In Ellen White’s view, divine truth is eternal, changeless, and
immovable. At the same time, it is infinite and inexhaustible,
capable of unlimited expansion, ever developing and unfold-
ing in its meaning. Because of the progressive and advancing
nature of truth, the church should see a continual advance-
ment in the knowledge of truth. While the church is to
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teach the fundamental truths of the Scriptures, it
must also proclaim present truth, i.e., doctrines fit
for the times and embracing the whole gospel.

2. The Dialectic Between Continuity and Change
According to White, Seventh-day Adventists
must ever remain open and receptive to new
light. Such increasing insight into truth usually
will be in addition to previous beliefs, providing a
clearer understanding of the word of God. At
times, however, new light will be in conflict with
our expositions of Scripture, with long-cherished
opinions and long-established traditions. In other
words, though new light does not contradict old
light, it does collide with erroneous doctrines and
misinterpretations of the word of God.

We must not for a moment think that there is no more
light, no more truth, to be given us … While we must
hold fast to the truths which we have already received,
we must not look with suspicion upon any new light
that God may send.14

The God of heaven sometimes commissions men to teach
that which is regarded as contrary to the established
doctrines … Seventh-day Adventists are in danger of
closing their eyes to truth as it is in Jesus, because it
contradicts something which they have taken for
granted as truth but which the Holy Spirit teaches is
not truth.15

If ideas are presented that differ in some points from our
former doctrines, we must not condemn them without
diligent search of the Bible to see if they are true.16

There are errors in the church, and the Lord points them
out by His own ordained agencies, not always through
the testimonies.17

In closely investigating … established truth … we
may discover errors in our interpretation of Scripture.18

Therefore, we need to carefully examine,
candidly investigate, critically test, and con-
stantly review our doctrines in the light of the
Scriptures and discard everything that is not
clearly sustained by the Bible. On the other

hand, satisfaction with the church’s present 
understanding of truth, opposition to a critical
and persevering examination of its teachings,
avoidance of controversial doctrinal discus-
sions, prejudice against those who present new
doctrinal insights, refusal to accept newly 
discovered truths, and general resistance to
theological change betray a “conservative”19

mind-set which results from spiritual lethargy.
Those would-be guardians of the doctrine who
prevent the much-needed reexamination for
fear of removing the old landmarks are hamper-
ing the cause of truth.

At the same time, the pioneers of Seventh-
day Adventism have laid well the doctrinal
foundation of the church under the guidance of
the Holy Spirit. These fundamental principles
were firmly established in the early years
through careful and prayerful Bible study; they
were confirmed by divine revelation; they are
based upon unquestionable authority; they
have withstood test and trial and are unmov-
able, indispensable, unchangeable, and irre-
placeable. No interpretations or applications of
the Scriptures must be entertained that would
undermine or weaken these distinctive doc-
trines, contradict the special points of our faith,
unsettle faith in the old landmarks, remove the
pillars from their foundation, or move a block
or stir a pin from the three angels’ messages. In-
stead, Seventh-day Adventists are to preserve
the waymarks which have made us what we
are, hold firmly to the fundamental principles
of our faith, and stand firm on the platform of
eternal and immovable truth.

At first glance, Ellen White’s statements on
doctrinal continuity and change appear some-
what contradictory. The seeming discrepancies
are largely due, however, to the different con-
texts in which she was expressing herself
throughout the years. During and after the
1888 General Conference, she called for open-
ness to theological change in order to counter
the reluctance of the church to accept the new
light which Waggoner and Jones were present-
ing on the subject of righteousness by faith.
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But, when the church seemed to be threatened by heresy
and apostasy—particularly in the 1850s, 1880s, and
1900s—White particularly emphasized the doctrinal con-
tinuity and identity of the Adventist faith. Thus, her
seemingly conflicting statements on doctrinal continuity
and change may be seen as actually complementary when
interpreted in their respective historical setting.

There is still another, related, reason that may help ex-
plain the seeming contradiction in White’s statements on
theological development. To her, the landmark doctrines
of Seventh-day Adventism were central to the message,
mission, and self-understanding of the church. Any
change with regard to these foundational truths tended,
therefore, to jeopardize the very raison d’être of the
church. Other teachings, however, not directly belong-
ing to the unchangeable platform of Adventist truths,
were of secondary importance. Their revision would not
constitute a threat to the identity and mission of the
church. Thus, they could be freely reinvestigated and
possibly be modified significantly.

It should be kept in mind that when such minor doc-
trinal matters were debated among Adventists, they were
often regarded as being closely tied to the old landmarks,
making their readjustment look like an attack on the fun-
damentals themselves. In order to be true to Ellen
White’s intention, it seems therefore important to distin-
guish the core doctrines of the Adventist faith from other
teachings and practices that are related but not founda-
tional to it.

However, any authentic doctrinal development may
and will somehow affect either the fundamental or the
distinctive truths of Seventh-day Adventism in some, al-
beit positive, way. Otherwise, the deepening insight into
truth would, in the final analysis, be irrelevant and not
worth arguing or even talking about. Ellen White, on her
part, held no low view of theological growth. To her,
doctrinal progress was of crucial significance for the
church. “Much has been lost because our ministers and
people have concluded that we have had all the truth es-
sential for us as a people; but such a conclusion is erro-
neous and in harmony with the deceptions of Satan, for
truth will be constantly unfolding.”20

As only those theological insights which, in some
real sense, are related to the central beliefs of the
church can be regarded as essential, it follows that, for
Ellen White, doctrinal development was not a superflu-

ous or even dangerous process but rather an indispensa-
ble aspect of the spiritual growth and theological matu-
ration of the church.

The Twofold Process of Theological Development
An analysis of Ellen White’s view on theological develop-
ment reveals two major aspects which, to her, were in-
volved in this process. They reflect the balance she
sought between the need for substantial doctrinal conti-
nuity and the demands for authentic doctrinal change.
On the one hand, truth develops through restoration and
rediscovery; on the other hand, it involves reinterpreta-
tion and recontextualization.

Restoration and Rediscovery
For Ellen White, doctrinal development was first and fore-
most a process in which old truths were rediscovered and
restored to the church. “There are old, yet new truths still to
be added to the treasures of our knowledge.”21 What ap-
pears to be new light is, in reality, “precious [old] light that
has for a time been lost sight of by the people.”22 After all,
no doctrine must be taught in the church which cannot be
shown to be contained in the word of God. But there are
many “precious rays of light yet to shine forth from the
word of God. Many gems are yet scattered that are to be
gathered together to become the property of the remnant
people of God.”23

Gems of thought are to be gathered up and redeemed from their com-
panionship with error … Truths of divine origin, are to be care-
fully searched out and placed in their proper setting, to shine with
heavenly brilliancy amid the moral darkness of the world … Let
the gems of divine light be reset in the framework of the gospel. Let
nothing be lost of the precious light that comes from the throne of
God. It has been misapplied, and cast aside as worthless; but it is
heaven-sent, and each gem is to become the property of God’s people
and find its true position in the framework of truth. Precious jewels
of light are to be collected, and by the aid of the Holy Spirit they
are to be fitted into the gospel system.24

Reinterpretation and Recontextualization
Obviously, then, there is something really new about new
light. While truth itself is eternal and unchangeable, the un-
derstanding of its meaning and the realization of its full sig-
nificance may grow constantly in the church. Taking Christ
as the model and norm of theological progress and doctrinal
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advance, White repeatedly pointed out that His
work consisted in recontextualizing and reinter-
preting divine revelation. New meanings resulted
from placing old truths in different and proper
settings. The true significance of Bible teachings
can, at times, only be seen when they are related
to new scriptural contexts or changing situations
which make old truths appear in a different, new
light. Correcting misinterpretations of the Bible
and properly reinterpreting old truths, new doc-
trinal insights reveal new facets and the true im-
port of divine revelation.

Great truths which have been neglected and unappreci-
ated for ages will be revealed by the Spirit of God and
new meaning will flash out of familiar texts. Every
page will be illuminated by the Spirit of truth.25

When the mind is kept open and is constantly search-
ing the field of revelation, we shall find rich deposits of
truth. Old truths will be revealed in new aspects, and
truths will appear which have been overlooked in the
search.26

Some things must be torn down. Some things must be
built up. The old treasures must be reset in the frame-
work of truth … Jesus will reveal to us precious old
truths in a new light, if we are ready to receive them.27

Summary
Ellen White exerted a significant influence on the
development of Adventist doctrines, being in-
volved in the formation, preservation, and revi-
sion of the teachings of the church. She actively
participated in various types of change, encom-
passing not only theological maturation and doc-
trinal growth but, at times, even doctrinal
readjustments and revisions. To a considerable
degree, she shared in and even fostered the
process of theological growth and doctrinal de-
velopment which the Seventh-day Adventist
Church experienced in her lifetime.

At the same time, Ellen White’s concept of
doctrinal development appears to have sur-
passed that of her fellow believers not only in
depth of understanding but also in striking a

delicate balance between the need for theologi-
cal continuity and substantial identity, on the
one hand, and the possibility of theological re-
vision and doctrinal change, on the other. Tire-
lessly she warned her church against both the
careless rejection of precious old light and the
stubborn resistance to much-needed new light.

This concept may still provide guidance to
the church faced by the twin dangers of theo-
logical immobilism and doctrinal revisionism.
Seventh-day Adventists may do well to emulate
the example of their prophet who served both
as a strong factor of doctrinal continuity and a
constant catalyst of doctrinal change. Her con-
cept of theological development is perhaps best
expressed in the following quotation which is
worth pondering for its rich implications.

[Christ] promised that the Holy Spirit should enlighten
the disciples, that the word of God should be ever un-
folding to them … The truths of redemption are capa-
ble of constant development and expansion. Though
old, they are ever new, constantly revealing to the
seeker for truth a greater glory and a mightier power. –
In every age there is a new development of truth, a mes-
sage of God to the people of that generation. The old
truths are all essential; new truth is not independent of
the old, but an unfolding of it. It is only as the old
truths are understood that we can comprehend the new
… But it is the light which shines in the fresh unfold-
ing of truth that glorifies the old. He who rejects or neg-
lects the new does not really possess the old. To him it
loses its vital power and becomes but a lifeless form …
Truth in Christ and through Christ is measureless. The
student of Scripture looks, as it were, into a fountain
that deepens and broadens as he gazes into its depths.28

Part II – Ellen White on Church Authority,
Policy and Structure
What can we learn from Ellen White’s view on
theological continuity and change for church
leadership, authority, organization, structure,
and policy? What insights can we derive from
her position on doctrinal development, which
are applicable to the issues currently engaging
the church? How did she herself apply these
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principles in different situations? What implications may
we draw, what applications may we make from both her
teaching and her actions? While the answers cannot
claim to be comprehensive or exhaustive by any measure,
they should be informative, representative, and signifi-
cant. I see, in the main, three aspects that have a direct
bearing on the ongoing struggle about “unity in mission”
in the Seventh-day Adventist Church.

1. Organizational Readjustment
According to Ellen White, divine truth is eternal and un-
changing, but the understanding of truth is subject to devel-
opment and change. Moreover, there is truth particularly
relevant at a certain point in history— “present truth” or
truth for today. What pertains to church teachings will, by
implication, also hold true for church policies and organiza-
tional structures. They, too, may be changing and in need of
readjustment. Just as ecclesial traditions are not dependable
guides to “present truth,” so traditional policies or structures
may become outdated and obstructive—even when sanc-
tioned by an authority in the past. Therefore, the church
should be amenable to changes regarding its policies and
structures, just as it should remain open to new doctrinal in-
sights. In many cases, the new is a deepening and unfolding
of the old. At times, however, it stands in contrast to previ-
ous church teaching, policy, or practice. Learning and un-
derstanding is progressive, making a conservative stance a
possible hindrance to the advance of the church.

This does not mean that everything is subject to
change or revision. To the contrary, the foundational
truths of faith remain, while secondary teachings are more
easily reconsidered. In a similar manner, the basic three-
tier (local, regional, global), threefold (pastor, elder, dea-
con), and representative structure of the church has stood
the test of time and proved highly effective in protecting
unity and fostering mission. At the same time, structures
and policies should be treated dynamically and not be re-
garded as unchangeable. As there is a kind of hierarchy
with regard to truth, with core beliefs being distinguished
from, and superior to, peripheral views, so we must also
admit to a certain hierarchy of policies and procedures,
where the application of foundational principles is de-
pendent on tangible needs and particular circumstances.

This inference from Ellen White’s view on theological
continuity and change is supported by the following
statement from the prophet’s pen: “The place, the circum-

stances, the interest, the moral sentiment of the people,
will have to decide in many cases the course of action to
be pursued.”29 This calls for openness and flexibility on
the part of the worldwide Adventist church with regard to
its rules and regulations, policies and practices, organiza-
tion and structure. They must not be treated like a “Codex
Iuris Canonici” and invested with quasi-divine authority.
The following statement bears repeating: “Circumstances
alter conditions. Circumstances change the relations of
things.”30 In a multicultural world and community, this in-
sight is essential for the unity of purpose and the accom-
plishment of the mission of the church. Organizational
structures and policies should serve the church, not vice
versa, as the following underlines.

2. Situational Re-evaluation
In 1875, Ellen White wrote a testimony to a strong-willed
brother who was inclined to act independently of the
church. “God has invested His church with special authority
and power which no one can be justified in disregarding and
despising, for in so doing he despises the voice of God.”31

Later in the same year, she wrote, “I have been shown
that no man’s judgment should be surrendered to any one
man. But when the judgment of the General Conference,
which is the highest authority that God has upon earth,
is exercised, private independence and private judgment
must not be maintained, but be surrendered.”32

What may primarily have pertained to the General
Conference in session33 was, in the years following, ap-
plied to the General Conference administration. About
the latter, President G. I. Butler claimed, “It is the highest
authority of an earthly character among Seventh-day Ad-
ventists.”34 Likewise, President O. A. Olsen regarded the
General Conference as “the highest organized authority
under God on the earth.”35 Ellen White, however, be-
came increasingly concerned about the centralization of
power in the hands of a few administrators. In the 1890s,
she began to criticize the “kingly power” usurped by the
leaders in Battle Creek, fearing that it would ultimately
lead to “a state of insubordination.”36 She denied that the
General Conference was the legitimate voice of God.37

“We hear that the voice of the [General] Conference is
the voice of God. Every time I have heard this, I have
thought it was almost blasphemy. The voice of the Con-
ference should be the voice of God, but it is not.”38

After the far-reaching and decentralizing reorganization
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of 1901 had put a kind of stop to leadership by
“dictation,” Ellen White again expressed confi-
dence in the General Conference by reiterating,
in 1909, the view she had expressed back in
1875. However, she continued to warn leaders
against exercising “kingly power.”

I have often been instructed by the Lord that no man’s
judgment should be surrendered to the judgment of any
other one man. Never should the mind of one man or
the minds of a few men be regarded as sufficient in wis-
dom and power to control the work and to say what
plans shall be followed. But when in a General Confer-
ence the judgment of the brethren assembled from all
parts of the field is exercised, private independence and
private judgment must not be stubbornly maintained,
but surrendered. Never should a laborer regard as a
virtue the persistent maintenance of his position of inde-
pendence contrary to the decision of the general body.39

In each case, Ellen White expressed herself
clearly and forcefully, though in a seemingly
contradictory and antithetic manner. But new
situations and developments were calling for a
different response. When people acted inde-
pendently of the church or relied too much on
individual leaders, she emphasized the impor-
tance of the collective will of the church as ex-
pressed by the General Conference in session.
But when the leadership of the church abused
their authority by acting in a dominant manner,
White would stand up against them, calling
them to refrain from exercising dictatorial
power. Her statements, made in a particular
setting, would become misleading or even
wrong when applied indiscriminately to other
situations.40

It may be argued that the apparent tension
between Ellen White’s various statements on
the role of the “General Conference” is due, not
to a change of mind on her part, but rather to
two different meanings of the term “General
Conference.” In 1875 and 1909, she referred to
the General Conference in session, while the
negative statements about “kingly power” etc.
from the 1890s were directed towards the Gen-

eral Conference administration, consisting of
only a few men. Granted that there is truth in
this observation, it still remains quite difficult
to separate the two and treat them as inde-
pendent entities. After all, what happens at a
General Conference in session is strongly influ-
enced by the top leadership of the General
Conference. Decisions made by the assembled
delegates usually are in concurrence with the
will of the administration. Thus, Ellen White’s
critical remarks about “kingly power” exerted
by some top leaders may still apply, even when
decisions are reached in a General Conference
Session. Which of the contrasting statements
of the prophet are, then, applicable today?
That depends on which of them corresponds
more closely to the current situation in the Ad-
ventist church. What would Ellen White possi-
bly write to those union conferences who resist
what they see as a misuse of power by General
Conference leadership? What, on the other
hand, would she most likely tell those leaders
who reject the appeal to conscience and the
fundamental beliefs of the church? No one can
know for sure, for we all are tempted to use, if
not abuse, the prophet as a spokesperson for
our own views. The church will be wise not to
quote Ellen White one-sidedly or out of con-
text in order to bolster up a particular view
against other legitimate perspectives. Insights
drawn from a particular setting need to be bal-
anced by those gained under different circum-
stances. Together they form a treasure trove of
experience that can be a continual blessing to
the church.

3. Conscientious Nonconformity
Shortly after the General Conference was
founded in 1863, Ellen White wrote to a discon-
tented church member: “You should have submit-
ted to the judgment of the church. If they
decided wrong, God could take hold of this mat-
ter in His own time and vindicate the right.”41

There are two important insights contained in
this statement. Firstly, decisions made by a major-
ity should be accepted even when one personally
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disagrees with them. Never should a minority 
impose its will on the church at large. Secondly,
majority decisions may be wrong and may, there-
fore, need to be corrected. While even God him-
self bears with unwise and erroneous decisions,
He may also work toward correcting them when
He sees fit. Such revisions do not come by heav-
enly fiat but in the same manner as the initial
vote; namely, by proposal, debate, and voting.

This calls for a mature attitude that respects
the result of a vote and, at the same time, remains
open to possibly correct it later. While the
“losers” need to submit to the majority opinion—
a humbling experience, at times—the “winners”
must not regard the outcome as sacrosanct. They
too need humility by recognizing that they may
have been wrong after all and need to submit
their personal conviction when the Spirit leads
the church into new directions. “Submit to one
another out of reverence for Christ” (Eph 5:21
NIV), Paul wrote. What pertained to husbands
and wives, parents and children, masters and
slaves in Ephesus equally applies to superiors and
inferiors or to “higher” and “lower” entities in the
church today. The summons to submission and
Christlike humility is not a one-way road of
communication.

But what about a situation in which more is
at stake than personal opinions and prefer-
ences, divergent views on church policies, or
disagreements about the filling of leadership
posts? What if contentious points become a
matter of conscience and of faithfulness to bib-
lical principles and the fundamental beliefs of
the church? Are there times when it becomes a
right or even a duty to voice dissent against
church councils and decisions? This question is
not new to Adventists. 

In 1877, the General Conference in session
voted that its “decisions should be submitted
[to] by all without exception unless they can be
shown to conflict with the word of God and
the rights of individual conscience.”42

Ellen White concurred that no doctrine must
be taught in the church which cannot be shown
to be contained in the word of God. She also be-

lieved that God sometimes commissions people
to go against what seems to be the established
position of the church.43 To her, following one’s
conscience was the epitome of faithfulness to-
ward God. “The greatest want of the world is the
want of men—men who will not be bought or
sold, men who in their inmost souls are true and
honest, men who do not fear to call sin by its
right name, men whose conscience is as true to
duty as the needle to the pole, men who will
stand for the right though the heavens fall.”44 De-
scribing Martin Luther’s appearance before the
Diet of Worms, Ellen White spoke in high terms
about his “unwavering firmness and fidelity” in
view of state and church authorities that ex-
pected him to submit his conscience to church
traditions, councils, and decrees.45

But it was not only in theory and in view of
an apostate church that Ellen White allowed
for dissent in matters of conscience involving
established church rules and practices. While
she fully supported the idea that the tithe
should be given to the church and not be spent
according to one’s own liking, at times she
withheld tithe and used it for causes she felt
were unduly neglected by the church. Her
counsel was unequivocal:

Let none feel at liberty to retain their tithe, to use ac-
cording to their own judgment. They are not to use it
… as they see fit, even in what they may regard as the
Lord’s work … The minister should, by precept and
example, teach the people to regard the tithe as sacred.
– Cannot you see that it is not best under any circum-
stances to withhold your tithes and offerings because
you are not in harmony with everything your brethren
do? … I pay my tithe gladly and freely.47

Although Ellen White “normally ‘paid her
tithes in the regular way into the conference
treasury’ … at times when there was inadequate
funding for ordained ministers working among
African-Americans she paid some of her own
tithe directly to their employer, the Southern
Missionary Society … And apparently Ellen
White agreed to pay a partial salary for some
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literature evangelists in different territories …
These exceptions were not, however, her regu-
lar practice.”48 Neither did she justify her be-
havior by referring to her prophetic authority.
Rather, it was the suffering of the workers and
the injustice being done to them that caused
her to deviate from the principle she herself
had laid down.

This example serves to illustrate what may be
called “conscientious nonconformity.” While
accepting and following the rules, there may be
exceptions due to special circumstances and
needs that justify variant actions grounded in a
moral necessity that overrules the normal prac-
tice. This does not imply a lack of loyalty or a
rebellious spirit refusing to act in harmony with
church policy and practice. To the contrary, it
is exactly out of loyalty to biblically grounded
beliefs and values that such dissent, at times, is
legitimate and even called for. Exceptions are
not questioning the rules but confirming their
basic validity. However, when policy and au-
thority is used in a way that conflicts with the
mandates of a conscience grounded in the word
of God, submission to the latter takes priority
over and against compliance with the former.

Ellen White’s course of action with regard to
tithing marks off the legitimate parameters of
nonconformist behavior in the church: it is not
an act of defiance, but one of loyalty; it is not an
expression of individualism, but one of solidar-
ity; it is not a matter of self- exaltation, but of
conscience. Such behavior is justified only when
conformity to the rules conflicts with the core
teachings and principles of the word of God.
“The Lord has shown you what is good. He has
told you what he requires of you. You must treat
people fairly. You must love others faithfully.
And you must be very careful to live the way
your God wants you to” (Micah 6:8 NIRV).

Conclusion
When being criticized by some for having
changed her mind on certain issues, Ellen
White referred to the many lessons she had
learned in the years and decades of her life-

long ministry. “For sixty years,” she wrote, “I
have been constantly learning in reference to
divine things.”49 To change one’s mind may
therefore not be a sign of weakening faith, but
rather an evidence of personal and spiritual
growth. What applies to divine messengers also
holds true for dedicated leaders. The longer
they serve, the more teachable they become
under the guidance of the Holy Spirit. “To live
is to change, and to be perfect is to have
changed often” (J. H. Newman). The following
quote pertains, therefore, not only to matters
of doctrine and theology, structure and policy,
but equally to each of us personally. “Some
things must be torn down. Some things must
be built up.”40 n

Questions for Discussion
1. What light does the teaching and example of

Ellen White shed on the current impasse be-
tween the General Conference and the
union conferences that are out of line with
respect to ordination?

2. What role should biblical precedents, estab-
lished church structures, and sociocultural
conditions play in deliberations about organi-
zational readjustment?

3. What, if anything, could justify a situational
reevaluation of the authority of the General
Conference—comprising the Executive
Management, Committee, and Session—in
your judgment?

4. What criteria need to be fulfilled before acts
of conscientious nonconformity should be consid-
ered by any church member or entity?  
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Introduction

P
olicy is not often viewed as a glamorous topic for
discussion. News, politics, weather, stock mar-
kets, and people rank much higher in conversa-
tional preference. Policy questions surface when

there is tension—and then, only out of necessity. We are
in one of those moments in our collective life as a world-
wide Church. We can, and must, make the best of it.

This Conference was convened to consider the cross-
currents that are impacting people and denominational
units today with respect to ministry and leadership posi-
tions requiring ministerial ordination. That this should be
called a “Unity Conference” is no accident. Throughout
our worldwide Church, the subject of ministerial ordina-
tion, and who is eligible for it, awakens sharply differing
views and convictions.

The question has been under consideration for more
than a century.2 In recent decades, several commissions
have studied the matter of ministerial ordination. Reports
and recommendations have been made to General Con-
ference Sessions. Those Sessions have not embraced the
idea of ministerial ordination being available to females,
even if they have qualifications like those required of
males. These decisions have not settled the matter. In-
stead they may have amplified it. A rather strong polarity
of views persists. Some unions have already implemented
inclusive ministerial ordinations (inclusive here meaning
male and female). Such actions have added a new dimen-
sion, ecclesiastical authority, and considerable emotion
to the whole discussion.

The official studies thus far have largely focused on
the theology of ordination in the hopes that the Bible
would provide clarity in the matter. The biblical text
has been examined from virtually all angles and view-
points. Rather esoteric nuances have been advanced in
support of one view or the other. Yet, the result of these
studies yields at least two strongly held opinions. Each
side feels that there is sufficient evidence to warrant its
conclusions. Both sides concede that neither the Bible
nor the writings of Ellen White provide explicit instruc-

tion regarding the ordination of women as pastors.
However, there is some level of agreement on the the-
ology of ordination.

Relatively less emphasis has been given to ordination
policy and practice. If a conclusive answer is elusive in
theology, would there be value in considering ecclesiol-
ogy and its body of policies and practices? It is the as-
sumption of this paper that a review of policy can
provide important insights that may help in creating a
path forward to the preservation, even enhancement, of
unity in the worldwide Church.

I apologize for being unable to address this topic in a
coldly detached and purely objective manner. I am a
member of the Church, enthusiastic about its mission,
protective of its global structure, and keenly devoted to
its polity and organizational ethos. I also have firm con-
victions about ministerial ordination. I trust that the
reader will excuse the interference that my personal
views may cause in the endeavor to understand the way
that policy can help us in this situation.

General Conference Working Policy : The Challenge of Enforcement
DISCUSSED | Working Policy, diversity, organizational mission, governance and authority documents
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Underlying Assumptions
Several assumptions, that need to be exposed, lurk in the
background of this presentation. 

1. Further theological study on the question of ordina-
tion will not result in consensus regarding ordina-
tion. The Church will have to live with widely
divergent views. This does not need to threaten
unity since the Church already recognizes diverse
practices in other matters and has agreed to varying
practices regarding the election and ordination of
women as local church elders.

2. The Gospel message is meant for the whole world and
every culture. In its mission to reach every culture with
the Gospel, the Church will need to engage increas-
ingly with questions of unity and diversity. The process
by which such questions are addressed will be as im-
portant as any decision that is reached.

3. Unity and diversity are not necessarily conflicting con-
cepts; they can co-exist in meaningful partnership. Di-

versity of sound in a choir or orchestra does not ruin
the music. Any organization with the size and global
presence of the Seventh-day Adventist Church must
make room for differing practices even while rigorously
protecting its unity.

4. Policy development is as important as policy enforce-
ment, perhaps more so, in maintaining a sense of orga-
nizational unity and relevance in a rapidly changing
world with its very diverse social environments.

The Need for Policy
Every organization requires structure and a system of au-
thority to survive and function effectively. History un-
derscores the importance of organizational structure.
Though the church is different from other organizations
(government, army, business) there is no debate about its
need for policy, systems, and a pattern of authority. The
question will be what is the role of policy and how does
authority operate in a faith-based community that con-
siders Jesus as its head?
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The Bible provides ample evidence of organizational
dynamics connected with the work of God in this world.
The Old Testament books of Leviticus and Deuteronomy
might be thought of as a policy manual for the covenant
people of God. There were rules and guidelines for the
community’s worship as well as for its internal and exter-
nal relations.

Several passages in the New Testament offer insights on
how Church organization, processes and authority should
function.

• Jesus spoke about the authority of His church: Keys of
heaven given… whatever you bind… (Matthew 16:19,
18:18, John 20:23) How is this to be understood? The
authority of the church can only be exercised under
submission to God, not in the place of God.

• Admonition from Jesus about how to deal with an
erring brother (Matthew 18) underscores the idea of
group decisions rather than one person’s decision con-
cerning the fate of another individual.

• Following the Jerusalem Council (Acts 15) leaders “. . .
delivered decisions of apostles and elders in Jerusalem
for the people to obey” (Acts 16:4). The decision of the
Council permitted different practices in some things
while calling for a uniform stance in others.

• Paul advised the church in Corinth to act decisively
concerning a person whose immoral behavior harmed
the whole congregation: “. . . hand this man over to
Satan” (1 Corinthians 5:5).

• Paul urged Titus to deal with divisive persons (Titus
3:10).

• Jesus prayed that His followers might demonstrate unity
(John 15 and 17).

• Paul urged the Ephesian church to walk in unity (Eph-
esians 4).

• The whole world is the mission field of the Church
(Matthew 28:18–20, Acts 1:7-8, Acts 10–11).

• The Church is to acknowledge differences and have a
process for their resolution (Acts 6, 15, Galatians
3:26–29, Philippians 2).

We observe then that policy, system, structure, and
authority are appropriate elements in the life of an or-
ganization committed to living and proclaiming the
Gospel. How then should one think about the purpose
of policy?

The Purpose of Policy
Policy outlines or describes, and sometimes prescribes, a
course of action designed to perpetuate the organization
and facilitate accomplishment of its objectives. If the first
purpose of policy is to preserve stability of the organiza-
tion, the second purpose is to translate an organization’s
vision and mission into effective action. This overarching
purpose of policy contains several nuances particularly for
large organizations.

1. Policy protects the organization from autocratic and
erratic leadership. From time to time leaders forget
the servant nature of leadership and are caught up in
a mindset that resorts to the use of power for per-
sonal purposes. An abundance of anecdotes illustrates
the damage inflicted on organizations by leaders who
use the organization for self-serving purposes. Eugene
Peterson’s observation is pertinent: “Because leader-
ship is necessarily an exercise of authority, it easily
shifts into an exercise of power. But the minute it
does that, it begins to inflict damage on both the
leader and the led.”3

2. Policy protects an organization from merely reactive
decision making. It facilitates systematic planning and
the shaping of structure around collective purposes.
Policy expresses the collective wisdom of the Church
for the continued conduct of essential functions
through successive changes in leadership.

3. Policy assists an organization in establishing similar
patterns of action across a widespread geographic terri-
tory. It links separate parts together into a whole that is
more than the sum of its parts. Policy thus contributes
to an organization’s brand and reputation. It enables
leaders to address organizational mission and adminis-
trative issues in a context larger than their immediate
and local setting.

Policy, then, serves to maintain stability, collective
focus, and integrity—the same ethos and organizational
culture throughout all parts of the whole. Because organi-
zational life is dynamic, policy must also be dynamic and
responsive to new realities and environments. Policy must
always be the servant of organizational identity and mis-
sion. Otherwise policy risks becoming irrelevant and an
impediment to the organization and its accomplishment of
mission.
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The Dynamic Relationship Between Policy 
and Organizational Mission
Policy is an instrument to enable and sustain col-
lective energies applied to mission. This does
not mean that policy is the basis for mission.
Rather, the consideration of mission needs and
opportunities gives rise to policy. The articula-
tion of policy generally follows the thoughtful
assessment of new opportunities, new develop-
ments (internal or external), and new perspec-
tives in mission.

Examples from denominational structure illus-
trate the dynamic and complementary relation-
ship between policy and mission. Policy is the
servant of mission not its master. In general, the
circumstances of mission informed the develop-
ment of policy while in other instances policy
facilitated mission.

1. The development of unions preceded the
policy for unions. When church leaders
began to recognize the value added that
union structures brought to organizational
supervision and administration they crafted
policy to standardize this feature of denomi-
national structure.

2. The structural re-organization decisions of
General Conference sessions in 1901 and
1903 came as a response to developments
taking place in various parts of the world as
well as the realization that a revised structure
would better serve the purpose of worldwide
mission. In this re-organization, certain as-
pects of authority were dispersed while other
aspects were concentrated.

3. The 1973 Annual Council received a report
from the Council on the Role of Women in
the Seventh-day Adventist Church (also
known as the Camp Mohaven report). One
of the main questions under consideration
was whether women should function in local
church offices that required ordination. No
policy existed explicitly permitting or pro-
hibiting the ordination of women as elders.
As part of its response to the Camp Mohaven
Report the Annual Council voted, “That con-

tinued study be given to the theological
soundness of the election of women to local
church offices which require ordination and
that division committees exercise discretion in any spe-
cial cases that may arise until a definitive position is
adopted…” and “That in areas receptive to such ac-
tion, there be continued recognition of the
appropriateness of appointing women to pas-
toral-evangelistic work, and that the appro-
priate missionary credentials/licenses be
granted them.”4

4. The Annual Council of 1987 voted, “To
record that if world divisions choose to select
a term which applies to individuals who carry
major responsibilities or who are placed in
leadership roles which do not ordinarily lead
to ordination as a gospel minister, the divi-
sion may request the General Conference to
approve the establishment of the Commis-
sioned Minister category for denominational
workers in its territory.”5

5. In 2001, the Annual Council adopted a pol-
icy, “Variations in Administrative Relation-
ships.”6 It begins, “For the purpose of fulfilling
the mission of the Church, division adminis-
trations are authorized to recommend modi-
fied organizational structures and or
administrative relationships…”  The policy
was adopted after several organizations had
already adopted some variations in adminis-
trative relationships.

6. A new policy describing Structural Flexibility
was approved in 2007.7 This policy outlined
alternative organizational patterns available
under special circumstances. The alternative
patterns now approved in policy, though few,
were already in existence. The realization
that these organizational patterns could im-
prove mission accomplishment lead to the
development of a new policy.

7. In 2009, the General Conference Annual
Council adopted a “Roadmap for Mission.”
This document recognized that “In some sit-
uations, Seventh-day Adventist mission may
include the formation of transitional groups
(usually termed Special Affinity Groups) that
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lead the people from a non-Christian religion into the
Seventh-day Adventist Church…”8 Though this docu-
ment is inserted prior to the Working Policy of General
Conference Working Policy, it functions as if it were pol-
icy. The provision for Special Affinity Groups came
into being only after years of frontline experience and
experimentation regarding mission among the follow-
ers of religions other than Christianity.

8. For many decades, the General Conference Annual
Council approved a General Conference Wage Scale
that was designed to be used worldwide. This is no
longer the case. The General Conference Working Policy
contains a philosophy of remuneration and a set of
guidelines which divisions are expected to follow in es-
tablishing their own wage scale, remuneration, and
benefit structure.

9. It would be misleading to conclude from the above illus-
trations that practice always precedes policy or that pol-
icy only responds to, rather than facilitates, mission. The
resource-sharing policies of the Church (tithes, offerings,
and international service employees—often described as
“missionaries”) were created to advance mission.

Perhaps it is best to see “policy” and “mission” as having
a symbiotic relationship. The relationship is essential and
beneficial though without continued monitoring to adjust
policy in response to circumstances encountered in mis-
sion the relationship can become less than beneficial. Pol-
icy can function as facilitator and controller—but both
functions need to be exercised in the interest of mission.
The breadth of diversity reflected in the policies above
have not had a adverse effect on unity. Rather, unity has
been big enough to embrace the need for diversity.

Policy Expressed in Governance and Authority 
Documents of the Church
Despite the anti-organizational bias of our founding fa-
thers, the Church has developed a broad framework of
policy or governance documents. 

1. Seventh-day Adventist Fundamental Beliefs
These statements, and their periodic revisions, expressing
Seventh-day Adventist beliefs have been approved by the
General Conference Session—the highest organizational
authority in the Seventh-day Adventist Church. Proposals
for additions or amendments to the Fundamental Beliefs

must go through a lengthy and rigorous period of study in-
volving the worldwide Church before maturing as a rec-
ommendation to a General Conference Session.

2. The Church Manual
The development of the Church Manual represents the first
effort of Seventh-day Adventists to codify policy for the
organization. In the early years of the Church, General
Conference Sessions met annually and adopted various de-
cisions affecting church order and church life. But these
were not necessarily compiled and circulated as policy.
The General Conference Session of 1882 reflected a grow-
ing realization that effective and harmonious functioning
of a growing organization required a common understand-
ing of procedures. Thus, the Session voted to have pre-
pared “instructions to church officers, to be printed in the
Review and Herald or in tract form.”9 However, the 1883
General Conference Session rejected the idea of creating a
permanent form for these articles and instructions.

Although the Church resisted the idea of adopting a
formal document of instructions (policies), various leaders
took the initiative from time to time to assemble in book-
let form the generally accepted rules for church life and
operation. A notable case is the 184-page book, published
in 1907 by J N Loughborough, entitled The Church, Its Or-
ganization, Order and Discipline.”10

The growth of the church worldwide increased the
sense of need for a manual to guide pastors and lay mem-
bers. In 1931, the General Conference Committee voted
to establish a church manual which was published in 1932.
The preface of the first edition stated, “it has become in-
creasingly evident that a manual on church government is
needed to set forth and preserve our denominational prac-
tices and polity.”11

The Church Manual “describes the operation and func-
tions of local churches and their relationship to denomina-
tional structures in which they hold membership. The
Church Manual also expresses the Church’s understanding
of Christian life and church governance and discipline
based on biblical principles and the authority of duly as-
sembled General Conference Sessions.”12

As time passed, the Church Manual has experienced nu-
merous changes reflecting the need for order in the world-
wide work of the Church. The 1946 General Conference
Session voted that “all changes or revisions of policy that
are to be made in the Manual shall be authorized by the
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General Conference Session.”13 Consequently, a
new edition of the Church Manual is published
following each General Conference Session. It is
essential that the most recent edition of the Church Man-
ual be used when one desires to know current policies and
procedures that apply to the local church.

3. General Conference Working Policy (and correspon-
ding Division Working Policy)
General Conference Working Policy is the compi-
lation of policy decisions adopted by the Gen-
eral Conference Executive Committee. The first
compilation of General Conference working
policies was published in 1926 and contained a
digest of decisions by the General Conference
Executive Committee and General Conference
Sessions.

In connection with the ongoing debate about
ministerial ordination there have been some
voices claiming that the General Conference
Session has no role or right in making policy de-
cisions. These voices assert that the General
Conference Session has delegated policy-mak-
ing authority to the General Conference Execu-
tive Committee and thus the Session must
refrain from determining any matters of policy.
While the delegation of responsibility is true14

this does not mean that the General Conference
Session is thereby deprived of any right to make
or influence policy decisions. The General Con-
ference Session is regarded as the highest au-
thority in the Church. It is therefore rather
strange to claim that the authority of the Gen-
eral Conference Executive Committee super-
sedes or can thwart the authority of a General
Conference Session. The ordination of women
to ministry became a General Conference Ses-
sion item because it was referred there by the
Executive Committee. The Session did not initi-
ate the matter.

The first publication of General Conference
Working Policy included General Conference
Session decisions. Subsequent iterations of the
publication have reflected directly or indirectly
the decisions of a General Conference Session
as well as those of the General Conference Ex-

ecutive Committee.15

In practical terms, General Conference Work-
ing Policy represents a collective decision-making
process. It is the “family code of conduct.” Policy
is the result of the collective pursuit for unity, not the
cause of it.

Policy making must be a continuing exercise
in light of a growing organization and the rap-
idly changing/diversifying environments in
which the Church carries on its work. When ten-
sion exists on the interpretation or application of
policy the family must come together to forge
new understandings of mission-sensitive policies.

4. Constitution and Bylaws (for conferences 
and institutions) and Operating Policy (for units with
“mission” status) 
These documents, adopted by organizational
units and based upon model documents in Gen-
eral Conference Working Policy, define an entity’s
purpose and its relationship to other parts of de-
nominational structure. In addition, the opera-
tional procedures outlined are designed to
ensure that leadership is accountable to a con-
stituency session.

These four internally-developed policy docu-
ments address the ethos, polity, and administra-
tive or supervisory functions of denominational
structure. However, there is yet another gover-
nance authority established by the Church—the
Law of the Land. It is easy to overlook the au-
thority of government and its relation to church
life. Freedom of religion is highly valued by the
Church and sometimes this idea translates into
the perception that local government can have
no role whatsoever that affects the Church.

General Conference Working Policy clearly ac-
knowledges the domain of earthly government: 

… In the event laws/changes in the laws governing a
country seem to render compliance with denominational
policies a violation of the law, the organization shall
act in harmony with the law, provided the following:
     a. Counsel has been sought from the General Con-
ference officers (president, secretary, and treasurer/chief
financial officer) and it is established that denomina-
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tional policies do indeed violate the law.
     b. Compliance with the law does not constitute a violation of
scriptural principles.16

Unfortunately, the Church has experienced some
painful moments in its relation to local laws. In some in-
stances where compliance with law was not voluntarily ex-
pressed, court decisions have obligated the Church to
change policies and practices and to repair past errors. It
may be helpful to review a situation that developed out of
the United States Civil Rights Act of 1964. Title VII of
that Act speaks about equal pay for equal work.

It had been a long-standing practice for the Church and
its institutions to provide differing remuneration to men
and women. Men, generally classed as “head of household”
would receive a higher salary/wage than women doing the
same work. This situation was challenged by two female
employees of Pacific Press Publishing Association in the
1970s.17 When rebuffed by administration on the request
for equal pay the matter escalated to court. The United
States Equal Employment Opportunity Commission be-
came involved as a plaintiff against Pacific Press.

Church leaders presented arguments to the court that
all employees were, in a sense, ministers; therefore, the
matter of remuneration should be an ecclesiastical deci-
sion—and thus beyond the reach of government legisla-
tion. The court disagreed. One of four cases settled out of
court. The plaintiff (Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission) prevailed against Pacific Press in the other
three. The ripple effects lead to substantial changes in re-
muneration policy.

The Administration of Policy: Compliance, Enforcement, 
and Development
What is the use of having a policy if there is no way to en-
force it? The question sounds very pertinent. Sanctions
and penalties for lack of compliance are a normal part of
any regulatory environment.

The Church has a rather comprehensive policy struc-
ture as evidenced in the Fundamental Beliefs, the Church
Manual, General Conference Working Policy, and Constitu-
tions and Bylaws. What about sanctions and penalties?
What are the disincentives to non-compliance?

The concept of enforcement, though present, is not a
prominent part of denominational life. The process of policy
creation is designed to involve broad consensus and thus minimize the

need for enforcement measures. However, policy is not silent
about compliance and enforcement.

A local church has two disciplinary or enforcement op-
tions available: placing an individual under censure (de-
signed for remedial purposes), and removing a person from
membership. Either one requires a decision of the church
family in a formal church business meeting.

With respect to employees, including leaders, employ-
ing units must follow the employment laws of the jurisdic-
tion in which they operate. Some areas of the world
function within an “employment-at-will” doctrine. This
refers to the presumption that employment is for an indefi-
nite period and may be terminated either by the employer
or the employee. In other parts of the world the discharge
of an employee can be a very difficult and complex matter.
The legal environment of the country/region places de-
mands on the church in regard to employment practices.
Jesus recognized that people live in two kingdoms, though
obviously the kingdom of God is paramount. “Render
therefore to Caesar the things that are Caesar’s, and to
God the things that are God’s.”18

Employees who hold elective office can be removed
from office under disciplinary proceedings documented in
the employment policies of their unit. Further, the gover-
nance model in the Seventh-day Adventist Church stipu-
lates that election to office is not indefinite. Persons may
hold office from the time of their election up to the time
of the next constituency meeting. Leaders are accountable
to a constituency and the prospect of not being re-elected
to a subsequent term can be a powerful incentive to appro-
priate behavior.

The ethos of Seventh-day Adventist members, their re-
lation to the Church, and the relations among denomina-
tional entities is so heavily mission-centered and weighted
towards collaboration that non-compliance, discipline,
sanctions, and penalties are often viewed as peripheral
matters. Policy expects compliance because policy deci-
sions come out of a collective process of deliberation.

We have recognized disciplinary provisions for church
members, employees, and elected officials. What about
organizational units? Policy is rather sparse in this regard.
It provides for one disciplinary measure—dissolution 
or dismissal of an organization from the Seventh-day 
Adventist family of organizations. There are no interme-
diate sanctions. Compliance is assumed by virtue of 
belonging to the family.19
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The negative connotations of enforcement
measures in an organization based on voluntary
participation can be catastrophic. There are other
reasons that make policy enforcement a very diffi-
cult challenge. One of those reasons is that au-
thority in the Seventh-day Adventist Church is
widely dispersed throughout denominational
structure. One cannot find a location in denomi-
national structure that has final authority in
everything. Final authority, of one type or an-
other, exists at every level of church structure:
local church; the executive committees and con-
stituencies of local conference, union, division,
the General Conference; and the General Con-
ference in Session. These differing types of final
authority are all interdependent. No one unit can
exist by itself because it depends for its very exis-
tence on the proper functioning of all other units.

Further, when a member unit is accepted into
the family it is assumed that the relationship is
permanent. There is no periodic review or reaf-
firmation of membership. Perhaps there is great
wisdom in the Church never adopting a sched-
ule of intermediate sanctions for denominational
units. The shared authority structure of the
Church renders policy enforcement decisions
against a member unit a double-edged sword. 

It is not surprising then that the Annual
Council 2016 should have such conflicted views
about a proposal to exercise enforcement au-
thority. This is difficult territory and threatens
to awaken many unintended consequences.

Policy enforcement is a legitimate tool in or-
ganizational structure. How and when it should
be employed are very perplexing questions
bound to raise sharply differing views. Certainly,
it would be expected that all other means of res-
olution/reconciliation would be exhausted first.

Finding a Pathway Forward
This presentation takes the view that policy
documents of an organization must always be
dynamic. An organization’s mission, vision, and
values may remain unchanged and anchor an en-
tity in turbulent times. Policies are the instru-
ments that enable an organization to pursue its

mission in a stated environment. When that en-
vironment changes, fixed and immovable poli-
cies become redundant and possibly obstructive.
It is for this reason that policy enforcement needs to be
balanced with policy development.

The remainder of this presentation looks at
the question of ministerial ordination from the
perspective of policy and practice. The Theol-
ogy of Ordination Study Committee (TOSC)
addressed theological considerations about ordi-
nation and produced a very helpful Consensus
Statement on the Seventh-day Adventist Theol-
ogy of Ordination.20 However, TOSC did not
address denominational policy and practices in
light of the theology of ordination statement.

We shall explore several aspects of policy in
relation to ordination practice:

1. Policy safeguards unity while allowing for di-
versity.

2. Policy currently permits ordination of men
and women.

3. Policy reserves certain functions to an or-
dained minister. These functions are not in-
herently gender-specific.

4. Policy protects against the abuse of privilege
granted by ordination.

Policy Safeguards Unity While Allowing 
for Diversity
From its earliest days, the idea of unity has been
a high priority to the Seventh-day Adventist
Church. It was a desire for unity that prompted
the development of the Church Manual, the Gen-
eral Conference Working Policy and the Funda-
mental Beliefs. Unity however, did not require
uniformity, as acknowledged by W. A. Spicer,
“The details of organization may vary according
to conditions and work, but ever as God has
called his church together there has appeared in
it the spiritual gift of order and of government,
the spirit that rules in heaven.”21

Policy decisions of the Church have ad-
dressed both issues of unity and diversity.
The following illustrations reveal the impor-
tance of preserving unity as well as recogniz-
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ing the need for flexibility.
In the interest of ensuring unity the General Confer-

ence Executive Committee, April 4, 1995, voted “To ap-
prove the proposal that those sections of the Model
Constitutions and Operating Policies that are essential to the
unity of the Church worldwide be printed in bold print, and to
request unions, conferences and missions to include these
sections in Constitutions and Bylaws, and Operating Poli-
cies as adopted by their organizations.”22

As described earlier, the General Conference Executive
Committee has also adopted policies that permit diversity
in structure—Special Affinity Groups in A 20 Roadmap for
Mission, Structural Flexibility in B 10 27, and Alternatives
in Organizational Structure in B 10 28. 

Another instance of recognizing the need for diversity
comes from a 1984 Annual Council action that voted, in
part, “To advise each division that it is free to make provision as it
may deem necessary for the election and ordination of women as local
church elders.”23

Also in 1984, the General Conference Committee re-
ceived and approved a report from the Commission on the
Role and Function of Denominational Organizations. The
report has a section on Preserving the Unity of Church
and Message. Eleven points are listed on how the Church
preserves unity. Point 8 provides an important nuance con-
cerning unity: “Proper decentralization on various levels
and within each level, thus making unity and belonging to
the whole more desirable and functional by relating work-
ing leadership as closely as possible to local circumstances
and to a responsible constituency. Remote control easily
becomes a source of frustration and division.”24

Continued theological study on the question of ministe-
rial ordination only confirms the earlier view, expressed in
1990, that there is no “consensus as to whether or not the
Scriptures and the writings of Ellen G. White explicitly ad-
vocate or deny the ordination of women to pastoral min-
istry…”25 The Session went on to express the reason for its
decision: “Further, in view of the widespread lack of support for the
ordination of women to the gospel ministry in the world church and in
view of the possible risk of disunity, dissension, and diversion from the
mission of the church, we do not approve ordination of
women to the gospel ministry.”26

The 1990 General Conference Session decision has
been rightfully described as a decision against ministerial
ordination for women. What is often left out, intentionally
or otherwise, is that the basis of the decision was “the lack of

widespread support” and “the possible risk of disunity, dissension, and
diversion from the mission of the church…” The reason that
prompted the decision should indicate that any further dis-
cussion of the matter must consider the issues of support
and unity/disunity. The Church has spent its energies on
looking for a theological answer that might ensure unity.
That answer has proved elusive. The Church must now
determine how it will address unity in the presence of con-
tinuing theological differences.

This is where policy development comes to the fore.
Numerous illustrations have been given above to demon-
strate that, while seeking to preserve unity, policy has
made room for diversity in structure, in administration, in
licensing/credentialing of employees, and in local church
leadership (the ordination of women elders). The develop-
ment of these policies has not been hostile to unity. In-
stead, unity has been maintained in the presence of
growing diversity.

Policy Permits Ordination of Men and Women
The Seventh-day Adventist Church practices ordination
for two offices in the local church structure, deacons/dea-
conesses and elders, and for selected ministers/pastors. Or-
dination confirms the faith community’s recognition of
gifts appropriate for spiritual leadership and the faith com-
munity’s desire for the person to serve in a leadership role
requiring ordination. There is a hierarchy of service roles but not
a hierarchy of ordination. Ordination does not confer new
mystical or spiritual power and authority.27 Both men and
women are already being ordained as deacons/dea-
conesses/elders. So, the question is not one of female eligi-
bility for ordination. It is a question of female eligibility for
certain roles. Denominational policy, by General Confer-
ence Session actions, has already resolved the question of
female eligibility for ordination even though the ordina-
tion of deaconesses and female elders is not practiced
worldwide.28

We must then turn our attention to female eligibility for
office—particularly any office requiring ministerial ordina-
tion as currently practiced. The responsibilities of a church
elder, male or female, include many of the responsibilities
borne by a local church pastor. “In the absence of a pastor,
elders are the spiritual leaders of the church and by pre-
cept and example must seek to lead the church into a
deeper and fuller Christian experience. Elders should be
able to conduct the services of the church and minister in
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both word and doctrine when the assigned pas-
tor is unavailable.”29 However, an elder functions
only in the local church where he/she has been
elected as an elder for the current term. Policy
recognizes that a man or woman, ordained as an
elder, can perform these local church functions
that are among the responsibilities of an or-
dained pastor.

I am indebted to Kevin Burton whose paper
cites information provided by the General Con-
ference in 1906, 1916, and 1926 to the United
States Bureau of the Census. The following
statement appeared under the information about
Seventh-day Adventists: “Membership in the
conferences or the ministry is open to both
sexes although there are very few female minis-
ters.”30 In the context of the document “member-
ship” does not refer to church membership but
to leadership roles both in administration and in
the ministry. It would appear from this that, at
least for a period of time in our history, there
were no leadership or ministry roles for which
women were ineligible.

Functions Reserved to an Ordained Minister
Are Not Inherently Gender-Specific
Certain local church functions however, can
only be performed by an ordained minister or by
a licensed minister who is also elected as an
elder and authorized by the employing confer-
ence or mission to perform certain roles ordinar-
ily reserved to an ordained minister.31 The roles
reserved to an ordained minister are

1. organizing a church,
2. uniting churches,
3. presiding over a church business meeting in

which the business of the meeting involves a
matter of church member discipline, and

4. ordaining elders and deacons.32

In addition, the president of a local
mission/conference, union mission/conference,
or the General Conference must be an ordained
minister.33 “Inasmuch as the conference/mission/
field president stands at the head of the gospel

ministry in the conference/mission/field and is
the chief elder or overseer of all the churches, a
conference/mission/field president shall be an
ordained minister.”34

The roles restricted to an ordained minister
have nothing inherently requiring male gender.
Neither are these activities such that a woman is
incapable of performing them. Nor can these re-
stricted actions can be performed solely under
the ordained minister’s individual capacity. Or-
ganizing and uniting churches require Local
Mission/Conference Executive Committee au-
thorization. Disciplining members requires the
participation of the local church membership.
Ordaining deacons/deaconesses and elders re-
quires first that they be elected to the respective
positions by their local church. All these actions
involve a group process rather than independent
decision making.

The only reason for limiting roles 1, 2, and 4
to an ordained pastor is that only an ordained
pastor is authorized to conduct the ordination of
deacons/deaconesses and elders. Such ordina-
tions may be required in organizing churches or
uniting churches. The restriction on the leader-
ship functions in these matters is not one of
male or female gender. The restriction is that
ministerial ordination is required. Since, now,
the Church does not approve of ministerial ordi-
nation for women it is not permissible for a
woman to perform these tasks. It is not a matter
of a woman being incapable of such group lead-
ership tasks. The reason is that the Church has
not consented to women being eligible for min-
isterial ordination even though they are eligible
for ordination to other offices.

Activity 3 reserved for an ordained minister
ensures that a person of considerable experience,
and one who is not elected/appointed by the
congregation, leads the meeting. The pastor is
thus at least some distance removed from the in-
ternal political processes that may be present in
a business meeting where discipline matters will
be decided.

The situation is compounded when one
brings credentials and licenses into the picture.
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As early as 1975, the General Conference Executive Com-
mittee considered implementing a Commissioned Minister
Credential.35 By 1981, the General Conference Executive
Committee was issuing Commissioned Minister Creden-
tials to senior leaders who were not ordained to ministry.36

However, the Commissioned Minister Credential does not
appear in General Conference Working Policy until 1992.
The North American Division37, as early as 1980, adopted
a policy for Commissioned Minister Credentials—in-
tended for persons serving in spiritual leadership positions
(administrative, departmental, and institutional).

In 1987, the Annual Council voted that “if world divisions
choose to select a term which applies to individuals who
carry major responsibilities or who are placed in leadership
roles which do not ordinarily lead to ordination as a gospel
minister, the division may request the General Conference to
approve the establishment of the Commissioned Minister
category for denominational workers in its territory.”38

The 1989 Annual Council approved that “commissioned
ministers or licensed ministers may perform essentially the ministerial
functions of an ordained minister of the gospel in the churches to
which they are assigned…”39

The Commissioned Minister License and Credential
was made available “to associates in pastoral care; Bible in-
structors; General Conference, division, union and local
conference treasurers and department directors including
associate and assistant directors; institutional chaplains;
presidents and vice-presidents of major institutions; audi-
tors (General Conference director, associates, area and dis-
trict directors); and field directors of the Christian Record
Services, Inc.”40

Not all divisions use this policy. However, several di-
visions have adopted this policy and grant Commis-
sioned Ministerial Credentials to women who serve as
pastors/associate pastors in local churches as well as in
officer/departmental roles. The anomaly is that women
with Commissioned Minister Credentials may perform
essentially the ministerial functions of an ordained minis-
ter of the gospel in the churches to which they are as-
signed. The only functions they cannot perform are
those identified above. It has been shown that there is no
reason, other than the ineligibility for ministerial ordina-
tion, for the denial of these roles to women. Except for
the ordination of deacons/deaconesses and elders, the
roles reserved to an ordained minister are not primary
functions in pastoral ministry.

Policy Protects Against the Abuse of Privileges 
Granted By Ordination
This section is important because some who object to
women being ordained as pastors are under the impression
that ordaining women as pastors in one area of the world
imposes the practice elsewhere. It must be admitted that
any variation from normal/standard practice may be cited
as precedent-setting and used to pressure widespread
adoption of similar practices elsewhere. Such issues are not
unique to the subject of ordination policy and must be ad-
dressed through normal decision-making processes of the
Church. The essential message in what follows is that ordi-
nation to any office does not constitute license to function
independently. The Church has instituted safeguards for
the privilege of ordination.

Ordination for local church office (deacon/dea-
coness, elder) authorizes a person to function as such in
the local church in which he/she holds membership and
has been elected for the current term of service. The
fact of being ordained as a deacon/deaconess or church
elder does not give a person the authority to function in
this office outside of the local church in which member-
ship is held. However, if an ordained deacon/deaconess
or elder transfers membership to another local church
he/she may function in the role if elected to do so by
that local church. A new ordination is not necessary.
“Once ordained, elders need not be ordained again if re-
elected, or upon election as elders of other churches,
provided they have maintained regular membership sta-
tus. They are also qualified to serve as deacons.”41 In
other words, their ordination is valid worldwide while their func-
tioning in such a role is dependent upon their being members in the
local church that elected them to serve the current term.

Denominational policy, under the heading “Ordained
to the World Church”, describes ministerial ordination
in slightly different, and possibly confusing, terms.
“Workers who are ordained to the gospel ministry are
set apart to serve the world Church, primarily as pastors
and preachers of the Word, and are subject to the direc-
tion of the Church in regard to the type of ministry and
their place of service.”42

What does it mean to be ordained to the world church?
There have been some ordained ministers who took this to
mean that they could go anywhere in the world, present
themselves as ordained ministers and perform any ministe-
rial function without any other permission from anyone.
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Several of these situations have resulted in seri-
ous damage to the church in the areas where
these ministers traveled. Ordination to the
world church does not mean license to go any-
where and do anything one chooses. But it does
mean that, like ordination for deacons/dea-
conesses and elders, a minister’s ordination is
valid worldwide.

The functioning of deacons/deaconesses and
elders is controlled by the requirement of elec-
tion to office in a local church. The functioning
of an ordained minister is controlled by the is-
suance of appropriate credentials by an employ-
ing organization. The possession of ministerial
credentials indicates that one is employed and
therefore accountable to some unit of organiza-
tion. Ministerial credentials issued by one organ-
ization are accepted elsewhere by
denominational entities around the world.

Ministerial ordination does not authorize one
to travel the world and conduct ministerial func-
tions independently. Credentials are required.
The Church has apportioned the world territory
to the supervision of divisions, unions, and local
conferences/missions. Common courtesy de-
mands that I knock on your door and await your
invitation before entering your home. A similar
mindset needs to prevail in the activities of per-
sons who have been ordained.

A minister who has been ordained but does
not have current credentials is not eligible to
function as a minister. “Possession of an expired
credential or license gives the person no author-
ity whatsoever.”43

How Then Can Policy Development Resolve 
the Present Tension Over Ordination?
In what follows, I present an illustration of policy
development with respect to ministerial ordination.
This is only an example. There may be other
paths of policy development on this subject that
lead the Church towards resolution and away
from conflict. The objective is to illustrate that
policy development can be an effective conflict
resolution methodology in the present circum-
stances. The illustration given below is based on

the premise that current policy has prepared the
stage for women ministers to perform the full
functions of ministry. The rationale that cur-
rently reserves certain functions to ordained
ministers (males) must be re-examined.

1. Discontinue the practice of ordination alto-
gether. Replace the current ordination serv-
ice practices with a commissioning service
for ministers, elders, deacons and dea-
conesses, and perhaps other leaders (Sabbath
School teachers) in the local church. Doing
this would be fully consistent with the theol-
ogy of ordination while avoiding the unbibli-
cal connotations that have become attached
to the term “ordination.”

2. Suspend the issuance of ministerial licenses
and credentials. In their place use the Com-
missioned Minister License and Commis-
sioned Minister Credential. Revise policy
language concerning the role and leadership
functions of individuals holding Commis-
sioned Minister Credentials.

3. Amend gender-specific language in General
Conference Working Policy, Section L 45 10
and L 50.

4. Clarify the territorial authorization associ-
ated with Commissioned Minister Creden-
tials. Approve the worldwide validity of the
commissioning service for deacons/dea-
conesses/elders and those holding Commis-
sioned Minister Licenses/Credentials while
re-emphasizing the safeguards that protect
the world Church from individual abuse of
privilege.

5. Revise Church Manual and General Conference
Working Policy credential requirements for a
local mission/local conference president. In a
similar manner, revise the General Conference
Constitution and Bylaws, Model Constitutions
and Bylaws, and Model Operating Policies to
indicate that the president shall be a “Com-
missioned Minister of experience.”

6. Amend other policies whose language limits
ministerial duties to males.

7. Recognize that permission for women to
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serve without restriction in ministerial roles
does not constitute obligation to do so. The
normal selection processes for any employee
give discretion to the employing unit. The
permissive stance for the ordination of
women as local church elders can serve as a
pattern for the commissioning of women as
pastors.

Some conclusions
A study of policy and its development through
time leads me to the following conclusions:

1. Mission-sensitive practice has generally pre-
ceded the development of policy. The
Church should not be surprised if this situa-
tion continues. The opportunities of mission
in diverse settings will require creativity
which may not yet be embraced in policy.
Therefore, policy development must be an
ongoing priority for the Church.

2. Permissive rather than prescriptive policies
have enabled the Church to address complex
situations in the past where differing circum-
stances called for differing practices. Church
policy must allow some room for diversity of
practice if the Church is to function effec-
tively in all the cultures of the world. Diver-
sity that is mission-sensitive need not be a
threat to unity. 

3. The gradual development of decisions re-
specting the role of women in Church leader-
ship has been complicated by uncertainty
about the meaning of ordination and the cul-
turally accepted roles of women in society.
The theology of ordination, though un-
changed from previous descriptions, has been
more effectively communicated. There is no
mystical power in the act of ordination/com-
missioning. There is no hierarchy of ordina-
tion. The ordination of a deacon/deaconess/
elder is not qualitatively different in nature
from the ordination of a pastor. There is, how-
ever, a hierarchy of office.

4. The Church’s decision to permit but not re-
quire the election of women as elders, to

consent to their ordination, to issue to
women Commissioned Minister Credentials
with authority to perform virtually all func-
tions of an ordained minister has not inflicted
injury to Church unity.

5. Historically, the Church has demonstrated a
preference for policy development rather than
policy enforcement. Emerging circumstances
have been addressed by allowing for creative
initiatives even in advance of policy creation.
Continuing this kind of approach offers the
best opportunity for the Church to maintain
its unity and resolve the tensions that exist in
the matter of ministerial ordination. n
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S
uccessful mission means that the Sev-
enth-day Adventist Church in the
twenty-first century “is marked by
great diversity in culture, values, tradi-

tions, and practices.” While “such diversity has
the power to enrich the church” it also “threat-
ens to pull it apart, as its membership reads
Scripture through different cultural and experi-
ential lenses. Even within single cultural con-
texts diversity is growing. With increasing
frequency, this diversity contributes to con-
flicts on theological issues and church prac-
tices in the Seventh-day Adventist Church.”1

While the church seeks to maintain unity, ap-
proaches to unity often overlook the complex-
ity of the issues involved. Furthermore, most of
the discussion fails to even define what is
meant by unity and simply assumes that every-
one is agreed about what it means.2

The Christian church has struggled from its
inception with the tension between the decla-
ration that unity is intrinsic to the nature of
the church, and the reality that the church is
far from united. The difficulties and challenges
this tension poses have resulted in many at-
tempts to explain the nature of unity in a way
that solves the apparent gap between belief
and reality. While such theological exercises
may seem pointless, they are in fact fundamen-
tal to thinking through questions of praxis,
since any consideration of church unity pre-
supposes an understanding of the nature of
unity. We cannot consider how unity can be
achieved and manifested by the church with-
out first discussing the actual nature of the
unity that we are seeking.

This paper will examine the concepts of unity
and disunity from the perspective of Seventh-
day Adventist prophet and co-founder Ellen
White who, in the course of her ministry, wrote
extensively on the topic of unity. After stating
some assumptions, the paper will begin by not-
ing the importance White placed on the unity of
the church. It will then explore the foundational
question of what White understood by the term
unity and note what she considered were the
major causes of disunity. Finally, it will outline
her contribution to the topic of how unity of the
church can be attained.

Assumptions
Before immersing ourselves in the thinking of
White, three important assumptions need to
be stated. 

First, as unity of the church is a property of
the church, an exploration of unity of the
church cannot be viewed in isolation from
Ellen White’s wider ecclesiological perspec-
tives, including the function and role of the
church’s authority structure, and the relation-
ship of the organization to biblical authority.
Too often, single statements on unity are con-
sidered in isolation without regard to the com-
plexity of the concept. Such practices leave the
writer to interpret the statement in ways con-
sistent with their own ideas rather than under-
standing what the author originally intended. 

It is beyond the scope of this paper to pro-
vide a full ecclesiology of Ellen White. Never-
theless, it is important that we understand that
White’s ecclesiology was primarily functional.
Her writings define the church in terms of its
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relationship to God, and its divinely appointed
mission. White specifically identifies the
church as God’s appointed representatives to
testify to the love of God and to “win them to
Christ by the efficacy of that love.”3 White’s
understanding of the Seventh-day Adventist
Church as the end-time remnant extended the
representative role of the church. With a spe-
cific message to call people back to forgotten
truths and a final message of warning to the
nations, both the remnant’s actions and faith-
fulness to truth are to be a witness to the char-
acter of God and His law.4

Further, given her understanding of the
church as a voluntary society, White considers
representing God is an obligation on all who
choose to join the church. Consequently, she
expects that all members of the church will
prioritise the interests of God at all times.5

With regards to the authority structure,
White noted that order was essential for the
church to function in the way God intended;
however, she did not dictate any specific form
this order should take even in the face of a
need for reorganization in 1901.6 Organization
was to remain flexible enough to serve the mis-
sion of the church. The character of its leaders
was also important. Leaders were to be humble
and accountable,7 and centralization of power
was to be avoided.8

The second assumption is that the views of
Ellen White are not those of a theologian
who is removed from the everyday life, but
rather a hands-on leader whose views were
incubated in real world crises. Her first state-
ments suggesting brethren press together in
the shadow of the Great Disappointment are
followed by statements directed to specific
crises in the 1850s and 1860s, and find their
maturity during the last decade of the nine-
teenth century as Ellen White dealt with the
ongoing conflicts emerging out of the 1888
General Conference and the drama surround-
ing the controversial figure of John Harvey
Kellogg. Her ideas matured and developed
over time as she was involved in more crises.

This means we must take care in considering
the context of the statements on unity, and
explore her ideas in some chronological fash-
ion. In this paper, I will present an overview
of the key ideas first, and then consider how
they arose chronologically as I build a model
of her views.

The third assumption is that any considera-
tion of the theme of unity in the writings of
Ellen White also needs to be cognizant of her
main themes, particularly her emphasis on the
Love of God and the Great Controversy.

With these assumptions in mind, we turn
now to discuss what Ellen White says about
unity.

The Mandate of Unity
The biblical basis of Ellen White’s discussion
on unity is found primarily in John 17, Eph-
esians 4:3-6, Philippians 2:2, and the various
biblical metaphors of the church which imply
its oneness. 

John 17 provides the impetus and mandate
for unity since it is in this passage that Jesus
Himself explicitly expresses that it is His de-
sire for His followers to be one. Since it is the
will of God, the call to unity is to be taken se-
riously by all who take the name Christian.9

Thus in 1894, she asks, “What can I present be-
fore my brethren and sisters in Christ, that is more
important for their study and practice than the
Saviour’s prayer for His disciples? The entire sev-
enteenth chapter of John is full of marrow and fat-
ness.”10 Similarly, in 1904, she declares, “The
instruction given me by One of authority is that
we are to learn to answer the prayer recorded in
the seventeenth chapter of John. We are to make
this prayer our first study.”11

And further, in 1906, in relation to the
prayer, she writes, “Such oneness as exists be-
tween the Father and the Son is to be manifest
among all who believe the truth. Those who
are thus united in implicit obedience to the
word of God will be filled with power.”12

The prayer in John 17 was also a reminder
for White that unity is not an end in itself.
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Rather, unity is to be understood as a crucial
precursor to the successful mission of the
church. Writing in 1906, she states, 

If all would completely consecrate themselves to the
Lord and through the sanctification of the truth, live
in perfect unity, what a convincing power would at-
tend the proclamation of the truth! How sad that so
many churches misrepresent the sanctifying influence
of the truth, because they do not manifest the saving
grace that would make them one with Christ, even as
Christ is one with the Father! If all would reveal the
unity and love that should exist among brethren, the
power of the Holy Spirit would be manifest in its sav-
ing influence. In proportion to our unity with Christ
will be our power to save souls.13

The connection between unity and mission
is thus considered crucial. Unity is essential for
the church to fulfil its mission because it pro-
vides witness to the transforming power of the
gospel.14 In addition, White also emphasizes
the difference it makes to the spiritual health
of both individuals and congregations.15

The Nature of Unity 
There are hundreds of passages in the writings
of Ellen White that talk about unity, union,
harmony, and working together in peace. The
frequency with which they occur leaves no
doubt that unity within the church was consid-
ered important by Ellen White. What is crucial
for us to understand, however, is what Ellen
White meant when she used the term unity in
relation to the church. 

Since Ellen White’s writings emerge largely
from responses to specific crises, there is no
nicely formed stand-alone definition of unity
in her writings. Consequently, we must at-
tempt to draw out an understanding by look-
ing at the words and phrases she employs
when discussing unity, and the implications of
her statements about unity. The strong tie be-
tween mission and unity precludes White from
understanding unity as something that belongs
only to the invisible church as some theolo-

gians have concluded, or as something that
only occurs in the eschaton. Rather, the unity
that Christ prayed for was to be a present and
visible reality in the historical church. Only a
visible unity could testify to the reality and
transforming power of the gospel and fit the
purpose outlined in John 17.16

Unity has been considered by most Chris-
tians as an intrinsic or essential characteristic of
the church, which exists whether or not it is
visible in the historic church. Ellen White
clearly embraces the biblical models of the
church which recognize the unity of the
church, and quotes texts which imply an intrin-
sic unity due to one baptism and one Lord.
However, her discussions do not talk about a
unity which already exists in the church. In
keeping with her wider functional ecclesiology,
Ellen White focuses instead on human respon-
sibility for unity. That is, unity is something
that requires our attention and active choice.
This prevents excusing one’s behaviour, living
in complacency, or failing to personally engage
in the will of God for His church. In her eyes,
all must strive actively to obtain unity.17 Fur-
thermore, White makes it clear that unity re-
quires ongoing daily effort. Thus, she writes to
John Harvey Kellogg that unity is something
that “must be cultivated day by day.”18

An examination of the phrases White uses
in relation to unity reveals that she does not
use a singular expression to describe the nature
of unity. Rather, her writings provide a variety
of phrases including “unity of purpose,”19

“unity of action,”20 “unity of spirit,”21 “unity of
thought,”22 “unity of faith,”23 and “being of 
one mind.”24 At first glance this would seem to
portray an array of concepts about unity. 
Although unity of purpose, unity of action,
and unity of the Spirit would seem to be over-
lapping, the ideas of unity of thought, unity 
of faith and being of one mind would seem to
portray quite a different slant on unity.

The great majority of phrases fall into the
first of these groups, with the context of state-
ments about unity of action being similar to
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that of unity of purpose. The idea of unifor-
mity of practice is not envisaged here. Rather,
the wish that God’s people should live harmo-
niously and work together to achieve a com-
mon purpose. For instance, she writes in 1908,

In the work of soul saving, the Lord calls together la-
borers who have different plans and ideas and various
methods of labor. But with this diversity of minds,
there is to be revealed a unity of purpose. Oftentimes
in the past the work the Lord designed should prosper
has been hindered because men have tried to place a
yoke upon their fellow workers who did not follow the
methods which they regarded as the best.25

Working in harmony not only made prag-
matic sense, it harmonized with White’s under-
standing of the church as a voluntary society.
In the nineteenth century context, a voluntary
society existed for a singular purpose, and
those who joined did so for the express pur-
pose of furthering its aims. Thus, White as-
sumed that those who choose to join the
church voluntarily would be willing to work to-
gether to prioritize the mission of the church.26

The terms “unity of thought” and “being of
one mind” require more careful analysis. The
phrase “unity of thought” arises in three con-
texts. A call for different ethnic and nationali-
ties to work together under a single sovereign
rather than letting national pride prevent
united action;27 working together to find the
best methods to mission;28 and a call to peace
and harmony instead of criticizing and tearing
other leaders down.29 In none of these contexts
is unity of thought intended to convey unifor-
mity of doctrine or understanding all scripture
or all church practices in the same way.

Likewise, examination of the context of the
idea of being of one mind reveals four main
meanings of the term:30 working together to do
God’s work, working in harmony without selfish
ambition and fault finding,31 coming together 
in humility before God,32 and teaching the same
doctrines. With regard to teaching the same
doctrine, she wrote to Dr Kellogg in 1886,

The soldiers of Jesus Christ must move in concert, else
it were better that they do nothing. For if one speaks
one thing, and another presents ideas and doctrines
contrary to his fellow laborers, there is confusion,
discord, and strife. Therefore the apostle charges that
all who believe on Christ be of one mind, one faith,
one judgment, each moving in concert, influencing one
another beneficially, because they are both obedient to
the precious truth of the Word of God, attached to
one Savior, the great Source of light and truth.33

Several instances of the use of the phrase
“unity of faith” also appear to call for a unity in
doctrine. For instance, in Christian Experience and
Teachings she notes that,

God is leading a people out from the world upon the
exalted platform of eternal truth, the commandments
of God and the faith of Jesus. He will discipline and
fit up His people. They will not be at variance, one
believing one thing, and another having faith and
views entirely opposite; each moving independently of
the body. Through the diversity of the gifts and gov-
ernments that He has placed in the church, they will
all come to the unity of the faith. If one man takes his
views of Bible truth without regard to the opinion of
his brethren, and justifies his course, alleging that he
has a right to his own peculiar views, and then
presses them upon others, how can he be fulfilling the
prayer of Christ? And if another and still another
arises, each asserting his right to believe and talk
what he pleases, without reference to the faith of the
body, where will be that harmony which existed be-
tween Christ and His Father, and which Christ
prayed might exist among His brethren?34

Yet while calling for unity of faith in rela-
tion to what is believed, other passages remind
us that this is not uniformity.35 The diverse
backgrounds and experiences that shape indi-
viduals may be expected to lead to different
methods of working for the Lord.

Furthermore, Ellen White’s encouragement
that everyone needs to read Scripture for
themselves leads to the expectation that varia-
tion in understanding of Scripture will occur.
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In order to maintain harmony amongst this di-
versity, White advised that members dwell
“upon those things in which all can agree,
rather than upon those things that seem to cre-
ate a difference.”36

In summary, the nature of the unity that
White envisaged was a visible, lived unity, some-
thing that requires personal involvement and
choice. It is primarily expressed in harmonious
working together to achieve a common purpose;
however, some degree of doctrinal unity in rela-
tion to landmark truths is also expected. 

Disunity and its Causes 
While success in mission is bound up with unity,
a lack of unity misrepresents the truth and brings
reproach to the name of Christ.37 The church, as
Christ’s representatives with an end-time mis-
sion, are to demonstrate the loving character of
God. This is negated by a disunited church since
a divided church portrays an unloving and di-
vided God who lacks power. Thus, Ellen White
suggests that the church actively works against
its Lord when it is disunited. At the 1900 GC
Conference session she asked,

Why do those who profess to believe in Christ, who
profess to keep the commandments, make such feeble ef-
forts to answer the Savior’s prayer? Why do they seek
to have their own way, instead of choosing the way
and will of the Spirit of God? Those who do this will
one day see the harm done to the cause of God by
pulling apart. Instead of co-operating with Christ, in-
stead of laboring together with God, many who oc-
cupy positions of trust are working in opposition to
Christ. The Lord has presented this to me in a most de-
cided manner to present to his people.38

Her words were equally strong at the 1903
General Conference session where she equated
disunity with sin. “There is a great and solemn
work to be done for Seventh-day Adventists, if
they will only be converted. The great trouble
is the lack of unity among them. This is a sin in
the sight of God, —sin which, unless God’s
people repent, will withhold from them his

blessing. . . .”39

The consequences of disunity included dis-
traction from mission,40 negative impact on
personal spirituality,41 and weakness of the
church.42

So what did Ellen White identify as the
causes of disunity? Ellen White does not focus
on doctrinal differences as a cause for disunity.
Disagreements about doctrine are only surface
matters that portray a much deeper issue. Dis-
unity is at its core is a sign of disconnection
from Christ. Writing against the unequal treat-
ment of some groups of believers, White de-
clares “The reason of all division, discord, and
difference is found in separation from
Christ.”43 She continues, “Christ is the center
to which all should be attracted; for the nearer
we approach the center, the closer we shall
come together in feeling, in sympathy, in love,
growing into the character and image of Jesus.
With God there is no respect of persons.”44

Her other stated causes of disunity also
have a strong relational focus and flow directly
from being disconnected from Christ. These
include attitudinal problems such as stubborn-
ness, pride, unwillingness to listen to others,
and lack of love as causes for disunity.45 She
also posits unbelief about the foundations of
Christian belief,46 and a failure of Christians to
shoulder any responsibility for the mission of
the church as causes of disunity,47 and an un-
willingness to allow the Holy Spirit to work.48

How Can Unity Be Attained?
These causes of disunity become the basis for
White’s discussion about how unity can be at-
tained. Consequently, union with Christ takes
prime position in her discussion of the attain-
ment of unity. 

Writing in 1904, she claims, “The cause of
division and discord in families and in the
church is separation from Christ. To come
near to Christ is to come near to one another.
The secret of true unity in the church and in
the family is not diplomacy, not management,
not a superhuman effort to overcome difficul-
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ties—though there will be much of this to do—
but union with Christ.”49

The nature of the connection between
union with Christ and unity of the church was
described by White using the metaphor of a
sun and its sunbeams.50 Beams of light are clos-
est together at the centre of the sun, whereas
they become more and more widely spaced
the further they are from the sun. So, as be-
lievers remain close to Christ, they will also
demonstrate a love and closeness for other be-
lievers. In fact, White states that “they must of
necessity be drawn close to each other, for the
sanctifying grace of Christ will bind their
hearts together.”51 However, as believers move
further from Christ, so they find themselves
struggling to remain close to others. Thus,
White can confidently claim that “True reli-
gion unites hearts, not only with Christ, but
with one another, in a most tender union.”52

Using John 15 as the backdrop of her dis-
cussion about connection with Christ, White
considered individual Christians must be
united with Christ just as branches are united
to the vine.53 Such a union provides both a
new identity and the means by which spiritual
growth can occur.54 As union with Christ oc-
curs, the Holy Spirit is enabled to transform
the life of the individual. Consequently, the
life will show evidence of the fruit of the spirit
as a more Christlike character is formed. 

Of particular importance in the discussion
of union with Christ, was the need for mainte-
nance of the relationship. For Restorationist
Alexander Campbell, union simply occurred
at baptism, but for White, union with Christ
was more than a profession of faith. It was
something dynamic which needed to be main-
tained and preserved lest disconnection oc-
curs. Like other human relationships, both
partners in the relationship must bear some re-
sponsibility for the maintenance of relation-
ship. While the initiative and work that makes
this bond possible comes from God, the rela-
tionship cannot work if only one partner is in-
terested in its maintenance.55 The individual is

therefore called to preserve the bond by con-
tinual communion56 and “earnest prayer.”57

In addition to union with Christ, Ellen White
describes five other factors to attaining unity.

A second factor in the attainment of unity
is having the correct attitudes. White’s writ-
ten responses to individuals involved in con-
flict, particularly General Conference
President G. I Butler, and J. H. Kellogg, fre-
quently put the emphasis on right attitudes.
Even when they held beliefs which differed
significantly from others, or which White
herself considered were wrong, she generally
devoted more space in her writing to the
need for humility and the correct attitudes
than she did to the condemnation of the be-
liefs of the person.

The most essential attitudes for unity were
those of love,58 humility,59 and teachableness,60

whereas attitudes of pride, self-centredness,
and selfish ambition provide obstacles to
unity.61 Consequently, when looking for unity
of the church one of the first steps is to exam-
ine your own heart. White writes, 

Whether superiors, inferiors, or equals, your work is to
begin with your own heart. Humble yourself before
God. Come into right connection with Him by yielding
to the creating power of the Holy Spirit. Then will be
seen in the church the unity that is of value in God’s
sight. There will be sweet harmony, and all the build-
ing, fitly framed together, will grow up into an holy
temple in the Lord.62

Indeed, she suggested that if all believers
had a teachable heart, there would be no divi-
sions between them.63

It must be noted, however, that right attitudes
are only obtained by connection with Christ and
by our recognition that we are sinners dependent
upon the mercy of God. Humility before fellow
believers grows out of our understanding of our-
selves as sinners who are often wrong. It is to be
demonstrated by a willingness to listen to the
ideas of others, and weigh their counsel in the
light of scripture and experience rather than just
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pushing person opinion.64

The third factor White identifies as impor-
tant to attainment of unity is ensuring that
Scripture is the rule of faith and practice. The
Bible itself was to be the only creed for Chris-
tians, and the bond of union between members.

When God’s Word is studied, comprehended, and
obeyed, a bright light will be reflected to the world; new
truths, received and acted upon, will bind us in strong
bonds to Jesus. The Bible, and the Bible alone, is to be
our creed, the sole bond of union; all who bow down to
this Holy Word will be in harmony. Our own views
and ideas must not control our efforts. Man is fallible,
but God’s Word is infallible. Instead of wrangling
with one another, let men exalt the Lord. Let us meet all
opposition as did our Master, saying, “It is written.”
Let us lift up the banner on which is inscribed, The
Bible our rule of faith and discipline.65

While this quote is from 1885, it is repre-
sentative of her earliest thoughts about unity
after the Great Disappointment. That is, that
the bond which tied the small discouraged
remnant of believers together was their com-
mitment to the authority of the Bible. 

In choosing Scripture as the guide and au-
thority for the Christian life, the individual is
necessarily drawn towards both Jesus and fellow
believers, while at the same time being brought
to a place where truth can be discovered. 

As the only rule of faith, White considered
the Bible was both a sufficient and unerring guide
for the believer, and the means to determine
truth. To move away from an explicit “thus saith
the Lord” was to risk not only moving away from
truth, but total separation from Christ.66

The fourth factor to the attainment of unity
was the avoidance of non-essential issues.67 In-
stead of focusing on controversial and minor
issues, leaders were encouraged to focus on
core or vital truths which were clearly under-
stood and with which everyone agreed.

In practice, the identification of which
truths fell into these categories was not straight
forward. Ellen White’s lists of vital truths (also

identified as pillars of the faith, landmarks, or
waymarks) are not always consistent. However,
the truths seem to be able to be divided into
two main categories. Those which are founda-
tional for Christianity as a whole, and those
which she considered the Spirit had led the
Seventh-day Adventist Church to understand.
These truths included, but were not limited to,
inspiration, salvation, incarnation, atonement,
the perpetuity of the law, Sabbath, creation,
the Three Angels’ messages, the non-immortal-
ity of the soul, the cleansing of the sanctuary,
baptism, and the Lord’s Supper.68

The fifth key to the attainment of unity was
to be found in organization, or gospel order.
In 1853 she wrote,

There is order in heaven. There was order in the church
when Christ was upon earth; and after his departure,
order was strictly observed among his apostles. And
now in these last days, while God is bringing his chil-
dren into the unity of the faith, there is more real need of
order than ever before. . .. ‘The church must flee to
God’s word, and become established upon gospel order
which has been overlooked and neglected.’ This is in-
dispensably necessary to bring the church into the
unity of the faith.69

Ellen White’s earliest recommendations re-
garding order were limited to choosing suitable
individuals to teach and preach, along with
means of appropriate recognition of these indi-
viduals by churches. While ordination of other
church officers would follow later, the fact that
other officers of the early church are not dis-
cussed at this time suggests that White was not
calling for an exact replication of the New Tes-
tament system of order as Alexander Campbell
and the Restorationists had done, but, rather,
an application of the principles of order
demonstrated in the New Testament. Thus, the
principle of orderliness appears to be more im-
portant than a specific system of order.

The final key to attaining unity had to do
with maintaining the right relationship with
the church. In this area, two means of right re-
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lationship are highlighted. 
First, White emphasized the need for be-

lievers to take personal responsibility for the
success of the church in accomplishing its mis-
sion.70 Practically this meant being personally
involved in the mission of the church and pri-
oritizing the needs of the church over personal
desires.71 When members work for the pros-
perity of the church it focuses them on mission
rather than the issues which divide them, thus
promoting unity. Consequently, in 1881
White writes, “That church whose members
feel that they are not responsible for its pros-
perity will fail to show to the world the unity,
love, and harmony that exist with the true
children of God.”72

The second way in which church members
were to maintain a right relationship with the
church was by yielding their opinions to the
voice of the church unless the issue was of
vital importance.73 This instruction, as difficult
as it seems, reflects several of White’s core be-
liefs: that God reveals truth to multiple indi-
viduals in His church,74 that the church has
been delegated authority by God,75 and that
the true Christian will be sensitive to the feel-
ings and opinions of others.76 Thus we find
statements such as “God has bestowed the
highest power under heaven upon His church.
It is the voice of God in His united people in
church capacity which is to be respected.”77

Since White believed there was more truth
be to uncovered, individuals are still called to
search for truth. However, any new insights
should be subject to investigation by mature
Christians who are to prayerfully consider the
matter in the light of the rest of Scripture.78

Consequently, leaders and mature Christians
are expected to exercise their authority re-
sponsibly and prayerfully. 

Chronological Development of White’s 
Views on Unity
When we look at Ellen White’s ideas on unity
in a chronological fashion we find that her em-
phasis moved from a primary understanding of

unity in terms of doctrine prior to formal
church organization, to a primary understand-
ing of unity of action and purpose in the wake
of denominational organization. This did not
mean that doctrine was no longer important;
simply that it did not form the center of her
mature definition of unity. While existing as
loosely organized congregational bodies, doc-
trine was one of the few features each congre-
gation had in common, and therefore naturally
would be seen as a uniting factor. However,
after the formal creation of the Seventh-day
Adventist Church, a degree of unity in doc-
trine was already implied by membership of
the church. White’s supposition that the
church was a voluntary society led her to be-
lieve that anyone who joined the church al-
ready agreed with its core beliefs, therefore
this no longer needed to be emphasized to
members who were by choice committed to
the same beliefs. Rather, focusing on a unity of
action and purpose in this context allowed the
church of likeminded individuals to fulfill its
missional purpose. 

Thus, the earliest factor identified as neces-
sary for unity is the use of the Bible as the rule
of faith and practice. This was followed closely
by the need for order and organization. The
context helps us understand why these issues
figured prominently. Between 1850 and 1860
there were no safeguards against visiting
preachers presenting conflicting ideas and per-
sonal opinions. New converts were beginning
to be admitted as the church moved away from
the understanding of the shut door.79 These
converts had not experienced the specific lead-
ing of the Spirit in the same way as those who
had been through the Great Disappointment.
In addition, 1854 saw the rise of the first for-
mal schism in the breakaway of the Messenger
Party.80 Organization and faithfulness to bibli-
cal teaching were thus crucial for the survival
of the Advent groups. Thus, in this period,
White calls on believers to focus on maintain-
ing unity through prayerful study of Scrip-
tures, adherence to key doctrinal truths,
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obedience to the commandments of God, and
the institution of gospel order. 

While White also speaks of union with
Christ as being essential for unity in her earlier
discussion of unity, she makes no direct link-
age between union with Christ and these ele-
ments of visible unity. Furthermore, the earlier
writings are missing any consideration of the
role of interpersonal and relational issues in
the attainment of unity. These ideas are only
developed in the context of the later conflicts
of the 1888 General Conference and those as-
sociated with John Harvey Kellogg.

The issues of the 1888 General Confer-
ence—the identity of the ten horns of Daniel
7, the meaning of the word law in Galatians,
and the implications for righteousness by
faith—appeared doctrinal.81 But White did not
attribute the discord at the 1888 General Con-
ference to doctrine. Her talks at the confer-
ence focused on a deeper cause for the
disunity, disconnection from Christ. The un-
Christlike attitudes and actions which marred
the conference were evidence in her eyes that
many of those present were not united with
Christ. Every member of the church had a re-
sponsibility for maintaining unity, and this was
only possible when all remained connected to
Christ, who was both the source of truth and
the source of unity.82

The 1888 General Conference also provided
White an opportunity to readdress the role of
truth in maintaining unity. All delegates were
called to prayerful personal study of the Word
so that they would recognize the truth or error
of the views presented in the meetings.83 Nev-
ertheless, White made it clear that knowing
truth by itself was not all that was required of
the Christian.84 Truth needed to be lived.85

This meant more than keeping the Sabbath and
preparing for the second coming of Christ.
Lived truth for White meant that every action
exhibited the character of Christ, and every
word was spoken in kindness. If truth was lived,
even those who disagreed about the meaning
of the key issues should have been able to work

together without jealousy and accusation. But
such was not the experience of those at the
1888 General Conference. 

The growing issues with centralization and
abuse of power around the same time led
White to also reconsider the idea of the au-
thority structure of the church. While White
did not believe that the authority structure was
the basis of unity of the church, she recog-
nized that authority structures can either aid
or hinder unity. Moreover, unity needed to
occur within some form of structure. Four fea-
tures of authority structure were identified as
important for maximizing unity: functionality,
flexibility to meet the needs of the church,
avoidance of centralization of authority,86 and
avoidance of giving too much power to any
one individual.87 Based on her advice to G. I.
Butler, Waggoner, and Jones, we can also con-
clude that White expected leaders to be exam-
ples of Christlike attitudes and behavior.88

They were to spend time prayerfully studying
Scripture in order to determine for themselves
what was true.89 However, they were not to
stand in the way of new expressions of truth,
nor should they consider that their position
meant they were infallible in their understand-
ing, or that they alone could determine truth.90

The Big Picture
As we attempt to build a model of White’s
suggestions for attaining unity we begin with
the group within which unity is to occur. Al-
though Ellen White suggests that the prayer
of Jesus in John 17 applies to anyone who has
taken the name Christian, she nevertheless,
only addresses the unity of those which she
identifies either as the remnant or lovers of
truth. This provides a clear identity of the
group within which unity is to occur. Next,
we can add the Bible as the rule of faith
which provides an agreed-upon authority for
the church. 

Necessity also suggested that unity occurs
with a specific structure. As Barry Oliver said in
his paper, although order was important to
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Ellen White, it was the principle of organiza-
tion which took priority over the actual details
of structure. Indeed, structure rather than being
fixed should be flexible to serve the mission of
the church. 

Together these ideas—the identity of the
group in which unity was to occur, the author-
ity of the group, and the structure in which
unity was to occur—provided a tangible basis
for unity. However, they are insufficient alone
as they do not deal with the core and essen-
tially intangible issues relating to unity which
center on understanding the relationships of
the Christian. 

With these tangible elements established
we can add the invisible foundation of unity,
which Ellen White understood as union with
Christ. In White’s earliest writings on unity it
is unclear how union with Christ related to
the tangible elements of unity. This connec-
tion would become clearer as she wrestled
with the crises from 1885 forward. As White
focused more on Jesus, connections started
to become obvious. She recognized that a
living connection with Christ impacts all a
believer’s relationships in a way that pro-
motes unity. Union with Christ promoted
the fruit of the Spirit and the development of
a Christlike character as the Holy Spirit did
its work. Amongst this fruit would be a trans-
formation of attitudes so that pride and self-
centeredness were replaced by love and
humility. At the same time, union with
Christ would impact the relationship be-
tween the Christian and the church. As fol-
lowing Christ became a priority, the
Christian would give precedence to the mis-
sion of the church over their own desires.
This in turn would impact their relationships
with other Christians, exhibiting itself in a
willingness to submit to one another for the
sake of harmony. Union with Christ was also
expected to help the Christian to understand
“truth as it is in Jesus.” Being right in our in-
terpretation of Scripture must be accompa-
nied by a humility and love for others where

we “practice truth as it in in Jesus.”91

The foundation connecting union with
Christ with its practical results highlights three
major understandings required for unity: what
it means to be a Christian, what it means to be
a church, and the ability to recognize truth as
it is in Jesus.

These in turn impact willingness to accept
the Bible as the rule of faith, willingness to
work within the structure of the church, and
identity formation. The identity of those who
are called to unity is transformed. It is still the
remnant defined in Revelation, but it is the
remnant who understands truth in the light of
Jesus. It is a remnant whose identity is forged
through understanding one’s relationship to
Christ, one’s role as a member of the body of
Christ, and faithfulness to truth as it is in Jesus.
Thus, White’s view of unity in the Adventist
Church also emphasizes identity in Christ. 

Strengths of White’s Views on Unity
This mature thinking on unity is complex,
with multiple interactions. But it has a num-
ber of important strengths.

1. It demonstrates a clear connection be-
tween union with Christ and Christian
unity, while at the same time, clearly de-
lineating both divine and human roles in
the process of attaining church unity. 

2. It recognizes the biblical principle that
connection with Christ does not leave in-
dividuals unchanged. 

3. It focuses on authentic Christianity.
While White saw unity as occurring be-
tween those who loved truth and dis-
played the characteristics of the remnant,
the foundation of her model requires indi-
viduals to be authentic Christians first and
foremost. 

4. It recognizes the impact of sin on rela-
tionships; in particular, the human ten-
dency to pride, selfishness, and thirst for
power or control. Consequently, it places
emphasis on correction of attitudes and



relational problems through connection
with Christ.

5. It recognizes that relationship is at the
heart of unity. Unity of the church is im-
pacted by multiple relationships including
the relationship with Christ, the church,
truth, and other people.

6. By including active involvement in the
mission of the church, White enables
members to focus on something outside of
themselves. When focus is persistently di-
rected internally, differences of opinion
become more prominent.92 But when
focus is upon a common goal outside of
themselves, members are led to focus on
their common identity in Christ rather
than the issues which divide them. 

Weaknesses of White’s Views on Unity
Three major weaknesses of White’s view also
need to be mentioned as we think about the
relevance of these views on unity.

1. First, the intangible and personal nature of
union with Christ makes it difficult to dis-
cuss or work with as an organization. Any
judgment in relation to the status of an indi-
vidual’s connection or disconnection from
Christ is likely to be met with a defensive
response from the individual concerned.

2. The understanding that Christians who
come to scripture with a teachable spirit
and a willingness to be led by the Holy
Spirit would always come to the same
conclusions does not seem to be borne
out in practice. White’s solution was to
label individuals who do not come to the
expected consensus as disconnected from
Christ. But how should we determine
which group is disconnected from Christ?
There is no clear answer here.

3. While organization aided unity by creat-
ing order, and streamlined communication
between diverse geographic areas, it also
risked creating disunity by the abuse of
power and centralization of power.

Application in the Adventist Church 
in 2017
In conclusion, let’s focus on the lessons we
can learn that are applicable to our situation
today. 

1. Unity is at its heart personal, and therefore
cannot be manufactured or constructed by
leaders wielding their authority or attempt-
ing a forced consensus.

2. Unity of purpose and action does not re-
quire nor endorse uniformity of practice.
Rather it recognizes that various practices
and methodologies are needed in different
places and contexts to achieve the one pur-
pose.

3. Authentic unity of the church can only
occur between authentic Christians who
are united in Christ and are being trans-
formed by His power.

4. Unity involves a variety of relationships
within the church: the relationship with
God, with doctrine, with individuals, and
with the church as a whole. Emphasizing
one type of relationship without the others
is not sufficient to achieve a visible unity.
Rather, all forms of relationship must be
nurtured and developed. 

5. We need to take personal responsibility for
our own attitudes and actions. The impor-
tance of personal attitudes of humility and
kindness are often overlooked in discus-
sions as each side attempts to establish that
their own view is the correct one. White
clearly reprimanded those who considered
being right was more important than dis-
playing the character of Christ, and truth
as it is in Jesus. 

6. Our focus should be directed at Jesus who
is both the foundation and the creator of
unity. Our tendency is to focus directly on
the creation of unity, but the reality is that
unity is not created by us or our plans.
While believers should strive to be united,
unity can only occur if we are connected to
Christ.  n
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I
interpreted my assignment (of John 17) as an invita-
tion to break through the static and the noise, and get
at the heart of Jesus’ burden in this strategic prayer.
So setting aside, as best I could, my own presupposi-

tions about the chapter, and without relying on the views
of theological or biblical experts, or the positions of dic-
tionaries and commentaries, I tried over several days to lis-
ten—just listen—to what the text itself is saying—to read
the chapter as if for the first time, asking how the ordinary
person would understand Jesus’ words, if they happened
upon them in some deserted place, away from commen-
taries, sermons, or notes of any kind. Reading the chapter
in the original language (an exercise which forces a slower
pace) also contributed to this listening process. 

This as-if-for-the-first-time reading of the text quickly dis-
abused me of a longstanding preconception I had of the
chapter—namely, that the subject of unity was its dominant
theme. Instead, I came to see that the subject of unity, while
very present, does not dominate the passage, but that the
prayer covers a variety of themes.

John does not record Jesus’ Gethsemane supplication
mentioned in the Synoptics. In John, the event in chapter
17 is Jesus’ final prayer before the cross.1 In this prayer
Jesus unburdens Himself before God in a manner unprece-
dented in the other gospels. And of the burdens that came
to the fore, I’ve identified six: glorification, revelation, protection,
sanctification, unity, and reunion.

Glorification
Evidently, then, Jesus’ prayer was offered while He was still
at the location of the Passover meal, where John, together
with the other disciples, would have heard it. Jesus would
have wanted them to witness this unvarnished unburdening
of His soul to His Heavenly Father. And now, more than
half a century later, and facing the crosswinds of events in
the church and in the world around him, John returns to
the famous prayer, the Holy Spirit guiding his mind to-
ward its most salient features.

Jesus began His supplication in a way that is alien to us—
with a focus on the idea of glorification. “Father, the hour has
come. Glorify your Son (δοχασον σου τον νιον/doxason sou ton

vion), that your Son may glorify you” (verse 1).
What all did Jesus have in mind here? What’s behind this

idea of glorification? What form was it to take?
John places considerable emphasis on the notion of glo-

rification in his gospel. His opening pronouncement is on
this theme—chapter 1:14: “The Word became flesh and
made his dwelling among us. We have seen his glory (την δοχαν
αυτου), the glory of the one and only Son, who came from the
Father, full of grace and truth.” Even without fully under-
standing what all John had in mind here, the mere reading
of those words transports the mind to a sublime place,
filled with excitement and wonder. It was a glory “shining
through the veil of his flesh.”2

Other passages pick up the theme. By changing water into
wine at a wedding celebration in Galilee, John says, Jesus “re-
vealed his glory, and his disciples put their faith in him”
(2:11); Lazarus’ resurrection, Jesus Himself observed, was “for
God’s glory, so that the son of God may be glorified through
it” (11:4, NRSV); in vision, John said, Isaiah “saw Jesus’ glory
and spoke about him” (12:41).

“Bringing glory” is what children do to their parents
when they perform well in school, excel in sports, or stand
out in some other praiseworthy endeavor. We glorify (or
bring glory to) God when we do God’s work, when we
obey God’s word, when we act in such a way as to enhance
the divine values or mission in the world. Jesus echoes this
notion in John 17:4.

Addressing His Father, He said, “I’ve brought you glory on
earth by completing the work you gave me to do.”

The glorification idea intensifies in John’s gospel as
Jesus gets closer and closer to the cross. We see this in
Jesus’ response to certain God-fearing Greeks who ap-
peared in the crowd around Him during Passion Week,
asking for an audience. Apparently, He saw in their request
a broader yearning for the salvation He’d come to bring, a
salvation possible only through the cross, now merely days
away. As if oblivious to the specific request (and the pas-
sage leaves us wondering whether the desired audience
ever materialized), images of that impending cosmic mo-
ment flashed upon His mind, evoking those somber words
we find in John 12:23, words that anticipated the great
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prayer of chapter 17 still to come: “The hour has
come for the Son of Man to be glorified.”

That glorification would involve (for Jesus) the
ghastly experience of the cross. But, as He de-
scribed it, the seed, if it is to multiply and feed the
multitude, must first die. And (mixing metaphors)
only as the Son of Man is lifted on a tree, experi-
encing the death of a planted seed, would He have
the power to “draw all people” to Himself, includ-
ing the multitude represented by those enquiring
Greeks in His audience that day (12:32, NRSV).
And thus He braced Himself for that dreadful mo-
ment: “Now my soul is troubled, and what shall I
say? ‘Father, save me from this hour’? No, it was for
this very reason I came to this hour. Father, glorify
your name!” (12:27, 28a). God’s answer was imme-
diate, like rumbling thunder above the din and
hubbub of the crowd: “I have glorified it, and will
glorify it again” (12:28b).

Buttressed by this assurance, and inching ever
closer to the cross, Jesus is all about glory and glo-
rification after Judas, bent on his dark mission, left
the supper room that Thursday evening. Accord-
ing to John, “when [Judas] was gone, Jesus said,
‘Now the Son of Man is glorified and God is glorified
in him. If God is glorified in him, God will glorify the
Son in himself, and will glorify him at once’”
(13:31–32).

So as He comes to the opening sentences of
His prayer in chapter 17, He picks up this running
theme a final time. And the fact that He refers
again to the idea of “the hour” having come (verse
1) gives further evidence that He was looking
ahead to the cross, and that that glorification had
something to do with His impending death and
the resurrection to follow (although the resurrec-
tion is never explicitly mentioned in the chapter).

A prominent theme “of Johannine high christol-
ogy,” says Paul N. Anderson, “is the glorification of the
Son of Man…. Such passages as 1:51; 3:14; 6:62;
8:28; 12:23–36; 13:1, 13a all refer to some aspect
of the Son of Man … ascending, being lifted up or
being glorified. This is in keeping with the de-
scent/ascent schemas of the christological hymns
(Phil. 2:5–11; Col 1:15–20; Heb 1:1–4). But in
John, [says Anderson] glorification is paradoxically

connected with the cross.”3

Perhaps Jesus’ most intriguing statement about
glorification comes in verse 5, where He asked
God to “glorify me in your presence with the
glory I had with you before the world began.”
Here He takes the idea of glorification to a dif-
ferent level. I struggled with how to understand
παρα σεαυτω (para seauto), translated by the NIV
and other modern translations as “in your pres-
ence” or “in your own presence.” If the reflexive
pronoun σεαυτω means “thyself” or “yourself,”
how did we arrive at the idea of “in your pres-
ence”? Especially when linked to para, a compli-
cated preposition, requiring more than two pages
of fine-print explanation in Arndt’s and Gin-
grich’s Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament!4

It brought to mind a statement I’d read a few
weeks earlier—about how historians, coming up
against the mysteries of religion, sometimes have
to realize that their methodological “instruments
are too clumsy to handle the evidence” in front of
them.5 Perhaps biblical interpreters face the same
difficulty from time to time. For here one gets the
sense that Jesus probably meant something much
deeper than the translators are able to manage—
that He was probably asking God to glorify Him
(Jesus) with God Himself, in a way too complex for
human words. Suffice it to say that at the very
least it was a plea for the reinstatement before the
heavenly intelligences of Jesus’ divine honor and
prerogatives, voluntarily relinquished for the sake
of His incarnation.

Finally, if we’re not reading too much into the
text, it would appear that that relinquishment oc-
curred not when Jesus entered Mary’s womb, but
“before the world existed” (verse 5, NRSV). A
mind-blowing thought, if correct, showing that
the provisions of divine grace anticipated the fall,
predating the creation of the planet itself.

So the idea of glory, introduced by John at
the beginning of his gospel (“the word became
flesh…” and “we have seen his glory”) reaches its
climax in the major burden with which Jesus be-
gins His prayer. Notwithstanding the darkness
involved, it was a note of triumph, filled with
pathos and paradox. 
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Revelation
Following His emphasis on glorification, Jesus’
burden shifts to revelation—that is, making God
known in the world, and Jesus Christ whom
God has sent (verses 3–9, 25, 26). “I have revealed
you to those whom you gave me out of the
world” (verse 6). Lenski notes that “the aorist
[εφανερωσα, ephanerosa, “I have revealed”] records
the accomplished fact,” and ultimately means
“more than ‘to teach.’” It has “the sense of ‘to re-
veal.’”6 In other words, “Jesus is the emissary of
God … who through his words and deeds
brings revelation.”7

As John remembered Jesus’ prayer in the clos-
ing years of the first century, he would have done
so in dynamic relation to the contemporary con-
text, a context shaped by a number of contrarian
philosophies inimical to the Christian faith. The
presence of Gnosticism, for example, with its es-
oteric approach to the whole concept of knowl-
edge and revelation,8 with its claim to “secret
revelation” was combined with “a dualism of spirit
and matter, mind and body,” and all this linked
with ideas of “determinism or predestinarianism.”9

Perhaps not all these ideas were fully developed
as John wrote his gospel late in the first century.
But it seems evident that he was writing with a dis-
tinct consciousness of this and other aberrant
philosophies. As one reads the Synoptics, the use
of expressions like “word” and “knowledge” comes
across as ordinary and pedestrian (except perhaps
for Matt. 13:11 and Luke 8:10, where Jesus talks
about the “knowledge of the secrets of the king-
dom of heaven” as having been given to His disci-
ples; or Mark 12:24, where He charges Jewish
leaders with “not knowing the Scriptures or the
power of God”).

But as one comes to the Gospel of John, the
“word,” the logos, seems to take on heightened sig-
nificance. One gets the sense that something in
the air, something in the culture, is jogging John’s
memory in the direction of highlighting a certain
kind of knowledge, a special focus on the concept
of logos, as if conscious of confronting an alien
species of these ideas in the culture. Hear how he
begins his first epistle, for example:

That which was from the beginning, which we have
heard, which we have seen with our eyes, which we
have looked at and our hands have touched—this we
proclaim concerning the Word of life. The life ap-
peared; we have seen it and testify to it, and we pro-
claim to you the eternal life, which was with the Father
and has appeared to us (1 John 1:1, 2).

The knowledge John recalled Jesus enunciating
in His prayer, unlike that promoted by the Gnos-
tics, was based on the revelation of God—not de-
tached or esoteric, but connected to a person, the
Person of God and the Man, Jesus Christ—the
logos who “became flesh and made his dwelling
among us” (John 1:14).

As His farewell discourse was coming to an
end, Jesus spoke about His impending departure,
stressing God’s love for those who’d left all to fol-
low Him: “[T]he Father himself loves you,” He
said to them, “because you have loved me and
have believed that I came from God. I came from
the Father and entered the world; now I am leav-
ing the world and going back to the Father”
(16:27, 28).

Impressed, the disciples offered their own
confession. “Now we can see,” they said, “that
you know all things…. This makes us believe
that you came from God” (verse 30). Yes! Jesus
thought, and He could not hold it back: “You
believe at last!” (verse 31). Moments later, Jesus
would refer to that shining confession in His
prayer: “I gave them the words you gave me and
they accepted them. They knew with certainty
that I came from you, and they believed that you
sent me” (verse 8).

The revelation had been successful. And that
was critical. Critical because of what Jesus had
spelled out with unmistakable gravity near the be-
ginning of His prayer: “Now this is eternal life:
that they may know you, the only true God, and
Jesus Christ whom you have sent” (verse 3).

So important is this revelation, this knowledge
of God, that Jesus returns to it as He ends the
prayer: “Righteous Father, though the world does
not know you, I know you, and they know that you
have sent me. I have made you known to them, and
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will continue to make you known in order that the
love you have for me may be in them and that I
myself may be in them” (verses 25, 26).

One cannot “listen” to Jesus’ prayer without
coming to the conclusion that He wanted that rev-
elation (of God and God’s Son) to spread to the en-
tire oikumene. And if (as is logical to believe) He
anticipated that the laborers would always be few
(see Matt 9:37; Luke 10:2), then it would be theo-
logically irrational for Him to envision any curtail-
ment of the workforce of His followers by a
blanket disqualification of one gender that, in every
age, has constituted more than half the church. 

Protection
The picture Matthew draws of Jesus’ followers in the
world is that of “sheep among wolves” (Matt 10:16).
And Paul invoked the same metaphor when he
warned the elders of the Ephesus church that after he
was gone, “savage wolves will come in among you
and will not spare the flock” (Acts 20:29). Jesus does
not use that language in His prayer (nor does the
gospel of John carry the particular metaphor), but it
is clear that the believers’ need for protection features
prominently in the sentiments of John 17. So that
even in the absence of that specific language, one can
sense Jesus’ burden for the protection of the followers
He was leaving behind, followers He repeatedly
refers to as sheep in his discourse in John 10.

With more than 25 percent of the verses of the
chapter devoted to this theme, notice the intensity
and solicitude with which Jesus commences the
segment in verse 9: “I pray for them. I am not pray-
ing for the world, but for those you have given
me, for they are yours…. I will remain in the
world no longer, but they are still in the world,
and I am coming to you. Holy Father, protect them
by the power of your name…’’ (verses 9–11).

The verb in verse 11 is the imperative τηρη-
σον (tereson), from τηρεω (tereo), translated “keep”
in the KJV, which is proper. But we understand
what Jesus is saying even better when we look
at other possible meanings of the term, namely,
to “keep watch over, [to] guard.”10 Or, as I’m inter-
preting it here: “to protect.”

The pain of leaving a flock of vulnerable sheep

behind in the world comes through as Jesus unbur-
dens Himself on this point: “While I was with
them, I protected them and kept them safe…”
(verse 12). But because of the work still needed to
be done after He was gone, Jesus prayed not that
God would “take them out of the world but that
[He would] protect them from the evil one” (verse
15), who’d dogged His footsteps all His life.

In this plea for protection, one hears echoes of
His assurance-laden promise in chapter 10: “My
sheep listen to my voice; I know them, and they fol-
low me. I give them eternal life, and they shall never
perish; no one will snatch them out of my hand” (10:
27 28). What He promised in chapter 10 formed a
huge portion of the burden of His prayer in chapter
17. And after more than 2,000 years, one can still
hear the pathos, the urgency, in Jesus’ voice as He
pleads for the security of His followers: “Holy Fa-
ther, protect them by the power of your name…” (verse 11).

Here Jesus draws from His extensive knowledge
of Old Testament Scripture, where “the name”
stands, among other things, for the person himself
or herself. And where God’s name, in particular, is
a force to reckon with. The psalmist knew this
when he wrote, “May the Lord answer you when
you are in distress; may the name of the God of Jacob
protect you” (Ps 20:1). And the Book of Proverbs
says that “the name of the Lord is a strong tower; the
righteous run to it and are safe.” “Holy Father, pro-
tect them by the power of your name…”

Listening to the prayer, the disciples would
have received enormous comfort in knowing that
as they would live and operate in a dangerous
world, they could count on the protection of the
highest power in the universe.

And as we see our church in grave danger at
this present hour, may we plead for that divine
protection to shield us.

Sanctification
The idea of sanctification appears in verses 17–
19, occupying a place in the prayer that cannot
be ignored: “Sanctify them in the truth; your
word is truth. As you have sent me into the
world, so I have sent them into the world. And
for their sakes I sanctify myself, so that they also
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may be sanctified in truth” (NRSV).
The word “sanctify” is hagiazo, meaning “to

make holy, to consecrate, to purify, to sanctify.”11

Of persons, the word usually means to “consecrate,
dedicate, sanctify, i.e., [to] include in the inner circle
of what is holy….”12

In reference to people, this is not a common
word in the gospels—or in the New Testament, for
that matter. Its only use in the gospels referring to
people is in the passage before us—used twice in
verses 17–19. In Ephesians, Paul speaks of Christ
loving the church and giving “himself up for her to
make her holy [the verb is hagiazo], cleansing her
by the washing with water through the word”
(Eph 5:25, 26). And in 1 Thessalonians 5:23, Paul
offers a prayer that “God himself [would] …sanc-
tify [hagiazo] [the recipients of his letter] through
and through,” and that their “whole spirit, soul and
body [might] be kept blameless at the coming of
our Lord Jesus Christ.”

Absent any elaboration in John of the meaning of
the experience requested in Jesus’ prayer, the assist
from other New Testament writings seems wholly in
keeping with the sense of Jesus’ request in John 17.
“Sanctify them in the truth; your word is truth” (John
17:17) matches perfectly the Ephesians idea of sanc-
tifying the church “by the washing with water through
the word” (Eph. 5:25, 26). We get another perspective
from the apostle Peter, who admonished believers to
“set apart [hagiazo] Christ as Lord” in their hearts (1
Pet 3:15). And yet another from the author of He-
brews, who intimates that “Jesus … suffered outside
the city gate in order to sanctify (hagiazo) the people
by his own blood” (Heb 13:12, NRSV).

To move from being sanctified “by his blood”
(Hebrews) to being sanctified “in the truth” (John
17) represents an intriguing shift in perspective,
which cannot be followed up here. But here again,
as John recalls Jesus’ prayer, we detect echoes of
philosophical ferment in the culture of the late first
century. “Sanctify them in the truth,” John repre-
sents Jesus as saying, and then following up with a
definition meant for the listening disciples—and,
from John’s perspective, meant to stabilize his po-
tentially restive readers: “Thy word is truth.”

In a critical development in front of Pilate in John

18:36–38, Jesus said, “‘My kingdom is not of this
world. If it were, my servants would fight to prevent
my arrest by the Jewish leaders. But now my king-
dom is from another place.’ ‘You are a king, then!’
said Pilate. Jesus answered, ‘You are right in saying
that I am a king. In fact, the reason I was born and
came into the world is to testify to the truth.’”

Then John records Pilate’s flippant response:
“What is truth?” And without waiting for a re-
sponse, the distracted governor returns to the
anxious Jews gathered outside the judgment place.

But John answers the question—in gospel and
epistle. Staying with the gospel, he remembered
Jesus saying in His prayer: “[God’s] word is truth.”
It applies to the written word, but even more to
the living logos “who came from the Father, full of
grace and truth” (1:14), and who said with all ap-
propriate arrogance: “I am the way and the truth
and the life. No one comes to the Father except
through me” (John 14:6).

Much more could be said, but I end this presen-
tation with a couple of insightful observations
from John Ashton. He notes that “Jesus’ determi-
nation to consecrate himself on behalf of his disci-
ples (17:19), unquestionably [is] an allusion to his
approaching death….”13 And as He encourages
their own sanctification, He expresses His inten-
tion to send them into the world, just as He
Himself had been sent. “The implications are mo-
mentous,” Ashton says. “The role of the commu-
nity is plainly the same as that of Jesus himself.”14

Unity
The subject of unity first surfaces in verse 11 of the
chapter, where it is connected to the idea of pro-
tection: “I will remain in the world no longer,”
Jesus said, “but they are still in the world, and I am
coming to you. Holy Father, protect them by the
power of your name, the name you gave me, so that
they may be one as we are one.” Not protect them so
they might be physically safe, as would be the nat-
ural inference; but protect them “that they may be
one as we are one.”

Having uttered those sentiments, Jesus seemed
to drop the subject. But as he transitioned from His
concern for those original followers to the part of
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the prayer dealing with “those who will believe in
me through their message” (verse 20) (that is, be-
lievers to the end of time),15 He returns to the sub-
ject of unity with full vigor, mentioning it four times
in verses 21–23. His language is concentrated and
focused, conveying the weight of the burden He
carried on this issue. For His followers in succeeding
decades and centuries, He prayed “that they may all
be one. As you, Father, are in me and I am in you,
may they also be in us, so that the world may be-
lieve that you have sent me” (verse 21, NRSV). 

Perhaps the fundamental thing to notice here is
that the unity Jesus envisioned is patterned after
the unity of the deity—“as you, Father, are in me
and I in you.” This places Jesus’ expectation on a
level far above that conceived in names like, say,
“the United States” or “the United Kingdom.” In a
way of speaking, these are human-made enterprises
and confederations. Jesus, however, described His
vision of unity in language meant to disabuse us of
the notion of any human origination.

Four times in the short passage this divine ori-
entation is repeated. We led with the mention in
verse 21. Further down in the same verse, Jesus in-
dicates that this unity is possible only when His
followers are “in us” (εν ηµιν ωσιν). The third itera-
tion of the idea comes in verse 22: “… that they
may be one as we are one.” Then for good meas-
ure, Jesus repeats the idea a fourth time, in verse
23: “I in them, and you in me, that they may be-
come completely one…” (NRSV).

So the model for this unity is Deity itself. The
Godhead. This suggests that it is not an artificial
or humanly-engendered reality; not something
created by committee actions, council resolutions,
or church pronouncements; not something that
can be administratively manufactured or contrived.
Nor is it a condition to be controlled or enforced.
Divinely construed and deep, it comes by each of
us, and all of us together, submitting to the infill-
ing of God, through Jesus Christ. “I in them and you
in me.” In this sense, it is a mystery—the mystery of
the divine indwelling in God’s followers, individu-
ally and corporately.

Lenski is correct in regarding this unity as a
“mystical oneness,” resembling “the essential one-

ness of the divine Persons”—“absolutely the high-
est type of oneness known.”16 “Our oneness is not
merely placed beside the oneness of the divine
Persons as though all that exists between them is a
likeness.” No, Lenski argues, “the two are vitally
connected…. We believers can be one with each
other only by each of us and all of us being one
with the Father and Jesus.”17 And although that di-
vine unity “cannot be duplicated” in the human
sphere, says Lenski, “yet it can be imitated.”18

So how to visualize this unity? What shape was
it to take? How was it to be manifested?

On these questions, opinions diverge. “Being
spiritual and mystical,” says Lenski, surprisingly,
“this unity is of necessity invisible and does not
consist in any form of outward organization.”19 An-
other scholar, Wayne Grudem, believes “that such
unity does not actually require one worldwide
church government over all Christians.” “In fact,”
he says, “the unity of believers is often demon-
strated quite effectively through voluntary cooper-
ation and affiliation among Christian groups….”20

But however we spin the idea of unity, Jesus
in John 17 seemed to be speaking about a unity
visible enough to be noticed, and strong and at-
tractive enough to bring conviction to an ob-
serving world. It would be hard to make the case
that the world could be persuaded by something
it could not see. Jesus said: “… may they also be
in us so that the world may believe that you have sent
me” (verse 21); and “may they be brought to
complete unity to let the world know that you sent
me” (verse 23).

Unity was a critical burden of Jesus’ strategic
prayer in the upper room that night, two thousand
years ago.

So what are some of the implications of Jesus’ prayer—for
the state of unity in the church at large and in the Seventh-
day Adventist Church?

As some Christian thinkers see it, notwithstand-
ing a host of theological, ecclesiological, and re-
gional issues and tensions over the centuries, the
Christian Church, with all its spiritual flaws and
shortcomings, stayed generally (though imper-
fectly) united for centuries, the first major break
coming in A.D. 1054 over the filioque controversy,
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when the Eastern (now Orthodox) church broke
away from the Western (Roman Catholic) church.

Then came the Reformation of the sixteenth
century, leading to the splintering of the Western
church into a multitude of denominations as an
unintended consequence. Describing the denomi-
national divisions in his own country, the United
States, theologian Martin Marty, citing statistics
from the late 1980s, referred to “well over 200 sep-
arate contending denominations, most of them
Christian, each of them somehow suggesting that
they possessed the truth….”21

Somewhere in this global denominational
maelstrom are Seventh-day Adventists, some
twenty million strong, in a sea of 2.8 billion
Christians, and in a world population of some
7.5 billion. A miniscule 0.3 percent of the world
population we are, and about 0.7 percent of the
Christian population.

Yet, with a deep-seated belief that we have
been commissioned with a special, end-time mes-
sage for the entire planet, including brothers and
sisters in other Christian communions. It’s a stag-
gering and, from a human standpoint, insurmount-
able task, notwithstanding clichéd reports about
the message spreading by “leaps and bounds.” If
Adventists really believe in the imminence of the
parousia, and have even a partial understanding of
the magnitude and complexity of the mission,
then there could be no question about the need to
engage every able-bodied person, every willing
talent in the task. To understand the magnitude
and complexity of the mission, and at the same
time try to erect theological or ideological barriers
to full participation in the church’s mission,
whether on the basis of class, or race, or age, or
gender is nothing short of theological malpractice.

So as Jesus prayed, He was looking down the fu-
ture to dangers facing His followers. With
prophetic vision, He would have seen the immedi-
ate crisis to face them in the period surrounding
His death and immediately following His depar-
ture—the crisis in Jerusalem, leading to the initial
scattering of believers, mentioned in Acts 8:1. He
would have seen the doctrinal and theological ten-
sions, as His followers passed through the period of

theological transition from the Old Testament pe-
riod to the New—problems involving a multitude
of Jewish practices and observances that would
need sorting out to determine their continuing va-
lidity. There would be problems involving salvation
(the role of circumcision and the law); problems in-
volving race (the status of Gentiles); problems in-
volving class (the status of slaves); and problems
involving gender (the standing of women), etc.

In regard to gender and other illegitimate
causes of tension within the church, the apostle
Paul could not be more in keeping with the one-
ness Jesus called for in His prayer: “There is nei-
ther Jew nor Gentile, neither slave nor free, nor is
there male and female, for you are all one in Christ
Jesus” (Gal 3:27, 28). And as a church, we will be
judged by what we allow to divide us.

For most of His earthly ministry, Jesus was sur-
rounded by twelve close-knit followers. But as He
spoke that critical prayer in the upper room that
evening, only eleven were present to hear it. The
departure of Judas on his dark mission represented
the first rift in the unity of the group, a develop-
ment that had to be uppermost in Jesus’ mind as
He prayed in the hour that followed. Decades
later, John still remembered how it felt. “It was
night,” he said (13:30), cryptically describing the
kind of darkness apostasy brings.

Consider the enormity of Judas’s act that fate-
ful night in Jerusalem. And compare that with
what we allow to divide us today. The role of
women in ministry, for example. What we have
here, after all, is a group of people simply want-
ing to join their male counterparts in the mission of
God’s church, and, in all fairness—and in keeping
with common human decency—be fully and
equally recognized for it. That’s all. And to allow
that to divide us is obscene.

Here are five questions to consider:
1. In John 17, Jesus prayed, among other things,

for unity among believers. How should we as-
sess whether that prayer was or was not an-
swered? What are the prospects for the future?

2. To what extent should the Ecumenical Move-
ment be seen as an attempt to fulfill Jesus’
prayer for unity? And how do we regard (or
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justify) the Seventh-day Adventist Church’s
stance in connection to the Movement?

3. As you consider the matter of unity in John
17, how relevant or irrelevant is the contem-
porary controversy in the Seventh-day Ad-
ventist Church over the equality of women
in ministry?

4. As a church, are we coming closer together,
or is the idea of unity a theological mirage?

5. In the light of John 17, how do you visualize
church unity? And what needs to happen—
practically, ecclesiologically, or theologi-
cally—to bring it about? Or is unity, by its
very nature, purely a work of God?

A final thought on Jesus' prayer for unity
In 13:35 Jesus pointed to love as the critical identi-
fying marker of His followers: Everyone will know
that you are My disciples, He said,  “if you love one
another.” In John 17, He gave another critical identi-
fier. Not one by which to recognize His disciples
this time, but one by which to identify Him before
the world, one that would tell the world who He is.
“May they also be in us so that the world may believe that
you have sent me.” (verse 21). 

We probably should not see these two markers
as standing in competition. In essence, they’re com-
plementary. Yet theologically, within the confines
of John’s gospel, we may say that one precedes 
the other. For as important as it is for the world to
recognize us as Christ’s disciples by our love to one
another, that in the end carries no intrinsic signifi -
cance if people don’t know who Jesus is, if they have
no saving knowledge of the Master. The first identi-
fier (the world recognizing us as disciples) can func-
tion on the theoretical level, as an intellectual
curiosity even. But the second one (knowing Jesus
as Messiah, as the One sent from God, in the bibli-
cal sense “knowing”) is personal, experiential, and
carries with it eternal consequences.  

That, in fact, was one of the most critical asser-
tions of Jesus’ prayer: “And this is eternal life, that
they may know you, the only true God, and Jesus
Christ, whom you have sent” (verse 3, NRSV). 

And if the unity of believers is a marker that points
this out—that points to Jesus as the One sent from

God, the Messiah, the Redeemer, the Savior of the
world—then one might almost say that unity in the
gospel of John (and in the prayer of Jesus) super-
sedes even love itself. 

Except that in His second reference to this idea,
Jesus skillfully inserts love into the equation. “I in
them and you in me—so that they may be brought
to complete unity. Then the world will know that
you sent me and have loved them even as you have loved me”
(verse 23). Capping and extending that theme in the
final verse of the chapter, He says: “I have made you
known to them, and will continue to make you
known in order that the love you have for me may be in them
and I myself may be in them.”

What we see here, on the one hand, is Jesus’
prayer that God’s love might literally inhabit His
followers—love for God and for one another, the
very thing that would identify them as Jesus’ disci-
ples. On the other hand, the prayer of chapter 17 is
that Jesus, with all His love, might be in His followers,
producing a unity that identifies Him to the world as
the Messiah, the One sent from God. 

If this sounds complex, it isn’t meant to be. It
means, simply, that the two identifiers, the two mark-
ers, have come together; that unity and love have kissed
each other.  Love is still “the greatest” (1 Cor. 13:13);
but unity, a natural outgrowth of love, does not lag far
behind. And in the context of Jesus’ prayer, carries a
weight seen nowhere else in Scripture. 

Reunion
Throughout his gospel, John has been stressing
Jesus’ close affinity with His followers. When, speak-
ing plain truth to the multitude, He saw large sectors
of the people deserting Him, Jesus turned to the
twelve, His closest earthly companions, with the
plaintive query: “Do you also wish to go away?”
(John 6:67, NRSV). Or, as the New International
Version puts it: “You do not want to leave too, do
you?” An answer in the affirmative would have dev-
astated Him. What a relief it must have been to hear
Peter’s response on behalf of the twelve: “Lord, to
whom can we go? You have the words of eternal life.
We have come to believe and know that you are the
Holy One of God” (John 6:68, 69).

In chapter 10, Jesus describes Himself as “the good
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shepherd [who] lays down his life for the sheep” he
loves (verse 11). And in chapter 13, John says of Jesus
that “having loved his own who were in the world, he
loved them to the end” (verse 1, NRSV).

Although we cannot speak of Jesus’ farewell dis-
course as “His final words” in the common sense (as
if He would die and remain deceased), it is proba-
bly correct to say that Jesus’ words in chapters 13–
17 (even beginning as early as chapter 12) carry a
distinctive note of finality about them. They repre-
sent Christ’s last concerns before the cross—con-
cerns for His followers and for His work in the
world going forward. 

As John sets up the scene in chapter 13, for exam-
ple, he indicates that as Jesus faced the upcoming
Passover Festival, it was with a sense “that the hour
had come,” the hour “for him to depart from this
world and go to the Father” (John 13:1, NRSV). “Jesus
knew,” John said, “that the Father had put all things
under his power, and that he had come from God and
was returning to God…” (13:3). It was for Him the
end of a journey; and in 13:33 He made it clear to the
little company gathered in the upper room, that He’d
be with them “only a little longer.” Prompting Peter to
put the question: “Lord, where are you going?” To
which Jesus was pleased to point out that Peter and
the others “will follow later” (13:36).

Chapter 14 continues the going-away theme,
Jesus intimating that He’s going to God’s house
“to prepare a place” for them, but “will come again
and will take you to myself, so that where I am,
there you may be also” (John 14:2, 3). The same
sentiment continues in chapter 16 where, in verse
5, He says that “now I’m going to him who sent
me…,” and in verse 28: “I came from the Father
and entered the world; now I am leaving the
world and going back to the Father.” Reluctantly,
He was leaving them, so that the Spirit might
come (John 16:7); but not even the coming of the
Spirit could squelch His insatiable desire to be
with them again.

So in chapter 17, as He heads down to the clos-
ing lines of His supplication, He prays for what
He’d promised in chapter 14: “Father, I want those
you have given me to be with me where I am, and
to see my glory…” (17:24).

This is the great reunion Jesus has always
longed for. That hope and that promise are not
conditional. It’s a date He will keep. What a re-
union that will be!  n
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The Basis for Unity

I
f you go to a synagogue service you will be sure to
hear the following words sung, probably more than
once: Shema Yisrael adonai elohenu, adonai echad. “Hear O
Israel, the Lord our God, the Lord is One.” This is the

central affirmation of the Jewish faith, found in Deuteron-
omy 6:4.1

The “oneness” of Yahweh is the basis for unity, for, un-
like other ancient religions where the national god was
seen as one of many gods, each of whom ruled over its
own nation, the Hebrew Scriptures teach that Yahweh is
not only Israel’s God, but is the God of all and the Cre-
ator of all. If God is one, and the creation is one, God’s
universe should be a perfect unity.

According to the Scripture, however, the unity of
God’s creation was disrupted by human failure and rebel-
lion against God. Human sin led to alienation and vio-
lence, as seen when Cain murdered Abel. The disruption
of unity is portrayed in the account of the Tower of
Babel in Genesis 11. In their pride and arrogance, the
people tried to build a great tower to make a name for
themselves. God chose to scatter them, as we read in
Genesis 11:5–9.

But the Lord came down to see the city and the tower the people
were building. The Lord said, “If as one people speaking the same
language they have begun to do this, then nothing they plan to do
will be impossible for them. Come, let us go down and confuse their
language so they will not understand each other.”
    So the Lord scattered them from there over all the earth, and
they stopped building the city. That is why it was called Babel—
because there the Lord confused the language of the whole world.
From there the Lord scattered them over the face of the whole earth.

The Hebrew Scripture is largely the story of God’s
faithfulness in the face of human failure. God formed a
special covenant with the descendants of Abraham, yet
there was no question that the whole world was still in
God’s view. Notice Exodus 19:4–6, where God instructs
Moses to tell the people,

You yourselves have seen what I did to Egypt, and how I carried
you on eagles’ wings and brought you to myself. Now if you
obey me fully and keep my covenant, then out of all nations you
will be my treasured possession. Although the whole earth is
mine, you will be for me a kingdom of priests and a holy nation.

God is God of the whole earth, but Israel was chosen
to be a kingdom of priests who would mediate God’s love
and will to the rest of the world. God’s goal was the re-
unification of all people and of all things so that the en-
tire creation would again express the oneness of God and
the harmony of creation. Over and over again, human
failure got in the way of this purpose. Throughout the
history of God’s dealing with Israel the vision continues
to reappear. God wants to restore the unity of creation.

The Mystery of Reunification
When it appeared that God’s plan would never come to
fruition, for the people of God were ruled by Rome and
were in disarray, Jesus Christ, God’s only Son, came to un-
veil the “mystery” or “secret” of God’s plan. In the language
of the New Testament the term “mystery” is not something
that cannot be known, but is known only to those who are
in on the secret. Ephesians 1:8–10 lets the world in on
God’s secret, revealed in Jesus Christ:

With all wisdom and insight, he has made known to us the mys-
tery of his will, according to his good pleasure that he set forth in
Christ, as a plan for the fullness of time, to gather up all things in
him, things in heaven and things on earth. (NRSV)

The word translated “to gather up” is one of the
longest words in the Greek New Testament (eight sylla-
bles) and is difficult to translate in a way that captures
the full beauty of the term. The Greek word is
ανακεφαλαιωσασθαι (anakephalaiosasthai). It is a combina-
tion of the preposition ana, which in combination means
“up” or “again,” and the word for “head.” Literally it means
to sum things up under one head. The word’s only other
occurrence in the New Testament comes in Romans 13:9,
where Paul says that all the commandments are “summed
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up” under the one word, “Love your neighbor
as yourself.” God’s secret plan, now made
known in Christ, is to unify all things in the
universe, both in heaven and on earth, in Jesus
Christ. This includes both the human world
and the natural world, as Paul emphasizes in
Romans 8:20–23:

For the creation was subjected to frustration, not by
its own choice, but by the will of the one who sub-
jected it, in hope that the creation itself will be liber-
ated from its bondage to decay and brought into the
freedom and glory of the children of God.

We know that the whole creation has been
groaning as in the pains of childbirth right up
to the present time. Not only so, but we our-
selves, who have the firstfruits of the Spirit,
groan inwardly as we wait eagerly for our adop-
tion to sonship, the redemption of our bodies.2

The rest of the book of Ephesians gives wit-
ness and detail to this plan of unification. In
the early part of chapter 2 we find that not
only is Jesus Christ seated in the heavenly
realms, but we, too, are there with Him. The
latter part of chapter 2 proclaims that the walls
that stood between peoples, especially Jew and
Gentile, are now shattered in Christ, who has
become the “peace” that brings both groups to-
gether (2:11–14).

In chapter 3 Paul prays that all Christians
will be able to grasp the seemingly incredible
dimensions of God’s love in Christ.

Chapter 4 begins with the admonition that
Christians live a life worthy of this amazing
good news, which means being humble, gen-
tle and patient with each other. Then Paul
tells Christians to make “every effort to main-
tain the unity of the Spirit in the bond peace”
(Ephesians 4:3). The word translated “unity”
(henoteta, ενοτητα) is only used twice in the
New Testament, here and ten verses later in
verse 13. It comes from the word for “one”
and simply means “oneness.” According to
verse 13, it is in coming into unity that be-
lievers reach maturity, which is nothing less

than the full stature of Christ. 
Verses 4–6 of the fourth chapter set forth

the essential elements of unity in the church:
one hope, one Lord, one faith, one baptism,
and one God over all. Here we find that theo-
logical unity is clearly an aspect of this one-
ness. The New Testament presents different
perspectives. Witness the difference between
Paul and John’s use of the term “flesh,” or James
and Paul’s use of the word “faith.” Yet a core of
beliefs is essential to Christian faith. For exam-
ple, Paul speaks of how dangerous it is to deny
the resurrection of Christ and of the believers
(1 Corinthians 15), and John shows the danger
of denying that Christ has come in the flesh (2
John 7). Theology is important because ideas
have consequences. “One hope, one Lord, one
faith, one baptism, one God over all” draws the
church to theological unity in these essentials.

In chapters 5 and 6 we discover that unity
also has implications for how Christians live in
individual households. They are to be mutually
subject to each other out of reverence for
Christ (Ephesians 5:21). This mutual subjec-
tion includes husbands and wives, parents and
children, as well as slaves and masters.

Throughout Ephesians we find a variety of
metaphors and images to help communicate
the shape of this unity.3 In Ephesians 2:19–22
the church is compared to a family or house-
hold; to a building, built on the foundation of
the apostles and prophets with Christ as the
chief cornerstone; and to a temple in which
God comes to dwell, where members are the
individual stones in the structure. All these im-
ages imply unity. Unity is also the focus in the
metaphor of the body of Christ where each
member serves as an indispensible part of an
organism whose head is Christ (Ephesians 4).
This image is worked out in more detail, of
course, in Romans 12 and 1 Corinthians 12. 

One might get the idea from Ephesians that
this idyllic portrait of unity in Christ came eas-
ily and naturally in the early church. We must
remember, however, that Ephesians is one of
the least “occasional” letters in the New Testa-
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ment. When we turn to Acts and the letters
that are more specific in addressing real life
problems within individual churches, we find
that unity came through struggle. It was forged
amid conflict, controversy, and compromise at
both the local and worldwide level.

The Struggle for Unity

Worldwide Unity
The post-resurrection experience of the early
church begins with the outpouring of the Holy
Spirit at Pentecost in Acts 2. In a sense, this is
the great “un-Babel.” The Spirit works to undo
the disunity of Babel. As God confused the lan-
guages in Genesis 11, the Spirit now allows the
message of good news to transcend the various
languages so that all can understand, whatever
their language might be. The Spirit brings unity
to a diverse collection of nationalities gathered
in Jerusalem.

This unity, however, was not easily achieved
in the new church. It would have been quite
possible for early Christianity to divide into
two totally separate communities, one of Jew-
ish Christians and the other of Gentile Chris-
tians. No one was more committed to holding
these two together than the apostle Paul, as we
find both in his letters and in Luke’s account of
his ministry in the book of Acts.

Paul’s fundraising activity provides a particu-
larly vivid example of his work to hold the
Jewish and Gentile Christians together in
unity. Over a period of years he took up a col-
lection throughout the Gentile churches to
help the financially disadvantaged church in
Jerusalem. He collected funds in Galatia,
Macedonia, and Achaia, and was not above
using the example of giving in one place to en-
courage Christians in another place not to be
outdone (see 1 Corinthians 16:1–4 and 2
Corinthians 8).

In Romans 15, we discover what this collec-
tion represented to Paul. According to verses
23–26, Paul’s plan when he wrote from
Corinth was to travel to Spain, via Rome. But

first he was taking a little detour to Jerusalem
to deliver personally the money he had col-
lected. In other words, he was going 780 air
miles in the opposite direction (and he didn’t
fly) for the sake of this collection. That’s how
important it was to him. And it was important
not only because Jerusalem needed the money.
It was important as a theological symbol of the
unity of the church, as we see in verses 25–27:

At present, however, I am going to Jerusalem in a
ministry to the saints; for Macedonia and Achaia
have been pleased to share their resources with the poor
among the saints at Jerusalem. They were pleased to
do this, and indeed they owe it to them; for if the Gen-
tiles have come to share in their spiritual blessings,
they ought also to be of service to them in material
things. (NRSV)

Through a kind of financial interdepend-
ence, Paul sought to hold the Jewish and Gen-
tile Christians together in one body. This is
evidence that for Paul unity meant more than
local fellowship. He envisioned a worldwide
unity that embraced all Christians from
Jerusalem to Asia Minor to Greece to Rome
and, as he hoped, even on to Spain. The finan-
cial collection provided a tangible symbol of
this worldwide unity. 

Earlier in this same chapter (Romans 15:7–
13), Paul reveals the clue to the origin of this
vision for unity. It goes back to his reading of
the Scriptures. Through the patriarchs,
prophets, and psalmists, God revealed the plan
for unifying all creation by including the Gen-
tiles. Within the flow of this passage, Paul
quotes from 2 Samuel 22:50, Psalm 18:49,
Deuteronomy 32:43, Psalm 117:1, and Isaiah
11:10, all of which shout to him that God’s
plan for unity was not a recent novelty, but was
revealed through the Scriptures to anyone who
read with eyes of faith. Paul says,

Welcome one another, therefore, just as Christ has
welcomed you, for the glory of God. For I tell you
that Christ has become a servant of the circumcised on
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behalf of the truth of God in order that he might con-
firm the promises given to the patriarchs, and in order
that the Gentiles might glorify God for his mercy. As
it is written,

“Therefore I will confess you among the Gentiles,
and sing praises to your name”;

and again he says,

“Rejoice, O Gentiles, with his people”;

and again,

“Praise the Lord, all you Gentiles,
and let all the peoples praise him”;

and again Isaiah says,

“The root of Jesse shall come,
the one who rises to rule the Gentiles;
in him the Gentiles shall hope.”

May the God of hope fill you with all joy and peace
in believing, so that you may abound in hope by the
power of the Holy Spirit. (NRSV)

This vision of unity between Jew and Gentile
drove Paul in his evangelistic activity, his theo-
logical reflection, and his practical action.
Unity between Jew and Gentile was so vital that
Paul was willing to travel close to 2,000 miles
out of his way for it. He was willing to stand up
and refuse to allow Titus to be circumcised for
it (Galatians 2:3–5). He was willing to rebuke
no less than the apostle Peter, face to face, to
preserve it (Galatians 2:11–14). He was willing
to endure the hardships of beatings, stonings,
shipwrecks, and prisons for it (2 Corinthians
11). He was even willing to accept James and
the elders’ suggestion that he go to the temple
and sponsor a vow when he went to Jerusalem,
even though he knew the danger, and ended up
being arrested and spending the next five years
as a prisoner (Acts 21:24).

Local Unity
Although Paul’s vision of unity in Christ had a
worldwide perspective, it took particular shape
in the nitty-gritty of daily life at the local level,
where Christians of diverse backgrounds wel-

comed each other by worshiping together, pray-
ing together, and eating together in peace and
joyful fellowship. Unity in Christ broke down
all the barrier walls that separated people and in-
hibited the joy of mutual fellowship. Christ
brought a new equality that sought to include all
people in one new reality in Christ, the
anakephalaiosasthai of Ephesians 1. It included
Jews and Greeks, men and women, slave and
free (Galatians 3:28), as well as Scythian and
barbarian (Colossians 3:11). It was for “all” who
believed (Romans 1:16). Each one cared for the
other so that when one suffered all mourned and
when one was honored all rejoiced (1 Corinthi-
ans 12:26; Romans 12:15). 

This fellowship was important from the very
beginning of the church. According to Acts 2,
the first believers met in the temple daily, not
only for prayer and worship, but also for fel-
lowship. Paul uses this word (κοινωνια, koinonia)
no less than a dozen times in his letters. This
unified fellowship is directly tied to mission as
well. We read in Acts 2:47 that as believers
met in unified fellowship, their numbers grew
and many were added to their number daily.
Unity is vital for mission.

Diversity within Unity
Some, if not many, in the early church believed
that the only way to hold the church together
and achieve this unity was to have complete uni-
formity of practice in all areas of Christian life
for the entire body of diverse early Christians. If
some Christians were circumcised, for example,
all had to be circumcised. Peter, Paul, and James
opposed this view at the Jerusalem Council,
recorded in both Acts 15 and Galatians 2.4 The
Council agreed there could be one church that
embraced both Jew and Gentile, but allowed
Jews to continue practicing circumcision and
Gentiles to become Christians without circumci-
sion or becoming Jews first. It is hard for us in
our culture to comprehend what a huge decision
this was and what far-reaching implications it
brought. It achieved unity by allowing for diversity.
It maintained unity of purpose by allowing for
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diversity of practice. In other words, it achieved
the unity of inclusive fellowship by allowing for
diverse practices that took into account the eth-
nic, cultural, and geographical diversity of the
early church. Had the early church demanded
unity in all practices and policies, it probably
would have meant at least two different Chris-
tian churches, separate from, if not at odds with,
each other.

For Paul, this allowance for diversity was not
merely a pragmatic decision, however. It was a
well-thought-out theological conviction. It had
to do both with his ecclesiology and his theol-
ogy of mission. He sets it forth in 1 Corinthi-
ans 9:19–23, in the middle of a discussion
about food offered to idols, which we will view
in detail later.

For though I am free with respect to all, I have made
myself a slave to all, so that I might win more of
them. To the Jews I became as a Jew, in order to win
Jews. To those under the law I became as one under
the law (though I myself am not under the law) so
that I might win those under the law. To those outside
the law I became as one outside the law (though I am
not free from God’s law but am under Christ’s law) so
that I might win those outside the law. To the weak I
became weak, so that I might win the weak. I have be-
come all things to all people, that I might by all
means save some. 

I do it all for the sake of the gospel, so that I may
share in its blessings. (NRSV)

Paul is not saying, “Anything goes.” What
comes in the parentheses is vital. Allowance for
diversity does not mean really being under the
law, on the one hand, or being lawless toward
Christ, on the other. Diversity does not mean
that all is relative.

One way to give shape to this interplay be-
tween unity and diversity is to look at several
case studies within the New Testament where
Paul and Peter deal with controversies and
threats to unity. How do they come to grips
with them? What does this teach us about
unity and diversity?

Threats to Unity—Case Studies
Inclusive, egalitarian fellowship was then and is
now a fragile thing. Threats raised their ugly
heads whenever Christians acted in ways that
failed to embrace fully inclusive fellowship in
Christ. Inclusiveness and egalitarian fellowship
were absolutely essential ingredients in God’s vi-
sion for unity. Whenever they were threatened,
globally or locally, Paul was stirred to action. He
could not stand idly by whenever real-life fel-
lowship, acceptance, and welcoming of each
other gave way to a prejudice that made any
Christian, in any way, a second-class citizen. 

Perhaps the most obvious example of this is
the occasion in Antioch when Peter was eating
with Gentiles, but then withdrew when certain
people came from James, the brother of Jesus
and leader of the church in Jerusalem. Paul says
they did this for fear of the “circumcision.” Eat-
ing with Gentiles could have made life difficult
for Jewish Christians, who might find it awk-
ward to continue table fellowship with their
non-Christian relatives. It was probably a com-
plex situation for many of them. For Paul, how-
ever, the issue was clear. Peter’s refusal to eat
with Gentiles, and Barnabas’ decision to follow
suit, was, for Paul, “hypocrisy” (Galatians 2:13),
and Peter “stood condemned” (Galatians 3:11). 

Peter’s actions went against the important
“all” of Romans 1:16. The exclusion of any
from that “all” threatened the very heart of the
gospel. That is why Paul was willing to say that
anyone who preached a different gospel, even
if it were an angel from heaven, was “anath-
ema” (Galatians 1:8–9). The “different gospel”
was condemned because of its existential impli-
cations, namely the disruption of inclusiveness
and egalitarian fellowship. 

We see the same kind of concern in Paul’s
treatment of divisions in the church in
Corinth. In the first chapter of 1 Corinthians
he speaks of the various factions that divided
the church, and in chapter 11 he gives us a
hint as to what this factionalism meant in the
lived experience of the community. Again, it
involved a lack of table fellowship. Each fac-
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tion ate separately and refused to share their
food, so that some had plenty and others were
hungry (1 Corinthians 11:21). This breakdown
in Christian unity was so abhorrent that Paul
calls it “contempt for the church of God” (1
Corinthians 11:22). 

That this unity did not mean uniformity of
all practices is demonstrated when Paul tackles
a question put to him by the Corinthians (1
Corinthians 8–10). What about eating food of-
fered to idols? In the first-century world, meat
markets were generally adjacent to pagan tem-
ples and portions of most of the meat had been
a part of pagan sacrifice. Paul’s answer to their
question was neither a “yes” nor a “no,” but an
“it depends.” He takes three chapters to work
out the factors upon which “it depends.”  Only
at the end of chapter 10 does he get down to
the specifics.

In the first part of chapter 10 Paul makes
an important caveat. Christians are never to
participate in the idolatry or the sexual im-
morality of pagan worship (1 Corinthians
10:1–23). This would violate God’s law. No
amount of “it depends” would ever justify
such behavior. However, Christians didn’t
need to worry about what was sold in the
meat market. They could eat it. And if invited
to a non-Christian’s house for dinner, they
didn’t need to ask questions about whether
the food had been offered to an idol. But if a
sensitive host pointed out that they might not
want to eat certain food because it has been
offered to an idol, out of sensitivity to the
host, one should avoid it. And if eating would
be a stumbling block and hurt another person
for whom Christ died, the Christian with
knowledge, in the position of power, should
be willing to give up even legitimate rights
for the sake of that more vulnerable person
who might be injured.

Paul’s allowance for diversity on this issue is
especially remarkable because, according to
Acts 15, the Jerusalem Council, in which he
participated, voted to forbid eating food that
had been offered to idols, without offering any

exceptions (Acts 15:20, 29). Surprisingly, Paul
never mentions the Council or its decision in
this three-chapter discussion, even though 1
Corinthians was definitely written after the
Council. The issue is complicated, but it ap-
pears that Paul was willing to go against the
voted action of the Council. Perhaps he felt
that this voted policy was not necessary for all
time or for all places or for all situations. In this
case, for Paul, good sense appears to trump ad-
herence to voted policy.

When Peter followed the prompting of the
Holy Spirit in Acts 10 and baptized the uncir-
cumcised Cornelius and his household, Peter
also had to know that this was hardly within
the established practice of the early church at
that time. This was before the Jerusalem Coun-
cil. Therefore, it is hardly surprising that Peter
received criticism, as we see in Acts 11:2–3:

So when Peter went up to Jerusalem, the cir-
cumcised believers criticized him and said,
“You went into the house of uncircumcised
men and ate with them.”

Peter seemed to convince the critics, how-
ever, that his actions were justified when he
told them (in verse 17), “Who was I to think
that I could stand in God’s way?” He heard the
Spirit speaking and felt compelled to follow, in
spite of the current practice of the church.

Paul’s viewpoint is seen in another discus-
sion involving food, found in Romans 14–15.
Here there is no reference to food offered to
idols, but to the fact that some eat only vegeta-
bles and some eat meat.6 There is also some
kind of dispute involving days, perhaps fast
days.7 In Rome, people seem to be arguing
about what to eat and when to eat it.8

Paul refused to give a single “right answer”
to these Christians, but allowed for diversity of
practice. He says that believers should be fully
convinced in their own minds (Romans 14:5).
Probably some would have been concerned
that this was precisely the problem. The
Roman house churches needed Paul to tell
them what practice was correct. They needed
him to give them the “right” answer; to get
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them all doing the same thing; to bring them
into “unity.” But he didn’t do it. He told those
who were “more strict” (probably the meaning
of “weak” in his context)9 to stop judging the
“less strict,” and he told the “less strict” not to
look down with scorn on the “more strict.”
Each could continue their own practice. In
fact, those who were “more strict” were not to
violate their convictions and do what they did
not believe was right. And the less strict were
not to act in a way that hurt the “more strict.”
This diversity of practice was not to be a deter-
rent to unity, for unity did not mean everyone
doing it the same way, but it did mean wel-
coming each other even when they acted dif-
ferently. 

Paul’s commitment to freedom of conscience
was too great for him simply to give a “right
answer” for everyone. Convictions were impor-
tant and Christians needed to be free to follow
them. The key word in the discussion is “wel-
come” (προσλαµβανω). Paul begins in 14:1 by
commanding, “Welcome each other.” In verse
3, he proclaims that God has welcomed them.
At the end of the discussion in 15:7, he con-
cludes, “Welcome each other as Christ has
welcomed you.” They need not have all the
same convictions. They need not have the
same practice. But it was vitally important that
they have the same welcoming spirit of fellow-
ship and mutual caring.

According to Paul, Christians must be free
to follow their convictions, as long as those
convictions are within the framework of God’s
will. Idolatry, adultery, bigotry, and prejudice
are never within that framework. But the
framework could include a significant diversity
of practice as long as love, mutual respect, and
reverence for each other prevailed. As he says
in the middle of this discussion,

For the kingdom of God is not a matter of eating and
drinking, but of righteousness, peace and joy in the
Holy Spirit, because anyone who serves Christ in this
way is pleasing to God and receives human approval.
(Romans 14:17–18)

Of course, there were limits to inclusiveness
within the community as well. If a person stub-
bornly and willfully flouted God’s law and even
the standards of the pagan world, such as the
man who was living with his father’s wife in 1
Corinthians 5, the community needed to cut
off fellowship. But this was an extreme excep-
tion, and was for the purpose of awakening the
individual and bringing him back to his senses. 

In the normal experience of the church,
however, the mystery of God’s plan for unity
was actualized and became reality when Chris-
tians welcomed each other, respected each
other, and ate with each other, even when
practice, policy, and preference differed

Conclusion—Toward a Theology of Unity
The elucidation of a full theology of unity is be-
yond the scope of this paper. But we should note
several elements that this study concludes must
be part of any theology of unity.

First, a theology of unity must give witness
to the unity of God and all of creation. God
created a unified world filled with diverse life
forms who lived harmoniously within one
ecosystem, and although this unified world was
disrupted by human failure, the story of God’s
continuing faithfulness that permeates all of
Scripture, both Old and New Testament, must
be at the heart of any theology of unity.

Second, a theology of unity must take into
account the New Testament teaching about
God’s mysterious plan to unite all things in
Christ, as well as Jesus’ desire to see His disci-
ples united as one.

Third, a theology of unity must attempt to
understand Paul’s principled conviction, out-
lined in 1 Corinthians 9, that true unity could
only be achieved by allowing for diversity. This
is a great irony. Paul knew that trying to force
all Christians, both Jew and Gentile, into one
mold would ultimately destroy any real chance
for unity. It would cause separation. A theology
of unity will maintain this ironic tension.

Fourth, a theology of unity must take ac-
count of the actual, lived experience of the early
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church. How were these early Christians able to
live together even when policies and practices
differed so widely? And what were the kinds of
issues that threatened to destroy their living to-
gether in peace? How were these threats over-
come? Good theology is never merely
theoretical. It learns from real experience. 

Fifth, a theology of unity needs to include
the analysis of our present life together in
Christ. What are the elements that threaten
our unity? What elements in our culture are
analogous to issues like idolatry and adultery
where Paul does not allow for diversity, and
what elements are analogous to issues such as
circumcision and food where he vigorously de-
fends diversity?

Sixth, a theology of unity must explore the
concept of freedom in Christ. Paul admonishes
the believers in Rome who have different be-
havioral standards not only to welcome each
other, but also to allow each to follow their
own convictions. He teaches that it is wrong
to violate one’s convictions or to attempt to
force others to violate their convictions. A
sound theology of unity will also include a the-
ology of respect for freedom of conscience.

Seventh, a theology of unity will struggle
with the tension between individual integrity
and communal identity. How do we live to-
gether in unity, uphold the community’s iden-
tity, and maintain our own integrity? Perhaps
stories from our own Adventist history can
help us reflect on this dilemma.10

Eighth, a theology of unity should explore
the relationship of financial interdependence
to unity in the church. Paul gave high value to
the collection of funds from the Gentile world
for the poor in Jerusalem. Is financial interde-
pendence still important today, and if so what
forms should it take?

Finally, a theology of unity will benefit from
exploring the many metaphors for the church
found within the New Testament. These rich
images speak to a part of us that goes deeper
than words and should help us intuit the
depths of Christian unity.

Each of these issues would warrant a paper
in itself (if not a book). They are presented in
the hope that this paper will be a catalyst for
future study.

As we reflect on all these elements, we must
always remember two verses:

Hear O Israel, the Lord our God, the Lord is One
(Deuteronomy 6:4).

And:

With all wisdom and insight he has made known to
us the mystery of his will, according to his good
pleasure that he set forth in Christ, as a plan for
the fullness of time, to anakephalaiosasthai all
things in him, things in heaven and things on
earth. (Ephesians 1:8–10).

A Final Story
Since I’m a preacher, I have a hard time conclud-
ing without a story. Please indulge me this pas-
toral quirk.

When I pastored the Azure Hills Church in
California we had the largest Adventurer Club
in the North American Division. Over 200 four
to nine year olds. Can you imagine taking all of
them along with their parents camping? Our
leaders did it twice every year. One annual
weekend trip was to a beautiful campground on
the beach about three and half hours’ drive from
the church. A group of 300 to 400 would camp
from Friday through Sunday.

I couldn’t go for the whole weekend but,
when I finished preaching on Sabbath morning,
I would hop in the car with a sack lunch and
drive in time to be there for supper, sundown
worship, and s’mores around the campfire. 

Families in the group had quite different
convictions about Sabbath activities for the
kids. Before I came to the church they had
worked out a plan. They decided that every-
one should be able to follow their convictions,
and no one should be judged, scorned, or pres-
sured. They agreed that there would be op-
tions on Sabbath afternoon, and parents would
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decide which option their family would follow.
Some would go down to the beach and let
their kids go into the water. (The beach was
down a cliff from the camp and not immedi-
ately visible.) Others would go on a hike. Oth-
ers would play active Bible games. Every family
could choose its option. No one would criti-
cize anyone for the option they chose. And at
the end of the afternoon, they all came to-
gether for supper, and ate together in joyful
fellowship.

The people worked all this out among
themselves. They did it without pastoral 
involvement. And it worked. It has continued
to work over a period of almost twenty years. 
I can’t help but wonder, might the broader
church organization learn from the wisdom of
these faithful people in the local church? n
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T
he multi-ethnic, multi-convictional nature of the
early church, steeped in Greco-Roman religious-
philosophical ferment, defied efforts at uniformity
of practice. So strong were the consciences of par-

ticular groups that, in spite of the Church’s ruling at the
Jerusalem Council on certain practices, there remained resist-
ance. The Council ruled that Gentiles do not need to be cir-
cumcised, but it continued to be a factious issue. The Council
ruled that Gentiles should not eat meat offered to idols as they
used to before their conversion, but that, too, remained a fac-
tious issue.

Similarly, the Seventh-day Adventist church in a General
Conference session voted against the autonomy of any re-
gion of the world church to ordain women; but it still re-
mains a factious issue.

Apostle Paul addresses these divisive issues not by ap-
pealing to the ruling of the Jerusalem Council, but by ap-
pealing to the Abrahamic Covenant through which God
brings liberty. He strongly opposes enforcement of uni-
form practice on matters that have no spiritual virtue in
and of themselves (“weak and beggarly rudiments” [Gala-
tians 4:9]), calling such practices enslavement to the flesh
(Galatians 4:21–31; 1 Corinthians 3:3) or capitulating to
a “weak” conscience (1 Corinthians 8:7). Paul explains
that to live in covenant is not about rituals and traditions,
but about love for one’s neighbor, i.e., fair and equitable
relations in community fostering the bond of faith (Gal.
3:28; Romans 13). Like Jesus of Nazareth, Paul’s purpose
is to reinforce this fundamental ethic of the kingdom of
God vis-à-vis rituals and traditional practices. By this
careful ethical instruction of factious communities such as
Galatia, Corinth, and Rome, he calls the church to the
liberty in Messiah that enables it to embrace, without
rancor, diverse practices in the faith. 

In Galatians, Paul writes, “For freedom Christ has set you
free. Stand firm therefore and do not submit again to a yoke

of slavery.” This statement is a climactic point in a conversa-
tion on freedom of conscience which constitutes the letter
to the Galatians. I will discuss the question of liberty of con-
science in the context of this statement as it addresses fac-
tious issues in the early church, and reinforces the
fundamental ethic of the Kingdom of God as the only path
to unity. 

My thesis today is this: The New Testament teaching on
unity is a call to enter the new covenant experience of lib-
erty that frees the community from the need for conformity
to rituals and regulations that have no spiritual value in and
of themselves, but serve to keep it enslaved. 

I will in many places use the term “Messiah” instead of
“Christ.” Both terms mean the same, i.e., anointed specifi-
cally to mediate God’s liberating justice. However, the
general consciousness tends to recognize “Christ” as a
name rather than as the function that it is—messianic
function. 

Further, it becomes necessary to clearly explain the
use of the term “love” (agape–) in this paper. I use it syn-
onymously with justice—liberating or delivering justice.
Agape– is not at all rooted in emotion; but neither is it “sac-
rificial” as many denote it. The late Glen Stassen,
renowned ethicist and my mentor at Fuller Theological
Seminary, calls it “delivering love” which creates a just
community.1 According to him, the label “sacrificial”
“seems to misunderstand the significance of Jesus’ death.
Jesus did not sacrifice himself on the cross for the sake of
self-sacrifice. He died for the sake of delivering us from
the bondage of sin into community”2 so that we too may
practice delivering love.3 Love is the theme of the Ser-
mon on the Mount which Jesus identifies as doing to oth-
ers as you would have them do to you (Matt 7:12)—the
very demonstration of love for God (Matt 22:39; 1 John
4:20–21). It is the outworking of justice, towards commu-
nity well-being—shalom—the focus of Hebrew prophecy.

liberty of c
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It is that which makes the believing community perfect
as God is perfect (Matthew 5:48). In the Johannine writ-
ings, it is the new commandment (John 13:34–35; 1 John
2:7–11) which makes believers one, and demonstrates
who God is—nothing else. In the context of the Sermon
on the Mount, it is the narrow road that leads to life—the
central theme, as we shall see—of John, where Jesus calls
for unity. 

For Freedom Messiah Has Set You Free
“For freedom Christ has set you free. Stand firm therefore
and do not submit again to a yoke of slavery.”

This statement is the response call to Paul’s thesis: “a
person is not justified by works of law, but through faith
in Jesus Messiah” (Galatians 2:15). His teaching on
“righteousness” or “justification” in Galatians (and Ro-
mans) is his radical assertion that Gentiles who do not
subscribe to Jewish rituals and traditions have a right to
membership in the covenant community—the commu-
nity of the righteous. We so often use the term “right-
eousness by faith” when speaking of Paul’s soteriology,
and contrast that to “works of the law”; and we do so
with reference to personal sins. However, Paul’s message
is to a community, about how it conducts itself inter-rela-
tionally as people of the covenant. It is a message of in-
clusion and freedom of conscience. Five hundred years of
Reformation has silenced this conversation. However,
the late 1970s saw the rise of the New Perspective on
Paul (NPP) with the publication of E.P. Sanders’ Paul and
Palestinian Judaism.4 While the NPP may have sunk into
the background, it has heralded a new look at Paul’s con-
versation on “justification” through the lens of scripture,
rather than through the lens of the Reformation.
Thereby, today, strict biblical theological approach reads
Paul’s argument in the context of Second Temple Ju-
daism, the nature of the Jesus Movement, and the actual
issue he addresses. 

In light of this context, let me define these key, often
misunderstood, terms in Paul’s conversation—“righteous-
ness,” “faith,” and “works of law.”

First, “Righteousness”
The Greek terms which English translations render
“righteous” (dikaios), “righteousness” (dikaiosune–), and “jus-
tify” (dikaioo–) actually mean “just,” “justice,” and “give jus-
tice,” respectively, as in liberating justice. Dikaiosune– is the

Greek equivalent of the Hebrew tsedakah. Tsedakah is the
Hebrew prophetic plea against oppressive structures—
corruption, greed and the exploitation of the vulnerable.
It is a call for right relations in community as in doing to
others, so that all may live in peace and freedom. This is
the focus of Jesus’ Sermon on the Mount, summed up in
the golden rule (Matthew 7:12): hence his call “seek first
the kingdom of God and his justice” (Matthew 6:33). 

This is how Paul uses the term in his discussion of what
many understand as “righteousness by faith.”

Second, “Faith”
The term which translations render “faith” (pistis), actually
means “faithfulness.” (In Greek argumentation, the pistis is
the proof of, or faithfulness to, one’s claim). The phrase
“faith in Jesus Christ” (pistis tou Iesou Christou), both in the
Greek and in the context of Paul’s discussion, literally reads
“faithfulness of Jesus Messiah.” God’s people receive justice
through the faithful mediation of Messiah; and this is the ac-
tual meaning of the Abrahamic covenant in the context of
Jewish Messianic expectation. 

Third, “Works of Law”
Jews believed that only practicing Jews were heirs of the
Abrahamic promise, and as the covenant community, they
were inherently free (John 8:31). To access that freedom,
one had to become a practicing Jew—signified by the ritual
purity of circumcision with its accompanying rituals and
regulations. Paul calls these “works of law.” The conviction
about circumcision remained entrenched among Jewish
Jesus followers, including Peter, whom God confronted in a
radical vision to convince him to enter the house of an un-
circumcised Gentile (Acts 10). In fact, even after the Church
at Jerusalem Council ruled that Gentiles did not have to re-
ceive circumcision, Peter was still so intimidated by the
seemingly influential “circumcision faction” that upon their
arrival in Antioch where he used to eat with the Gentiles, he
led other Jews, including Paul’s ally Barnabas, to withdraw
from eating with Gentiles, perhaps for fear of losing his own
influence. And Paul calls him out on his hypocrisy (Gala-
tians 3:11–14). 

One may further understand this entrenchment in
light of the fact that the early church was a Judaic com-
munity; it was not a different religion. The Jesus Move-
ment was another rabbinic school, and Paul a rabbi doing
his work of instruction. 
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Unity in Diversity – the Path to Liberty
Paul does not dismiss the validity of his own Jew-
ish tradition (“Do we then overthrow the law…?”
[Romans 3:31b]); rather, he advocates the right of
Gentiles to the Abrahamic promise without hav-
ing to conform to Judaic tradition (“…he will jus-
tify the circumcised on the ground of faith and
the uncircumcised through that same faith” [Ro-
mans 3:30]). Gentiles who resist the very ritual
that ratifies the Abrahamic Covenant have a right
to that Covenant, because it is not ritual and legal
regulations but a spiritual experience—“circumci-
sion of the heart” (Romans 2:29)—that produces
just relations within a diverse community. If they
were to coerce the consciences of these new be-
lievers, that would prevent the community from
entering into the covenant experience of liberty. 

Both the coerced and the coercer are enslaved
to the flesh—the rudimentary elements of this
world—and that cannot bring true liberty.

A close examination of the context of the
use of the term “liberty” will demonstrate the
extent to which Paul (and as we will see, Jesus)
opposed the coercion of conscience in the in-
terest of “unity.” 

Liberty
The term Eleutheria (“freedom” or “liberty”), goes
as far back as the Ancient Greek city-state
Athens5 around the eighth century B.C.E. Its fun-
damental significance rests in whether one is liv-
ing free (eleutheros) as opposed to being a slave
(doulos).6 The doulos is someone else’s possession
and lives according to the dictates of someone
else’s will and conscience, while the eleutheros is
their own person.7 Eleutheria was a major issue in
the Hellenistic Roman age and fundamental to
the religious and philosophical zeitgeist of the
era. First-century Apocalyptic Judaism asserts
freedom through the Abrahamic Covenant, and
this liberty comes to full realization in a coming
Messianic age. Many Greeks sought, through the
pursuit of knowledge, liberation of the spirit from
the corruptible material world—the flesh (Paul
uses the term “flesh” to indicate slavery to rules
and regulations that have no inherent spiritual

virtue). The use of the term in Greek philosophy8

heralded an era that sought an alternative to au-
thoritative government and compulsive and ethi-
cally bankrupt religious traditions and rituals.
First-century Jewish Rabbis—Jesus of Nazareth,
the great scholar/professor Gamaliel, and Paul of
Tarsus, for example—all drew upon both the He-
brew prophetic and the Greek philosophical tra-
ditions. 

In a certain sense, Eleutheria (liberty) in Greek
philosophy goes hand in hand with justice
(tzedakah/dikaioune–) in Hebrew prophecy. Both
Jesus and Paul sought to reform the tyrannical le-
galistic/ritual-centric element of their own reli-
gious tradition by drawing upon these two
traditions. In their use of the terms eleutheria (lib-
erty) and dikaiosune– (justice) one observes the con-
fluence of Greek philosophical and Hebrew
prophetic traditions in the quest for liberty. 

So in this context, liberty does not stand alone.
It is inextricably connected to this very important
concept in the Hebrew scripture—justice 

Liberty and Justice
The statement “For freedom Messiah has set you
free…” is a declaration of God’s justice through
Messiah. Paul uses the allegory of Sarah and
Hagar (4:21–31) to indicate the extent to which
obsession with rituals and legal regulations en-
slaves the community, and the extent to which
unconditional acceptance for the other believer of
different conviction liberates it. 

You will of course remember that Hagar repre-
sents the Old Covenant experience that marks off
boundaries, and assumes that God’s vindication
comes only to a specific group identified by their
traditions. Sarah on the other hand represents the
new Covenant experience that frees the non-Jew
to stand before God with the assurance of God’s
faithfulness to the Abrahamic Covenant. Here is
an important understanding: Paul depicts Sarah as
he– eleuthera (the free woman) by quoting the Sep-
tuagint version of Genesis 21:10 where Sarah says
to Abraham, “Cast out the slave and her child; for
the child of the slave will not inherit with my son
Isaac.” But the passage he quotes in Genesis con-
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tains neither of the two terms at play in the conversation—
doulos (slave), and eleutheros (free). In fact, the word the Sep-
tuagint passage uses for slave is paidiske–s (“slave girl” or
“maid”). Paul maintains paidiske–s in the allegory. However, he
omits the phrase “my son Isaac” (Genesis 21:10) and he re-
places it with the phrase “the child of the free woman” (Gal
4:30). Here he inserts the term he– eleuthera (the free woman)
which is not present in the text from which he quotes. 

This is a pivotal point in Paul’s application of the Greek
philosophical concept of eleutheria. Hellenistic consciousness
personifies eleutheria as “lady liberty,” epitomized in the God-
dess Artemis. Artemis is “lady liberty,” who resists conven-
tional boundaries, roles, and rules that restrict her power,
and roams the forest with her aides protecting the vulnera-
ble from the tyranny of the powerful. 

In this allegory, Paul inserts the Greek idea of eleutheria,
making Sarah “lady liberty,” the representative of the Abra-
hamic Covenant.9 By this skillful rhetoric, the Greek idea of
eleutheria—liberation from tyrannical rule—becomes the most
important element in his conversation about justification. So
please understand that Paul’s conversation is not merely
about liberty. It is actually about justice. Do not forget this
as we move further into this study. 

Liberating Justice 
So Paul’s defense of radical diversity in Galatians makes the
case that the Abrahamic covenant is a covenant of liberating
justice, specifically with regard to the conscience, not only
for practicing Jews, but for everyone who accepts its Mes-
sianic fulfilment through Jesus of Nazareth. One can under-
stand this covenantal quest for liberty through two major
Jewish historical events—the Exodus, and the Maccabean
revolt under Syrian rule.

First, when Israel under Egyptian slavery cried out, God
heard their groaning and remembered the covenant with
Abraham (Ex 2:23–24). And God said to Moses, “Go to
Pharaoh and say to him, ‘thus says the Lord: Let my people
go, so that they may worship me [emphasis mine]’….” This is to
say God’s covenant is a covenant of justice: liberation from
slavery and oppression, and specifically the release of the
conscience from those who assume ownership of it. 

Second, in its primary10 context, Daniel 8:14 addresses the
Syrian enforcement of Greek culture upon the Jews, and the
desecration of the temple by Antiochus Epiphanes when he
offered up a pig to the god Zeus in the temple precinct lead-
ing to the Maccabean Revolt. The future passive of the verb

form of tzedakah (justice) appears in Daniel 8:14. (Remem-
ber, earlier I explained that tzedakah is the Hebrew prophetic
plea against oppressive systems—corruption, greed and the
exploitation of the vulnerable.) The Hebrew text of Daniel
8:14 actually says, “…unto 2,300 days then shall the sanctu-
ary be given justice” as in “given its rights.” Please don’t pass
this by. (The Septuagint uses the word “cleanse” [katharidzo–],
and that is appropriate in light of the desecration of the
temple, but it obscures the message of liberating justice in
the original Hebrew word from dikaioo– [“give justice”]). This
needs not take anything from the doctrine of the Sanctuary;
rather it ought to add depth to it when one understands that
in Second-Temple Judaism salvation is about the liberating
justice of the Abrahamic covenant mediated by Messiah.
Daniel 8:14 primarily applies to God’s Covenant of justice—
liberty—freedom of religious conscience. 

When Paul, an apocalyptic Jew,11 encountered the
Gospel in the embodiment of the risen Messiah, he became
convinced (through an unbiased revisit of the scriptures)
that this liberation was not only for practicing Jews. The
Sarah/Hagar allegory demonstrates the irony that the very
people God sets free by the promise of the Abrahamic
covenant are now in slavery (Galatians 4:25), because some
believe that enforcing and or conforming to a uniformity of
religious tradition and regulation is what defines them as
members of the community of the free. 

The poignant message in Galatians is that certain
practices rest entirely upon the personal convictions of
believers, and enforcement of these upon the church nur-
tures a state of enslavement rather than liberty in Mes-
siah. Paul further develops this idea in explicit terms of
liberty of conscience in 1 Corinthians and Romans, re-
garding meat offered to idols. 

Freedom of Conscience
“For why should my liberty be subject to the judgement of
someone else’s conscience?” (1 Corinthians 10:29).

This is a powerful rhetorical question to the Corinthian
enforcers of the Jerusalem Council regulation to abstain
from meat offered to idols. It suggests that the church’s rul-
ing on a matter that should be left entirely up to the con-
science may be more divisive than unifying. What Paul calls
for is not conformity to the rule. Rather he appeals to a con-
science that transcends the factious convictions regarding
the issue by invoking the Covenant ethic as he does in
Galatians—that is, liberating justice: love. 
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It is important at this point to clarify the
meaning of conscience in Paul’s conversation
about liberty.

Conscience
Suneide–sis: Of the thirty times that this term ap-

pears in the New Testament, it appears eight
times regarding the issue of meats sacrificed to
idols. While the word in ancient Greek philo-
sophical understanding denotes an internal guide
or judge, this internal guide receives instruction
from the external factors that form the totality of
one’s experience in the world. 

We have a tendency to think of conscience as
a personal thing, the little angel that sits on your
shoulder and whispers to you what is right and
what is wrong. But in fact, conscience arises from
the socio-historical experience that shapes one’s
consciousness. Nietzsche, in The Genealogy of
Morals,12 traces its origin to the promise between
autonomous individuals in the interest of their
survival. Sigmund Freud calls it the “superego”
which develops from the ethical restraint placed
on the individual by its social/cultural/religious
upbringing. The conscience arises from what
Hobbes, Locke, and Rousseau discuss as the “So-
cial Contract” that allows communities/groups to
regulate relationship and behavior for the welfare
and protection of all.13 These definitions coincide
with the compound structure of the Greek word
for “conscience,” suneide–sis—sun (together) and
eide–sis (knowing) literally meaning “knowing to-
gether” or “common idea.” In this sense, appropri-
ate synonyms for “conscience” are “consciousness”
or “conviction.” 

In the case of the believing community, the
conscience informs as to what constitutes right
conduct before God. The conscience is not neces-
sarily an automatic judge of what is absolutely right
or wrong; rather it judges one’s decision based on
what one understands to be right or wrong, given
one’s exposure in the world of knowledge and ex-
perience. This is why Paul acknowledges both the
“weak” conscience (1 Corinthians 8:7) and the
knowledgeable (1 Corinthians 8:9) in the issue of
meat offered to idols. 

The Weak Conscience and the Knowledgeable
The weak conscience lacks knowledge, and re-
mains bound to its native pagan culture, unable
to liberate itself from it in spite of the Gospel
teaching that “there is no God but one” (1
Corinthians 8:4). (“It is not everyone who has
this knowledge. Since some have become ac-
customed to idols until now, they still think of
the food they eat as food offered to an idol;
and their conscience being weak is defiled. [1
Corinthians 8:4–8]). It is unreflective, lacking
the will to examine whether a particular custom
“brings us close to God” (1 Corinthians 8:8).
Paul says that such people are condemned if
they eat because they do not act from faith
(Romans 14:23). The knowledgeable con-
science disassociates meat from the non-exis-
tent idol to which it was offered, (1 Corinthian
8:8, 9). Paul says, “I know and am persuaded in
the Lord Jesus that nothing is unclean in itself:
but it is unclean for anyone who thinks it un-
clean” (Romans 14:14). 

Contrary to popular preaching on this issue,
Paul does not favor the weak conscience over
the knowledgeable. While he asks the knowl-
edgeable to defer to the weak, he also asks the
weak not to trample the liberty of those who
eat (1 Corinthians 10:29). In Romans 14:2–4,
he states it even more forcefully: “Some believe
in eating anything, while the weak eat only
vegetables,”14 but whether one eats or abstains,
or observes or not observes a day above an-
other, as long as they do it “in honor of the
Lord” no one should judge them (Romans
14:1–6). Both the knowledgeable who disre-
gard the sensibility of the weak, and the weak
who impose their conscience on the knowl-
edgeable—both of these groups lack spiritual
maturity and remain bound to the flesh. (“…I
could not speak to you as spiritual people, but
rather as people of the flesh, as infants in
Christ…for you are still bound to the flesh” [1
Corinthians 3:2–3]). It is this spiritual immatu-
rity, not the diversity of conviction, that cre-
ates the disunity and keeps the church in a
state of spiritual bondage. 
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The Free Conscience: Knowledge and Love
Regarding the conscience, one can identify two levels of lib-
erty in the conversation about idol meat. The first level is
the level of knowledge or awareness. The second level is
love. According to Paul, knowledge without love is destruc-
tive to the body: “knowledge puffs up, but love builds up.”
(1 Corinthians 8:2). However, Paul believes that knowledge
is an important gateway to spiritual growth and liberty of
conscience. Those who lack knowledge he describes as “in-
fants in Christ” who are “not ready for solid food” because
they “are still of the flesh” (1 Corinthians 3:2–3). In Gala-
tians, those of the flesh are both the “circumcision faction,”
and those who comply. These are “in slavery” to rituals and
regulations, so that they will not accept diversity in the
faith. Paul aims to give such believers “solid food” when he
considers them ready for it (1 Corinthians 3:1–3). And as
we can see in his epistles, Paul does deliver the “solid food.”

“If you let yourself be circumcised, Christ is of no benefit to you”
(Galatians 5:2).
(Is Christ of any benefit to those who oppose women’s ordination?)

“If I partake with thankfulness, why should I be denounced, be-
cause of that for which I give thanks?” (1 Corinthians 10:30).
(Why do I denounce those who accept with thanksgiving by the
laying on of hands this rich resource of the church?)

…In the Lord, nothing is unclean in itself; but it is unclean for
anyone who thinks it unclean” (Romans 14:14).
(Are we of the New Covenant still bound by ritual purity regard-
ing blood [Lev. 12]?)

In the Lord, man is not independent of woman nor woman of
man…everything comes from God” (1 Corinthians 11:11–12).
(Is God the only head? Is human claim to headship a spiritual in-
sight, or is it man playing God?)

Solid food.
As Paul notes, not everyone “has … knowledge,” and not
everyone is at the same stage in their spiritual development
(Romans 14:1). There will always be diverse practices and
convictions in the faith; thus Paul calls the deeply divided
Corinthian community to a “more excellent way”—Love (1
Corinthians 12:31–13:13). Based on all that Paul has been
saying, this love is not conformity to the loudest voice.
Rather it is respect for all the voices of faith. In Romans, he

prefaces his appeal to accept the conviction of the other
thus: “Owe no one anything except to love one another…
love your neighbor as yourself…love is the fulfillment of the
law” (Romans 13:8–10). This mirrors his exhortation in
Galatians: “…the whole law is summed up in a single com-
mandment, ‘you shall love your neighbor as yourself’” (Gala-
tians 5:14). This is the context of Romans 2:13–15, where
he says that the conscience of the Gentiles who do not pos-
sess the law “bears witness to what the law requires”—“love
your neighbor as yourself.” As I noted above, the well-being
and safety of every person is the root of the conscience.
That is why, as Paul succinctly states it, one does not have
to have Torah to understand this timeless ethic.15 This re-
flects Jesus’ teaching on the Ten Commandments that they
are really about love, i.e., liberating justice. And this defines
love of God: “. . . the second commandment is like the first:
love your neighbor as yourself” (Matthew 22:39; cf. 1 John
4:20–21). Interestingly, the ancient Greco-Roman world is
renowned for its great piety16—its love for the gods—
demonstrated by elaborate rituals; but the culture was ethi-
cally bankrupt.17 The great philosophers arose to address
this ethical void. This same empty piety also existed in an-
cient Israel, hence prophetic oracles such as, 

I hate and despise your festivals, and take no delight in your solemn
assemblies (Amos 5:21). 

...who asked this from you? ... New moon and Sabbath and calling
of convocation ...my soul hates; they have become a burden to me
(Isaiah 1:12–14). 

But let justice roll down like waters and righteousness like an ever-
flowing stream (Amos 12–14).

Love for God depends not on ritual purity but upon the
extent to which the faith community accepts and regards
with respect each other in serving God through Messiah.
This is true liberty of conscience—the only path to Unity.

Now, it is important to understand that the issues of con-
science we have been discussing are not issues of morality,
but issues of ritual purity or cultic issues. And yet the very
fact that they are being forced upon members of the com-
munity is itself immoral because it violates the consummate
moral requirement—love/justice. Let us examine these cultic
issues in light of the issue that now threatens to divide the
Seventh-day Adventist church. 
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Rituals, Conscience and the Case of 
Women’s Ordination 
Paul believes and teaches that some stipulations
in scripture may be entirely a matter of con-
science, and therefore factious, and especially so
because of their purely ritualistic function: “Some
judge one day to be better than another, while
others judge all days to be alike. Let all be fully
convinced in their own mind. … I know and am
persuaded in the Lord that nothing is unclean in
itself….” (Romans 14:5,14). Nothing in the Old
Testament indicates that circumcision is not nec-
essary. But the Church came to terms with the re-
ality of a faith community that was no longer
purely Jewish. (This makes the case against a liter-
alistic application of scriptures that to Paul consti-
tutes a fixation to the flesh—a constant diet of
milk that impedes spiritual maturity.) 

Paul’s arguments suggest that a ruling of the
church may not produce spiritual fruit because of
the factious nature of the issue. When that ruling
is factious, i.e., when it violates the conscience of
some, the Church must appeal to a higher con-
science, which allows everyone to practice the
faith according to the dictates of their conscience
(“Let all be fully convinced in their own minds”
[Romans 14:5b]). 

In doing this, it fulfills the law “love your
neighbor as yourself” (Romans 13:8). It is vitally
important to point out here that the question of
women’s ordination, like the question of circum-
cision, is rooted in ritual purity. One is about the
foreskin and the other about blood (Lev 12). The
latter has bred an age-long misogynous culture
that remains consciously and unconsciously en-
trenched, especially in the religious institution. It
is old-covenant consciousness. This is why Paul
states in Galatians 3:28: “There is no longer Jew
or Greek...male and female….” This is New
Covenant liberty in Messiah.

In light of this, the case of the current issue
over women’s ordination is clearly a question of
conscience, and that on two levels. First, if one
approaches the scripture from a truly literalistic
standpoint, then it seems that the early church in
different regions acted according to conscience

regarding the function of women. For example,
women in Corinth and Rome functioned as
prophets, teachers, and apostles (1 Corinthians
11; Romans 16), while “brethren” in Ephesus
wanted them to shut up and go home to their
rightful roles as child-bearers (1Timothy 2). This
is one major reason why, after years of Bible study
by the Seventh-day Adventist church, there is yet
no conclusive consensus to prohibit the ordina-
tion of women. Some side with the “brethren” in
Ephesus, and some with the sisters and brothers
in Rome, based on their cultural inclinations. 

If all the lengthy studies commissioned by the
church conclude that the Bible does not prohibit
the ordination of women, the current issue as it
stands need not divide the church. If the early
church judged the ritual act of circumcision—a
clear scriptural mandate—to have no sanctifying
value in and of itself, then even more so the ques-
tion of women’s ordination that has no clear
scriptural mandate. The compulsion to conform
to the conscience of one faction in the church in-
dicates that the community as a whole has yet to
achieve freedom of conscience toward spiritual
maturity. In the context of Galatians, this inability
to accept differences in this matter of conscience,
leaves us in slavery, bound to flesh and unable to
fully access the freedom that comes through Mes-
siah. There can be no unity if the conscience of
one group is allowed to coerce that of another.

Liberty and Unity in Christ
Let me now conclude by showing you that Jesus’
prayer for oneness among believers in John 17:21
comes in the context of liberty similar to what I
have been talking about in the writings of Paul. 

According to John, Jesus states, “If you con-
tinue in my word you are truly my disciples, and
you will know the truth, and the truth will set you
free” (John 8:31). This proclamation emerges
from the overarching theme of love in the Johan-
nine writings (John, 1, 2, & 3 John). John couches
all the Jesus sayings about truth and love in the
context of the Abrahamic Covenant. It is in this
context that we get a true understanding of Jesus’
prayer that the believing community “be one”
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(John 17:21). What makes them one is love for
one another.

In John, the audience of Jesus’ statement on
truth and freedom comprises Jews “who had be-
lieved in him.” Their response is to defend their
inherent freedom through the Abrahamic
Covenant (John 8:33) but Jesus replies that their
actions do not demonstrate that they really grasp
the freedom that the Covenant offers: “If you
were Abraham’s children, you would be doing
what Abraham did, but you are trying to kill me
(8:40) … because there is no place in your heart
for my word” (8:37). The central passage in John’s
writings reflects Paul’s interpretation of the Abra-
hamic covenant in Galatians and Romans: “For
God so loved the world that he gave his only
Son, so that anyone who believes … may have
eternal life” (John 3:16). God’s covenant of justice
is one of love for all who accept the promise
through Messiah, not just for a particular group
who lives according to certain rules and regula-
tions. According to John, the truth Jesus speaks of
is the truth of God’s love and the believer’s
faith(fullness) to it, namely to love one another. 

I give you a new commandment, that you love one an-
other…. By this everyone will know that you are my
disciples, if you have love for one another (John 13:34;
cf. 1 John 4:21). 

This is the message that we have heard from him and
we proclaim to you, that God is light…. Whoever
loves a brother or sister lives in the light (1 John 1:5;
2:10).

Love brings the believing community into lib-
erating justice and, thereby, it lives out the very
faith(fullness) of Messiah. Love is the truth that
sets us free.

Jesus prays that the believing community “be
one” (John 17:21) as a testimony to the world of
the love of God (“…so that the world may know
that you have sent me and have loved them as
you have loved me” [John 17:23]) In the light of
the Abrahamic Covenant, the oneness for which
he prays is not conformity to rules that do not

even reflect love. Jesus was killed precisely be-
cause rather than conforming to the letter of the
law, he taught and lived its spirit—namely love:
(“…in everything, do to others as you would have
them do to you…” [Matthew 7:12]). 

Love is the truth that brings true freedom and
unites all believers in Christ. Jesus invites the be-
lieving community into a deeply spiritual experi-
ence—the very Christ experience. According to
John, to love is to abide in God (1 John 4:16), to
be “begotten from God” (1 John 4:7), and to pass
from death into life (1 John 3:14). This is to say
that the believing community may also become
one with God as Jesus and God are one. This is
the “in Christ” experience of true liberty into
which Paul invites the church: 

In Christ “there is no longer Jew or Greek…slave or
free…male and female…” (Galatians 3:28).

In Christ, woman is not independent of man or man…
of woman…all things come from God (1 Corinthians
11:11–12). (God is the only head.)

In Christ “nothing is unclean in itself” (Romans
14:14).

The tendency to strive over these temporal
things stems from our earthly limitations. Paul
shows the factious community in Corinth a “more
excellent way”—love (See 1 Cor. 12:31–13:13), be-
cause it is the only thing that outlasts our partial
earthly understanding: “For now we see in a mirror
dimly…now I know only in part….” In Christ,
fear of uncertainty subsides and we rest in the
mystery of God’s being: “…I put an end to child-
ish ways.” Such an experience cannot be voted,
legislated, or coerced. It requires spiritual disci-
pline, and instruction in the true spirit of scriptures
through responsible Christ-filled exemplary disci-
pleship. It requires a focus on growing members
that is at minimum equal to that of growing mem-
bership. This is hard, much harder than enforcing
conformity to the “elementary rudiments” of our
individual consciences. But it is the road on which
Jesus Messiah invites the church: 
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Enter through the narrow gate; for the gate is wide and
the road is easy that leads to destruction, and there are
many who take it. For the gate is narrow and the road
is hard that leads to life, and there are few who find it.

“I know, and am persuaded in” Messiah, that
this is the path to freedom.  n
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Introductory Remarks

F
reedom is a precious commodity. It is at the heart of
the Christian message and is the basis for a
Christian way of life. Jesus stressed that freedom
is a vital aspect of discipleship. He is the Truth.2

And we are told that as we follow Him, “the Truth [i.e. Jesus
Christ] will set us free.”3 But what is this true freedom that
people can experience through their relationship with
Christ? It clearly has an important spiritual component,
but must also have practical implications. How does the
freedom that Christ gives translate in how we live our
faith and in how we relate to others who practice their
faith differently from how we do?

Our modern understanding of religious freedom is em-
bedded in our conviction that all human beings share some
basic, inalienable rights. These have been codified in the
United Nations Declaration of Human Rights (1948). It was
agreed by most nations on earth, that all men, women, and
children have these universal rights, regardless of where they
live, and irrespective of their gender, sexual orientation, eth-
nicity, and political or religious persuasion. Since then, sev-
eral other pieces of international legislation have been added,
dealing more specifically with certain individual rights.

These human rights documents cover a wide spectrum.
There are security rights that stress the sanctity of the
human body and protect people against such crimes as mur-
der, massacre, genocide, torture, and rape. Political rights
guarantee the liberty to freely participate in political activi-
ties, the right to express oneself freely, and the right to take
part in protests. Other rights ensure that each person is enti-
tled to due legal process and cannot be imprisoned without
trial or be subjected to abuses of the legal system. In addi-
tion, the welfare rights (or economic rights) stipulate that
every person must have access to education and must be
protected against severe poverty or starvation. The rights
that guarantee equal citizenship for all, emphasizing total
equality before the law and forbidding every form of dis-
crimination, have come increasingly to the forefront in re-

cent years, especially in Western countries which have ex-
perienced an influx of large numbers of immigrants.4

In the context of our present discussion, article 18 of the
Universal Declaration is of prime importance:

Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and reli-
gion; this right includes freedom to change his religion or belief, and
freedom, either alone or in community with others and in public or
private, to manifest his religion or belief in teaching, practice, wor-
ship and observance.5

When dealing with freedom of conscience and freedom
of religion, a few aspects stand out.

1. The inner freedom that the Christian can experience
when he lives “in Christ.”

2. The freedom to believe and worship as one chooses.
3. The issue of separation between church and state.
4. The absence of coercive measures by the church.
5. The absence of coercive measures by the state.

Great progress has been made in ensuring a greater de-
gree of freedom of religion and conscience in most parts of
the world. A major step forward was made during the Sec-
ond Vatican Council when the Roman Catholic Church for-
mally accepted the right to religious freedom of all people.6

But much remains to be done. 
In our present discussion of various aspects of religious

freedom we must first of all recognize that our contempo-
rary concept of religious liberty is of relatively recent origin.
In ancient times in particular, areas of the world were mostly
ruled by a system of theocratic absolutism, in which the
rulers were often venerated as divine figures. And we must
also accept the tragic fact that ever since Christianity came
on the scene “religion and freedom have not been natural al-
lies.”7 In most of Christian history we see a serious lack of
religious freedom. Although through the ages the church
regularly insisted that it should be free from all control of
temporal rulers, the reality was usually rather different. Free-
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dom of the church from the control by the state may be an
important part of our modern view of religious freedom, but
it was long in the making. Scholars disagree whether politi-
cal philosophers or theologians were the primary movers in
the process of establishing a theoretical framework to un-
dergird freedom of conscience and religion.8 Fact is, that
some religious thinkers did underline the primacy of the in-
dividual conscience and this certainly had a major impact
on the theories of religious rights that gradually developed.

Often the church’s demand of freedom from coercion by
the state was not accompanied by a generosity to grant full
freedom to individuals to follow their own conscience and
to make their own religious choices. For many centuries the
church was frequently inclined to organize the suppression
and even the persecution of its own dissident members.9

In theory, the church usually upheld the notion that non-
Christians could not be forced to convert to Christianity,
but in actual practice this principle was often ignored. The
official policy of the medieval church was that Jews should
be free to exercise their own religion, but in this respect the
practice was often also quite different.

Although a lot has been achieved in defending and safe-
guarding religious freedom around the world, several organ-
izations—such as the United States Commission on
International Religious Freedom—still regularly report nu-
merous infringements and point to dozens of countries
where religious freedom remains an illusion.10 And even in
our “free” Western world there is good reason to remain
alert, as individuals and organizations may still ride
roughshod over the religious rights of individuals or unpop-
ular groups.

Among these introductory remarks, we must also men-
tion that religious freedom is more than indifference as to
what people believe and goes beyond mere tolerance. This is
an important point to remember in our twenty-first-century
world, in which the attitude of many people towards other
religions is at best one of tolerance, rather than of genuine
respect for their religious freedom. In many areas in the
world the relationship between Christians and Muslims is at
best one of (often state-enforced) toleration. But, as Dr. Bert
B. Beach, a well-known Adventist champion of religious
freedom, once stated: “Tolerance implies that freedom of re-



ligion and belief is not really an intrinsic right, but that soci-
ety in a spirit of beneficence may grant a privilege to that
what is not wholly approved of, or possibly even suspect.”11

The Reformation and Religious Freedom
In this year in which the world commemorates Luther’s first
public step on the path of the Reformation, it is more than
fitting to ask the question: How does our modern view of religious
freedom compare with the understanding of the magisterial sixteenth
century Reformers? Let us first briefly look at Luther’s thinking
about religious freedom.

In 1520 Martin Luther wrote his foundational treatise
about man’s freedom—On the Freedom of a Christian.12 Al-
though it is clear that Luther felt strongly about the need for
freedom from the papal yoke and from the non-biblical
teachings of the Roman Catholic Church—which is espe-
cially clear in his dedicatory letter to Pope Leo X, that intro-
duces his pamphlet—On the Freedom of a Christian is mainly
about the inner freedom of the Christian. He states two
propositions as his point of departure: “A Christian man is
the most free lord of all, and subject to none; a Christian
man is the most dutiful servant of all, and subject to every-
one.” Two paragraphs further on he clarifies this, as follows:
“We first approach the subject of the inner man, that we
may see by what means a man becomes justified, free, and a
true Christian; that is, a spiritual new, and inward man.” 

For Martin Luther the freedom of the Christian is funda-
mentally freedom from the law. The person who is really free,
“has no need of works, neither has he need of the law, and, if
he has no need of the law, he is certainly free from the law . .
. no one should need the law or works for justification and
salvation.” That does not mean that the Christian has a li-
cense to do “bad” things, but “his works are to be done freely,
with the sole object of pleasing God.” A modern Lutheran
author commented, “Here is an early Lutheran document . . .
filled, nay, rather bursting at the seams with the universal,
law-free gospel of God’s mercy and therefore of justification
by grace through faith on account of Christ alone.”13

With regard to the relationship between church and
state, Luther built on Augustine’s doctrine of the two king-
doms—both of which God created, albeit with different
roles. Both church and state have their own spheres, but
Luther did not want total separation. The state should pro-
vide protection for the believers, while Luther also allowed
civil rulers a degree of control over ecclesiastical matters.
(Luther himself was provided protection after the Diet of

Worms by Elector Frederick, and remained for some time
under an assumed name, Squire George, in the Wartburg
Castle.) There is considerable justice in these words: “De-
fenders of the free-church principle have, with some fair-
ness, concluded that eventually this doctrine of the two
realms created a persecuting Lutheran state church.”14

Lutheranism spread widely in parts of Europe, but not
uniformly so. And whether or not one became a Lutheran
Christian was, in many cases, not the individual’s free deci-
sion. Much depended on whether or not the ruler in a par-
ticular area had converted to Lutheranism. The Peace of
Augsburg in 1531 was concluded between the Emperor
Charles V and the Schmalkaldic League (an alliance of Ger-
man Lutheran princes). Rulers could choose whether their
region would be Roman Catholic or Lutheran. This settle-
ment is summarized in the formula: Cuius Regio, Eius Religio.
Calvinism was not legally recognized until the Peace of
Westphalia in 1648.15

In Germany, Lutheranism had achieved a position of
equality alongside Catholicism. But, in the Scandinavian
countries, Lutheranism would fully replace Catholicism as
the established church. Until recently, almost the entire
populations of the Scandinavian countries belonged to the
Lutheran State Church.16 In recent decades, the Lutheran
church in the Nordic countries lost this privileged status. 

In Calvin’s thinking, church and state were also closely
connected. The state, Calvin argued, must be subjected to
the church and Christian statesmen are to defend true doc-
trine.17 However, only in a few countries did Calvinism be-
come the “established” religion, Scotland being the most
prominent example.

A Free Will?
Both Luther and Calvin were opposed to the concept of a
free will. When Desiderius Erasmus published his booklet
entitled On the Freedom of the Will, Martin Luther responded
with On the Bondage of the Will (1525).18 Luther denied that
man has a free will and can freely choose either good or evil,
since sin incapacitates human beings from taking any step
towards salvation. It is often not sufficiently recognized that
not only Calvin, but also Luther, believed in double predes-
tination, even though Luther did not emphasize it quite as
much as Calvin did.19 Calvin refuted the idea of a free will at
length in the second book of his monumental Institutes of the
Christian Religion.20 (Adventists feel much more akin to the
views about the human free will of the Radical Reforma-
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tion21 and of what would later be called the
Arminian tradition.)

The rather intolerant attitude of the Reformers
towards the “mother church” that they had left is
well known; but we must also note the harsh dis-
ciplinary measures against those in their own
ranks who held theological positions they
deemed heretical. Calvin’s approval for the execu-
tion of Michael Servetus in 1553 because of his,
in Calvin’s view, erroneous teachings on the doc-
trine of the Trinity and on the doctrine of bap-
tism, is a sad example,22 and his refusal to extend
freedom of religion to those who preached or
practiced “heresies” is likewise well known.
Luther’s relationship with the more radical re-
former (and his former friend) Andreas Carlstadt,
who was to be banished from Saxony by Freder-
ick the Wise, is a clear illustration of Luther’s in-
tolerance with regard to alternative theological
views.23 Luther’s unrelenting anti-Semitism is also
well documented.24 Thus Luther manifested a re-
grettable inconsistency in his approach to free-
dom. We would have expected something else
from the man who in 1521 stated before the Diet
of Worms: “To act against our conscience is nei-
ther safe for us or open to us. On this I take my
stand. I can do no other. God help me.”25

Mixed Feelings About the Reformers
Seventh-day Adventists are very positive with re-
gard to many aspects of the work of the six-
teenth-century Reformers. But Martin Luther, by
and large, received a much more positive press in
the Adventist Church than John Calvin, even
though Calvinism was a much stronger force in
American nineteenth-century religion than
Lutheranism. Perhaps the clearest illustration of
this is found in the way the two Reformers are
treated in Ellen G. White’s book The Great Contro-
versy.26 Not only did she devote far more pages to
Luther than to Calvin, but she also appears to be
much more positive about Luther than about the
Reformer from Geneva. 

With regard to Calvin, Ellen White states, “For
nearly thirty years Calvin labored at Geneva, first
to establish there a church adhering to the moral-

ity of the Bible, and then for the advancement of
the Reformation throughout Europe. His course as
a public leader was not faultless, nor were his doc-
trines free from error.”27 A little further in the same
book she spoke in no uncertain terms about the
“monstrous” Calvinist doctrine of predestination.28

Compare this with the glowing accolade to Mar-
tin Luther: “Foremost among those called to lead
the church from the darkness of popery into the
light of a purer faith stood Martin Luther. Know-
ing no fear but the fear of God, and acknowledg-
ing no foundation for faith but the Holy
Scriptures, Luther was the man for his time.”29 And
when referring to Luther’s appearance before the
Diet of Worms, Ellen White comments, “Thus
stood this righteous man upon the sure foundation
of the word of God. The light of heaven illumi-
nated his countenance. His greatness and purity of
character, his peace and joy of heart, were mani-
fest to all as he testified against the power of error
and witnessed to the superiority of the faith that
overcomes the world.”30

But Adventists are critical with respect to a
number of the positions of the Reformers. They
do, for instance, not support the views of the Re-
formers with regard to various aspects of freedom.
They agree with Luther that we are “free from the
law” in the sense that our salvation is sola gratia,
but they would be hesitant to talk about freedom
from the law in the way Luther does. Adventists
stress the limitations of the law, but also underline
that the law, in Paul’s words, is “holy, righteous
and good,” and still plays an important role in the
Christian life.31

Another area where Adventists find it difficult
to appreciate these magisterial Reformers is in the
area of their understanding of man’s free will, as
we already noted earlier.

Likewise, when we use our modern concept of
freedom of conscience and religion as the stan-
dard for measuring the approach of the Reform-
ers, we must conclude that they fall far short of
our ideals. Some have maintained that Luther re-
placed Catholic religious persecution with Protes-
tant oppression and persecution. We already
referred to the classic example of Calvin’s intoler-
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ance—the case of Servetus—but his harsh enforcement of
very strict discipline in Geneva is also a far cry from what
we would call religious freedom.

The Radical Reformation and Its Abiding Influence
Adventists disagree with both Luther and Calvin (as well as
Zwingli) with respect to the relationship between church
and state. On this issue Adventists are also much closer to
the Radical Reformation tradition, which would be the
dominant philosophy of the so-called “free” Protestant
churches, and became the basis of the American principle of
full separation between church and state.32

Some groups in Reformation times were more “radical”
than the “magisterial” Reformers, and their associates. The
Anabaptists were the most important branch of the so-called
“Radical Reformation.”33 They rejected the kind of close as-
sociation between church and state that would lead to the es-
tablishment of “state churches” or “established churches” in a
number of European countries. They were opposed to the
territorial system of the Lutherans and were also opposed to
any participation in warfare and the swearing of oaths. 

The Radical Reformation provided the immediate roots for
movements such as the Mennonites, the Quakers and the
Baptists. In many ways modern evangelicalism—and, indi-
rectly also Seventh-day Adventism—can trace some of its
major ideas to the Radical Reformation. The Anabaptists in-
sisted that believers’ baptism was the only valid mode of en-
trance into the church, which they conceived of as a visible
community of committed Christians. They were staunch de-
fenders of the individual’s free will as the basis for accepting
or rejecting the salvation that Christ offers. They interpreted
the communion service in purely symbolic terms, and in some
cases reintroduced foot washing as a rite that precedes the
communion. Several views of this Radical Reformation also
became part and parcel of Adventist beliefs and practices, to a
large extent through the early Methodist connections.34

Adventist Interest in Freedom of Religion
Seventh-day Adventism originated and developed in a nine-
teenth-century North American context. It is important to
remember that from its inception American Protestantism
had a distinctly Calvinist flavor. Most settlers in the Ameri-
can Mid-Atlantic region and in New England were Calvin-
ists, including the English Puritans, the French Huguenots,
the Dutch settlers of New Amsterdam (New York), and the
Scotch-Irish Presbyterians of the Appalachian back country.

The majority of the newcomers had Calvinist roots, while
the Lutherans accounted for only five percent of the popula-
tion.35 Most successful among the so-called “free churches”
were the Baptists and the Methodists, whereas the percent-
age of Roman Catholics would also steadily increase as the
nineteenth century progressed.36

One significant factor is, undoubtedly, that America was
greatly affected by two powerful waves of revivals, in the
eighteenth and nineteenth century respectively. This had a
significant effect on Calvinist thinking in America, in particu-
lar with regard to the fundamental doctrine of predestination.
This teaching proved to be a very “contentious” doctrine.37

Arminian influences that had come from Europe had already
convinced many that this basic Calvinist tenet was not cor-
rect, but the revivalist preaching, that emphasized “free will,”
in an often very popular manner, also had a profound influ-
ence.38 The fact that the very idea of predestination did not fit
well with the American idea of choosing and working hard to
reach one’s own destiny, should also be mentioned. 

Many immigrants (“pilgrims”) to North America had suf-
fered religious persecution in Europe. But this did not mean
that in their new country they would always favor full reli-
gious freedom and total separation of church and state.
There were, however, some significant developments in
colonial America as the initial supremacy of “established”
churches came increasingly under fire.39 Roger Williams, a
Puritan-turned-Baptist-leader “was perhaps the foremost
spokesman for religious freedom in seventeenth-century
America.”40 We might also mention the relative freedom
granted to Roman Catholics in the state of Maryland,41 as
well as the struggle for religious freedom by the Quakers in
the state of Massachusetts.42

The American Revolution brought political freedom from
Great Britain, but also resulted in many changes in the area
of church and religion. The churches faced the challenge to
“adjust to the ideology of democratic republicanism that had
driven the war.”43 The new republic, of course, needed a
constitution. This Constitution was signed on September
17, 1787. The First amendment of the US Constitution took
effect in 1791. It stipulated that “Congress shall make no law
respecting the establishment of religion or prohibiting the
exercise thereof.” The question may well be raised, however,
“how the First Amendment came to coexist with what, from
a modern vantage point, looks like a thorough intermingling
of church and state.”44 Church historian Knoll reminds us,
however, that “the colonial background of the new states
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was so overwhelmingly Protestant that it was sim-
ply assumed that such things as Sunday legisla-
tion, laws prohibiting atheism and promoting
public morals . . . were appropriate.”45

Adventism—a new, Sabbath-keeping religious
movement, that originated in this nineteenth-cen-
tury Sunday-keeping context—could expect to
meet with considerable opposition. This explains
why almost from the beginning Adventism would
be strongly interested in the promotion of full reli-
gious freedom and of a total separation between
church and state. The early Adventists saw some
large dangers looming. In 1864, a group of “zeal-
ous opponents of the growing secularization in
the United States” established the National Re-
form Association. Their aim was to convince Con-
gress that the state should enforce the general
principles of Christianity. To begin with, God
should be put into the Constitution. They failed in
their plans, but then, from 1874 onwards, shifted
gears, emphasizing legalized Sunday observance. 

In some states Sunday laws were enacted, re-
sulting in the persecution of the violators of these
laws. In the 1880s, some hundred Adventists were
either given jail sentences, or condemned to en-
forced labor, or fined. Things came further to a
head when, in 1888, Senator Henry Blair of New
Hampshire— unsuccessfully, notwithstanding a gi-
gantic petition drive—tried to make Congress
adopt a national Sunday law.46 It was in this cli-
mate that Ellen G. White wrote The Great Contro-
versy47 and developed an end-time scenario that, in
many ways, was a reaction to the lack of freedom
many Seventh-day Adventists were very con-
cretely experiencing in the opposition from other
Christians. At the same time, in the entire Protes-
tant world in the USA, anti-Catholicism was fed
by the millions of immigrants from Catholic coun-
tries, who constituted an economic as well as reli-
gious threat. In addition, the United States itself
was also seen as a future persecuting power. 

Early on—in 1889—the Adventists decided to
establish the Religious Liberty Association. It
stated as its key principle that civil governments
do not have the right to legislate on religious
matters, and it underlined the importance of com-

plete freedom of conscience.48 Ever since, the
promotion of religious liberty, through its depart-
ment49 and through independent organizations,
has been an important concern for the Adventist
Church. The International Religious Liberty As-
sociation (IRLA) was established in 1946, at the
initiative of the Adventist Church. It is headquar-
tered in the Adventist head office in Silver Spring,
but enjoys the participation of many non-Adven-
tists experts.50 The religious liberty efforts of Ad-
ventists have focused on protecting the religious
rights of Adventist believers, but not exclusively
so, as it recognizes that all people must enjoy full
religious freedom.

Issues and questions
Looking at where we are today with regard to re-
ligious freedom, Adventist are entitled to some
sense of pride and satisfaction. Their ideas of
what religious freedom means have matured and
their efforts—both by public events and by silent
diplomacy—to promote it have often paid off,
and Adventist contributions in this domain have
been recognized by many. 

Adventists have traditionally been very hesi-
tant—to put it euphemistically—to get involved in
interfaith or interdenominational projects, but
they have been more than willing to cooperate
with other faith communities with regard to hu-
manitarian and developmental projects, and in
the promotion of religious freedom. 

As we discuss this topic of religious freedom
during this conference, a few important issues
come to mind.

1. Unfortunately, among Adventists, the convic-
tion that liberty of conscience and of religion
should be recognized as an essential right of
every person is not always matched by a gen-
uine interest in what others actually believe.
Often Adventists continue to cherish stereo-
typical views of what other faith communi-
ties stand for, or to hold on to facts that are
no longer accurate.51 The traditional Adven-
tist understanding of the Roman Catholic
Church and of the Protestant churches as
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apostate communities, has all too frequently led to dis-
respectful statements and unbecoming conduct towards
those who believe differently from what we believe in.
It would, in my view, show a mature Christian attitude
if we would not just grant others the right to worship
and believe as their conscience dictates, but also show
respect and a greater willingness to understand what
they stand for, and to give praise where praise is due.

2. With regard to another major issue that arises when we
look at the “freedom of a Christian” in its most funda-
mental sense, we turn once again to what Martin
Luther wrote in his 1520 booklet on the Freedom of a
Christian. Where Luther’s views on “freedom of the law”
tended to undervalue the role of God’s law in the life
of the Christian, Seventh-day Adventists have often
erred in the other direction and have not sufficiently
understood and experienced the true Christian free-
dom that is based on an adequate understanding of jus-
tification by faith. In spite of the debate in
Minneapolis in 1888 and its aftermath (and other de-
velopments since), the problem of legalism52 has re-
mained an ever-present danger. “Christ our
Righteousness” must remain the basis for a correct un-
derstanding of the doctrine of salvation and of the
concept of justification by faith. 

This is, in my view, even a more essential point
today than in much of our Adventist past, considering
the increasing popularity of the so-called “Last Gener-
ation Theology,” with its dangerous emphasis on per-
fectionism—and its often undue stress on the human
role in the salvation process. This alternative theology,
which was fiercely presented by M. L. Andreasen,53

has in recent years been vigorously promoted by a
number of (mainly independent) ministries and also
clearly present in the writings and sermons of some of
our world leaders. Here, Luther should remind us of
the true freedom that comes when we reject any tint of
legalism, and live freely on the basis of justification by
faith. In my view the “Last Generation Theology” leads
many adherents to doubt or deny that our salvation is
only and completely based on the merits of Christ.

3. Freedom of conscience and the freedom to express
one’s beliefs can be a complicated issue. How much
freedom can a denomination tolerate with regard to di-

versity in religious and doctrinal views, on the part of
its leaders and ministers and its members?54 To put it
concretely in the context of recent developments in
Adventism: Do Adventist church members have to agree with
every detail of all the Twenty-eight Fundamental Beliefs, in order
to qualify as “true” Adventists? If not, at what point
may/should the church organization introduce sanc-
tions (church discipline), or refuse to further recognize
a person’s membership? 

It seems to me that there is no doubt that one can-
not be a Christian unless one accepts the basic tenets
of the Christian faith. Likewise, it becomes meaning-
less to claim to be an Adventist Christian, when deny-
ing the basics of the Adventist teachings. There must
be certain parameters, within which one must stay.
There may not be enough dialogue in many places in
the church about what these “basics” consist of. Yet,
there seems to be a reasonably broad consensus that,
for instance, the Sabbath doctrine is more “basic” than
the distinction between “clean” and “unclean” food, or
that Christ’s second coming is a more vital belief than
the identity of the “beast from the earth.”55

In actual practice there has always been, and still is, both
a considerable degree of consensus and a considerable
amount of theological diversity in the Adventist Church.
Most Adventist church members consider some degree of
diversity to be acceptable. In fact, it might (justifiably, I
think) be argued that a fair degree of diversity is not only in-
evitable but even desirable in an organization that is alive.
But the question is: How much of such diversity can be toler-
ated without losing the necessary degree of unity?56 Many
would suggest that requiring absolute uniformity in our as-
sent to all doctrines is unnecessary and undesirable. More-
over, it goes against the genius of Adventism, which in its
formative years—and also beyond those—showed a consid-
erable degree of diversity, also in doctrinal matters. I, for
one, lament the recent attempts at codifying in ever more
detail what a “real” Adventist must believe. This is, in my
view, a form of coercion that limits the freedom a follower
of Jesus must be able to experience.

Related to this point is the gradual growth of the church’s
corpus of policies. A few decades ago the General Confer-
ence Working Policy was a 250–300 page book. Over time it
has grown into a tome with a multiple number of pages. In it-
self, the creation of extra policies and making further refine-
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ments is not limiting the freedom of the church
workers and the church members. In fact, some
policies may protect that freedom. A problem
arises when policies receive a status that is almost
on a par with church doctrine and when one ec-
clesial body claims to provide the only correct in-
terpretations of those policies—as is the case with
some policies that directly or indirectly impact on
the debate on the ordination of female pastors. 

It would seem (to me and many others) that
church entities below the General Conference
level ought to have considerable freedom to
adapt policies to their regional or local circum-
stances. In San Antonio that freedom was denied
to those world regions that wanted to have the
possibility of ordaining women pastors. The very
reason why the church towards the end of the
nineteenth and at the beginning of the twentieth
century decentralized church authority, by creat-
ing a series of other church bodies (unions and
later divisions) with considerable authority, was
to make regional and local adaptations of ecclesial
practices possible. There is a feeling on the part
of many that this freedom to adapt rules and reg-
ulations has in recent years been limited.

Academic Freedom
Another question that has become quite urgent is
the matter of academic freedom. How much space
can be given to those who teach theology in the
Adventist colleges and universities? Few will deny
that there must be some parameters as to what is
acceptable and what is not, however difficult it
may be to reach a consensus in this matter. The
educational institutions that are operated by the
denomination must retain their Adventist identity
(whatever that exactly is must continue to be a
topic for dialogue!). But it would seem that there
are tendencies in the church to go overboard in
controlling everything that happens in the theo-
logical departments of our institutions of higher
learning, by establishing a process for the system-
atic screening of all theology teachers with regard
to their orthodoxy. This hotly debated screening
process for all university and college level theol-
ogy professors entails that they should not only

agree with all the Twenty-eight Fundamental Be-
liefs of Seventh-day Adventists, but must also,
among other things, subscribe to the document
entitled “Methods of Bible Study,” that was voted
by the Annual Council of the church in Rio de
Janeiro in 1986.57 Many question whether this
does not go too far and whether this does not, in
fact, limit the possibilities for research and may
inhibit creative theological thinking. Some also
feel that this is a factor in creating a climate of
fear, in which freely expressing one’s ideas, and
having an open dialogue with colleagues, be-
comes rather risky, as it may easily create the sus-
picion of a lack of orthodoxy and even cause the
loss of one’s job. They wonder whether this de-
velopment does not eventually lead to precisely
the kind of system of ecclesial control that the
Reformers protested against. Does “religious free-
dom” not demand a significant degree of aca-
demic freedom, even when this might entail some
risks? No doubt, this discussion will continue.

It is fair, I think, to ask the question: Should a
denomination that has been and is so much in the
forefront with regard to the promotion of free-
dom of conscience and religion not be willing to
extend a fair amount of that freedom to its own
members and its theology professors?58 After all,
is it not true what President Ronald Reagan once
said during a speech at Moscow University: “Free-
dom is the right to question and change estab-
lished ways of doing things.”59 And would that
not also include established ways of thinking and
of formulating things in the domain of theology
of adapting church policy o varying situations?

Conclusion
This year we commemorate that five centuries
ago Martin Luther took a courageous step to-
wards freedom: freedom from an organization
that had no place for those who disagreed with its
codified beliefs, and from a system that did not
allow the people the freedom to study the Bible
and think for themselves. That the Reformers
themselves often did not grant this same freedom
to their followers and to those who disagreed
with them, ought to be a warning for us, that we
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should be careful in any restrictions of the free-
dom of thought for our fellow believers.

Our “pioneers” insisted that we should have no
creed but the Bible, after they had found freedom
from the codified creeds and confessions of faith
in the denominations from which they had come.
Should we then not be extremely careful with any
measures that restrict our freedom to explore
truth for ourselves and to formulate our findings
perhaps in new and more profound ways? What I
say must not be construed as an appeal for play-
ing loose with the basic Adventist tenets of faith,
but must rather be seen as a call to protect—I say
it again: within certain parameters—the freedom
of conscience and of belief that our tradition has
so much emphasized in the past.

In many ways Luther’s views—and those of
Calvin and other magisterial Reformers—remained
defective. Five centuries after that momentous
morning in Wittenberg, when Luther nailed his
Ninety-Five Theses on the door of the castle
church, we may rejoice in the fact that today
human rights are in most countries high on the
agenda and that religious freedom is defended and
practiced by many. It is gratifying to see that the
Adventist Church has made freedom of conscience
and of religion a point of major emphasis. But the
time may have come for the Adventist Church to
critically look at itself and determine whether or
not this freedom of religion and conscience is per-
haps being jeopardized by an over-emphasis on
uniformity, with the unintended result that that
true underlying unity is at serious risk.  n
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Introduction

I
t is obvious that a complete coverage of the topic of
God’s attitude to justice and equality is beyond the
scope of this paper. Therefore, I will take a more fo-
cused approach by examining several key passages

and stories (cases) in order to explicate Scripture’s overall
perspective. While the area under discussion is much
wider than God’s attitude towards women, given the con-
temporary debate in Seventh-day Adventism, this dimen-
sion of the topic will often appear in the foreground.

The approach I am taking is the following. First, I will
examine the Genesis account of the creation of human-
kind to find the divine ideal for human relationships. The
fact that God creates all of humankind in his making of
Adam and Eve is surely significant as we attempt to dis-
cover the divine attitude towards humankind and their
relationships with each other. Humans, of course, did not
remain as God made them, and we will need to ask
whether their “fall” into sin changed God’s expectations
in terms of his original ideal.

Second, I will examine the divine attitude towards
justice and equality in Scripture more generally. The
Old Testament material will be chiefly examined
through the lens of a couple of case studies that conve-
niently combine several characteristics; both of the in-
dividuals involved were women and they were not of
the “chosen people.” On the other hand, the New Tes-
tament material will be entered initially via Jesus’ own
mission statement, and then through some of the many
outstanding instances of Jesus’ interactions with women,
and finally, briefly, through the locus classicus of Gala-
tians 3:28.

Third, like any biblical teaching or doctrine, there are
difficult passages that cannot be easily ‘squeezed” into a
systematic approach.1 It is not my intention to examine
all of these passages in detail. Rather I will examine a
sampling of texts via a threefold approach: the nature of
Scripture itself, the overall perspective of biblical teach-
ing, and the concept of divine accommodation.

Last, I will plot a possible path ahead as the global,

multicultural church grapples with the issue of justice and
equality through the hermeneutical system portrayed as
the Wesleyan Quadrilateral and through the Jerusalem
Council of Acts 15 as a case study in church politics.

Human Relationships: The Divine Ideal
The climax of the Genesis account of creation is the cre-
ation of human beings. Everything that has gone before on
the previous five days and earlier on the sixth is a prelude
to the creation of humans. However, there is something
quite distinctive in this creative act. Humans are the last
creatures mentioned in the account and, as Genesis 2
(verses 7 and 22) points out, they are “separately formed by
God. . . . and made from the dust of the ground.”2 The
human is not merely called into being as was the rest of
creation, but is specifically “shaped” as a potter shapes the
clay. Gordon Wenham points out that this “’[s]haping’ is an
artistic, inventive activity that requires skill and planning.”3

It should be observed that although the Pentateuch
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provides the Israelite people with an explanation of
their existence as a people, in the creation of Adam and
Eve is the creation of all of humankind. This is made
obvious in the genealogy from Adam to Noah (Gen 5)
and in its continuation in the table of nations (Gen 10).
To be specific, all of humankind finds its reason for
being, its dignity, and its equality in a special divine
creation, and it is apparent that God planned and in-
tended it to be so.

Furthermore, all humans are made in the “image of God”: 

So God created man in his own image, in the image of God he
created him; male and female he created them (Gen 1:27, NIV4).

What does this mean? Various explanations have been
offered ranging from (1) the natural human qualities in
which humans resemble God (e.g., reasoning and per-
sonality); (2) to the “mental and spiritual faculties that
man shares with his creator;” (3) to the human “physical

resemblance” to God; and (4) to the image as “God’s rep-
resentative[s] on earth.”5 Laurence Turner comments that
“While the text of Genesis 1 does not state explicitly
what the image is, it does provide hints. If humans are in
God’s image then there must be some analogy between
God and humans.”6 Turner then explains that the pro-
jected human dominion over creation is analogous to
God’s subjugation of and transformation of the earth
from its primeval chaos. He concludes that “This sug-
gests that the ‘image of God’ in humans refers not only
to what humans are but primarily to what they do . . . .”7

There may also be a relational aspect to the concept
of the image of God. The Creator-human (or Father-
man/woman) relationship is clearly inferred in God’s
declaration, “Let us make man in our image, in our like-
ness” (Gen 1:26).8 The same key passage also refers to
the other two foundational human relationships: the re-
lationship between humans and their environment (Gen
1: 26, 28–30) and the relationship between human and



human in the creation of humans as male and female
(Gen 1:27).9 If this is so, at very least it means that
there is something about men as well as women that
equally “images” God in the world.

However, some might argue that the order of the cre-
ation of Adam and Eve portrays a basic inequality be-
tween the two. In response, I would suggest that there is
no hint of that in the creation accounts of Genesis 1 and
2. While Adam is created first, the “order” of the creation
narrative would forbid such a conclusion. Within the ac-
count there is a distinct progression from what we might
construe as simple living things to the more complex
(e.g., vegetation on the third day, birds and fish on the
fifth day, and, finally, land animals and then humans on
the sixth day. In addition, the “structure” of the creation
account indicates the same kind of progression: what is
formed on day one is filled on day four; what is formed
on day two is filled on day five; and what is formed on
day three is filled on day six. In fact, ironically, one could
actually argue for the superiority of Eve over Adam given
the inherent structure within the narrative!

Adam’s declaration concerning the woman contains
no indication of inequality between the two: “This is
now bone of my bones and flesh of my flesh” (Gen
2:23). In commenting on the relationship between
Adam and Eve, Allen Ross remarks that “The woman is
described as a helper, which means that she supplied
what he lacked . . . , and by implication the reverse
would also be true.” With the creation of the woman,
the situation of Adam’s aloneness described by God as
“not good” (Gen 2:18), is now “very good” (Gen 1:31).
Commenting on the symbolism of the creation of the
woman, Ellen White aptly says,

    God himself gave Adam a companion. He provided “an help
meet for him”—a helper corresponding to him—one who was fitted
to be his companion, and who could be one with him in love and
sympathy. Eve was created from a rib taken from the side of
Adam, signifying that she was not to control him as the head, nor
to be trampled under his feet as an inferior, but to stand by his side
as an equal, to be loved and protected by him. A part of man, bone
of his bone, and flesh of his flesh, she was his second self . . . .10

In summary, we can safely conclude that the Genesis
accounts of creation indicate the intention of God to
create humans as equal beings in terms of family of ori-

gin and of gender.11 All of humankind is portrayed as
finding their common ancestors in Adam and Eve, while
God’s ideal is obviously that women and men will live
together in equality. However, Genesis 3 reveals that
the parents of the human race fell away from this ideal.
We need to examine whether this “fall” destroyed the
divine ideal of human equality, with God now establish-
ing a different order which meant the subordination of
women to men.

Clearly, Genesis chapter 3 indicates that the original
perfect relationship between male and female was shat-
tered. The disobedience of our first parents led to blame
and fractured relationships between each other and God
(Gen 3:10–13). God utters “curses”12 on the serpent, on
the woman, and on the man (Gen 3:14–19). For our
purposes, the key passage is the pronouncement on the
woman for that is the only one that is indicative of a
change in the relationship between herself and the man:

I will greatly increase your pains in childbearing; With pain
you will give birth to children. Your desire will be for your hus-
band, and he will rule over you (Gen 3:16).

Is this pronouncement prescriptive or descriptive? In
other words, is God here outlining what must be the part
of women from henceforth, or is he indicating what
would be in many cultures and societies? The context
seems to indicate that this passage is descriptive rather
than prescriptive. While Adam would now struggle with
the soil to produce what was necessary to sustain life,
there is certainly no edict that he was to “submit” to the
fact that the soil would “now produce thorns and this-
tles for you.”13 By analogy, one might legitimately as-
sume that the woman, also, was not predestined to be
dominated by the man.14

While the fall into sin “changed the game” in every
way for humankind, it did not mean that everything was
lost. Humans still reflected God’s image, although rather
more dimly.15 Clark Pinnock insightfully observes that 

. . . the Fall into sin is the most empirical of all the Christian
doctrines. Few things are more obvious about human nature than
its deeply flawed character and the misuse of human freedom. It
explains much of what we see in and around us. What Adam
[and Eve] did in this story is repeated and confirmed practically
every day in the lives of all of us (Rom. 7:9–10).16
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The remainder of the Old Testament wit-
nesses to fractured relationships between God
and humankind, between humans and their
environment, and between humans and hu-
mans. The latter, as illustrated most starkly in
the injustice and inequity experienced by
women, speaks volumes as does the divine in-
tention to ameliorate the situation not only
through the promise of the “offspring” of the
woman (Gen 3:15), but also in day-to-day life
situations. 

Justice and Equality in the Old Testament
It is my intention here to provide a couple of
examples in which God (almost surprisingly)
treats women with justice and equity when
culture and society would have prescribed oth-
erwise. Our first example, coming from Gene-
sis chapter 16, is the case of Hagar. Not only
was Hagar a woman, but she was a woman of
no account, being an Egyptian slave to Sarai,
the wife of Abram. Being unable to bear a
child herself, at Sarai’s insistence Abram sleeps
with Hagar and conceives a child. 

There are several interesting dimensions to
this story. It is clear that Sarai, while very
clearly burdened by her barrenness, is hardly
the submissive wife in this instance. She
arranges the impregnation of Hagar by her
husband as a means to overcome “the curse of
her childlessness.”17 However, Hagar now
“began to despise her mistress” (Gen 16:4) and
Sarai complained to Abram: “You are responsi-
ble for the wrong I am suffering. I put my ser-
vant in your arms, and now that she knows
she is pregnant, she despises me. May the
Lord judge between you and me” (Gen 16:5).
Abram’s spineless reply is, “Your servant is in
your hands. Do with her whatever you think
best” (Gen 16:6). The result is that Sarai mis-
treats Hagar and she flees into the desert
(Gen 16:6–7). 

The angel of the Lord now comes to Hagar
and asks her where she has come from and
where she was going, to which she replied
that she was running from her mistress Sarai

(Gen 16:8). Hagar is instructed to “Go back to
your mistress and submit to her” and “I will so
increase your descendants that they will be
too numerous to count” (Gen 16:10). The
angel promises her,

You are now with child and you will have a son.
You shall name him Ishmael, for the Lord has heard
of your misery (Gen 16:11).

While our modern (or postmodern) sensi-
bilities might wish for a different ending to
this story, Hagar’s positive response is to
name the Lord who spoke to her, “You are the
God who sees me,” for she said, “I have now
seen the One who sees me” (Gen 16:13). In
Hagar’s view, God had revealed himself as a
God of justice, albeit as viewed through the
lens of Ancient Near Eastern culture. 

Our second example is Ruth, again a for-
eign woman, this time a Moabite. Once again,
the scenario is not particularly positive. Dur-
ing a severe famine in Israel, Elimelech and
Naomi had moved from Bethlehem to the
land of Moab. There, against a divine prohibi-
tion, their two sons had married Moabite
women (e.g., Deut 7:3; 23:3). About ten years
later, after the death of her husband and her
two sons, and hearing that there was now
food to be had in Israel, Naomi decided to re-
turn home. Ruth, one of Naomi’s daughters-
in-law declared her intention to accompany
her: “Don’t urge me to leave you or to turn
back from you. Where you go I will go, and
where you stay I will stay. Your people will be
my people and your God my God. Where you
die I will die, and there I will be buried. May
the Lord deal with me, be it ever so severely,
if anything but death separates you and me”
(Ruth 1:16–17). 

In one of Scripture’s great love stories, Ruth
meets Boaz in Bethlehem, Boaz acts the part
of a kinsman-redeemer, and Boaz and Ruth are
married. It is very significant that Ruth is re-
ceived so completely into Israel that she is de-
clared by the women of Bethlehem to be
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better to Naomi than seven sons (Ruth 4:15), and the
narrative concludes with the family line of Boaz and
Ruth: Boaz, Obed, Jesse, and David (Ruth 4:17).18

Against all odds, Ruth is treated with equity and justice,
and receives the blessing of the covenant.19

These two narratives are probably sufficient to con-
clude that in the Old Testament God appears to be on
the side of the marginalised and he treats them with jus-
tice and equity. We might also have turned to the
prophets—especially the Minor Prophets —20 with their
focus on justice or even to the Sabbath command which
provided Sabbath rest to household slaves and the
“alien within your gates” (Exod 20:10). 

Justice and Equality in the New Testament
Any examination of the New Testament in regard to
God’s attitude toward justice and equality must begin with
Jesus’ attitudes. After all, Jesus is the incarnate expression
of the person of God.21 Luke records that Jesus began his
ministry by the reading of the Isaiah scroll in the syna-
gogue in his hometown of Nazareth. According to Luke,
this was not a random Scripture reading for when the
scroll of the prophet Isaiah was handed to him, Jesus un-
rolled it, and “found the place where it was written,”

The Spirit of the Lord is on me because he has anointed me to
preach good news to the poor. He has sent me to proclaim free-
dom for the prisoners and recovery of sight for the blind, to re-
lease the oppressed, to proclaim the year of the Lord’s favor
(Luke 4:16–21; c.f., Isa 61:1–2).

With the eyes of the congregation fastened on him,
Jesus said “Today this scripture is fulfilled in your hear-
ing” (Luke 4:21). It seems obvious (at least from Luke’s
perspective) that Jesus takes this Isaiah passage as his
mission statement, for Luke goes on to describe how
Jesus, on being driven out of Nazareth, drives out an
evil spirit possessing a man in Capernaum, heals Simon’s
mother-in-law and many others, calls his first disciples
to give away their fishing in order to henceforth “catch
men,” heals a man with leprosy, and heals a paralysed
man; all of this before he tells one parable or engages in
a direct teaching or preaching ministry.22

Jesus’ revelation of God’s interest in justice and eq-
uity for the oppressed and marginalized in first-century
Jewish society is illustrated in the starkest terms in Jesus’

interactions with women. Hans Küng comments that
“In the time of Jesus women counted for little in society.
As in some cultures today, they had to avoid the com-
pany of men in public. Contemporary Jewish sources
are full of animosity toward women, who, according to
the Jewish historian Josephus, are in every respect infe-
rior to men.”23 Küng notes that the writers of the four
Gospels “have no inhibitions about talking about Jesus’
relations with women.” Rather, they portray Jesus as in-
cluding women, showing no contempt for them, and
being “amazingly open towards them.”24

I will examine a couple of examples of Jesus’ contact
with women. The obvious prime example is Jesus’ inter-
action with the Samaritan woman as found in the narra-
tive of John 4. It is very significant that John places this
incident near the front of his Gospel. In John’s schema,
Jesus has just conversed with Nicodemus, the quintes-
sential Jewish man (John 3:1–21); John the Baptist testi-
fies that “He [Jesus] must become greater; I must
become less” (John 3:22–36); and then Jesus encounters
the Samaritan woman, the quintessential outsider, at
Jacob’s well in the town of Sychar (John 4:1–38). A
number of elements in this narrative are very signifi-
cant: (1) Contrary to Jewish practice at the time, in
travelling from Judea to Galilee, Jesus chooses to go
through the region of Samaria; (2) Jesus initiates a con-
versation with a Samaritan woman, something no Jew-
ish man would do;25 (3) Jesus, for the first time,
forthrightly reveals himself as the Messiah to this mar-
ginalised woman by saying, “I who speak to you am he”
(John 4:26);26 and (4) the woman becomes the first
Christian evangelist, with many of the Samaritans from
the town believing in “him because of the woman’s tes-
timony” (John 4:39–42). So, here we have a woman,
and a Samaritan at that, a person of doubtful morals,
and a believer in an apostate offshoot of Judaism, being
treated with respect and equity by Jesus. Is God inter-
ested in justice and equality? To the disciples’ surprise,
he was and is (John 4:27). 

Another, perhaps even more startling, example is the
story of the Syrophoenician woman of Mark 7. Again,
Jesus is outside of his own territory, near Tyre. A Greek
woman comes to Jesus begging that he drive out a
demon possessing her daughter.27 This time, Jesus ap-
pears at first to treat the woman’s request as any Jewish
male might: “it is not right to take the children’s bread
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and toss it to their dogs” (Mark 4:27). The
woman’s feisty reply is that “even the dogs
under the table eat the children’s crumbs”
(Mark 4:28), and Jesus’ response is that the
demon has already left her child (Mark 4:29–
30).28 In both the Markan and the Matthean
accounts the story of this Canaanite woman’s
faith follows a discussion of what constitutes
cleanness and uncleanness. Jesus is surely indi-
cating that this “unclean” woman was truly
part of God’s kingdom of justice and equity. 

We might cite example after example from
the ministry of Jesus in which he demonstrates
divine mercy and justice being directed to the
marginalised and the oppressed. However,
perhaps it is Galatians 3:28 that sums up best
the implications of the revolutionary ministry
of Jesus Christ: “There is neither Jew nor
Greek, slave nor free, male nor female, for you
are all one in Christ Jesus.” Clearly, for Paul,
God makes no difference between race, social
status, or gender in regard to salvation: “You
are all sons [and daughters] of God through
faith in Jesus Christ” (Gal 3:27) and as such all
who “belong to Christ . . . are Abraham’s seed,
and heirs according to the promise” (Gal
3:29). In light of this affirmation, one might
legitimately ask if all racial, social, and gender
differences are now passé in the Christian com-
munity, yet it is other writings from this same
Paul that appear to be the primary seedbed
particularly for the church’s practice of treat-
ing women inequitably.29 How are we to re-
gard such biblical passages in light of what
we’ve already seen in terms of God’s keen in-
terest in justice and equity? 

Two Faces of Scripture?
We have built a persuasive case for a positive
answer to our question: Yes, God is vitally in-
terested in justice and equality. But, is our case
“watertight”? What of the passages of Scrip-
ture—in both the Old and New Testaments—
that appear to support slavery, and why does
the Bible contain no clear prohibition in re-
gard to slavery? What about the texts that ap-

pear to justify the dominance of the male in
church and society, and why does Scripture
contain no clear direction on the ordination
of women to the gospel ministry? 

Some, like Marcion in the early church era,
are tempted to reject the Hebrew Scriptures
because they revealed a god different to the
God of the New Testament. However, even
Marcion himself found that it was necessary
to “edit” the Christian Scriptures as well in
order to maintain their harmony; and in gen-
eral, the Christian church has resisted such a
radical approach.30 While it is not my inten-
tion here to provide a complete coverage of
this issue, I will briefly illustrate the diversity
of Scripture in regard to its attitude to slaves
and women.

Slaves who were not part of Israel itself
were considered as the legal property of their
masters and were listed as “property,” as were
cattle, gold, and silver (e.g., Gen 12:16; 20:14;
24:35; 30:43; 32:5; Exod 20:17). In this re-
gard, the status of slaves in Israel and in other
areas of the Ancient Near East was similar.
However, the Old Testament does contain
legal instructions that ameliorated the situa-
tion of slaves, unlike anything else in ANE
codes. For example, slaves were not to be re-
quired to work on the Sabbath (Exod 20:10);
slaves born in the house of their master were
to be circumcised in order for them to share in
Israel’s religious life (Exod 12:44; Deut;
12:12,18; Lev 22:11); and murder of a slave
was considered a crime (Exod 21:20). If a mas-
ter put out the eye of his slave or knocked out
a tooth, the slave was to be granted freedom
(Exod 21:26–27). In summary, “Hebrew law
was relatively mild toward the slaves and rec-
ognized them as human beings subject to de-
fence from intolerable acts, although not to
the extent of free persons.”31

In contrast to the Old Testament, the New
Testament does not contain the detailed legal
material in relation to slavery. Instead there
are prominent Pauline passages that provide
instruction for Christian slaves and the Letter
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to Philemon is written as advice to him regarding his es-
caped Christian slave, Onesimus. It is noteworthy that
Paul’s advice to Timothy to pass on to Christian slaves
is that they respect their masters “so that God’s name
and our teaching may not be slandered.” And, “Those
[slaves] who have believing masters are not to show less
respect for them because they are brothers” (1 Tim 6:1–
2). Again, Paul sends the escapee Onesimus back to
Philemon with the request that he be treated “better
than a slave [and] as a dear brother” (Philemon 16), but
he resists instructing Philemon to release Onesimus.
Eventually though, “The early Christian ideology un-
dermined the institution of slavery, declaring an equal-
ity of all people in Christ.”32 However, the journey to
that conclusion was far from smooth.

In spite of its primarily positive stance regarding
women,33 with many women playing key roles as judges
and military leaders, diplomats, and prophetesses,34 the
Old Testament also contains some “hard sayings” in its
legal material. For instance, there are regulations per-
taining to marriage with “beautiful” captive women
(Deut 21:10–14); how to relate in polygamous relation-
ships (e.g., Deut 21:15–17); the necessity of stoning for
women who could not prove their virginity (Deut
22:13–21); and the “uncleanness” as a result of child-
birth (Lev 12) and menstruation (Lev 15:19–33), to
name just a few. Such passages pose as difficulties to the
modern mind; especially in regard to the divine attitude
toward the equality of women and men. It comes across
as small comfort that while a case can definitely be
made that women within ancient Israel were treated
with greater respect than in the surrounding nations,
one is left wondering why God did not more proac-
tively promote justice and equality for women.35

One of the prominent Pauline passages regarding the
role of women in the church community is to be found
in the same letter that has been cited above in regard to
slavery; 1 Timothy.36 As part of his instructions about
worship, Paul states that “A woman should learn in
quietness and full submission. I do not permit a woman
to teach or to have authority over a man; she must be
silent” (1 Tim 2:11–12). The apostle then provides rea-
sons for his position: (1) “Adam was formed first, then
Eve”, (2) “Adam was not the one deceived; it was the
woman who was deceived and became a sinner”, and (3)
“women will be saved through childbearing—if they

continue in faith, love, and holiness with propriety” (1
Tim 2:13–15). It must be admitted that Paul’s reasoning
here is quite unusual. The Genesis creation narratives
provide no indication that the order of the creation of
Eve implied any subordination. Neither does Paul’s view
that it was Eve who was deceived and sinned comport
with Paul’s own perspective found in many of his writ-
ings that it is “in Adam [that] all die” (1 Cor 15:22).
And, what Paul meant by women being saved through
childbearing remains a puzzle to most commentators.

Perhaps an answer to such diversity is to be found in
both the nature of Scripture and the nature of God.
Much (maybe all) of Scripture is what might be de-
scribed as “occasional.” Certainly, the Pauline epistles
are written to particular church communities or to Paul’s
colleagues to deal with particular situations and issues.
Sometimes it is impossible to determine exactly what
motivated him to write as he did. For instance, we do
not know exactly what lies behind Paul’s instructions to
Timothy regarding women in the church in Ephesus.
Were the women abusing their Christian freedom? Were
they speaking out of ignorance and lack of education?
Were they “lording it over” the men in the church? We
cannot be sure, however it is evident that Paul is wanting
to make a statement to correct whatever the abuse was,
and he uses arguments that may seem strange to us. Are
we permitted to argue with Paul in terms of his reason-
ing while accepting his writings as inspired? Or, to
phrase the question even more starkly: Is Paul’s logic
God’s logic? Ellen White describes the Bible as 

. . . written by inspired men, but it is not God’s mode of thought
and expression. It is that of humanity. God, as a writer, is not
represented. Men will often say such an expression is not like
God. But God has not put Himself in words, in logic, in rheto-
ric, on trial in the Bible. The writers of the Bible were God’s pen-
men, not His pen. Look at the different writers.37

I have to admit some nervousness in regard to this po-
sition. It is all too easy for us (me included) to “slip
down the slope” so that the Scriptures which we previ-
ously saw as God speaking authoritatively to us become
at best good advice from which we might pick and
choose. For myself, I will continue to view Scripture as
God’s Word, and operationally I come to it with an “in-
errancy expectation.”38 If we are to maintain this attitude
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of respect for the Bible, we must search the
Scriptures “as a workman who does not need
to be ashamed and who handles correctly the
word of truth” (2 Tim 2:15). Understanding
the Bible is not something for the faint-hearted
or for the slacker. It requires deep study to de-
tect Scripture’s overall perspective and a con-
stant listening to the voice of the Spirit of God
as he guides the church into all truth.39

Again, Scripture portrays God as accommo-
dating himself to the human condition. While
this is certainly true in terms of the fact that
God has “stooped” to meet us when “he prat-
tles to us in Scripture in a rough and popular
style”40 and in “mean and lowly words”41, per-
haps this is best borne out by reference to the
way that God chose to interact with the peo-
ple of Israel at various times. Regarding di-
vorce, Jesus says, “Moses permitted you to
divorce your wives because your hearts were
hard. But this was not the way from the begin-
ning.” Jesus then goes on to say, “I tell you . . .
.”42 Paul, in Athens argued that “in the past
God overlooked such ignorance [i.e., that the
divine being is an image fashioned by hu-
mans], but now he commands all people
everywhere to repent” (Acts 17:30).43 So,
while we as postmodern people might find
ourselves confronted by some of the diversity
in regard to justice and equity in both Testa-
ments, we can, at the same time, detect a dis-
tinct thread that clearly affirms God’s interest
in justice and equity. Georg Braulik has pro-
vided an example of this in his comparison of
Deuteronomy and the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights (1948). He concludes that
there are “surprisingly many correspondences
or at least common tendencies.”44

Given the diversity of Scripture on our
topic, but also with clear indications that God
is on the side of justice and equality and also
that he works within and even accommodates
to the variations of time and place in order to
maintain interaction with humanity, we have to
ask how we might best interpret the Bible and
grow in understanding as a community of faith.

Plotting a Path Ahead
It may prove helpful for conservative Chris-
tians such as Seventh-day Adventists to con-
sider the “Wesleyan Quadrilateral”—a circle of
authority composed of Scripture, tradition,
reason, and experience—as at least one of the
tools for the interpretation of Scripture; espe-
cially when the biblical materials show evi-
dence of diversity. The Methodist theologian
and historian, Albert C. Outler is generally
credited with coining this description of John
Wesley’s approach to theology which was
critically and faithfully familiar with Scripture,
cognizant of Christian history, logically ana-
lytical, and growing out of “a vital, inward
faith that is upheld by the assurance of
grace.”45

Susan Elliott applies the Wesleyan Quadri-
lateral to the issue of women’s roles in church
leadership and the pulpit. She begins her sur-
vey by pointing out that John Wesley, him-
self, did not begin with a positive view in
regard to the role of women; and this was in
spite of the contributions of his own mother,
Susanna.

While some conservative Christians might
be concerned that tradition, reason, and ex-
perience could subvert the Protestant princi-
ple of sola Scriptura, Elliott describes Scripture
as “the inerrant Word of God, truth as the
foundation of reason, tradition and experi-
ence.” Obviously, in her view the “Quadrilat-
eral” is not an equilateral parallelogram;
Scripture always maintains the dominant po-
sition (and certainly this would have been
the case for Wesley). So, we have to take se-
riously the task of discovering the breadth of
the biblical perspectives on the justice of
God and the equality of women. However,
that is not the end of our task. Tradition, rea-
son, and Christian experience need also to be
taken into account, even if only to raise
questions to send us back to the Bible for
better answers.

Elliott points out that we have a wealth of
tradition in the interactions of Jesus with
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women that should inform us in regard to the equality
of women in the church. She cites the fact that Jesus
constantly “challenged the traditional social norms
about women and modelled equality of women.” And,
Elliott considers that we cannot ignore that fact that
Jesus called only men as disciples and leaders, she cites
approvingly Brower and Serrao: “to our knowledge no 
. . . group insists that all ordained leaders must be 
circumcised and Jewish. The Twelve are symbolic and
representative of the whole, restored, holy people of
God.”46 Church communities have a prime responsibil-
ity to take account of the new “tradition” inaugurated
by Jesus Christ; not just the traditional understandings
that have been passed down through Christian
history.47

What role does human reason play in the interpre-
tation of Scripture? Again, on the equality of women,
Elliott maintains that “The core of theological conflict
on gender equality is grounded in human interpreta-
tion and application.”48 All of us use reason when we
come to the Scriptures, even when we claim to be
using “plain” or literal interpretation. For example,
Dennis Bratcher maintains that “a ‘plain sense’ reading
actually takes far less notice of the actual story itself,
and must read far more things into the text to make it
all ‘work,’ than do other ways of interpreting the text.
The main reason for this is because what the ‘plain
sense’ of the text says to us, in says in the context of a
21st century view of the world.”49 Reason asks a variety
of questions related to our topic: If no watertight case
can be made for ordination as it is practiced in most
denominations, on what basis can it be denied to
women? If women are contributing positively to soci-
ety in leadership roles, why would God deny them
such a role in the church? At very least, such questions
should send us back to Scripture to ask if we’ve not
misunderstood its perspective.

Elliott then turns to the role of Christian experi-
ence. She points to the fact that Paul repeatedly ac-
knowledged “the importance of women in ministry and
in leadership positions.”50 Yet, “Two verses taken from
the whole of scripture (proof texting) . . . have created
centuries of oppression.”51 The contemporary church
might point positively to the experience of the many
women engaged in pastoral ministry and even in
church leadership. Surely the fruitful work of women

pastors in the Republic of China and areas like the
United States, Europe, and Australia should cause us to
ask, “How is God not in this?”, and force us to re-ex-
amine Scripture.52

The Jerusalem Council of Acts 15 provides a case
study in how we in the twenty-first century might
wrestle through an issue that clearly involves biblical
hermeneutics and church politics. In fact, we might
say that this is a case study in how to do church and it
is instructive for us that the four dimensions of the
“Wesleyan Quadrilateral” were allowed to function
creatively together. Scripture is certainly to the fore
since James says “The words of the prophets are in
agreement with this . . . .” (Acts 15:15).53 In this in-
stance, the traditionalist party clearly had what would
have appeared to be the “weight” of Scripture behind
them.54 Tradition and traditional understandings of
Scripture were obviously under discussion. In fact, the
Council would not have taken place except that “Some
men came from Judea to Antioch and were teaching
the brothers: ‘Unless you are circumcised, according
to the custom taught by Moses, you cannot be saved’”
(Acts 15:1). Reason and logic were also taken account
of. James argued, “It is my judgment, therefore, that
we should not make it difficult for the Gentiles who
are turning to God” (Acts 15:19) and the letter sent to
the Gentile believers in Antioch, Syria, and Cilicia
stated, “It seemed good to the Holy Spirit and to us
not to burden you . . . .” (Acts 15:28). In addition, the
experience of God’s Spirit working with Peter, on the
one hand, and Barnabas and Paul, on the other, carried
great weight (Acts 15:7–14).

From where we are in the twenty-first century, it is
difficult to grasp the revolutionary impact of this first
church council. If a totally conservative position had
been taken, it would have stymied the growth of the
fledgling Christian church. And, if it had been too
progressive it would have completely severed the
church from its Jewish roots.55 Perhaps, even today
we’ve not completely understood the implications of
the position taken at this Jerusalem council, which
made circumcision nothing, and uncircumcision noth-
ing. No longer was the mark of the covenant some-
thing that only pertained to males, rather “Keeping
God’s commands is what counts” (1 Cor 7:19; cf., John
14:15, 23).
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What enabled the church to move forward
in regard to this issue? The weight of biblical
evidence and tradition were on the side of the
circumcision party. But, the Spirit had been
leading the community in a different direction
and that caused the church to look again at
the Scriptures, raising to prominence some
passages that had been overlooked previously.
In addition, the earliest church were blessed
with courageous leaders in Peter, James, Barn-
abas, and Paul who were willing to stand up
(sometimes literally56) for a biblical and prag-
matic solution to a divisive issue.

Conclusion
We may very confidently conclude that God
is vitally interested in justice and equality. We
see it clearly in the manner in which God cre-
ated all of humankind in his own image, irre-
spective of race or gender. We also observe it
in the way God dealt with the issues of race,
slavery, and gender in the Old Testament. But
the issues of justice and equality are given
even greater clarity through Jesus’ mission to
provide freedom and healing to the margin-
alised and oppressed. However, this divine in-
terest is not merely to remain the domain of
Deity. Rather God’s attitude to justice and eq-
uity is to be played out in the way we interact
with each other: “We are to adopt as our stan-
dard his law and precepts. We are to treat
others justly and fairly (Amos 5:15; James 2:9)
because that is what God himself does.”57 Our
mission is to work with God in “repairing the
world.”58

Today we need a new paradigm that will
assist us in breaking through the hermeneuti-
cal tangle that is dividing member from mem-
ber and region from region. It is not enough
to say that we should now ignore issues of jus-
tice and equity and focus on the mission and
message of the church. We have found that,
for Jesus himself, there was no dichotomy or
separation between mission and message; the
two were actually one and the same. Preach-
ing righteousness by faith without doing jus-

tice and righteousness is heresy (e.g., James
2:14–26), preaching Sabbath sacredness with-
out living out the freedom and equity it stands
for is legalism (e.g., Mark 2:23–28), and
preaching the second advent without helping
the alienated and marginalised is downright
dangerous (e.g., Matt 26:31–46). 

Perhaps the “quadrilateral” of Scripture, tra-
dition, reason, and experience will provide an
interpretive key and that might assist in
breaking the impasse. And, the Acts 15
Jerusalem Council may provide a model for
“doing” church; even for dealing spiritually
and pragmatically with issues of church party
politics!  n
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Editor’s note: This article was peer-reviewed and published on the

Spectrum website, June 15, 2017.

Introduction

S
eventh-day Adventism was wholly reinvented in
the 1920s and 1930s.1 Though the organizational
structure did not change much after 1918, the
church prior to this time was fundamentally dif-

ferent from the church that was created during the inter-
war years. Most Adventists are unaware of this reinvention
and George R. Knight has correctly argued that many Ad-
ventists in the early twenty-first century incorrectly look
back to “the years between 1920 and 1960 . . . as the era of
‘Historic Adventism.’”2 This article supports Knight’s as-
sessment through the lenses of unity, authority, and gen-
der. Simply put, there was a time in which Adventists were
united by a simple covenant: to keep the commandments
of God and the faith of Jesus Christ. There was a time in
which local churches were governed congregationally and
in which a local conference, a union, or the General Con-
ference, had no authoritative control over their daily oper-
ations. There was a time in which church policy did not
prohibit women from serving as conference presidents or
forbid their ordination to the gospel ministry. This was a
time in which Adventists, and their churches, were au-
tonomous and united.

In addition to items voted at General Conference ses-
sions, the Seventh-day Adventist Church recognizes four
sources of authority that outline policy for governance.3

Though the General Conference Constitution was adopted
in 1863 and its bylaws outlined in 1889, the other three
sources of authority have their genesis in the twentieth cen-
tury. Between 1926 and 1932, the General Conference

adopted a Working Policy (1926), a list of Fundamental Be-
liefs (1931), and a Church Manual (1932). In this article, I an-
alyze the adoption process of the Working Policy and Church
Manual and demonstrate the impact these sources of author-
ity initially had on Seventh-day Adventist women.

Change regarding policy was intimately related to an
evolving understanding of unity and authority. As the
meaning of these concepts changed in the Adventist
Church, the dynamics of power and governance shifted.
Karen Orren and Stephen Skowronek advise,

To ask where and when shifts in authority occur, why and by what
process, and to inquire into their consequences is to place exacting de-
mands on the description of change in governance over time, on the
identification of causes and the weighing of their relative significance,
and on the accurate portrayal of the new historical patterns they pro-
duce. In all of these ways, it encourages scholars to sidestep a priori
logics of development, to question stylized treatments of history, and to
anchor theory building more firmly in empirical evidence.4

This article illustrates how unnoticed shifts in denomina-
tional policy produced a “new historical pattern” of gover-
nance that took away women’s right to serve as ministers
and conference officers. Since at least the early 1980s,
scholars have recognized that “[s]omething happened to
women in the Seventh-day Adventist Church, beginning in
1915 and sharply accelerating in the mid-1940s, that led to
the almost total exclusion of women from leadership posi-
tions in the church.”5 Bertha Dasher, Patrick Allen, Kit
Watts, and Laura L. Vance have analyzed the decline of
women in leadership positions post-1915,6 but the only pol-
icy changes thus far noted were the establishment of term
limits in 1931, and the Annual Council’s 1923 decision that
it was preferable that “the future home missionary and mis-
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sionary volunteer secretaries” be “ordained ministers.”7 This
article provides a fresh analysis prompted by recently dis-
covered documentation that further clarifies the “what” that
“happened” to female leadership in Adventism.8 Though
multiple factors were involved, I argue that Adventist male
leaders of the Fundamentalist era intentionally used denomi-
national policy to exclude women from conference leader-
ship positions and the ordained ministry.

Unity and Authority: 1840s to 1932
Seventh-day Adventists were hesitant to organize as a de-
nomination because they were part of the Restoration Move-
ment, which sought to return the church to its original purity
before institutional hierarchies were introduced. Leaders of
this movement, such as Alexander Campbell, “called for local
church autonomy, exclusively biblical requirements for
church membership, the unity of Christians around biblical
essentials, and an end to sectarian creeds and ecclesiasticism.”9

Because Adventists held these beliefs so fervently, they organ-

ized in the 1860s with extreme caution and intentionally es-
tablished a simple ecclesiastical structure designed to protect
local church autonomy and individual conscience.10

When the General Conference was established in 1863
to ensure that ministers and missionaries were equitably
distributed in all regions of the field, it had a very limited
jurisdiction—it only had authority over wage and labor
distribution.11 The constitution specified that the General
Conference served two purposes: first, it had “the purpose
of securing unity and efficiency in labor.” The key phrase,
“securing unity,” was restricted to labor—an important and
intentional limitation of power. The type of labor was
clearly outlined, indicating that the General Conference
jurisdiction included “the general supervision of all minis-
terial labor” and “the special supervision of all missionary
labor.” Aside from this, the General Conference treasurer
ensured that church laborers were paid and the executive
committee organized and oversaw the regular meetings,
which initially met annually.12
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The General Conference’s second purpose was “promot-
ing the general interests of the cause.” The work of “pro-
moting” was very different from “securing unity” in that it
denoted no relationship of authority. The phrase, “general
interests,” was intentionally broad. While it initially in-
cluded just the Publishing Association, many other min-
istries were added to the church in subsequent years. These
ministries were not governed directly by the General Con-
ference and were organized as independent entities with
their own constitutions and governing bodies. In the nine-
teenth century, the General Conference counseled the
“general interests” of the church, but these ministries were
not technically within its jurisdiction.13

The General Conference was “higher in authority than
State Conferences,” but this meant that it could only “mark
out the general course to be pursued” by these confer -
ences.14 If the General Conference adopted a resolution
that related to these conferences, then the state confer-
ences had the authority to ratify, amend, or reject the reso-
lution.15 As James White explained, the state conferences
chose “to carry out the decisions of [the] General Confer-
ence” only “if it be the[ir] pleasure.” This system of checks
and balances was set in place so that “unity . . . [would] be
secured” and autonomy maintained.16

This system of checks and balances also guided the relation-
ship between the state conferences and the local churches. If a
state conference adopted a resolution that fell outside of its ju-
risdiction, then the local churches in that territory had the au-
thority to ratify, amend, or reject that resolution.17 The local
church was “congregational in its government” and strictly
protected by Adventist Church policy. The General Confer-
ence explained the relationship between these two organiza-
tional units as follows: “The State conference . . . has general
supervision of the churches and their work, though it exercises
no authority over the local church, except as particular ques-
tions are submitted to it for decision.”18

Understanding the limited jurisdiction of the General
Conference clarifies an often-misinterpreted resolution that
the Adventist Church adopted in 1877. It stated, 

Resolved, That the highest authority under God among Seventh-
day Adventists is found in the will of the body of that people, as ex-
pressed in the dicisions [sic] of the General Conference when acting
within its proper jurisdiction; and that such decisions should be sub-
mitted to by all without exception, unless they can be shown to con-
flict with the word of God and the rights of individual conscience.19

At this time, the jurisdiction of the General Conference was
limited to wage and labor distribution, which indicates that the
“all” who were to “submit” referred specifically to denomina-
tional employees, primarily ministers and missionaries.20 At this
time, the General Conference did not have the authority to es-
tablish theological beliefs for the denomination or institute
policies that governed the local church directly.21

Seventh-day Adventists considered altering this policy a
year later. During the 1878 General Conference session, the
General Conference Executive Committee was authorized
to “take immediate steps toward the publication of a Manual”
that outlined church policies and parliamentary procedure.22

Though the “Church Manual” was again discussed a year
later,23 no further action was taken until the church decided,
in 1882, to publish the manual in the Review and Herald so
that it could be peer-reviewed.24 It was printed between June
and October 1883,25 but when the General Conference met
in annual session a month later the Church Manual was
unanimously rejected for four reasons: first, the Adventist
Church was already united without one; second, it might
lead to established creeds or disciplines; third, ministers 
and church officers would consult the Church Manual on
matters of polity rather than the Bible and the Holy Spirit;
and fourth, Adventist leaders reasoned and asked, “It was in
taking similar steps that other bodies of Christians first
began to lose their simplicity and become formal and spiri-
tually lifeless. Why should we imitate them?”26 Seventh-day
Adventists at this juncture ultimately upheld their conviction
that denominational organization must remain simple and
that local church autonomy was a critical component of de-
nominational unity and spiritual vibrancy.

Women in Ministry: 1840s to 1932
Early Adventist understandings of unity and authority en-
abled women to play a critical role in church life and work.
The most preeminent example was Ellen White, one of the
founders of the Adventist Church. Though she began her
prophetic ministry in 1844 and served as a public minister
until her death in 1915, she never held a formal position of
authority within her denomination and was never ordained
by the laying on of human hands. She did claim that God
had ordained her,27 however, and Adventist administrators
affirmed this ordination and gave her the same ordination
credentials that men carried.28 Adventists recognized that
this ordination enabled Ellen White to speak publicly, to
teach, and to have authority over men and women. Adven-
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tists were influenced through her teaching and
work to be open to women serving as ministers of
the gospel.29 Early Adventists also used Ellen
White’s gender as justification for other women
teaching and having authority over men.30

Scholars have highlighted several notable
women who served the church in official capaci-
ties.31 Adelia P. Van Horn was the first woman to
serve in the Seventh-day Adventist Church in a
formal position. Between 1864 and 1867 she was
the editor of the Youth’s Instructor and in 1871 she
was elected treasurer of the General Conference.32

Sarah A. Lindsey was the first woman to receive a
ministerial license, which was issued to her
through the New York and Pennsylvania Confer-
ence in 1869.33 A ministerial license enabled men
and women to prepare for the ministry as itinerate
preachers and evangelists, but did not authorize
them “to celebrate the ordinances, to administer
baptism, or to organize a church.”34 These licenses
were given to “[a]pplicants for ordination to the
ministry” and after “a limited term” the licensing
conference would recommend that individual for
ministerial ordination.35 Dozens of women re-
ceived ministerial licenses between 1869 and 1930
but, unlike their male counterparts, these women
were not ordained to the gospel ministry, even
though a few were given ministerial credentials.

In the 1850s and 1860s, Adventist leaders
unanimously refuted the notion that the Bible
commanded women to be silent in the churches.36

Though Adventist ministers and theologians all
affirmed that women could preach, prophesy, 
exhort, and pray publicly, the majority did not 
acknowledge that Phoebe was a deaconess37 and
rejected the notion that a woman could hold a
position of authority within the church.38 In 1866,
Uriah Smith argued that women could preach and
teach publicly, but qualified his stance by adding,
“The leadership and authority is vested in the man.
‘Thy desire shall be to thy husband, and he shall
rule over thee.’ Gen. iii, 16. This order is not to be
reversed, and the woman take the position which
has been assigned to the man; and every action on
her part which shows that she is usurping this 
authority, is disorderly, and not to be allowed.”39

D. T. Bourdeau also argued, “Paul does not suffer
a woman to teach, or to usurp authority over the
man; and we do not learn from the Scriptures that
women were ever ordained apostles, evangelists,
or elders; neither do we believe that they should
teach as such. Yet they may act an important part
in speaking the truth to others.”40

Adventist administrators and theologians
began to alter their perspective in the 1870s,
shortly after the Seventh-day Adventist Church
began to grant women ministerial licenses in
1869. These licenses affirmed that women could
serve as ministers but also raised an important
question, Did the Bible allow women to be or-
dained? Adventist leaders apparently wrestled
with this question throughout the decade.

By late 1878, Adventist discussions of women in
ministry had taken a subtle, yet significant turn. In
December, J. H. Waggoner, a leading minister and
resident editor of the Signs of the Times, published
an editorial, titled, “Woman’s Place in the Gospel.”
Waggoner offered nothing new, however, and re-
hashed the same argument that Adventists circu-
lated in the 1850s and 1860s. He argued that
women could publicly serve as gospel laborers
through prophesying, praying, edifying, and ex-
horting, but denied their right to serve in positions
of authority. “A woman may pray, prophesy, ex-
hort, and comfort the church,” he wrote, “but she
cannot occupy the position of a pastor or a ruling
elder. This would be looked upon as usurping au-
thority over the man, which is here [in 1 Tim.
2:12] prohibited.”41 As Nancy J. Vyhmeister has
demonstrated, Waggoner also considered the of-
fice of deaconess to be illegitimate.42

Waggoner’s article may have sparked a debate.
About this time, James White had requested that S.
N. Haskell study the topic of women in ministry.
Haskell responded by letter about the time that
Waggoner wrote his article, but came to a different
conclusion. He noted the examples of women who
had positions of authority in the Bible, including
Miriam, Deborah, Abigail, Huldah, Anna, and oth-
ers, and concluded that women could serve in the
church as deaconesses and elders. Women could
also, according to Haskell, serve as ministers and
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traveling preachers who baptized female converts.43 Other
Adventist leaders supported Haskell on these points, rather
than Waggoner, and argued that Scripture allowed for women
to hold positions of authority in the churches.

Shortly after Haskell’s letter was written and Waggoner’s
article was published, several others wrote on the topic of
women in ministry for the Review and Herald, which was ed-
ited by Uriah Smith. In January 1879, Ellen White wrote,
“Women can be the instruments of righteousness, rendering
holy service. It was Mary that first preached a risen Jesus. . . .
If there were twenty women where now there is one, who
would make this holy mission their cherished work, we
should see many more converted to the truth.”44 At this time,
Ellen White apparently sidestepped any debate and affirmed
the point upon which Haskell and Waggoner agreed: women
were called to preach and teach the gospel publicly.45

Others openly challenged Waggoner’s view of women in
ministry. In the same issue of the Review in which Ellen
White’s article appeared, leading Adventist theologian, J. N.
Andrews, affirmed that the Bible supported women holding
certain positions of authority. “Romans 16:1 shows that
Phebe was a deaconess of the church at Cenchrea,” he
wrote, “and Acts 18:26 shows that [Pricilla] was capable of
instructing Apollos.” It is important to recognize that An-
drews’ statement about Phoebe broke new ground: J. B. Fris-
bie was the only Adventist minister to acknowledge in print
that she was a deaconess prior to Andrews. But Frisbie’s arti-
cle had appeared in 1856 and it took over twenty years for
other Adventist ministers to support his conclusion in
print.46 Therefore, it is significant that Andrews publicly re-
jected the old argument that Waggoner rehashed and con-
cluded that women could hold certain church offices and
positions of authority—this was a significant advancement in
Adventist theological understanding.47

A few months later, James White revised his previous po-
sition on the subject as well. In the 1850s, White had af-
firmed that women could speak publicly, but did not affirm
that they could hold positions of authority in the church.48

In 1879, however, White supported Haskell and Andrews’
new perspective by stating that women could hold positions
of authority. He analyzed numerous examples in the Bible of
“holy women [who] held positions of responsibility and
honor” and built upon Haskell’s research. His first example
was Miriam, of whom he stated, “Here we find a woman oc-
cupying a position equal to that of Moses and Aaron, God’s
chosen servants to lead the millions of Israel from the house

of bondage.” Next, White analyzed the position of Deborah
and declared, “She was a judge in Israel. The people went up
to her for judgment. A higher position no man has ever occupied.”
In addition to several other examples of godly women,
White concluded, on the basis of Joel 2:28–29 and Acts
2:17–18, “The Christian age was ushered in with glory. Both
men and women enjoyed the inspiration of the hallowed
hour, and were teachers of the people. . . . And the dispensa-
tion which was ushered in with glory, honored with the
labors of holy women, will close with the same honors.”49

Several Adventist churches began to elect deaconesses
after Haskell, Andrews, and White concluded that this office
was biblically based. In 1883, W. H. Littlejohn stated that it
was now “the custom of some of [the] churches to elect one
or more women to fill a position similar to that which it is
supposed that Phebe and others occupied in her day.”50 In
addition, more women began to serve the church as licensed
ministers throughout the 1870s and into the early 1880s. By
1881, at least sixteen women had received a ministerial li-
cense51 and the majority of Adventist leaders, including the
Whites, Andrews, Haskell, Littlejohn, and Smith, had af-
firmed that these women could hold positions of authority
within the church.52 By contrast, Waggoner seemingly had
few supporters and his old perspective apparently became
the minority view by this time. Though none of these arti-
cles overtly addressed ordaining women to the ministry or to
the deaconate, they did stress that women did have author-
ity to teach and labor publicly. Since the subject was soon
addressed formally, it is evident that church leaders were
thinking about women’s ordination.

During the General Conference session of 1881, W. H.
Littlejohn, B. L. Whitney, and Uriah Smith were elected as
the Committee on Resolutions.53 This trusted standing com-
mittee was tasked with thoroughly considering all proposi-
tions to be presented to the conference delegates in the form
of resolutions that reflected their definite recommendation.
As David Trim has noted, the men on the 1881 Committee
on Resolutions were among the group of Adventists who
“saw no objections to ordaining women to gospel min-
istry.”54 This led them to formulate the following resolution:
“Resolved, That females possessing the necessary qualifica-
tions to fill that position, may, with perfect propriety, be set
apart by ordination to the work of the Christian ministry.”55

After this resolution was presented, some delegates discussed
the matter and it was then referred to the General Confer-
ence Executive Committee, which included G. I. Butler, S.
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N. Haskell, and Uriah Smith.
Adventists have wrestled with this resolution

for decades, unsure if it was adopted or rejected.
Three interpretations have emerged in the histo-
riography: 1) that the resolution was directly
adopted by a vote of the delegates; 2) that the
resolution was indirectly adopted, but never im-
plemented; and 3) that the resolution was indi-
rectly rejected because it was referred to the
General Conference Committee. David Trim has
categorically refuted the first option—the official
minutes do not explicitly state that the resolution
was voted or adopted and the word “resolved”
does not mean that it was approved. Still others
have cautiously suggested either option two or
three, but thus far no consensus has emerged.
Only one of these options is correct and the mat-
ter must be settled, as Trim has affirmed, by clari-
fying “what ‘referral to the GC Committee’
actually meant.”56

After thoroughly analyzing the documentation
currently available, I have concluded that the 1881
resolution was indirectly adopted and referred to
the General Conference Executive Committee for
implementation. I hold this perspective for four
primary reasons (see Appendix on page 163): first,
this interpretation is supported by the rulebooks
Seventh-day Adventists used for parliamentary
procedure in 1881; second, analogous referred
resolutions were, in fact, all indirectly adopted and
implemented; third, the report of the 1881 Gen-
eral Conference in the Signs of the Times states that
the resolution was adopted; and fourth, this out-
come provides a more convincing explanation of
subsequent statements on policy. Though I argue
that this resolution was indirectly adopted, it is im-
portant to stress that it was never officially imple-
mented—no women are known to have been
ordained as ministers prior to 1930. Nevertheless, I
argue that after 1881, the question for Seventh-
day Adventists was not could women be ordained,
but rather, would they be ordained—a question that
remained unsettled until 1930–1932.57

Though there is no known documentation that
explicitly explains why the resolution to ordain
women was presented at the General Conference

in 1881, it seems that it was connected to both the
growing number of female licentiates and the new
practice of electing deaconesses in local churches.
Perhaps early Adventists were concerned with the
gender question and not with questions about role
or function. In other words, it may be that they
reasoned, if a woman can hold an office she can be
ordained to that office, and if she can be ordained
to one office she can be ordained to any office.
What is clear is that Adventist leaders considered
ordaining women to the ministry at the time that
the churches began to elect deaconesses and it is
unlikely that this timing was coincidental.

James White was the first Adventist minister to
ordain a woman. On July 27, 1867, he set apart
Phillip Strong as a minister and ordained his wife,
Louisa, “as his helper.” James White reasoned,
“My views and feelings are that the minister’s wife
stands in so close a relation to the work of God, a
relation which so affects him for better or worse,
that she should, in the ordination prayer, be set
apart as his helper.”58 As Denis Kaiser states, “It
does not seem, however, that this procedure be-
came a general practice in the church.”59

Though women were not typically ordained as
ministerial helpers, Adventist women were fre-
quently ordained as deaconesses after 1895.
Scholars have assumed that these ordinations only
occurred for a few years, were limited to certain
regions of the world, and were very rare. Further
investigation proves that this was not the case,
however. Since the resolution to ordain women as
ministers was not implemented, it is not surprising
that W. H. Littlejohn admitted in 1883 that it was
not “the custom” of Adventists to ordain dea-
conesses.60 This changed in 1895, however, when
Ellen White stated in the July 9 issue of the Review,
“Women who are willing to consecrate some of
their time to the service of the Lord should be 
appointed to visit the sick, look after the young,
and minister to the necessities of the poor. They
should be set apart to this work by prayer and 
laying on of hands.”61 This statement prompted
several Adventist ministers to ordain women as
deaconesses; the first known ordination took
place about a month later, on August 10, 1895.
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Records indicate that these ordinations were not localized or
uncommon. Many women, in fact, were ordained as dea-
conesses between 1895 and the 1920s in several different
countries, including Australia, Borneo, India, the United
Kingdom, and all throughout the United States.62

Recently discovered statements on policy suggest that the
Adventist Church remained open to the possibility of
women’s ministerial ordination as long as women were or-
dained as deaconesses. At the turn of the twentieth-century,
the United States Census Bureau initiated a census of religious
bodies every ten years, beginning with the year 1906. The Bu-
reau began to collect the data for the first religious census in
1907 and published the results in two volumes in 1910. The
first volume included numerical data about the various reli-
gious bodies that worshipped in the United States. The sec-
ond volume, however, was comprised of the beliefs, history,

and polity of each religious group. According to Charles
Nagel, the director of the census, “The descriptive statements
were prepared, wherever possible, by competent persons in
the denominations, who were appointed by the bureau as spe-
cial agents for this purpose.”63 The “general statement cover-
ing the history, doctrine, polity, and work of the Seventh-day
Adventist denomination” was prepared by the General Con-
ference, under the direct supervision of Harvey Edson Rogers,
General Conference Statistical Secretary and member of the
General Conference Executive Committee.64

Since the General Conference prepared this statement, its
description of the church and its work was authoritative.
This statement did not introduce new concepts, but rather
explained how the church operated to a non-Adventist audi-
ence. Seventh-day Adventist leaders were thrilled with the
opportunity to share their faith in this manner and re-
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sponded enthusiastically to these censuses be-
cause it gave them a chance to “place [their] work
in proper light.”65 Therefore, the censuses of reli-
gious bodies gave Adventist leaders a voice and
occasion to portray their movement in the man-
ner they believed the most accurate.

Since the General Conference wanted to present
Adventism in an accurate manner, it is particularly
interesting to note the sections of polity that dealt
with the ministry and ordination. In a paragraph
that outlined the different types of conferences—
local, union, and General—and the function of the
presidents and executive committees, the General
Conference wrote, “Membership in the conferences
or the ministry is open to both sexes, although
there are very few female ministers.”66 The context
of this paragraph makes the meaning clear: it was
possible for a woman to be elected to any office of a
local conference, union, or the General Conference,
including the office of president, and serve as a
gospel minister. Though no women had served as
conference, union, or General Conference presi-
dents, policy did not prohibit this possibility. Fur-
thermore, this statement affirms that there were
some female ministers and that the title, “minister,”
was given to both men and women—no distinction
was made upon the basis of gender between those
who filled ministerial positions.

The topic of ministerial ordination was ad-
dressed a paragraph later. Since this statement on
polity declared that the ministry was open to both
sexes, the wording of the clause on ordination was
crucial. If Adventist Church policy did restrict
ministerial ordination to men, it was necessary to
clarify that point explicitly. However, this was not
the case. Though the ordination paragraph did not
explicitly state that ordination to the ministry was
open to women, it was intentionally written in
gender-neutral terms. The statement reads in full:

Applicants for ordination to the ministry are licensed to
preach, for a limited term, by a conference, either state,
union, or general. At the expiration of that term, on
approval by the conference, they are recommended for
ordination, and are ordained under supervision of the
conference, by ministers selected for that service. This

ordination is for life, but ministers are expected to renew
their papers at each meeting of the conference which
ordained them.”67

The imprecise language of this statement is sig-
nificant. James E. Anderson, political scientist and
expert on policymaking, articulates the importance
of clear language in relation to policy as follows:
“Public policies in modern political systems do not,
by and large, just happen.” Rather, policy is linked
“to purposive or goal-oriented action rather than to
random behavior or chance occurrences.” The lan-
guage of policy statements, whether description or
prescriptive, is thus crucial. Explicit policies require
definite, clear, and precise language; policies in-
tended to be open are written in ambiguous terms.
According to Anderson, “The goals of a policy may
be somewhat loosely stated and imprecise in con-
tent, thus providing a general direction rather than
precise targets for its implementation. Those who
want action on a problem may differ both as to
what should be done and how it should be done.
Ambiguity in language then can become a means
for reducing conflict, at least for the moment.”68

The descriptive policy statement on ministerial or-
dination in the religious census was written in am-
biguous terms, which implies that the Adventist
Church tacitly allowed that women’s ministerial or-
dination was possible, even though it had not yet
been officially practiced. Though other details re-
garding policy were altered, it is important to note
that these statements about the openness of min-
istry and ordination remained unchanged when the
1916 and 1926 censuses of religious bodies were
published. Once again, Harvey Edson Rogers over-
saw these censuses and the General Conference ap-
proved the statements.69

The significance of these statements is accentu-
ated by a comparison with another document pre-
pared by the General Conference shortly before the
third religious census was taken for the year 1926.
The Manual for Ministers was published in 1925, but
was not an authoritative guide in a strict sense.
Rather it was “printed as suggestive, and . . . not
necessarily to be exactly followed” in all of its de-
tails. Unlike the policy statement printed in the reli-
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gious censuses, the Manual for Ministers described ministerial or-
dination with gender-specific terminology. Words like
“brother,” “him,” and “man” appear numerous times.70 Adventist
administrators were therefore inclined to use gender-specific
terms to describe ministerial ordination, which highlights the
significance of the policy statements in the religious censuses—
particularly the one prepared for 1926, which was updated
after the Manual for Ministers was published. The General Con-
ference officers did not use gender-neutral terms in those state-
ments accidently. Rather, it seems that they were aware that
denominational policy had been open to women’s ordination
since 1881. To be sure, the statements on polity provided in
these religious censuses were not prescriptive—the documents
did not serve the same function as a codified working policy.
Nevertheless, these statements did provide an accurate descrip-
tion of Adventist policy prior to 1930, especially since the
General Conference wrote it for a non-Adventist audience—
people completely unfamiliar with Adventist policy and proce-
dure. In the early 1930s, Adventist administrators deliberately
removed the clause, “Membership in the conferences or the
ministry is open to both sexes, although there are very few fe-
male ministers,” from the polity statement in the religious cen-
suses when an official declaration on ministerial ordination was
finally made gender-specific in 1930—once policy stated that
ordination was for men only, the ministry was no longer open
to both sexes.

Unity, Authority, and Women in Ministry: Post-1932
As Seventh-day Adventism grew in size and spread to new
countries and regions, the General Conference increased its
authority and jurisdiction. The first significant step in this di-
rection took place in 1889. The Constitution was heavily re-
vised during this year and bylaws were added to it. Most
significantly, the purpose of the General Conference was re-
defined: whereas it initially had the “purpose of securing
unity and efficiency in labor” the Constitution now specified
that its object “shall be to unify and extend the work of the
Seventh-day Adventist denomination throughout the world.”
This newly stated purpose required increased authority and
jurisdiction. Prior to this time, the General Conference only
supervised ministerial and missionary labor. In 1889, how-
ever, these statements were revised so that the General Con-
ference had “the general supervision of all denominational
work.” In spite of this significant change, denominational
ministries remained independent and retained much of their
autonomy. This changed about a decade later.71

Adventists also began to meet in regular session biennially
after 1889, which meant that the elected officers now served
longer terms. The General Conference Executive Committee
was also granted “full administrative power during the inter-
vals between the sessions” and a new administrative tradition
was initiated: the Annual Council, which met for the first
time in the autumn of 1890.72 The Annual Council soon be-
came “one of the most important meetings of the General
Conference Committee” because it acquired the authority to
establish policies for church governance—a privilege previ-
ously reserved for delegates at General Conference sessions.73

Seventh-day Adventists began to institutionalize as the
church expanded into foreign lands, but these changes also
transpired in concert with the centralization of authority in
the United States. As Ian Tyrrell has argued, “the late nine-
teenth century to the end of World War I was a crucial pe-
riod for the growth of the federal state.” During this time
America began to build an empire by acquiring several terri-
tories beyond its continental borders.74 Federal authority
continued to centralize in other ways between the 1910s and
1930s. Historians often interpret the presidential election of
1916 as “a foreshadowing of the New Deal coalition”75 be-
cause Americans “argued that state and federal officials must
work to regulate business, prevent labor abuses, create an ed-
ucated populace, build a transportation infrastructure, ensure
public health, and regulate private behavior.”76 Ultimately,
Americans got their wish in the 1930s when the New Deal
was established. This “gave rise to Social Security, unemploy-
ment compensation, federal welfare programs, price stabiliza-
tion programs in industry and agriculture, and collective
bargaining for labor unions.” Previously, “these policy areas
seemed to belong exclusively to the states,” but the New
Deal centralized this power in the Federal Government.77

The concept of big business also emerged in the latter
part of the nineteenth-century and by the early twentieth-
century the “giant corporation proved to be the seedbed of a
new social and economic order.” A new “managerial class”
arose in America that was “governed by the engineering val-
ues of efficiency and systematic approaches to problems.” As
Glenn Porter has stated, “soon almost the entire society
would fall under the influence of corporate ways of doing
things.”78 Amanda Porterfield has observed the impact big
business had on religion. As citizens in the Roaring Twenties
“endorsed corporate organization as the path to social
progress,” denominations, attracted by “centralized hierar-
chy,” began to translate “religion into business.”79
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The Seventh-day Adventist Church was one of
the denominations that began to translate itself
into a big business in the early twentieth-century.
A significant step in this direction was taken in
1901. Though some historians have focused on or-
ganizational decentralization during the 1901
General Conference session,80 it is important to
recognize that centralization ultimately tri-
umphed. As Benjamin McArthur states, “The 1901
General Conference . . . offers a nearly perfect
case study of the larger trends toward rationalized
bureaucratization occurring in American society.”81

Perhaps the clearest example of the General Con-
ference’s increased authority was its takeover of
the independent ministries. According to Richard
W. Schwarz and Floyd Greenleaf, “By 1902 the
old independent associations had been replaced by
four separate departments: Education, Publishing,
Religious Liberty, and Sabbath School. By 1922
the church added eight more as the effectiveness
of departments and the need for a broader range of
activities became apparent.” The reorganization 
in 1901 therefore facilitated the centralization of
authority, though decentralization was intended.
As Schwarz and Greenleaf note, “By bringing all
church activities under the ultimate control of the
General Conference, church leaders produced a
new centrality to the organization.”82

Adventist administrators disagreed with the 
pioneers before them who had insisted that the
denomination’s organizational structure remain
simple. They began to reason (incorrectly) that
“[t]he leaders of the church who developed a sim-
ple organization (1863) did not yet see the world
field as a part of it.”83 In point of fact, the Whites
recognized the world as the church’s mission field
when Ellen White received a vision in November
1848 about “streams of light that went clear round
the world.”84 Nevertheless, the church did rapidly
expand in the 1870s and 1880s and, by 1921,
there were more Seventh-day Adventist members
in other countries than in the United States.85

As the church grew, General Conference officers
reasoned that big businesses functioned best when
authority was centralized at the top.

Theological innovations and the threat of

“Modernism” also influenced conservative Chris-
tians to centralize authority in fundamental doc-
trines. Fundamentalists arose militantly to defend
their “new form of ‘old-time religion’” in the
1910s.86 Seventh-day Adventists were likewise dis-
traught by the signs of the times and, as Paul Mc-
Graw has demonstrated, “During the first half of
the twentieth century, Adventism produced various
church leaders who began to seek common ground
with the wider Christian community.”87 Adventists
of the twentieth century craved respectability and
believed that an alliance with the Fundamentalist
camp was the surest way to achieve it.88 In 1926, I.
A. Crane asked Seventh-day Adventists, “Are you
really a fundamentalist?” He then answered for
them, stating firmly, “Yes, when it comes to the
Bible we are all strong for taking it to mean what it
says. We are fundamentalists of the fundamental-
ists. We all thank God that this is so.”89 Following
Crane’s lead, Adventist leaders throughout the
1920s and 1930s repeatedly boasted that they were
“the fundamentalists of the fundamentalists.”90

Fundamentalists were not favorable to women
in ministry. According to Margaret Bendroth, 

The events of the [1920s] finally put to rest the old
stereotype of women as the true guardians of religion,
replacing it with a new one emphasizing their moral
weakness and theological shallowness. In the new for-
mulation, fundamentalist men forsook their previously
passive role in religion and, in theory at least, assumed
full responsibility for guarding orthodoxy.91

Many of the new taboos were focused on
women. Liberal women of the era—known as flap-
pers—smoked cigarettes, listened to jazz music,
bobbed their hair, wore shorter skirts, and painted
their faces with cosmetics. Such women were a
sign of moral decay and became the foil for the
Fundamentalists’ ideal woman—one whose iden-
tity was intricately linked with modesty, propri-
ety, motherhood, and homemaking. This new
Cult of Domesticity stressed that women were
not to assert themselves in the public sphere be-
cause a “plain” reading of Scripture indicated that
the Apostle Paul’s proscriptions on women in 
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public in were not “culturally conditioned.” As Randall
Balmer has stated, “fundamentalist women are expected to
be submissive, to demand no voice of authority in the
church or in the home.”92 Laura L. Vance notes the impact
this new perspective had on Seventh-day Adventism, stat-
ing, “Whereas nineteenth-century Adventist women had
been depicted as independent, competent, and intelligent
workers (especially prior to 1880) whose responsibilities in-
cluded, but were not limited to, domestic work, the woman
portrayed in the Review of the 1920s and 1930s appeared to
have little knowledge, experience, or ambition outside of the
domestic sphere.”93

Fundamentalists raised a new criticism of Seventh-day Ad-
ventism that related to gender as the two groups came into
closer contact with one another. In 1917, William C. Irvine
became the first to declare in print that Seventh-day Adven-
tism was a cult, in his book, Timely Warnings.94 Irvine believed
that Adventism was a cult for a variety of reasons, but the
issue of gender was central to his attack. He began his chapter
on Adventism with these words: “SEVENTH-DAY [sic] AD-
VENTISM, Christian Science, and Theosophy have one
thing in common at least—they all had hysterical, neurotic
women as their Founders!”95 Other Fundamentalists soon
joined the counter-cult movement and railed against Seventh-
day Adventism as a religion founded by “the incontrovertible
logic of a woman.”96

It was much more difficult for Seventh-day Adventists
to be perceived as honorable and to maintain self-respect
once they had been designated a cult.97 Since the designa-
tion was intricately connected with Ellen White’s gender,
Adventists found ways to minimize her significance, or at
least her gender. To call Ellen White the church “Founder”
was particularly deplorable to Adventists of this period.
The term itself was a big business label that pointed to the
person(s) who established an institution. A woman, espe-
cially one who claimed to have visions, was incapable of
legitimately possessing this status in the business world—
particularly if the business was a religion—and the charge
invalidated current Adventist managers and the rapidly
growing institution they operated. It is not surprising,
then, that Adventists of this period quickly responded to
their critics that Ellen G. White “was not the founder of
Seventh-day Adventism.” Those unwilling to give White
founder status either remarked that she “was a great pio-
neer and leader in it” or merely “the leading writer.”98 Oth-
ers more generously admitted that she was “one of the

founders of the Seventh Day [sic] Adventists.”99

But if White was only one of the founders, who else
could be honored with this status? Accounts initially var-
ied. Some stated that James White was “the [only] founder
of the denomination,”100 but more frequently a coterie was
granted this status, including the Whites, Joseph Bates,
Hiram Edson, Frederick Wheeler, and S. W. Rhodes.101

The definitive answer eventually came from Everett Dick, a
trained historian who published Founders of the Message in
1938. Dick specified that “three strong characters, two
men and a woman” had emerged from the Millerite disap-
pointment to found the Seventh-day Adventist Church—
“Joseph Bates, James White, and Ellen White.”102 Though
Dick’s claim was not necessarily historically inaccurate, it is
important to note that it answered a nagging criticism
raised by other Christians. Adventists of the Fundamental-
ist era were relieved that they could call Ellen White just a
co-founder and place her name at the end of the list behind
two men. A two-thirds male majority ensured the legiti-
macy of Seventh-day Adventism and enabled it to more
credibly grow into a big business capable of missionizing
the world.

Adventists now had a response to the founder question,
but they also needed to answer the charge about a hysterical
female visionary. Seventh-day Adventists published their
first book-length apologetic works on Ellen White and the
gift of prophecy during the 1920s and 1930s,103 but a sub-
tler, yet remarkably more potent response also arose at this
time—one that specifically excused White’s gender. In the
1890s, J. N. Loughborough introduced a three-part story
about William Foy, Hazen Foss, and Ellen Harmon. As the
story goes, Foy was the first to receive a vision, but since he
didn’t understand it he refused to share it. Next, Foss was
given the same vision, but stubbornly resisted God’s com-
mand to tell it to others. Finally, the vision was given to
Harmon—someone unafraid to share it despite the fact that
prolonged illness had made her “the weakest of the weak.” 

Most Adventists know this story, but do not realize that it
has evolved over time into a complete myth. Loughborough
occasionally presented his narrative as one connected
story,104 but typically mentioned the three persons in dis-
connected fashion.105 Specifically, in his most popular
works, he introduced Harmon some twenty pages after Foss,
which obscures the cause and effect nature of the story—
something other storytellers made explicit.106 Furthermore,
Loughborough’s story did not focus on gender. He never re-
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ferred to Ellen Harmon as a woman or young girl,
but gave her the proper title, “Sister Harmon” or
“Miss Harmon.” Furthermore, he always con-
nected the phrase, “the weakest of the weak” with
her poor health. This, however, began to change
in the 1920s. During this decade, storytellers
added three elements to the story: first, Ellen
Harmon was now presented as “a young woman,”
or “a young girl”;107 second, the phrase “the weak-
est of the weak” was detached from Harmon’s
poor health and connected to the phrase “young
woman” or “young girl”;108 and third, Harmon’s
first vision was typically situated within a room of
“five women . . . praying earnestly for light,”
which amplified the femininity of Harmon’s
prophetic call.109

In the 1920s and 1930s, Adventists concluded
that Ellen Harmon White was God’s last choice
to receive the prophetic gift. One author pref-
aced the story in this manner: “Throughout the
history of the human race, God has used men as
channels through which He has communicated
His will to other men. So, early in the history of
this movement, God chose a special messenger.”
This messenger was considered to be “special” be-
cause of her gender. The tale was now told with
explicitly causal language and the gender of each
subject was emphasized. God first turned to “a
young man by the name of William E. Foy. . . .
Because William Foy had failed to do the work
that God had desired him to do, Hazen Foss, a
young man . . . was chosen.” After Foss refused to
deliver God’s message, the story continued, “the
Lord called Ellen Harmon.” In what setting did
this occur? “It was during a morning prayer meet-
ing when she, with five women, was kneeling in
prayer, that she was taken off in [her first] vi-
sion.”110 In a more concise version of this tale, A.
W. Peterson wrote, “On two different occasions
two different men, William Foy and Hazen Foss,
were given messages . . . but both shrank from
the burden and the humiliation which has always
been the part of God’s prophets. Then it was that
God called a young girl, ‘the weakest of the weak,’
to speak for Him.” Peterson’s paragraph ended
with this sentence, suggesting that a woman was

weak, but Ellen Harmon was “the weakest of the
weak” because she was a young girl.111 By the
mid-1930s, this newly gendered narrative had be-
come entrenched within the collective Adventist
consciousness. The moral of the story was simple:
God failed to find a man who would serve Him
so He was forced to find a weak little girl to relate
His message to the people.112 Unlike Dick’s selec-
tion of Adventist founders, this myth is riddled
with historical inaccuracies.113

Adventists created ways to respond to the
founder and visions questions, but they also had to
contend with the fact that the Adventist Church
had employed women preachers for decades and
still had a policy open to women’s ordination. In
Bobbed Hair, Bossy Wives, and Women Preachers, John
R. Rice railed against “Mrs. White and Seventh Day
[sic] Adventism” because she was partially to blame
for “the rise of women preachers” in America. Ac-
cording to Rice, “women preachers” promoted false
“doctrine, radical emotionalism, ‘speaking in
tongues’ and trances . . . [and] false pretenses of
healing—these things surely should warn us that
there is infinite harm in women preaching.”114 Sev-
enth-day Adventist policy in the 1920s still implic-
itly allowed women to serve as conference
presidents or ordained gospel ministers because it
was not explicitly forbidden. If they were to gain
the respect of Fundamentalists and maintain self-re-
spectability, this policy had to be altered.

The Working Policy and Church Manual
changed this policy in 1930/1932. To be sure,
Seventh-day Adventists had policies of proce-
dure prior to this time, but they were not sys-
tematized into a single document until the
Autumn Council approved the first Working Pol-
icy of the General Conference of Seventh-day Adventists
in 1926.115 It is significant that Adventist policy
on ordination did not change when the Working
Policy first appeared: if policy had limited ordi-
nation to men prior to this time, this should
have been reflected in the first edition of Work-
ing Policy. However, this was not the case. In
fact, when the General Conference revised its
descriptive policy statement in 1927 for the
1926 Federal Census of Religious Bodies, ordina-
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tion to the gospel ministry was still open to both sexes.
This changed three years later, however, when the Adven-
tist Church officially specified in the 1930 edition of Work-
ing Policy for the first time that “ordination to the ministry
is the setting apart of the man to a sacred calling.”116 It is
therefore important to recognize this point: prior to 1930,
church policy statements on ordination were written in
gender-inclusive language, but this changed in 1930—from
this point onward church policy has explicitly restricted
ministerial ordination to men.

This change was intentional. According to James E. An-
derson, “a policy is defined as a purposive course of action or in-
action followed by an actor or set of actors in dealing with a problem
or matter of concern.”117 Adventist administrators in the 1920s
and 1930s recognized that church policy implicitly allowed
for the ordination of women. Though no women prior to the
1930s are known to have been ordained as ministers, many
had been ordained as deaconesses and some had been or-
dained as elders and performed the functions of that office.
During the Colorado camp meeting held in 1922 at Rocky
Mountain Lake Park, someone asked if women were allowed
“to officiate at quarterly meeting” and “be ordained as church
elder.” The question was answered in the negative at this
time, but the respondent reluctantly admitted that he was
cognizant of “[o]ne or two instances” in which women had

been ordained as elders and officiated at the Lord’s Supper.
Apparently, ordinations of this nature occurred frequently
enough for the writer to plead with his brethren and sisters to
cease and desist. Who was at fault? According to this writer,
it was the women who were ordained. “[N]o woman should
allow herself to receive ordination,” the writer implored,
“much less to officiate [at the Lord’s Supper] even though she
might have been ordained by someone who exceeded his au-
thority.” Though the writer assured his readers that these or-
dinations were “not recognized by the denomination,” it is
important to note that his claim was only supported by a
general consensus, not church policy.118 Administrators in the
Fundamentalist era therefore dealt with this “problem” by
making the policy statement on ordination explicit—it was,
after 1930, for men only.

It is significant to note that a General Conference ses-
sion did not approve this decision. When the revisions to
the Working Policy were suggested at the 1930 session, the
changes were not presented to the delegates and the matter
was referred to the General Conference Executive Commit-
tee for implementation without discussion.119 The delegates
were completely unaware that denominational leaders were
planning to restrict ordination to the gospel ministry to the
male gender. Though it is likely that the delegates would
have approved this change in 1930, they were not given the
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opportunity. The concept of authority had
changed since the issue was first addressed—in
1881 a General Conference session decided the
question of gender and ordination.

Since very few people read the Working Policy,
the General Conference ensured that Adventists
would follow this new policy by including it in
the Church Manual (1932).120 This publication
completely changed the nature of Seventh-day
Adventism and its very adoption represents a new
perspective on unity and authority.121 Whereas
the 1883 Manual was presented to a General
Conference session for adoption, the 1932 Church
Manual was not—the Executive Committee simply
authorized and published it. Whereas Adventists
in 1883 realized that they were united without a
Church Manual, Adventist administrators in the
early twentieth-century determined that unity
could not be achieved or maintained unless they
had one. Whereas nineteenth-century Adventists
rejected a Manual because they wanted people to
rely on Scripture alone, the 1932 Church Manual
was advertised to church members as “the final
word regarding the Church, its Officers and its work.”122

Whereas the autonomy of the local church had
been intentionally guarded and protected, the
General Conference now dictated what these
bodies could and could not do in regard to mat-
ters of polity.

Between 1930 and 1932, Seventh-day Adven-
tist administrators took authoritative action to bar
women from ministry with three (if not more)
policies.123 First, the Working Policy and Church
Manual officially stated for the first time that 
ordination to the gospel ministry was reserved for
men only. Between 1906 and 1926, the descrip-
tive policy statement in the Federal censuses in-
cluded this clause: “Membership in the
conferences or the ministry is open to both sexes,
although there are very few female ministers.”
Prior to 1930, General Conference policy allowed
for women’s ordination to the ministry by not
prohibiting it, but this changed when the Working
Policy and Church Manual were published. The
United States Census Bureau completed its final
census of religious bodies for the year 1936 and

this change was reflected in it. Harvey Edson
Rogers oversaw this project once again and the
General Conference approved it. Though other
policy details remained essentially unchanged, the
clause that specified that “[m]embership in the
conferences or the ministry [was] open to both
sexes” was stricken from the record.124 Once the
General Conference dictated that ordination was
for men only, this statement no longer accurately
described Seventh-day Adventist policy of min-
istry. According to Patrick Allen, between 1931
and 1933 “the number of female pastors dropped
from six to zero.”125

Second, the 1932 Church Manual also took
away the right of women to be ordained as dea-
conesses. As stated previously, many women had
been ordained as deaconesses between 1895 and
the 1920s but, in spite of this fact, the first Church
Manual stated, “the practice of ordaining dea-
conesses is not followed by our denomination”126

and women were not officially granted this privi-
lege again until the eighteenth edition of the
Church Manual was approved in 2010.127 The topic
of women’s ordination to the gospel ministry
arose when Adventists began to elect deaconesses
in their churches in the late 1870s and early
1880s, and in the early 1930s ordination to both
of these offices was officially disallowed, even
though women had been ordained as deaconesses
around the world for more than three decades.

It is evident that Adventist administrators of
the Fundamentalist era were focused on the gen-
der question—if a woman could not be ordained
to one office, she could not be ordained to any
office. In 1936, the Home Missionary Depart-
ment planned to reprint Ellen White’s 1895 arti-
cle that specified that women should be ordained
as deaconesses “as a leaflet.”128 J. A. Stevens, head
of the department, was alarmed to read from
Ellen White’s pen that women “should be set
apart . . . by prayer and laying on of hands” and
brought the article before the General Confer-
ence officers because it seemed “to recommend
the ordination of women.” As David Trim has
noted, “The emphasis is on the gender question,
not the role or function question (home mission-
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ary versus minister, elder or deacon). The Officers seem not
to have identified that Ellen White was writing about the
function of a deaconess.” Trim’s observation is strengthened
by the fact that these administrators concluded that “this
matter has never been acted upon during the years.” These
men must have known that women had been ordained as
deaconesses because it had happened frequently and, at
times, by the hands of church administrators. The General
Conference officers therefore apparently believed that
White endorsed women’s ordination to any office. They
had disallowed this just a few years prior to this time and
now chose to silence their dead prophet by voting “[t]o rec-
ommend that the entire paragraph be eliminated from the
leaflet.”129 The General Conference did not republish Ellen
White’s statement on women’s ordination until 1995.130 This
incident reveals that these Adventist administrators believed
that if a woman was ordained to one office, she could be or-
dained to any office—something they could not accept,
even if a prophet of God advocated it.

In 1931, Adventist administrators adopted a third policy
that impacted women directly. At this time, the General
Conference set term limits that fixed General Conference
positions to twelve years, unions to eight, and local confer-
ences and missions to six. Though term limits also im-
pacted men, this new policy enabled church administrators
to eliminate women currently employed in church leader-
ship positions. In 1905, some twenty women served as con-
ference treasurers while another thirty held the post of
conference secretary. In 1915, about thirty-two women
served as educational departmental leaders while the same
number served as educational department secretaries. Also
in 1915, about fifty-eight women were employed as Sab-
bath School Department leaders, while the same number
served as Sabbath School Department secretaries. By 1950,
men held all of these offices exclusively.131 Though terms
were limited, this policy protected the careers of men
through transfers—the men were moved from one confer-
ence to another or promoted to a higher position. As
Patrick Allen has noted, however, “The Seventh-day Adventist
Yearbook statistics for the period 1920 to 1940 seem to indi-
cate that women might have fallen victim to this policy, for
there is virtually no record of such transfers.”132 Not only
were women officially refused the rite of ordination, but
the unordained women who served the church were also
excised from their leadership positions. Men were to lead
the church and the women were only God’s last choice.

Conclusion
Adventist administrators in the 1920s and 1930s deliberately
changed church policy to ensure that no women would be
ordained to any office. Though no women were elected to a
conference, union, or the General Conference presidency, or
known to be ordained to the gospel ministry prior to 1930, if
one had been set apart by the laying on of hands the act
would have been in harmony with the policy indirectly
adopted in 1881. Any local conference or union had the au-
thority to ordain women between 1881 and 1930 and if they
had done so they could not have been censured by the Gen-
eral Conference for an act that policy implicitly allowed.

By the 1920s, the Seventh-day Adventist understanding
of unity had changed. In the nineteenth century, Adventists
were united and autonomous—nothing infringed upon the
agency of the local church. Yet, in the early twentieth 
century, Seventh-day Adventists began to assume that they
could be united only if all members adhered to an orthodoxy
and an orthopraxy. The Church Manual was published to es-
tablish such uniformity. The Church Manual also gave the
General Conference direct control over the local churches
and, after it was published, the clause that specified that
“State conferences . . . exercise[] no authority over the local
church, except as particular questions are submitted to it for
decision” was removed from statements on policy.133

These new understandings of unity and authority directly
impacted Seventh-day Adventist women. For nearly fifty years,
church policy implicitly allowed that women could serve in
any church position and be ordained to the gospel ministry.
Though none were apparently ordained as ministers, several
did serve in this capacity. Numerous women were employed
by the denomination in leadership positions, some were or-
dained as elders, and dozens served their local churches as or-
dained deaconesses. This changed between 1930 and 1932,
however, when male administrators altered church policy.

By the 1940s, very few women served in leadership and
Adventists were beginning to forget their history. For this
reason, Ava M. Covington wrote a book on the topic of
women in ministry—the first Adventist book devoted exclu-
sively to women who had served the church. Published in
1940, she gave it the perceptive title, They Also Served. Cov-
ington featured fifteen different Adventist women in her
book including, strikingly, Ellen G. White. This was not an
act of banality—the fact that Covington included White sug-
gests that she believed that her contemporaries were forget-
ting that Ellen White was a woman who had also served the
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church.134 To be sure, Covington knew that Ad-
ventists had not forgotten that Ellen White ex-
isted, but she was apparently aware that White’s
femininity was excused. Ellen White was not the
founder of Seventh-day Adventism, but only one
of the founders. She was not supposed to be a
prophet, but since God could not find a man who
would accept the prophetic gift, He reluctantly
gave it to a woman. Ellen White and all women
who served the church were merely God’s last
choice.

Appendix: The 1881 Resolution to Ordain
Women to the Gospel Ministry
As indicated in the main article, the 1881 resolu-
tion to ordain women to the gospel ministry has
been widely misunderstood. Most interpreters
have assumed, or argued, that the resolution was
indirectly rejected, but a more comprehensive
analysis suggests that it was indirectly adopted, even
though it was never implemented. I evaluate the
three main factors upon which this question rests
within this appendix: Seventh-day Adventist par-
liamentary procedure, General Conference Com-
mittee practice, and the Signs of the Times report.

Seventh-day Adventist Parliamentary Procedure
Though scholars have wrestled with the 1881
session of the General Conference for decades,
none of the works I have reviewed consulted
Robert’s Rules of Order or Key to Smith’s Diagram of
Parliamentary Rules. Henry M. Robert’s Pocket
Manual of Rules of Order was first published in
1876. In 1877, Adventist leaders began instruct-
ing Adventist ministers, missionary workers, and
local church leaders on the rules of parliamentary
procedure135 and by 1879 the subject was taught
at Battle Creek College. As stated in the Review,
“Robert’s Rules of Order, for sale at this Office, is
the text book used.”136 In 1881, Uriah Smith pub-
lished a simplified version of Robert’s Rules of
Order that he titled, Key to Smith’s Diagram of Par-
liamentary Rules.137 Though Smith simplified
Robert’s work, there is no substantive difference
between parliamentary rules outlined in each
text. It is therefore evident that by 1881 Adven-

tists followed these texts for rules of order in
their deliberative assemblies.

In 1881, the delegates of the General Confer-
ence took the action to commit, or refer, the reso-
lution to ordain women to a committee.
According to Robert’s Rules and Smith’s Diagram,
this action was a subsidiary motion. Uriah Smith
explained that subsidiary motions “are such as are
applied to other motions for the sake of disposing
of them in some other way than by direct adop-
tion or rejection.”138 Subsidiary motions therefore
enabled delegates at deliberative assemblies to
take action in regard to a resolution by indirectly
adopting or rejecting it.

A motion or resolution could be indirectly re-
jected in a number of ways. For example, the dele-
gates could lay it on the table, which “remove[d]
the subject from consideration till the assembly
vote[d] to take it from the table.”139 A resolution
could also be postponed to a certain day, but at the
specified time the resolution could not be “taken up
except by a two-thirds vote.”140 If a resolution were
taken from the table or reconsidered at a later date,
it could be either adopted or rejected, but the two-
thirds vote required to reconsider the matter made
this difficult, if not unlikely. If delegates wished to
reject a resolution in an indirect manner with no
possibility for adoption, they took the action to
postpone it indefinitely. The effect of this action
was “to entirely remove the question from before
the assembly for that session.”141

Delegates could indirectly adopt a motion or
resolution by referring the matter to certain
committees. Committees were not empowered
to indirectly reject resolutions, however, and
usually had the purpose to present a report to
the deliberative assembly. The action to com-
mit, or refer, was taken when the particular item
at hand was debatable. The type of the debate
can be determined by noting the type of com-
mittee to which the debatable resolution was re-
ferred. First, if the subject of the resolution was
controversial, then the resolution would be re-
ferred to a committee of the whole. A tempo-
rary committee would then be composed of
representatives from the larger body of dele-
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gates and be empowered to adopt, amend, or report on
the resolution at hand. Second, a disputed topic could be
addressed by referring it to a special (or select) commit-
tee. In such cases a temporary committee would be
elected and asked to report on the item at hand, but it was
not empowered to indirectly adopt or amend the resolu-
tion. Third, if the wording of a resolution was debatable,
then it would be referred back to the Committee on Reso-
lutions—a standing committee elected at each regular
meeting (e.g., a General Conference session). In such a
case, the Committee on Resolutions would rephrase the
resolution and resubmit it to the entire assembly for adop-
tion or rejection. Fourth, if the matter needed further
study it would be referred to a committee for deliberation
or investigation (e.g., a theology of ordination study com-
mittee). If this were done, Robert outlined that it was “of
the utmost importance that all parties be represented” on
a large committee so that when it reported to the full as-
sembly “unpleasant debates” would be avoided.142

Just as there was one action to intentionally reject a mo-
tion indirectly, so also was there one action specifically de-
signed to indirectly adopt resolutions—to refer the matter to
a committee for action. According to Robert’s Rules of Order,
“A committee for action should be small, and consist only of
those heartily in favor of the proposed action.” If the dele-
gates found a resolution to be acceptable, but debated its
implementation, then it was referred to a committee for ac-
tion. The committee was small because the resolution itself
was not controversial; debatable resolutions had to be ad-
dressed by larger committees. Furthermore, committees for
action were composed of people “heartily in favor of the pro-
posed action” because the question related to implementa-
tion, not approval.143 Unlike the other committees
described, the small three-person General Conference
Committee was a permanent executive committee—a com-
mittee for action.144

If the 1881 General Conference delegates wanted to indi-
rectly reject the resolution to ordain women, they would
have postponed it indefinitely, or possibly tabled it or post-
poned it to a certain day.145 If the resolution itself were de-
batable, then the delegates would have referred the matter to
a temporary committee, such as a committee of the whole,
special committee, or the Committee on Resolutions.146 If
the resolution needed further study, a large committee for
deliberation or investigation would have been organized and
the question referred to that body.147 These things did not

happen, however. Rather, the matter was referred to the
General Conference Committee—a committee for action. It
must be stressed that, according to Robert’s Rules of Order or
Key to Smith’s Diagram of Parliamentary Rules, committees did
not have the authority to reject motions or resolutions.
Committees of the whole and committees for action were
empowered to adopt resolutions, but even these committees
did not have the authority to reject resolutions. Therefore,
an analysis of Adventist parliamentary procedure suggests
that the delegates indirectly adopted the resolution and ex-
pected the General Conference Executive Committee to de-
termine a way to tackle the challenge of its implementation. 

General Conference Committee Practice
As stated previously, Seventh-day Adventists had followed
Robert’s Rules of Order since the late 1870s and it is clear from
denominational practice that they sought ways to imple-
ment items referred to the General Conference Committee.
After poring through the first twenty-five years of General
Conference minutes, David Trim found only two other
“draft resolutions proposed by the Resolutions Committee
that were referred to the GC Committee.”148 In addition,
Denis Kaiser has located another example worthy of com-
parison.149 A thorough analysis of these three analogous
draft resolutions reveals that they were all indirectly
adopted. All of these resolutions were referred to the Gen-
eral Conference Committee because there was a question
about implementation, but after the questions were ad-
dressed, each resolution was implemented.

The first example relates to an action taken at the Tract
and Missionary Society in 1879. Though this action did
not occur during a General Conference session, it is still wor-
thy of comparison. On this occasion, the Committee on
Resolutions reported fourteen different resolutions. Resolu-
tion 11 stated, “Resolved, That we recommend that the
Stimme der Wahrheit, from the beginning of next year, be is-
sued monthly instead of quarterly.” After various remarks
from some of the brethren, the resolution “was referred to
the General Conference Committee.”150 It is evident that
this resolution was indirectly adopted and later imple-
mented because W. C. White stated a short time later, “The
Stimme der Wahrheit . . . will hereafter be issued monthly.”151

Second, during the twenty-fifth session of the General
Conference held in November and December 1886, the
Committee on Resolutions presented a number of resolutions
to the delegates. Resolution 35 stated, “Whereas, The provi-
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dence of God has seemed, in a special manner, to
open the way for distributers to be used in New
York City, and for missionary work to be done in
Castle Garden among those of all nationalities;
therefore—Resolved, That Bro. Robert Sawyer and
wife be requested to connect themselves with the
work in that city.” After its presentation, this reso-
lution “was referred to the Conference Commit-
tee.”152 Since the Sawyers did not move to New
York and since Adventists did not work in Castle
Garden, scholars have assumed that this resolution
was indirectly rejected. This was not the case,
however. In January 1887, the General Confer-
ence Executive Committee met with the New
York Tract Society and discussed the topic of city
missions.153 The General Conference had organ-
ized the Brooklyn, New York, Mission in January
1886 and wanted Robert and Mary Sawyer to
work among the immigrants that passed through
Castle Garden, which was America’s largest immi-
gration station prior to the opening of Ellis Island
in 1892. Since the Sawyers were unable to move
to New York City, presumably due to Mary’s poor
health,154 Daniel Thomson was selected to take
their place. Thomson arrived at the Brooklyn Mis-
sion in March 1887 with the intention of working
at Castle Garden. Unfortunately, the plan could
not be executed as the General Conference origi-
nally intended. As stated in the 1888 Year Book,
“Bro. Thomson was disappointed in not being able
to obtain the privilege of working as a missionary
in Castle Garden.” Though Adventists were not
allowed to work within Castle Garden itself,
Thomson “immediately laid plans to reach the im-
migrants as they landed from the steamers or left
on the railroads” and within nine months he had
distributed some 10,000 tracts.155 Though the
1886 General Conference resolution was chal-
lenging to implement, the General Conference
Committee found ways to distribute literature
among the immigrants of New York City.

The third example took place at the twenty-
second annual session of the General Conference
in November 1883. The Committee on Resolu-
tions reported eighteen resolutions and number
14 stated, 

Whereas, It is evident that it will soon be necessary
to take advance steps in the way of establishing pub-
lishing interests in Europe; and—Whereas, Bro. W.
C. White has had experience in this branch of work ;
therefore—Resolved, That we recommend that the
said W. C. White so arrange his business, the coming
year, as to be at liberty to render the requisite assis-
tance another season.

Upon motion, the matter was then “referred to
the General Conference Committee.”156 Since W.
C. White did not go to Europe at this time, schol-
ars have assumed that this resolution was indi-
rectly rejected. However, further analysis reveals
that it was indirectly adopted and implemented.
White was apparently unable to travel to Europe
at the time, but the Executive Committee found
someone else to do the work. Shortly after the
General Conference session closed, the Executive
Committee met to take care of unfinished busi-
ness. According to G. I. Butler, current General
Conference president, several “cases were referred
to the General Conference Committee. This com-
mittee, after the close of the Conference, consid-
ered some of them.” The resolution presented by
the Committee on Resolutions was on their
agenda and Butler explained that they “advised
that Eld[]. M. C. Wilcox, of New York . . .arrange
to go to England to labor,”157 as a replacement for
W. C. White. In February 1884, M. C. Wilcox
stated, “In harmony with the request of the Gen-
eral Conference Committee, I have been, up to
Feb. 1, working in the REVIEW office, trying to
obtain experience and knowledge to enable me to
assist in the publishing work elsewhere [i.e., Eng-
land].”158 Wilcox helped to establish Seventh-day
Adventist publishing interests in England shortly
after his arrival and the first issue of a new periodi-
cal, The Present Truth, rolled off the presses in April
1884. According to G. I. Butler, this was in har-
mony with the “well known . . . vote[] at the last
General Conference.”159 Since the matter was indi-
rectly adopted through its referral to the Execu-
tive Committee, they were empowered to
implement the resolution by finding an alternative
person to go to Europe in White’s stead.
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The Signs of the Times Report
Adventist parliamentary procedure and practice
suggests that the 1881 resolution to ordain women
to the gospel ministry was indirectly adopted and a
contemporary interpreter affirmed this conclusion.
On January 5, 1882, a full month after the General
Conference action on the resolution to ordain
women to the gospel ministry, the Signs of the Times
printed a partial list of “the resolutions adopted.”160

The resolution to ordain women to the gospel
ministry was the second item on that list. Some
scholars have dismissed this report as a simple mis-
take, but further analysis discredits that notion.

First, it is important to take into consideration
the credibility of the resident editor for the Signs
of the Times. J. H. Waggoner held that position in
1881 and 1882.161 He did not go to Battle Creek
for the 1881 General Conference, but stayed in
California at his post during the annual
meetings.162 Waggoner was a veteran editor, ad-
ministrator, and minister—someone who, without
question, was well versed in Seventh-day Adven-
tist parliamentary procedure and practice. He had
served on the General Conference Executive
Committee for two years and understood what it
meant for a resolution to be referred to this com-
mittee.163 Since the report was printed as an un-
signed article, Waggoner not only approved the
report for publication, but likely authored it.

Second, it is necessary to analyze the Gen-
eral Conference report itself. It is actually quite
significant that the report is an unofficial “par-
tial account of the proceedings.” The wording
of the resolutions in the report and the official
minutes is identical, which reveals that the re-
port was copied from the original source, not
from a letter or telegram. Further comparison
reveals that certain items were intentionally ex-
cluded from the report, including items that
were not adopted as well as some that were.164

This indicates that the Signs intentionally fea-
tured items interpreted to be adopted and im-
portant. Since the report is not an official
record it should be read as a contemporary in-
terpretation of Seventh-day Adventist parlia-
mentary procedure—one that was approved

and/or written by a capable and informed indi-
vidual, J. H. Waggoner. The report is, there-
fore, a reliable source for historical analysis.

Third, it is significant to note that J. H.
Waggoner was not favorable to women’s ordi-
nation. As mentioned in the main article, Wag-
goner did not believe women should occupy
any office in the church. Waggoner’s son, E. J.
Waggoner, also held this view of women in
ministry. He wrote, “It is a sad fact that infi-
delity is creeping—no, not creeping, but stalk-
ing boldly, into the church.” He then listed
some examples, including a reference to the
Methodist Church, which was considering “the
admission of women as delegates to the General
Conference, and their ordination as minis-
ters.”165 Father and son were both opposed to
the ordination of women, whether to the dea-
conate or to the ministry. This point is signifi-
cant because it reveals that Waggoner was not
likely to accidentally include a resolution he
found heretical in his list of items adopted at
the General Conference.

Finally, Denis Kaiser has noted that “the Signs
did not print a correction regarding this resolu-
tion in subsequent issues.”166 Adventist editors
maintained high standards and when significant
mistakes did appear in Adventist periodicals, a
published correction or retraction was typical.167

No such statement was ever offered in any Ad-
ventist periodical in regard to the 1881 resolution
to ordain women. 

In summary, J. H. Waggoner was not likely to
make, or allow, a simple mistake to appear in the
Signs of the Times report. Waggoner was not only
an experienced Adventist administrator, but had
“learned the printer’s trade” as a boy and was co-
owner and senior editor of the Baraboo, Wiscon-
sin, Sauk County Standard before he accepted the
Adventist faith in the early 1850s.168 He was a
veteran editor and his Signs report remains a valu-
able contemporary interpretation of Adventist
parliamentary procedure.

It is therefore unlikely that the 1881 resolu-
tion to ordain women was indirectly rejected.
Rather, the weight of the evidence supports the
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interpretation that the resolution was indirectly adopted—a
conclusion substantiated by Adventist parliamentary proce-
dure, General Conference Committee practice, and the
Signs of the Times report. As the main article also demon-
strates, subsequent statements on policy issued by the Gen-
eral Conference itself also support this interpretation. n
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High Horses and Higher Ground
BY DON WILLIAMS

I’ve had it with prodigals
Slamming doors in God’s face;
Plotting their escape;
Risking self and others.

Then I find myself
Discounting my birthright;
Drifting away under the cover of my own darkness;
Retreating to the far country of my rationality.

As I attempt to put distance
Between my emptiness and His fullness,
I’m amazed to find Him so close, and
More gracious than before.

Now I surprise myself
With the willful;
Not by caring less,
But by loving more.

“Where sin abounds…
…grace abounds all the more.” ROMANS 5:20

Don Williams, who is now the is assistant to the president of Adventist University of Health 

Sciences, has been at the University since it opened its doors in 1992. He has served as Chair of

the General Education Department and was the Academic Dean for thirteen years. He has a 

bachelor’s degree in Psychology and a Master of Divinity from Andrews University and a PhD in

Counseling from Purdue University. He and his wife, Merrie Lyn, have been married for 45 years

and have two children and five grandchildre


